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abstract
In this thesis, the flow physics in low-compression scramjets, in particular inlet-fueled radical farm-
ing scramjets, are investigated using high fidelity numerical simulations. The two-dimensional
inlet-fueled radical farming scramjet engine employed by McGuire provides the basis for this
thesis. It is used to numerically investigate the flow physics that govern the mixing, ignition and
combustion processes. The focus lies in particular on the effect that unsteady flow features and tur-
bulent structures have on the scramjet performance. Therefore, a high fidelity numerical method,
wall-modeled large-eddy simulation (WMLES), is employed to resolve those effects. For com-
parison, the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach, which is commonly used for
large scale scramjet simulations, is employed as well. Furthermore, the scramjet simulations per-
formed here include finite rate chemistry, using the modified JetSurf 2.0 model, and thermal non-
equilibrium effects, using the two-temperature model. This thesis represents a contribution to the
knowledge of scramjet processes with particular new understanding of: the flow physics governing
the enhanced mixing process in inlet-fueled scramjets; the combustion regimes present in radical
farming scramjets; the effects of thermal non-equilibrium on scramjet flow structures and combus-
tion performance.
This thesis presents a detailed investigation of governing flow physics relevant to inlet injec-
tion. Experimental campaigns have shown that inlet-injection significantly improves the scramjet
performance, a result of its mixing enhancing capabilities. In the past, researchers argued that in-
creased mixing lengths on the inlet cause the mixing enhancement. More recently, it was shown
numerically that fuel plume/flow structure interactions at the entrance of the combustor are respon-
sible for the changing mixing process. However, no study has been conducted that explores the
details of those interactions and their sensitivity to other scramjet related flow features. Therefore,
a detailed investigation is performed that analyses the governing flow physical processes that are
responsible for mixing enhancement. It will be shown that for maximized mixing enhancement,
flow structures within the engine have to interact with the inlet injected fuel plume in such a way
that the plume splits in half as it is compressed towards the combustor wall, thus increasing the
effective mixing area and with it the rate of mixing. Utilizing such an approach, it is shown that
the fuel-air mixing rate can be increased by a factor of up to five as the flow passes through the
structures at the combustor entrance.
Furthermore, the ignition and combustion process within the scramjet engine is investigated in
detail. It was found that radicals produced around the fuel jets aid the ignition process. The gas
mixture ignites initially at the combustor entrance near the sidewall. Further downstream, with
the second shock impingement at the lower combustor wall the gas mixture ignites around the
unburned fuel plumes near the scramjet center. As the combustion process proceeds, it becomes
mixing limited towards the back of the combustor, where mixing and combustion efficiencies for
this specific configuration reach values of 71% and 61%, respectively, at the combustor exit. Iden-
ii
tifying combustion regimes present in radical farming engines provides valuable information to
the scientific community as it will aid the development of turbulence-chemistry interaction mod-
els, which are necessary to accurately model combustion processes in turbulent flows. It will be
shown that a wide spread of combustion regimes is relevant for this type of engine. In fact, it will
be shown that future turbulence-chemistry interaction models should have the capability to accu-
rately represent partially-premixed and non-premixed gas mixtures, whose combustion regimes
range from distributed reaction zones to thin reaction sheets.
The effect of thermal non-equilibrium on flow structures and the combustion process is ana-
lyzed as well, which is of particular interest for shock tunnel testing as the nozzle outflow is in a
state of thermal non-equilibrium. It will be shown that the thermal state of the scramjet inflow has
only a weak influence on shock structures in the engine, while thermal non-equilibrium modeling
within the scramjet has a larger effect. Temperature distributions in hot regions that develop near
the scramjet wall are, however, strongly influenced by thermal non-equilibrium effects, in par-
ticular for the un-fueled engine. For hydrogen fueled scramjets thermal non-equilibrium effects
become negligible downstream of the combustor entrance, as the relaxation process between air
and hydrogen is drastically enhanced compared to un-fueled simulations. Nevertheless, thermal
non-equilibrium affects the radical production around the jet plumes on the inlet, which influences
the ignition process further downstream.
The insights provided by this thesis increases the understanding of flow physics in radical farm-
ing engines significantly, which allows us to improve future scramjet designs. Furthermore, the
relevance of certain flow phenomena is now better understood, thus providing more information
to assess the numerical modeling of such phenomena.
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– Leonardo Da Vinci
“Most people say that it is the intellect which makes a great scientist. They are
wrong: it is character.“
– Albert Einstein
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– Werner von Braun
“Equipped with his five senses, man explores the universe around him and
calls the adventure Science.“
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– John F. Kennedy
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– Frank White
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spirit.“
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INTRODUCTION
1
The first chapter; in which the thesis is introduced, aims and objectives are defined, and the thesis
structure is presented.
In the 1950s and 60s, the concept of supersonic ramjet (scramjet) propulsion was
introduced by Weber & McKay [226] and Billig [53]. This novel concept has major advan-
tages over existing propulsion systems, e.g. rockets or gas turbines. Firstly, no moving
parts are involved, which makes the system reliable, and secondly, the oxygen present
in Earth’s atmosphere is utilized for combustion. Thus the oxidizer, which constitutes
approximately 65% of the gross take-off weight of a rocket [90], does not need to be
carried on board, which increases the vehicle specific impulse.
However, after more than 50 years of research, sustained scramjet flight at Mach
numbers above 10 has not yet been achieved. The complexity of the fluid mechanics
involved and severity of the flight conditions impose problems that make it impossible
to realize the scramjet concept easily. One major issue is the supersonic flow speed
within the combustor, which causes very short flow residence times on the order of one
millisecond. Thus, constraints are put on the mixing, ignition and combustion processes.
To maximize the combustion efficiency the mixing process needs to be improved, and the
ignition and combustion lengths need to be decreased. Conventional methods decrease
combustion lengths by increasing the compression through the intake, which elevates
combustor entrance temperatures and pressures over the fuel/air auto-ignition limit,
thus leading to instantaneous ignition. However, this approach introduces additional
losses that compromise system performance. Firstly, increased inlet compression causes
drag and total pressure losses to increase. Secondly, the risk of boundary layer separation
[115, 116] and inlet un-start [101, 102, 154] increases. Lastly, combustion efficiencies
decrease due to high combustor exit temperatures and chemical non-equilibrium effects
in the expansion nozzle, thus reducing the amount of fuel that is converted into reaction
products. The class of low-compression scramjets on the other hand does not exhibit the
same adverse performance effects that are induced by high compression scramjets, but
advanced concepts that ensure complete combustion over a similar combustor length
have to be employed. Such concepts include flame holders in the combustor, e.g. cavities
[11], spark ignition [219], laser ignition [24, 29], thermal compression [22, 23] and radical
farming [133, 139, 153]. In this thesis the flow physics relevant to the radical farming
concept are investigated.
The novel concept known as radical farming introduced by Odam & Paull [153] pro-
poses to increase the combustion efficiency in low compression scramjets by utilizing
hot regions (hot pockets) in the flow field, which are generated by shock flow structure
interactions, as ignition zones. Due to elevated temperatures and pressures in these hot
pockets compared to the mean combustor conditions, radicals are produced. The original
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concept states that the concentration of these radicals increases through each hot pocket
until a certain threshold is reached and the combustion process starts, hence reducing the
ignition length from that expected from the mean combustor conditions. The existence
of radicals upstream of the ignition point was demonstrated by Boyce et al. [19] using
OH-PLIF, thus supporting the radical farming concept. More recent studies [90, 133]
show that the original concept over simplifies the acting radical farming flow physics
and led to a more refined definition of the concept. Radical-farming relies heavily on
the accuracy of the governing finite-rate chemical processes, which are dependent on
temperature, pressure and species concentration. Two additional factors, which are often
neglected, can have a significant impact on the ignition and combustion process: thermal
non-equilibrium effects and unsteady flow features, in particular turbulence-chemistry
interaction effects. Therefore, investigating the physics associated with those effects will
improve the understanding of scramjet flow physics and increase the knowledge relevant
to assessing expected scramjet performance.
Furthermore, combustion performance is highly dependent on the mixing process as
it is essential that fuel and air are mixed on a molecular level for combustion to occur.
Again, several concepts that improve the mixing efficiency have been investigated in the
past [11, 197, 213]. The radial-farming concept relies, however, on a partially premixed
fuel/air gas mixture at the combustor entrance to allow radical production to occur over
a short distance. Therefore, the inlet injection concept [63] is introduced, which enables
fuel and air to mix upstream of the combustor entrance. This concept has successfully
been tested on a radical farming scramjet engine [153]. Furthermore, several studies
have shown the performance increase when using inlet injection [20, 63, 140, 205, 221].
However, none of those studies provides conclusive information that explains why inlet
injection shows significant performance increase.
To investigate the governing flow physics in a radical farming scramjet engine ac-
curately, a high fidelity numerical method is employed. The numerical approach used
in this thesis employs wall-modeled large-eddy simulations (WMLES) to resolve un-
steady/turbulent flow features in the engine. This allows us to quantify their effect on
mean flow features and on the scramjet performance.
1.1 thesis aims and objectives
The aim of this thesis is to investigate flow physical processes relevant to low-compression
scramjets, with the application to radical farming scramjets. Understanding the governing
flow physics with regard to mixing and combustion will allow us to identify dominant
factors that affect the scramjet performance. Thus, knowledge gained from this thesis
can be applied to future scramjet designs and therefore increase their performance.
Furthermore, this thesis aims to provide information regarding the relevance of those
physical effects. Therefore, three key objectives are formed:
1. Characterize and understand the flow physics of inlet injection.
As stated before, inlet injection has been proven to increase the scramjet per-
formance. It is of paramount importance to uncover the flow physics associated
with the performance increase. The newly gained knowledge will allow us to
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tailor inlet injection to a specific scramjet design. This will ensure that not only
adverse performance effects are avoided, but that a performance increase can be
achieved. Firstly, the inlet injection process and its associated flow features have to
be described thoroughly for preferably more than one scramjet geometry. Secondly,
dominant flow features have to be isolated and their role in the mixing process
has to be investigated. Thirdly, the sensitivity of inlet injection performance to
unsteady, turbulent flow features is of interest. And lastly, the overall effect on
scramjet performance has to be assessed.
2. Characterize and understand the combustion process in inlet-fueled scramjets,
including the influence of unsteady flow features.
Radical farming scramjets have to date only been investigated using Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations, which means that only mean flow
structures have been investigated. The effects of unsteady flow features is unknown
for radical farming engines. Therefore, more information regarding unsteadiness
and its effect on combustion have to be collected by using WMLES. Firstly, a
detailed description of the ignition and combustion process, that includes unsteady
flow features, has to be provided. Secondly, the effect of unsteady flow features,
specifically turbulence, has to be assessed. In particular, associating different stages
of combustion with the appropriate turbulent combustion regime is of great im-
portance for the implementation of appropriate turbulence-chemistry interaction
models that are urgently needed for RANS simulations.
3. Characterization and understanding of thermal non-equilibrium effects on flow
structures and the combustion process.
Thermal non-equilibrium effects have been investigated in the past, but not with
regard to scramjet propulsion. Therefore, little information is available on their
relevance for scramjets. These effects are in particular of interest to scramjet shock
tunnel testing, which introduces thermal non-equilibrium effects into the scramjet
inflow. Firstly, the effect of thermal non-equilibrium introduced into the scramjet
inflow has to be investigated. Secondly, the effect of thermal non-equilibrium on
scramjet internal flow structures has to be assessed. And lastly, it is of interest
how chemical reaction rates in a radical farming engine are influenced by thermal
non-equilibrium effects.
1.2 thesis outline
This thesis contains nine chapters, where the appendices, located at the end of the thesis,
provide additional information.
Chapter 2 Background
This chapter provides an overview of the relevant information regarding the
scramjet design and the flow physics investigated here. The focus lies on thermal
non-equilibrium effects in hypersonic flow on combustion, mixing enhancement
through inlet injection, and combustion regimes relevant to supersonic combustion.
3
1 Introduction
Chapter 3 Numerical Approach
This thesis is based on numerical simulations. The governing equations, the
modeling approach and the numerical methods employed are described in detail in
this chapter.
Chapter 4 Methodology
A description of the numerical setup, as well as the experimental setup upon
which the numerical investigation is based, is provided to give the reader an
overview of the different numerical domains used in this thesis and their simulation
specifics. This chapter contains as well a detailed comparison of combustion models.
The end of the chapter provides an overview of the flow features encountered in
the scramjet engine and a brief comparison to experimental data.
Chapter 5 Validation and Simulation Quality
A validation of the numerical code is performed for an experiment closely
related to the flow investigated in this thesis. Insight into the relevance of unsteady
effects are provided. Furthermore, resolution criteria for unsteady flow features are
assessed.
Chapter 6 Mixing Effects in Scramjets
The flow features associated with inlet injection are described and governing
flow physics are isolated. Furthermore, the effect of unsteadiness on the mixing
process is assessed.
Chapter 7 Combustion and Turbulence
A detailed description of the ignition and combustion process is provided. The
methodology used to estimate turbulent and chemical time scales is discussed
and combustion regimes are identified. Moreover, combustion instabilities due to
unsteady effects are investigated.
Chapter 8 Thermal Non-Equilibrium
The effect of thermal non-equilibrium on flow structures and flow field temper-
atures is investigated for an un-fueled two-dimensional scramjet engine, which
is followed by investigating thermal non-equilibrium effects on combustion for a
specific hydrogen fueling level.
Chapter 9 Conclusions and Recommendations
The findings of this thesis are summarized in this chapter and recommendations
for future research are provided.
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The second chapter; in which background information relevant to this thesis, in particular with
regard to thermal non-equilibrium, mixing enhancement due to inlet injection, and turbulence-
chemistry interaction, is provided
2.1 introduction
The second chapter provides necessary background information on scramjets and associ-
ated flow physics relevant to this thesis. Details regarding radical farming are provided to
understand the importance of certain flow structures. More information regarding mixing
enhancement, in particular inlet injection, is given, which is followed by an introduction
to combustion regimes. Lastly, the definition and relevance of thermal non-equilibrium
is discussed. It should be noted that the background information provided here are
intentionally kept brief with the purpose to give the reader an overview of relevant
information. More detailed information is provided in the the specific chapters as it
becomes relevant for discussion.
2.2 scramjets
With increasing flight speeds and thus Mach numbers, the employed propulsion system
has to adapt to changing flow physics. For hypersonic flight, the only propulsion systems
available are, air-breathing systems, such as ramjets and scramjets, rockets or hybrids of
the two. All other propulsion systems, e.g. gas turbines, produce too much drag or do
not function at all in those regimes. Rockets have, however, an almost constant specific
impulse since they carry the fuel and the oxidizer on board, which makes the thrust
production almost independent of the flight regime. Ramjets and scramjets carry only
the fuel on board, whereas the oxidizer is extracted from Earth’s atmosphere. This makes
the system lighter and thus increases its specific impulse noticeably. Weber and McKay
[226] realized that the specific impulse and thus the efficiency of ramjets drops for high
Mach numbers, e.g. above 6, and tends towards the specific impulse of rockets, which is
caused by compression and dissociation losses. Hence, scramjet propulsion becomes a
promising concept for hypersonic propulsion. This statement is supported by Smart and
Tetlow [205], who found that utilizing a scramjet in a hybrid three stage to low-earth-orbit
(LEO) system, where the first and third stages are rockets, increases the payload mass
fraction from 0.9%, which is common for ordinary small payload rocket systems, to 1.47%.
Although the scramjet concept is promising, more than 50 years after this novel propul-
sion system was introduced, sustained flight above Mach 10 has still not been achieved.
Unfortunately, this technology has one major drawback. As flight Mach numbers increase,
it becomes difficult to overcome losses and generate net thrust [85]. Major issues involved
with scramjet propulsion are reduction of skin friction, efficient supersonic combustion,
cooling mechanisms, vehicle integration, flight control, and the required large operational
flight envelope [5, 117, 153]. This thesis focuses on the supersonic combustion process,
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whose performance is governed by limited flow residence times within the combustor,
thus putting extreme demands on the combustion system; the fuel and air stream have
to be mixed well; the mixture needs to ignite and ideally react to completion before the
flow is expanded through the scramjet nozzle.
2.2.1 Radical Farming
One scramjet concept, introduced by Odam & Paull [153], that uses inlet injection in
combination with the radical farming principle fulfills those requirements. Figure 2.1
shows a generic sketch of this novel scramjet concept. Hypersonic air that enters the
scramjet from the left is compressed by the inlet compression ramp. Simultaneously, fuel
is injected on the inlet ramp, starting to mix with the incoming air stream. The shock
wave from the cowl of the engine (the top wall in this case) is intentionally ingested
so that a strong shock-train forms in the combustor. This firstly enhances the mixing
process between the fuel/air streams, thus generating a partially mixed fuel/air stream
at the start of the combustor. Secondly, those shock structures generate hot regions (hot
pockets) in the flow field, which act as ignition zones as temperatures and pressures
are elevated, thus enhancing radical production. The original concept states that the
concentration of these radicals increases through each hot pocket until a certain threshold
is reached and the combustion process starts, hence reducing the ignition length from
that expected from the mean combustor conditions encountered in low-compression
scramjets. Lorrain [133] has shown that even small amounts of radical species reduce the
ignition delay time significantly, thus allowing the ignition and combustion process to
be initiated over a shorter distance than suggested by using mean combustor condition
without radicals. Since the mean combustor conditions are milder than for commonly
used scramjet flows more heat can be released into the flow without the combustion
process being limited by the dissociation of products, thus more thrust is produced, while
inlet drag and stagnation pressure losses are decreased.
Figure 2.1 – Generic inlet-fueled radical farming engine (provided by Brieschenk et al.
[27]).
This scramjet concept has already been investigated experimentally and numerically by
several researchers [19, 20, 24, 28, 90, 133, 139, 153, 194]. After being introduced by Odam
& Paull [153], McGuire [140] provided a characterization of the radical framing principle
using two-dimensional numerical simulations. Later, McGuire [139] and Boyce et al. [19]
showed experimentally, using OH-PLIF, that OH radicals are present upstream of the
ignition location, which supports the proposed radical farming concept; however, the
source of those radicals was uncertain. It was hypothesized that radicals are produced
not just in hot pockets, which are generated by reflecting shock structures, but by other
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hot regions, e.g. around the injectors and in the separation zone located at the entrance of
the combustor, as well. Subsequent studies investigated the effect of freestream pressure
scaling [194] and the effect of low static inflow temperatures, as experienced during
atmospheric flight [90], to gain more insight into the applicability of radical farming. A
study performed by Brieschenk [24] that uses a similar scramjet configuration as McGuire
[139] visualized the radical farms using OH chemiluminescence. Figure 2.2 shows OH
chemiluminescence integrated average over the combustor width. Distinct regions on the
upper and lower combustor wall form, where OH is produced, yet insignificant amount
of heat release through combustion occurs, which is characteristic for radical farming.
More recently, Lorrain [133] investigates in detail the chemical kinetics associated with
radical farming scramjets. He found that radical production around the injectors plays
an important role in the ignition process. Furthermore, ignition locations are spread
throughout the combustor as the flow becomes highly three-dimensional. Hence, ignition
occurs near the sidewalls at the entrance of the combustor and in between fuel plumes.
Moreover, chemical reactions between hot pockets are not suppressed, as proposed by
Odam & Paull [153], but participate in the ignition and combustion process, albeit with
reduced production rates. These studies have advanced knowledge by using experimental
and numerical data. The numerical approach used for these investigations is, however,
limited to the Reynold-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach. The effects of unsteady
flow features on the radical farming process has not been investigated in the past.
Therefore, simulating a radical farming engine using a high fidelity numerical method,
e.g. wall-modeled large-eddy simulation (WMLES), will provide further insight into the
flow physics that govern the scramjet performance. It should be noted that while high
fidelity simulations using large-eddy simulation (LES) of different types of scramjets, e.g.
the HyShot II combustor [61, 62, 94], the Scholar combustor [55, 59, 168, 170] and the
scramjet model studied at the Institute of Chemical Propulsion of the DLR (Deutsches
Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt) [15, 183], have been performed in the past, low-
compression scramjets have only been investigated for non-reactive mixing flows by
Peterson et al. [172].
Figure 2.2 – Visualization of radical farms in the scramjet engine using OH chemilumi-
nescence [24].
2.2.2 Inlet Injection
The mixing process and thus the mixing efficiency are strongly dependent on the fuel
injection method. Commonly, porthole injection is used to supply the scramjet with fuel
[20, 63, 140, 205, 221]; however, a large variety of other injection methods, such as slot
injection, injection behind a backward facing step and injection through a hypermixer
have been investigated as well [85, 159]. This thesis focuses on porthole injection, in
particular on the numerical simulation of the fuel-air mixing process employing two
different numerical simulation techniques, Reynold-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
simulations and wall-modeled large-eddy simulations (WMLES). RANS simulations
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are widespread in the hypersonic community due to their low computational resource
requirements. Viti et al. [160] used RANS to investigate the main flow physics that
are governing the porthole injection process and has shown that quasi-steady flow
phenomena, such as shock structures and mean vortical structures, can be resolved
well with RANS. Figure 2.3a shows the average flow features that are characteristic
for porthole injection into supersonic crossflow. At the injector orifice the injected high
pressure fuel stream expands into the crossflow creating a blockage, which introduces an
adverse pressure gradient, thus causing the upstream boundary layer to separate and
the formation of a bow-shock around the porthole injector. The upstream separation
zone acts as a flameholder [11], since increased flow residence times and temperatures
for the subsonically mixing fuel/air streams cause the formation of reaction products.
Furthermore, the upstream separation zone contains at least two counter-rotating vor-
tices (see Figure 2.3b); one small counter-clockwise rotating vortex adjacent to the jet,
which entrains cold hydrogen from the jet into the second clockwise rotating vortex
generated by the boundary-layer separation. The small counter-clockwise rotating vortex
is also responsible for forming a horseshoe vortex that raps around the injectors, as
shown in Figure 2.3a. Downstream of the bow-shock the over-expanded fuel stream
is recompressed though the jet incident shock, often referred to as barrel shock, that
ends with a Mach disk, producing a region of subsonic flow downstream of the barrel
shock. Furthermore, as the fuel plume passes through the barrel shock it starts to roll
up, exhibiting a counter-rotating vortex pair. Additional, less important, vortex pairs
and shock structures form around the injector, which are described in detail by Viti et al.
[160]. Several studies that investigate porthole injection experimentally [12, 222] or with
high fidelity numerical methods, such as large-eddy simulation (LES) [103, 173], show
that inherently unsteady flow processes, such as vortex shedding (see Figure 2.3b), are
occurring during the injection process as well. These unsteady flow features cannot be
captured with RANS and must be modeled. Hence, analyzing injection flow fields solely
with RANS can lead to a distorted perception of the true flow physics and, depending
on modeling accuracy, can result in discrepancies between numerical and experimental
results. Therefore, WMLES is employed in this thesis to capture those effects.INJECTANT(Hydrogen or
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Figure 2.3 – Flow features for transverse sonic injection into supersonic crossflow.
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Using porthole injection for scramjet applications introduces conflicting constraints. To
reduce drag losses induced by the injection process the angle of the fuel injection has to
be reduced, which, however, can reduce the penetration height of the injected fuel and
with it the mixing efficiency [118, 213]. The penetration height is mainly governed by
the momentum flux ratio between the injector and the cross flow J =
(
ρu2
)
inj
/
(
ρu2
)∞.
Thus increasing the momentum flux ratio increases penetration, yet drag losses increase
as well. Therefore, as stated by [159] more advanced injection methods have to be em-
ployed. In the past different injector shapes and angles [118, 213], flame holding devices
[11] and mixing enhancing hypermixers [197] have been investigated. In this thesis the
focus lies on inlet injection, which has been proposed by [63]. This concept uses porthole
injection upstream of the combustor, which, according to the original theory extends the
mixing length between the fuel and air stream, hence allowing the fuel to be partially
mixed at the entrance of the scramjet combustor. Although performance enhancement
through inlet injection has been demonstrated by [63], doubts about premature ignition
on the inlet, which would lead to adverse performance effects, have been expressed,
considering the aforementioned flame-holding capabilities of porthole injectors. Several
studies concluded, however, that inlet-fueling causes negligible or no pressure rise and
heat release in the inlet due to ignition [20, 89, 118]. Moreover, Kovachevich et al. [118]
showed that even for elevated wall temperatures (Twall = 500K), as would be the case for
flight conditions, ignition does not occur within the inlet. With increasing pressures Boyce
et al. [20] found that the H2O production around the fuel jet increased and small levels
of combustion induced pressure rise and heat release are noticeable. However, Huber
et al. [89] states that the potential ignition process near the injectors is most likely to be
quenched due to the rapid jet expansion. It should be noted that using other methods for
inlet-injection can , however, lead to premature ignition as indicated by Buttsworth et al.
[33], who investigated inlet injection through a backward facing step.
As stated above, inlet injection is used in this thesis in combination with radical
farming as partially premixing the fuel upstream of the combustor entrance improves
the performance of radical farming scramjets. The inlet injection concept is, however, not
just applicable to radical farming scramjets but can be used for other scramjet concepts
as well, e.g. REST scramjet [221]. Turner [221] found that inlet injection improves the
combustion efficiency, although it should be noted that the thrust potential decreases.
A combination of inlet and combustor injection produced the best performance with
regard to combustion efficiency. Thus, the inlet-injection concept has been used in several
scramjet designs [22, 63, 90, 133, 139, 153, 172, 221], yet none of those researchers have
explored the detailed physics that govern the inlet injection process and thus cause the
performance increase. Peterson et al. [172] and Gehre et al. [66] show that the mixing
performance is only weakly improved by the increased mixing length. They found that
shock fuel plume interactions cause the fuel plume to roll up in the reverse direction,
which increases the mixing performance. In the past, several studies have shown that
baroclinic torque effects increase the mixing efficiency due to vorticity deposition at the
boundaries of the fuel-plume [128]. These studies focused mainly on mixing enhancement
due to amplification of already pre-existing vorticity. For example, porthole injection into
supersonic crossflow produces, amongst other vortical structures, one counter-rotating
vortex pair that dominates the fuel-air mixing process. Amplifying the magnitude of this
vortical structure via shock wave interactions enhances mixing. However, contrary to
those studies, the counter-rotating vortical fuel plume motion is not amplified by the
shockwave, but reversed, resulting in a strong mixing motion. Therefore, details regarding
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the governing flow physics that enhance the mixing process using inlet-injection have yet
to be provided.
2.3 combustion regimes
For combustion processes to occur it is essential that fuel and oxidizer are mixed on a
molecular/microscopic level, which requires both components firstly to be mixed on
a large scale/macroscopic level, as already described in Section 2.2.2. The microscopic
mixing process in laminar flows is controlled by laminar/molecular diffusion processes,
whereas in turbulent flows, which are relevant to the scramjet simulations performed in
this thesis, mixing occurs between small turbulent eddies that increase the mixing area
and alter the concentration gradients, thus enhancing molecular diffusion rates and with
it the mixing process [166]. Furthermore, finite rate chemistry causes the fuel and oxidizer
concentration gradient to change due to the consumption of reactants, which affects the
mixing processes as well. Thus, combustion is governed by both mixing and finite rate
chemistry. Since both processes can either enhance or suppress combustion, resolving
their interaction dynamics is of paramount importance for combustion simulations. The
numerical methods used to investigate the combustion process in scramjets are, however,
not capable of resolving all mixing and combustion scales, which hence requires accurate
modeling of such scales and their interaction. Therefore, by classifying the regime of
turbulence-chemistry interaction present within the scramjet engine, an appropriate
turbulence-chemistry interaction model can be selected for future simulations.
In general, turbulent combustion can be categorized by three states, premixed, partially
premixed and non-premixed [166]. For the scramjet engine investigated in this thesis,
fuel that is injected on the scramjet inlet ramp, as described in Section 2.2.2, mixes with
air until the mixture ignites downstream of the combustor entrance. Hence, premixed
as well as non-premixed regions are present within the scramjet combustor. In other
words, the turbulent combustion process is best described by the partially premixed state.
Two characteristic non-dimensionalized variables, the turbulent Damköhler number Dat
and the turbulent Reynolds number Ret, which are applicable to both the premixed as
well as the non-premixed state [130], are predominately used to classify the combustion
regimes. The turbulent Reynolds number Ret, which is related to the integral length
scale, is defined as
Ret =
k2
ǫν
, (2.1)
where k, ǫ and ν represent turbulence kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation and laminar
kinematic viscosity, respectively. The turbulent Damköhler number is defined as
Dat =
τt
τc
, (2.2)
where τt and τc represent the turbulent and chemical time scale, respectively [166], hence
providing a measure for the interaction between both scales. For Dat ≫ 1 the turbulent
time scale is much larger than the chemical one and thus reaction sheets form, whereas for
Dat ≪ 1 the turbulent scales rapidly mix reactants, which leads to distributed reaction
zones [130]. If both scales are of similar magnitude, Dat ≈ 1, strong turbulence-chemistry
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interaction effects are expected. Using the integral turbulent time scale
τt =
l0
k1/2
=
k
ǫ
, (2.3)
which is representative of large scale turbulent motion, with Equation 2.2 gives the large
scale turbulent Damköhler number Dat. The Williams diagram, shown in Figure 2.4, is
used to visualize the combustion regimes by plotting Dat versus Ret. As stated above, for
premixed as well as non-premixed gas mixtures one can distinguish between two global
combustion regimes, distributed reaction zones (Dat < 1) and reaction sheets (Dat > 1). For
non-premixed regions of the gas mixture the chemical time scale represents a measure
for the speed at which finite rate chemistry progresses, since the flame propagation
velocity is limited by the mixing process. For premixed regions, however, the chemical
time scale relates directly to the flame structure, e.g. flame thickness, which allows to
distinguish between additional subregimes. It should be noted that the subsequently
presented subregimes are only meaningful in the context of premixed combustion [230].
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Figure 2.4 – Williams diagram for premixed and non-premixed turbulent combustion
regimes adapted from [44, 166, 230]. Additional experimental data from Balakrishnan
et al. [230] (red area), Ingenito et al.[93] (blue area), Cocks [44] (orange dots) and
Berglund et al. [14] (green area), [15] (violet dot) has been added.
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For premixed gas mixtures the flamelet regime, shown in the upper left corner of
Figure 2.4, is characterised by the Karlovitz number
Ka =
1
Daη
=
τc
τη
, (2.4)
that is defined by the ratio of the chemical time scale τc and the Kolmogorov time scale
τη, basically the inverse Kolmogorov Damköhler number Daη = DatRe
−1/2
t . For Ka < 1
the smallest turbulent time scales, the Kolmogorov scales, are larger than the chemical
scales, which limits the interaction between turbulence and chemistry. The turbulent
scales can merely alter the shape of the flame front. Depending on the turnover velocity
of the turbulent eddies u ′ compared to the flame speed, e.g. laminar flame speed sL,
wrinkled flamelets or corrugated flamelets exist. For small eddy turnover velocities the flame
front can only be wrinkled, whereas for faster turnover velocities a strong interaction
with the flame front occurs, which leads to convoluted and highly disturbed flame front
shapes. For Ka > 1 the smallest turbulent structures can enter the chemical scales, which
leads to combustion enhancement since the mixing within the flame front is increased.
However, the scale of the reaction zone lδ, present within the flame front is typically one
order of magnitude smaller than the chemical scales, lδ = δlc, with δ = 0.1. Thus the
smallest eddies can not enter the reaction zone, but can only wrinkle it. This regime is
called thin reaction zone and is preferred for combustion since combustion time decreases.
By defining the second Karlovitz number
Kaδ =
τδ
τη
, (2.5)
which represents the ratio between the reaction scales and the Kolmogorov scales, a
limit for the thin reaction zone can be defined. Hence, for Kaδ = 1 = 100Ka the smallest
turbulent scales are equal to the reaction zone scales and thus for Kaδ > 1 turbulence
eddies influence the reaction zone, which hence is called broken reaction zone. In this
regime the turbulent mixing is faster than the chemical reactions, which means that heat
and radicals are transported faster away from the reaction zone than they are generated
by chemical reactions. This can lead to local extinction and instabilities [166]. It should be
noted that although the smaller eddies influence the reactions zone the largest eddies still
corrugate the flame front. With decreasing Damköhler number Dat the aforementioned
distributed reaction zone regime is entered. The last limit in the lower left hand corner of
Figure 2.4 represents the ratio of
l0
lc
=
√
DaRet = 1 , (2.6)
beyond which all turbulent length scales are smaller than the chemistry scale and thus
the well stirred reactor regime is present.
Furthermore, Figure 2.4 displays zones and points taken from numerical/theoretical
analyses of supersonic combustion experiments, which demonstrates that a large variety
of combustion regimes is possible for scramjet applications. The general trend indicates
that scramjet combustion most likely occurs for Ka > 1 and Da > 1. Consequently, large
turbulence scales interact with the flame front, influencing its geometrical shape and
distribution, and small turbulence scales interact with the reaction zone, changing the
reaction processes. Results provided by Fulton et al. [59] support these conclusions as
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well. Finally, the compilation of available combustion regime data for scramjet related
combustion processes is scattered and not related to characteristic combustion features
within the scramjet engine. Therefore, mapping the combustion regimes throughout
a scramjet engine will provide valuable information for the applicability of specific
turbulent-chemistry interaction models. Although, several researchers have investigated
combustion regimes in scramjet engines, providing more detailed information regarding
their connection to flow structures by employing high fidelity numerical methods, such
as WMLES, will be of great value to the scientific community. Furthermore, investigating
inlet-fueled radical farming engines is particularly challenging, as different types of
ignition and combustion zones are present throughout the engine, which makes the
application of available combustion regime data to radical farming engines questionable.
2.4 thermal non-equilibrium
A polyatomic gas, e.g. oxygen or nitrogen, stores its internal energy in several modes;
translational, rotational, vibrational and electronic. For simplicity the electronic mode will
be disregarded in further discussions. The distribution of energy between these modes
depends on the temperature of the gas and is referred to as thermal equilibrium when the
characteristic temperatures Tt, Tr, Tv of each energy mode are equal. A sudden change
of flow properties, e.g. due to shocks or strong expansions, disrupts the equilibrium
energy distribution and causes the characteristic temperatures to change, which results
in Tt 6= Tr 6= Tv called thermal non-equilibrium. The disrupted energy modes relax towards
equilibrium by exchanging energy via molecular collisions. Since only a few collisions are
necessary for the translational and rotational temperature to align, they can be considered
to be in equilibrium (T = Tt = Tr) for flow conditions relevant to this paper [163]. The
relaxation process between the translational and vibrational modes takes much longer,
which results in regions of thermal non-equilibrium (T 6= Tv). The speed of the relaxation
process can be calculated using the Landau-Teller relaxation model [124] coupled with a
semi-empirical formulation for the relaxation time, which is mainly based on the one
given by Millikan and White [144], but modified to better match experiments according
to Gehre et al. [65]. Nevertheless, the relaxation time τ is still formulated as
τ ∝ 1
p
eT
−1/3
, (2.7)
where T is the temperature and p the pressure. Thus two characteristic time scales, the
relaxation and the residence times, can be defined. The relaxation time determines how
long it takes for the vibrational and translational-rotational modes to reach equilibrium,
whereas the residence time defines how long the gas resides in one local area. Finally,
the thermal state of the gas can be characterized by a thermal Damköhler number:
the ratio of residence time to the flow relaxation time, Dath =
τresidence
τrelaxation
. If that ratio
Dath ≫ 1, the flow can be considered to be in equilibrium. For flows with Dath ≈ 1,
large non-equilibrium regions develop, since there is not enough time for the flow to
relax fully to equilibrium. For ratios with Dath ≪ 1, the flow moves so fast that almost
no relaxation processes can occur and thus the flow is considered to be thermally frozen.
This means that fast and low temperature flows are likely to be in non-equilibrium or
frozen, whereas slow and high temperature flows are more likely in thermal equilibrium.
Applying these insights to scramjet related flows shows why non-equilibrium con-
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siderations become increasingly important. Ground-based facilities such as reflected
shock tunnels are used to experimentally investigate scramjet propulsion processes
and to extrapolate the gained knowledge to flight tests. Unfortunately, shock tunnels
produce freestream flow conditions where the vibrational temperature differs from the
translational-rotational temperature [86], called thermal non-equilibrium, whereas for
flight conditions the freestream is in thermal equilibrium. These diverse thermal states
might have an effect on the scramjet combustion process. Additionally, due to the high
combustor velocities and the fairly mild mean combustor temperatures, which result
from employing the radical farming principle, thermal non-equilibrium effects within the
scramjet may have an influence on the combustion process as well. Thus, studying the
effect of thermal non-equilibrium on combustion is an important key aspect, as suggested
by McGuire [19]. To model the thermal relaxation process an additional differential
equation for the vibrational energy has to be solved, but is typically neglected in order to
minimize computational expense and physical complexity. It is not clear, however, that
neglecting such processes can necessarily be justified. We therefore explore in this thesis
the effect of thermal non-equilibrium on scramjet processes.
So far, no investigations regarding thermal non-equilibrium effects in scramjets have
been undertaken. However, several authors [5, 163, 223] discuss the general influence of
vibrational excitation and thermal non-equilibrium on the flow physics. Anderson [5]
states that for an air gas mixture, vibrational excitation sets in at approximately 600K,
which is significantly lower than temperatures experienced in shock tunnel and scramjet
flow fields for typical flight enthalpies. As a result of thermal non-equilibrium flow prop-
erties such as the temperature distributions, the density and the specific heats change,
which consequently changes the shock angle, strength, curvature and standoff distance.
Furthermore, chemical reactions [161, 216] and the wall heat flux [163] are influenced
by the degree of vibrational excitation. These factors have a significant influence on the
design of hypersonic vehicles.
In the past decades, thermal non-equilibrium effects have been researched extensively.
Several theories, models and experimental correlations [124, 144, 196] have been devel-
oped and dozens of experimental campaigns measuring thermal relaxation rates (e.g.
Eck [54], Kiefer [107], Wray [231]) have been undertaken to accurately define the thermal
state of the gas mixture. Candler [35] and Nompelis [86] show that for a hypersonic
double-cone experiment, which is related to scramjet flow regimes, modeling thermal
non-equilibrium shows better agreement with experiments than equilibrium simulations.
More recently, Reising et al. [185] and Koo et al. [114] investigate thermal non-equilibrium
effects in a jet co-flow using direct numerical simulation (DNS). They found that thermal
relaxation time scales are of similar magnitude as the chemical and mixing time scales.
Furthermore, it was found that thermal non-equilibrium effects influence the translational
temperature distribution, which affects related fluid properties and with it the mixing
process. Additionally, the chemical reaction rates are affected as well, as the thermal
energy distribution is altered. Therefore, investigating thermal non-equilibrium effects in
scramjets is important to the overall understanding of processes in these engines.
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The third chapter; in which the numerical methods used to solve the governing equations and their
implementation into the computational flow solver US3D are discussed.
3.1 introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the numerical approach taken to solve the govern-
ing equations. Section 3.2 introduces the governing equations relevant to scramjet flows
and provides information regarding modeling of transport and thermo-chemical phe-
nomena. In Section 3.3 the appropriate modeling approach for the governing equations
is discussed. In this thesis the Reynold-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) and large-eddy
simulation (LES) approach are used to investigate scramjet flow physics. The numeri-
cal discretization of the derived governing equations and their modeling approach is
described in Section 3.4.
3.2 governing equations
This section introduces the governing equations used to describe characteristic flow
physics present in hypersonic flows. Commonly a set of equations that conserves mass,
momentum and energy, also know as the Navier-Stokes equations, is sufficient to solve
low speed flow problems accurately. For hypersonic flows, however, additional equations
have to be introduced to account for real-gas effects, such as thermal and chemical
non-equilibrium. Firstly, Section 3.2.1 introduces the governing Navier-Stokes equations.
The subsequent Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 define the state of the gas, including real gas
effects, and describe transport modeling mechanisms, respectively. The remaining two
Sections, 3.2.4 and 3.2.5, discuss the modeling approach used to resolve thermal and
chemical non-equilibrium effects, respectively.
3.2.1 Compressible Navier-Stokes Equations
The compressible Navier-Stokes equations are a set of partial differential equations,
which, for a gas mixture with ns chemical species, include mass, momentum and energy
conservation equations
∂ (ρYs)
∂t
+∇ · (ρYs~u) = −∇ · (ρYs~vs) + w˙s , s = 1, 2, . . . ,ns , (3.1a)
∂(ρ~u)
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~u⊗ ~u) = − ~∇p+∇ ·τ , (3.1b)
∂(ρet)
∂t
+∇ · [(ρet + p) ~u] = ∇ · (~uτ) −∇ · ~˙q−∇ ·
ns∑
s=1
(ρhsYs~vs) , (3.1c)
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where ~u is the velocity vector; t is the time; Ys is the mass fraction of species s with
Ys = ρs/ρ and the mixture density ρ =
∑ns
s=1 ρs; p is the mixture pressure; vs is the
species specific diffusion velocity; w˙s is the chemical source term; τ is the viscous stress
tensor; et is the total energy per unit mass; ~˙q is the heat flux vector; and hs is the static
enthalpy of species s. Each species conservation Equation, 3.1a, is solved separately, while
the sum of each equation give the commonly defined mass conservation equation
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρ~u) = 0 . (3.2)
Furthermore, to account for vibrational non-equilibrium effects additional energy con-
servation equations have to be solved. To reduce resource requirements the vibrational
energies of each species are lumped together into one total vibrational energy ev, which
is solved by the following additional conservation equation
∂ (ρev)
∂t
+∇ · (ρev~u) = −∇ · ~˙qv −∇ ·
nd∑
s=1
(ρevsYs~vs) + w˙v , (3.3)
where ~˙qv is the vibrational conductive heat vector; evs is the species specific vibrational
energy; nd is the number of multi-atomic species; and w˙v is the vibrational source term.
3.2.2 Equations of State
In this section the relation between conserved variables and primitive variables, such as
temperature and pressure, are defined. It can be assumed that the gas mixture behaves
according to the ideal gas law, which is given by
p =
ns∑
s=1
ps =
ns∑
s=1
ρs
ℜ
Ms
T , (3.4)
where ps is the partial pressure of species s;ℜ is the universal gas constant;Ms the species
specific molecular weight; and T is the translational-rotational gas mixture temperature.
Furthermore, the total energy per unit mass is defined as
et =
ns∑
s=1
YscvsT +
nd∑
s=1
Ysevs +
1
2
|~u|2 +
ns∑
s=1
Ysh
0
fs
, (3.5)
where h0fs represents the enthalpy of formation of species s, provided in Table A.1, and
cvs the isochoric specific heat for species s, which is affected by the translational and
rotational mode
cvs = c
(t)
vs + c
(r)
vs , (3.6)
with
c
(t)
vs =
3
2
ℜ
Ms
, c(r)vs =


3
2
ℜ
Ms
for multi-atomic species (non-linear)
ℜ
Ms
for multi-atomic species (linear)
0 for atomic species
(3.7)
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The vibrational lump energy ev =
∑nd
s=1 Ysevs is defined by the sum of each species
specific vibrational energy where it is assumed that Tv is identical for each species.
Furthermore, assuming that the vibrational energy distribution of each species follows
the Boltzmann distribution gives
evs =
ℜ
Ms
Θvs
e
Θvs
Tv − 1
, (3.8)
where Θvs represents the characteristic vibrational temperature of species s, provided in
Table A.3. It should be noted that for tri-atomic species, such as H2O, multiple vibrational
modes exist, where the sum of the vibrational energies of each mode gives the species
specific vibrational energy. Moreover, the static enthalpy per unit mass for species s is
defined as
hs = cvsT + evs +
ps
ρs
+ h0fs . (3.9)
3.2.3 Transport Equations
In this section the variables that govern the viscous, thermal and diffusive transport
mechanisms are defined. Assuming that the gas mixture can be characterized as a
Newtonian fluid the viscous shear stress tensor is defined as
τ = µ
(
∇~u+ (∇~u)T
)
+ λ (∇ · ~u)δ , (3.10)
with λ = −2/3µ, according to Stokes hypothesis; µ is the dynamic viscosity; and δ is
the Dirac delta function with δij = 0 for i 6= j and δij = 1 for i = j. The translational,
rotational and vibrational components of the heat flux vector are defined by Fourier’s
law with
~˙qi = −κi∇Ti , with ~˙q =
3∑
i=1
~˙qi , (3.11)
where the thermal conductivities κis are calculated according to Eucken’s relation given
by Vincenti et al. [223] with a minor modification to the vibrational conductivity discussed
by Olejniczaka et al. [156],
κts =
5
2
µsc
(t)
vs , κrs = µsc
(r)
vs and κvs =
6
5
µsc
(v)
vs . (3.12)
The vibrational specific heat at constant volume is computed with
c
(v)
vs =
∂evs
∂T
. (3.13)
Furthermore, diffusion controlled heat and mass transfer are governed by the diffusion
mass flow rate that is assumed to be mainly depended on the species concentration
gradient, expressed in Fick’s law, which is given by
ρYs~vs = −ρDs∇Ys , (3.14)
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where Ds is the diffusion coefficient of species s into the gas mixture. Multi component
diffusion processes are, however, neglected and thus Ds is replaced by a single binary
diffusion coefficient D, which is, assuming a constant Lewis number, defined as
Le =
Sc
Pr
= D
ρcp
κ
, (3.15)
where Prandtl number and Schmidt number are given by
Sc =
µ
ρD
, Pr =
µcp
κ
, (3.16)
and cp and κ are the specific heat at constant pressure and thermal conductivity of the
gas mixture, respectively. The viscosity and thermal conductivity of the gas mixture are
determined by using Wilke’s semi-emperical mixing rule [229]
µ =
ns∑
s=1
χsµs
φs
, κ =
ns∑
s=1
χsκs
φs
, (3.17)
with
χs =
ρsM
ρMs
, M =
(
ns∑
s=1
ρs
ρMs
)−1
, (3.18)
and
φs = χr
ns∑
r=1
[
1+
√
µs
µr
(
Mr
Ms
)1/4]2 [√
8
(
1+
Ms
Mr
)]−1
, (3.19)
where the species specific thermal conductivity is given by equation 3.12, while the
species specific viscosity is calculated using Blottner curve fits
µs = 0.1 · exp [(Asln(T) +Bs) ln(T) +Cs] , (3.20)
where As, Bs, Cs are species specific constants provided in Table A.2.
3.2.4 Vibrational Source Term
As stated above, the energy states of the vibrational modes are lumped together into one
vibrational energy and the translational and rotational energies are assumed to be in equi-
librium with each other. Thus thermal non-equilibrium effects, which are characterized
by the difference between the translational-rotational and vibrational temperatures, are
merely dependent on the thermal vibrational-translational (VT) relaxation rate of a gas
mixture. Since the relaxation rate of a gas mixture is highly dependent on its composition
[144], several models and theories have been developed to calculate the thermal relaxation
rate without having to measure the specific rate for each particular gas composition. The
most commonly employed model to determine the thermal relaxation rate of a species s
in a gas mixture is the Landau-Teller model [124],
Q
(LT)
VTs
= ρs
e∗vs − evs
τs
, (3.21)
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where e∗vs is the equilibrium vibrational energy, evs is the actual vibrational energy and
τs is the relaxation time of species s. The thermal relaxation process of species s is a
combination of all particle collisions involving s in the gas mixture, the timescale for
which is modeled by Lee [127] as,
τs =
ns∑
r=1
χr
ns∑
r=1
χr
τsr
, (3.22)
with χr being the mole fraction of species r and τsr the specific thermal relaxation time of
species s colliding with species r, which is calculated according to Millikan and White’s
semi-empirical formulation
pτsr = e
Asr(T−1/3−Bsr)−18.42 , (3.23)
where
Asr = 0.00116µ
1/2
sr Θ
4/3
vs , Bsr = 0.015µ
1/4
sr and µsr =
MsMr
Ms +Mr
, (3.24)
with p being the gas mixture pressure expressed in atmospheres. It should be noted that
for a 5-species air mixture several coefficients Asr and Bsr are replaced with experimental
data as analyzed and validated by Gehre et al. [65]. For hydrogen combustion schemes,
experimental data regarding the relaxation mechanism for several collision combinations
is provided by [137]. These data sets are, however, not complete and furthermore not
validated against relevant flow problems. As shown by Gehre et al. [65] using unvalidated
data sets can lead to significant modeling errors, which is why experimental data for hy-
drogen/air relaxation is omitted from this analysis. It is, however, strongly recommended
to validate these data sets to improve the modeling of the thermal relaxation processes.
Furthermore, chemical reaction rates have to be taken into account as well, which results
in an additional vibrational source term
Q
(chem)
vs = w˙sevs . (3.25)
Thus, the total vibrational source term w˙v can be expressed as the sum of all species
specific vibrational source terms, defined by equations 3.21 and 3.25,
w˙v =
nd∑
s=1
Q
(LT)
VTs
+
nd∑
s=1
Q
(chem)
vs . (3.26)
3.2.5 Chemical Source Term
Scramjet flows are governed by chemical non-equilibrium effects, which have a significant
impact on the engine performance, e.g. radical production. To resolve those effects
finite rate chemistry models are employed, where the system of reactions and their
corresponding reaction rates are discussed in Section 4.4. Here, a general description
of reactions and their contribution to the chemical source term is provided [223]. For
a system of reactions, where ns and nr represent the number of chemical species and
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reactions, respectively, the generalized structure of each reaction can be expressed as
ns∑
s=1
ν ′s,rRs ⇋
ns∑
s=1
ν ′′s,rRs , r = 1, 2, . . . ,nr , (3.27)
where Rs represents the reacting species s, and ν ′s,r and ν
′′
s,r the stoichiometric coefficients
of reactants and products, respectively. The single rate equation for the species specific
molar concentration [Rs] can be written as follows
d [Rs,r]
dt
=
(
ν ′′s,r − ν
′
s,r
){
kfr
ns∏
s=1
[Rs]
ν ′s,r − kbr
ns∏
s=1
[Rs]
ν ′′s,r
}
, (3.28)
where kfr and kbr represent the reaction specific forward and backward reaction rate
constant, respectively. The chemical source term of species s can be calculated by adding
the molar concentration rates of each reaction
w˙s = Ms
nr∑
r=1
d [Rs,r]
dt
. (3.29)
To calculate the reaction rate constants the Arrhenius equation is employed with
kr = CrT
ηr
eff exp
(
−
Ear
ℜTeff
)
, (3.30)
where kr is the rate constant; Cr is the pre-exponential frequency factor; ηr is the tem-
perature exponent and Ear is the activation energy of the r-th reaction. The effective
temperature Teff is used to account for thermal non-equilibrium effects on chemical
reaction rates, where Park et al. [162] proposed a two-temperature model, which accounts
for those effects, using the translational temperature T , the vibrational temperature Tv
and the type of reaction. In this code Teff =
√
TTv for dissociation reactions [161] and
Teff = T for all other reaction types. A more detailed discussion regarding vibration-
chemistry-coupling can be found in Sections 2.3 and 7.5.
Equation 3.30 provides the general structure used to calculate the rate constant. How-
ever, commonly data for only one of the rate constants is provided by the finite rate
chemistry scheme, see Section 4.4, which requires remaining rate constant to be calculated
using the equilibrium rate constant
keqr =
kfr
kbr
. (3.31)
For the 5-species air model the equilibrium rate constant is calculated using Park’s
curve fits from 1990 [163], which are merely a function of temperature. For reacting
hydrogen/air gas mixtures the equilibrium rate constant
keqr =
( p
ℜT
) ns∑
s=1
(ν ′′s,r−ν ′′s,r)
exp
(
−
∆Gar
ℜT
)
(3.32)
is determined by using the change in Gibbs free energy ∆Gar , given for a pressure
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p =1atm,1 between products and reactants for the r-th reaction, which is given by
∆Gar =
ns∑
s=1
(
ν ′′s,r − ν
′
s,r
)
(Has − TS
a
s ) . (3.33)
The enthalpy Has and entropy S
a
s are defined by polynomial curve fits
2 given by Gordon
et al. [76]. The modified JetSurf finite rate chemistry model, which is discussed in
Section 4.4.1, is used for the reacting scramjet simulations presented in this thesis. Details
regarding the reaction scheme are provided in Table A.4. The corresponding Lewis curve
fit coefficients, used for calculating the equilibrium constant, are given in Tables A.5 and
A.6. Note that the forward and backward reaction rate coefficients are provided for the
nitrogen sub-scheme.3
3.3 rans and les formulation
The governing equations presented in Section 3.2 describe the flow physics present in
hypersonic flows with real-gas effects. For scramjet flows, these equations can, however,
not be solved analytically, which requires the use of numerical techniques, described
this section. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) is the most universal method to model
the Navier-Stokes equations, since it resolves the smallest scales, the Kolmogorov scales,
present in the flow field. Thus, to capture the smallest length scales in the flow the
cell sizes of the computational mesh has to be of similar size as the Kolmogorov scale.
Dimensional analysis provided by Pope [180] shows that the number of cells N for a
DNS mesh is
N ∝ Re9/4t , (3.34)
where Ret represents the turbulent Reynolds number, which can be associated with the
Reynolds number of integral scales, as turbulent and integral scales are often assumed to
be of similar magnitude. For the flow problems investigated in this thesis the Reynolds
number based on the injector diameter is on the order of 104, which would require an
unrealistically large amount of computational resources to simulate the scramjet flow
with DNS. Thus, applying DNS to supersonic combustion engines puts extreme demands
on the amount of computational resources needed, which can not be realized nowadays.
Therefore, modeling approaches that require less resources have to be employed here.
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 present two modeling approaches that can be applied to the
field investigated in this thesis; Reynold-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations
and Large-Eddy simulation (LES). In Section 3.3.4 the employed turbulence model is
discussed. Finally, Section 3.3.5 describes the numerical method used in this thesis, which
is a hybrid method between RANS and LES.
1 The superscript a indicates that the variable is defined for atmospheric pressure p =1atm.
2 Has
ℜT
= −a1T
−2 + a2T
−1ln(T) + a3 + a4
T
2
+ a5
T2
3
+ a6
T3
4
+ a7
T4
5
+
a8
T
Sas
ℜ
= −a1
T−2
2
− a2T
−1 + a3ln(T) + a4T + a5
T2
2
+ a6
T3
3
+ a7
T4
4
+ a9
3 Using the provided backward and forward rate coefficients is favored over using just one set of coefficients
to calculate the other set e.g. the forward rate constant in combination with the Lewis curve fits to calculate
the backward rate constant, through the equilibrium constant.
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3.3.1 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations
With the RANS approach, the governing equations are obtained by averaging the Navier-
Stokes equations, and thus all variables, over time4 with
φ = φ¯+φ ′ , where φ¯ =
1
τ
t+τ∫
t
φ dt and φ¯ ′ = 0 , (3.35)
where ¯ represents the time-average and φ represents an arbitrary variable, which consists
of a time-averaged term φ¯ and a fluctuation term φ ′. Thus, solving the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations provides a temporally averaged solution for a particular flow
problem. Due to the averaging process the majority of small scale information is lost and
merely large scale motion can be resolved. This approach is most commonly used to
solve the governing equations numerically as it is computationally relatively inexpensive
compared to higher fidelity methods such as LES or DNS. However, as aforementioned,
unsteady turbulent flow structures have to be modeled [180] using turbulence mod-
els, which are used as a closure for the governing equations. Therefore, complex flow
phenomena that depend on a higher level of resolution, e.g. turbulent combustion and
mixing processes, can not be resolved accurately, which, depending on the accuracy of
the turbulence model, can lead to a misrepresentation of flow physics.
Furthermore, compressibility effects, which are dominant in hypersonic flows, have to
be accounted for by introducing an additional density-weighted average, the so called
Favre-average, to the governing equations with
φ = φ˜+φ ′′ , where φ˜ =
1
ρ¯τ
t+τ∫
t
ρφ dt =
ρφ
ρ¯
and ρφ ′′ = 0 , (3.36)
where φ˜ represents the Favre-average of an arbitrary variable φ, where φ ′′ is the Favre
fluctuation, which is not identical to φ ′. Furthermore it can be shown that the Favre-
average of independent variables, e.g. φ and θ, introduces additional terms:
φ˜θ = φ˜θ˜+ φ˜ ′′θ ′′ (3.37)
Hence, the Favre- and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations can be written as
follows
∂
(
ρ¯Y˜s
)
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρ¯Y˜s~˜u
)
= −∇ ·
(
ρ¯s~˜vs + ~V
RANS
s
)
+ w˙s , s = 1, 2, . . . ,ns , (3.38a)
∂(ρ¯~˜u)
∂t
+∇ ·
(
ρ¯~˜u⊗ ~˜u
)
= − ~˜∇p¯+∇ · (τ˜ +τRANS) , (3.38b)
4 RANS is based on an ensemble average, which is equivalent equivalent to a time-average under the ergodic
hypothesis.
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∂(ρ¯e˜)
∂t
+∇ ·
[
(ρ¯e˜+ p¯) ~˜u
]
= ∇ · (~˜uτ˜ + ~˜uτRANS) −∇ ·
(
~˙˜q+ ~˙q RANS
)
−
∇ ·
(
ns∑
s=1
(
ρ¯h˜sY˜s~˜vs
)
+
ns∑
s=1
(
h0fs
~VRANSs
))
,
(3.38c)
where the equations of state can be written as
p˜ =
ns∑
s=1
ρ¯Y˜s
ℜ
Ms
T˜ , e˜vs =
ℜ
Ms
Θvs
e
Θvs
T˜v − 1
,
h˜s = cvs T˜ + e˜vs +
p˜s
ρ¯s
+ h0fs , e˜t =
ns∑
s=1
Y˜scvs T˜ +
nd∑
s=1
Y˜se˜vs +
1
2
~˜u~˜u+
ns∑
s=1
Y˜sh
0
fs
.
(3.39)
The transport terms for the viscous stress, heat flux and mass diffusion are given
respectively by
τ˜ = µ˜
[(
∇~˜u+
(
∇~˜u
)T)
−
2
3
(
∇ · ~˜u
)
δ
]
, ~˙˜q = −κ˜∇T˜ , ρY˜s~˜vs = −ρD˜∇Y˜s . (3.40)
As shown by Wilcox [228] additional terms appear in the governing equations due to
the Favre- and Reynolds-averaging process. The dominant terms are the turbulent mass
diffusion term ~VRANSs = ρ~u ′′Y ′′s , the turbulent viscous stress term τ
RANS = −ρ~u ′′ ⊗ ~u ′′
and the turbulent heat flux terms ~˙q RANS = ρ~u ′′h ′′. Those terms can not be derived from
first principles and thus need to be modeled. Furthermore, additional terms, e.g. the
chemical and vibrational source term, require modeling as well, which is discussed in
Section 3.3.3.
3.3.2 Large-Eddy Equations
To increase the fidelity of the numerical method a filter is applied to the governing equa-
tions, which, contrary to the RANS approach, allows us to resolve unsteady/turbulent
flow scales that are larger than the filter width. Hence, with LES the majority of the
energy containing flow scales can be captured, which increases the solution quality
significantly. With this approach each variable φ can be decomposed into two parts; the
filtered part φ¯ and the sub-grid scale (SGS) part φ ′ [180]
φ = φ¯+φ ′ , (3.41)
where the filtered part is calculated by applying a filter G5 to the variables of the flow
domain D with
φ¯ =
∫
T
∫
D
φ(ξ, t ′)G(x− ξ, t− t ′)dt ′d3ξ . (3.42)
The sub-grid scale variables φ ′ have to be modeled, which is comparable to the RANS
approach with the distinct difference that the energy contained in the sub-grid scales
is significantly smaller than for the RANS approach, which reduces the effect of the
closure model on the solution quality. The solution quality of large eddy simulations is
determined by the amount of turbulent kinetic energy that is resolved versus the amount
5 An overview of different filter types and shapes is provided by Pope [180]
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of energy that has to be modeled by the SGS model. In this thesis an implicit spatial
filter,6 where the filter width ∆ corresponds to the local cell size within the computational
mesh, is applied to the governing equations. Hence, the mesh resolution7 determines
the quality of the large-eddy simulation. By choosing a local grid resolution, where the
resolved scales lie within the inertial subrange of the turbulent energy spectrum, ensures
that most of the energy containing scales are resolved by LES [180]. The inertial subrange
is part of the turbulent energy spectrum, where energy containing scales, associated with
the integral range (low frequencies), break down and transfer their energy into smaller
turbulent scales, which break down as well and pass their energy on to even smaller
scales, also called the energy cascade, until the turbulent scales approach the Kolmogorov
scale, where dissipation effects dominate, characteristic for the dissipation range (high
frequency). Dimensional arguments given by Pope [180] show that the required number
of cells N for the computational LES mesh is
N ∝ Re3/2t , (3.43)
which, contrary to DNS, is realizable with the amount of resources available for this thesis.
Finally, to write the LES equations the flow variables have to be Favre-filtered, as
for the RANS approach, to account for compressibility effects, see Equation 3.36. The
Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes equations can be expressed in an identical form as the Favre-
and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, presented in Section 3.3.1, where the
overbar ¯ represents the filtered, instead of the Reynolds-averaged, variable and the tilde
˜ the Favre-filtered, instead of the Favre-averaged, variable. Moreover, the additional
terms in the equations, ~VRANSs , τ
RANS and ~˙q RANS, are now replaced by their corre-
sponding LES terms, which are defined by the SGS model, where ~VLESs = ρ¯
(
~˜uYs − ~˜uY˜s
)
,
τLES = ρ¯
(
~˜u⊗ ~u− ~˜u⊗ ~˜u
)
and ~˙q LES = ρ¯
(
~˜uh− ~˜uh˜
)
. The modeling of terms relevant to
close the LES equations are discussed in Sections 3.3.3. Other terms that occur in the
LES equations, such as SGS viscous diffusion, pressure dilatation and SGS viscous
dissipation have been neglected [109].
3.3.3 Model Closure
This section describes the model closure, necessary to solve the governing equations. It
should be noted that the mathematical formulation of the modeled terms is for both
RANS and LES identical. The model closure is, however, distinctly different as for RANS
Favre- and Reynolds-averaged, whereas for LES Favre-filtered variables are used to
determine the modeled terms. Note that, the LES terminology is used representatively.8
6 Using an implicit filter allows us to take full advantage of the grid resolution, where the cell size acts as a
low-pass filter. The filter shape is often undetermined, which can result in larger truncation errors, compared
to explicit filtering. Explicit filtering allows us to clearly define the filter shape and thus reducing truncation
errors, yet computational resource requirements are increased [192].
7 For scramjet flows considered in this thesis, the simulation time step, which affects the temporal filter width,
is limited by numerical rather than physical requirements and thus causes the temporal filter width to be
typically more than one order of magnitude smaller than the spatial filter width.
8 For LES the overbar ¯ represents the filtered and the tilde ˜ the Favre-filtered variable.
For RANS the overbar ¯ represents the Reynolds-averaged and the tilde ˜ the Favre- and Reynolds-averaged
variable.
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The turbulent viscous stress tensor is approximated with
τLES = µT
[(
∇~˜u+
(
∇~˜u
)T)
−
2
3
(
∇ · ~˜u
)
δ
]
, (3.44)
using the Boussinesq approximation, where µT represents the eddy viscosity. The turbu-
lent mass and heat transfer terms are determined by employing the gradient diffusion
approximation, which gives
~VLESs = −
µT
ScT
∇Y˜s (3.45)
and
~˙q LES = −
µTcp
PrT
∇T˜ , (3.46)
where the turbulent Schmidt and Prandtl number are set to constant values with PrT = 0.9
and ScT = 0.75 [169, 172], respectively. Furthermore, the vibrational and chemical source
terms are approximated with
w˙v (Ys, T , Tv,p) ≈ w˙v
(
Y˜s, T˜ , T˜v, p˜
)
, and w˙s (Ys, T , Tv,p) ≈ w˙s
(
Y˜s, T˜ , T˜v, p˜
)
. (3.47)
Thus it is assumed that sub-grid scale fluctuations and distributions do not affect the
vibrational and chemical source term. This assumption is potentially valid for the vibra-
tional term, as there are no reported effects of sub-grid turbulence-vibration interaction.
Only global effects of thermal non-equilibrium on turbulence and mixing have been
discussed in the past [185]. The assumption of laminar chemistry can, however, lead to
noticeable inaccuracies, in particular for the RANS closure. The implementation of an
appropriate turbulence-chemistry interaction model is however beyond the scope of this
thesis. More details regarding turbulence-chemistry interaction can be found in Sections
2.3 and 7.5.
To close the governing equations the eddy viscosity µT has to be calculated. An
overview of available eddy viscosity models for RANS is provided by Wilcox [228] and
for LES by Pope [180] and Meneveau et al. [142]. In this thesis the one-equation Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence model is used, which is described in the subsequent Section 3.3.4.
3.3.4 Spalart-Allmaras Turbulence Model
The one-equation Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence model [212] solves the eddy viscosity
transport equation, based on semi-empirical relations. It is validated against subsonic
canonical test cases, yet shows good agreement with experimental data for hypersonic
flows. According to Roy et al. [189], the SA model represents a good combination of
accuracy and robustness for attached flows. It shows, however, shortcomings for largely
separated flows, where it under-predicts the separation size compared to two-equation
turbulence models [157]. In this thesis the compressible version of the SA model is
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employed [37], which is written as
D (ρν˜)
Dt
= cb1ρS˜ν˜+
1
σ
[
∇ · (µ∇ν˜) +√ρν˜∇ (√ρν˜) + cb2 (∇ (
√
ρν˜))
2
]
−
cw1fwρ
(
ν˜
dw
)2
,
(3.48)
where the kinematic eddy viscosity νT is related to the SA-viscosity9 ν˜ through
νt = ν˜fv1 , (3.49)
with
fv1 =
χ3
χ3 + c3v1
and χ =
ν˜
ν
. (3.50)
The first term on right-hand side (RHS) of Equation 3.48 represents the production
term, which is a function of the strain rate S, commonly expressed by the the vorticity
magnitude
√
2ΩijΩij, and the wall distance dw as
S˜ = S+
ν˜
κ2d2w
fv2 , with fv2 = 1−
χ
1+ χfv1
. (3.51)
The terms in the middle of the RHS are related to diffusion and dissipation, and the last
term in Equation 3.48 represents the destruction term, where
fw = g
(
1+ c6w3
g6 + c6w3
)1/6
, g = r+ cw2
(
r6 − r
)
and r =
ν˜
S˜κ2d2w
. (3.52)
The constants for the SA model are provided in Table A.7.
3.3.5 Wall-Modeled Large-Eddy Simulation
In Section 3.3.2 the LES equations have been introduced, which provide more detailed
solutions for unsteady/turbulent flow problems, such as scramjet flows. The estimated
resource requirements for LES are, however, based on free-shear flows. For wall-bound
flows the turbulent energy distribution shifts to smaller scales with decreasing wall
distance, which consequently increases the resource requirements for LES, given that the
filter width for well-resolved LES has to reduce as well. In fact, the resource requirements
of LES near the wall are similar to the ones of DNS [175], which makes the application of
LES for wall-bound flows impractical. Therefore, two approaches can be taken to circum-
vent this problem. Firstly, LES resolution requirements are tailored to the free-shear flow,
which results in an under-resolution of the near wall region. Secondly, a wall model can
be introduced, which models the flow physics in the near wall region and blends into
the LES model away from the wall. For this thesis the latter approach is taken, where
the near wall region is simulated with RANS, which blends with LES away from the wall.
This approach was originally called detached-eddy simulation (DES), proposed by
9 The tilde ˜ used in the turbulence equations should not be confused with the Favre-filter or average, e.g.
φ˜|SA 6= φ˜|Favre = ρφρ¯ .
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Spalart et al. [210], and is intended to be used for largely separated flows, e.g. flow
around a stalled airfoil, where the attached boundary layer is thin compared to the
detached region of the flow, which is modeled through LES. The original DES approach
uses the SA-RANS model, where, if the production and destruction terms are balanced,
the eddy viscosity νT can be written in a similar fashion as for the the Smagorinsky-Lilly
SGS model [204]. For the SA-model the eddy viscosity νT is proportional to the strain
rate S and the square of the wall distance dw. Replacing the wall distance term dw in the
SA-model with a new length scale
d˜ = min (dw,CDES∆) , (3.53)
causes the RANS model to be used near the wall, where dw < CDES∆, and the LES
model away from the wall, where dw > CDES∆. Thus for regions away from the wall
the SA-model acts as a SGS model that, as stated before, is closely related to the
Smagorinsky-Lilly SGS model, where the SGS eddy viscosity can be written as
νT = (C∆)
2 S , (3.54)
with ∆ being the LES filter width and C the model constant, which equals
C = Csmag ≈ 0.2 for the Smagorinsky-Lilly SGS model and C = CSA = 0.204 for the SA-
model [218]. Furthermore, Subbareddy [218] shows in detail how the SA-model model
compares to SGS models that solve the turbulence kinetic energy transport equation,
thus demonstrating its capability for SGS modeling.
Applying the described DES formulation to complex flows can, however, cause an
inaccurate representation of the flow physics. For the original SA-based DES formulation
[210], which shall be abbreviate with DES97, the transition between RANS and LES is
governed by the cell sizes of the computational mesh, see Equation 3.53. For its original
application, mainly external flows e.g. largely separated flows on stalled wings or base
flows, the complexity of the flow problem was drastically reduced, thus allowing to
control the transition between RANS and LES with the appropriate meshing technique.
For complex flow problems, such as scramjet flows, the cell sizes of the computational
mesh can not be controlled as easily, in particular when using structured meshes, which
can result in regions near the wall, where cell sizes are smaller than the wall distance, yet
too large to resolve the majority of the energy containing scales. Thus under-resolved LES
is performed near the wall, which can lead to a phenomenon called modeled stress depletion.
This phenomenon describes the effects of reduced eddy viscosity levels in the boundary
layer, thus affecting the velocity profile and reducing the modeled Reynolds-stresses in
the boundary later, which consequently can lead to grid-induced separation, discussed
by Spalart [208]. Therefore, to avoid mesh induced transition from RANS to LES near
the wall a modified SA length scale d˜DDES is introduced, where the LES-to-RANS
transition is controlled not just by the grid spacing, but by the local solution as well. This
approach is called delayed detached-eddy simulation (DDES) and eliminates modeled
stress depletion effects, as shown by Spalart et al. [209].
The approach taken by the DES97 and DDES model can be classified as hybrid
RANS/LES, as the entire near wall region, which includes the boundary layer, is re-
solved by RANS and the regions away from the wall by LES. For applications where the
resolution of large turbulent structures within the boundary layer becomes important,
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e.g. boundary layers with strong pressure gradients and flows where the boundary layer
unsteadiness affects the core flow, LES modeling of the outer part of the boundary layer
could improve the simulation quality if RANS and LES are blended appropriately. This
approach, called wall-modeled large-eddy simulation (WMLES), where DES acts as a
wall model for LES, has first been applied by Nikitin et al. [150]. Their work demonstrated
as well a weakness in the formulation as it induces a so called log-layer mismatch. This
means that the RANS and LES modeled part of the log-layer10 do not match up with
each other, which is caused by the fact that in the transition region between RANS and
LES the modeled eddy viscosity is not large enough to fully model the Reynolds stresses
and the grid resolution is not fine enough to fully resolve the Reynolds stresses. Hence,
the induced log-layer mismatch causes the skin friction coefficient to be significantly
under-estimated. Therefore, the blending between RANS and LES has to be altered to
avoid the log-layer mismatch.
An improved formulation of the DDES formulation, so call improved delayed detached-
eddy simulation (IDDES), is introduced by Shur at al. [201], which addresses the log-
layer mismatch in two ways. Firstly, the sub-grid length scale ∆ is calculated using the
maximum cell size hmax, the spacing in the wall normal direction hwn and the distance
to the wall dw with
∆ = min (max (Cwd,w,Cwhmax,hwn) ,hmax) , (3.55)
where Cw = 0.15 is a constant [201]. Secondly, the SA length scale d˜IDDES is again
modified to give
d˜IDDES = fd(1+ fe)dw + (1− fd)ΨCDES∆ , (3.56)
with CDES = 0.65 [200] and Ψ representing a correction factor [209]
Ψ2 = min
102, 1− cb1cw1κ2f∗w (ft2 + (1− ft2)fv2)
fv1 max (10
−10, 1− ft2)
 (3.57)
introduced to prevent near wall destruction effects, which are applicable to the RANS
region, yet adversely influence the eddy viscosity when using the SA-SGS model. The
functions and constants in Equation 3.57 are the same as used for the SA-RANS model,
while f∗w = 0.424 represents the limit of fw for high eddy viscosities. The blending
function
fd = max ((1− fdt), fB) (3.58)
between RANS and LES mode exhibits two branches; the DDES branch, where the
RANS-to-LES blending is controlled by the delay function
fdt = 1− tanh
(
(8rdt)
3
)
, (3.59)
which shields the boundary layer from grid induced RANS-to-LES blending, as discussed
for the DDES model; and the IDDES branch, which causes the bending between LES
10 The log-layer is a characteristic region within the turbulent boundary layer, which can be divided in: viscous
sub-layer, buffer layer, log-layer and wake region.
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and RANS to occur deep inside the boundary layer, based on a predefined grid function
fB = min
(
2 exp
(
−9α2
)
, 1
)
, with α = 0.25− dw/hmax . (3.60)
As discussed before, the log-layer mismatch occurs, because the modeled eddy viscosity
is under-predicted in the LES-to-RANS transition region. Therefore, the function
fe = max ((fe1 − 1) , 0)Ψfe2 (3.61)
is used to elevate the modeled eddy viscosity, when the WMLES mode is active, where
fe1 =
{
2 exp
(
−11.09α2
)
for α > 0
2 exp
(
−9α2
)
for α < 0
(3.62)
predefines the elevation distribution and
fe2 = 1−max (ft, fl) (3.63)
controls the magnitude of the elevation with
ft = tanh
((
2.632rdt
)3)
and fl = tanh
((
3.552rdl
)10)
. (3.64)
The function rdt and rdl are similar to the r function for the SA-RANS model with
rdt =
νT
κ2d2wmax
((∑
ij
(
∂ui/∂xj
)2)1/2 , 10−10) ,
rdl =
ν
κ2d2wmax
((∑
ij
(
∂ui/∂xj
)2)1/2 , 10−10) .
(3.65)
The employed IDDES approach shows promising results, as the log-layer mismatch is
eliminated [201].
In this thesis the IDDES approach is used to perform WMLES of reacting scramjet
flows. The implementation of this method has been validated by Peterson [171] against
experimental data for sonic jet injection into supersonic crossflow. The reader is referred
to Peterson [171] for more details regarding IDDES, its implementation and validation.
3.4 numerical methods
For the computational investigation of scramjet flow physics the numerical solver US3D,
which has been developed at the University of Minnesota, is used. It solves the com-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations for reacting flows including thermal and chemical
non-equilibrium effects. The framework for the code is provided by Nompelis [151], where
details regarding the implementation of a hybrid structured/unstructured cell-centered
finite volume method and discretization schemes are discussed. More information on
higher order discretization schemes and implementation of the DES approach are given
by Subbareddy [218]. Detailed information regarding the numerical methods and their
implementation used to solve the IDDES equations is provided by Peterson [171].
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In this section, a comprehensive overview of the employed numerical methods is
provided. Firstly, the finite volume formulation is introduced in Section 3.4.1. The
subsequent Sections 3.4.2 - 3.4.4 give details regarding viscous, inviscid flux evaluation
and the time integration method.
3.4.1 Finite Volume Formulation
The compressible Navier-Stokes equations can be written in compact form as
∂~U
∂t
+
∂~Fj
∂xj
= ~W , (3.66)
where the vector of conserved variables ~U, the source term vector ~W and the the flux
vector, split into its viscous and inviscid part, in the j-direction ~FVj and ~FIj are given by
~U =

ρY1
ρY2
...
ρYns
ρu
ρv
ρw
ρe
ρev

, ~W =

w˙1
w˙2
...
w˙ns
0
0
0
0
w˙v

,
~FVj =

ρY1uj
ρY2uj
...
ρYnsuj
ρuuj + pδ1,j
ρvuj + pδ2,j
ρwuj + pδ3,j
(ρe+ p)uj
ρevuj

, ~FVj =

ρY1v1j
ρY2v2j
...
ρYnsvnsj
−τ1,j
−τ2,j
−τ3,j
−τk,juk + q˙j +
∑ns
s=1
(
ρhsYsvsj
)
q˙vj +
∑nd
s=1
(
ρevsYsvsj
)

.
(3.67)
The equations are then integrated over the volume ζi of each cell i contained in the
computational mesh. By applying the divergence theorem to the integrated equations the
governing equations can be written in the following discretized form
∂~Ui
∂t
+
1
ζi
∑
faces
F ′fSf =
~W , (3.68)
where the normal flux F ′ = ~Ff · ~nf though the surface Sf of each face f of each cell has
to be evaluated. It should be noted that the cell-centered conserved variable vector ~Ui
contains the mean of each variable within a cell i.
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3.4.2 Viscous Flux Evaluation
The Navier-Stokes equations represent a system of hyperbolic-parabolic equations. To
simplify its discretization the flux vector ~Fj is split into its viscous and inviscid part.
The viscous flux vector, which includes viscous stress, diffusion and heat transfer terms,
makes the system parabolic. Thus, the viscous fluxes can be exactly calculated by using
weighted least square fits for gradient reconstruction. For calculating inviscid fluxes,
which is discussed in the subsequent section, a more sophisticated approach is required
to achieve high accuracy while maintaining stability of the numerical scheme.
3.4.3 Inviscid Flux Evaluation
The inviscid flux vector gives the system a hyperbolic character, which allows for shock-
waves to appear in the solution. Therefore, the discretization of the equations has to
accommodate two different regimes. Firstly, to resolve small scale unsteady motion, e.g.
turbulent structures, within the flow field a low-dissipation numerical scheme has to be
employed. Otherwise the numerical method will overpower the acting flow physics and
thus numerically diffuse small sized eddies. Secondly, due to the supersonic nature of the
flow shockwaves appear within the flow domain that need to be discretized accordingly
to maintain stability, which on the other hand introduces numerical diffusion. Therefore,
a hybrid method is used that introduces little to no numerical diffusion into the flow
except for regions, where shockwaves are present. The modified Steger-Warming flux
vector splitting method [134] is ideal for this purpose, as is can be re-arranged to split
the inviscid fluxes into their symmetric and a dissipative part
F ′I = Fsym +αdissF
′
diss . (3.69)
For the original version of the modified Steger-Warming method, αdiss = 1 and the
symmetric and dissipative fluxes are evaluated through
F ′sym =
(
RΛR−1
)
f
·
(
UL +UR
2
)
, (3.70)
and
F ′diss =
(
R‖Λ‖R−1)
f
·
(
UR +UL
2
)
, (3.71)
where R−1 and R represent the left and right eigenvector matrices of the flux vector
Jacobian A = ∂F
′
I
∂U and Λ its corresponding eigenvalue matrix. The Jacobian is evaluated
using face values, which is indicated by the subscript f. However, as a hybrid method
is employed here, only the dissipative fluxes are calculated using the Steger-Warming
method, while the the symmetric fluxes are evaluated using a higher order scheme. For
the dissipative fluxes a second order extrapolation method, the MUSCL reconstruction,
is used to calculate data from the left and right side of each face, with
UL = Ui +
1
2
Φ (ri) (Uiii −Ui) and UR = Uii +
1
2
Φ (rii) (Uiii −Uii) . (3.72)
where Ui and Uii represent the cell-centered values of the upwind and downwind
adjacent cells to face f, andUiii the appropriate upwind or downwind neighbor to cell i or
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ii. In this thesis the minmod limiter function Φ is used with ri = (Ui −Uiii) / (Uii −Ui).
The symmetric fluxes are evaluated using a fourth-order scheme to reconstruct the values
Uf at each face with
Uf =
Ui +Uii
2
+ ~∆x
∇Ui +∇Uii
3
(3.73)
where ~∆x represents the vector pointing from the cell center to the face center. As
discussed above, for smooth regions in the flow the fourth-order low dissipation scheme
is used to resolve flow features, while dissipative fluxes are switched off (αdiss = 0).
This numerical scheme becomes, however, unstable when large gradients are introduced
into the flow, e.g. through shock structures. Therefore, the upwinding part of the Steger-
Warming method is activated, which acts as a shock-capturing method (αdiss = 1) and
thus stabilizes the solution. To blend between these two regimes the Ducros switch [52]
αdiss = min
(
4
3
Θ2
Θ2 +Ω2 + ǫ
, 1
)
(3.74)
is used, where Θ is the divergence, Ω is the vorticity and ǫ a small number to prevent
devision by zero. For more details on the Steger-Warming flux vector splitting method the
reader is referred to MacCormack et al. [134], Nompelis [151] and Subbareddy [218]. With
regard to numerical discretization techniques Bartkowicz [9] provides further detailed
information.
3.4.4 Time Integration
The time integration scheme used to simulate scramjet flows has to accurately capture
unsteady flow features within the engine, while maintaining stability without imposing
excessive resource requirements. Using explicit time integration schemes for wall-bound
flows, as present in scramjet engines, imposes severe limitations on the global time step,
since cell sizes in the near wall region have to be small to resolve the boundary layer
accurately, which ultimately governs the global time step as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
(CFL) number11 has to be below unity. This approach is impractical as it increases the
resource requirements drastically. Therefore, implicit time integration schemes are used
in this thesis, which do not impose such time step limitations. However, while their
stability is increased, their accuracy decreases as the time step increases. To increase
the accuracy of the time integration scheme the second order Crank-Nicolson scheme
is employed. This scheme becomes however unstable in the near wall region as cells
become highly stretched due to the wall normal clustering, while CFL > 1. Therefore,
near the wall the first order backwards Euler scheme is used, which allows to maintain
stability. Hence, a hybrid time integration scheme
Un+1i −U
n
i
∆t
=
1
ζi
∑
faces
[
(1− σ)
(
F ′f
)n
+ σ
(
F ′f
)n+1]
Sf + (1− σ) ~W
n
i + σW
n+1
i (3.75)
11 The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number provides a stability measure for the time step used with explicit
time integration schemes. The CFL number is defined as (u+ c) ∆t∆x , where u is the convection velocity, c
the wave speed (speed of sound), ∆t the time step and ∆x the cell dimension in the direction of the velocity
vector. For an explicit time integration scheme CFL
!
< 1 [45].
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is used, where n marks the present time level, n+ 1 marks the future time level and
σ ∈ [0.5, 1.0] represents the switch between the second and first order scheme. As σ
approaches 0.5 Equation 3.75 represents the Crank-Nicolson scheme, which is active for
the bulk of the flow, whereas for σ = 1.0 the backwards Euler scheme is used, which is
active in the near wall regions. The transition between both schemes is base on the local
CFL number with
σ = 0.5+ ǫCNmin + (ǫCNmax − ǫCNmin) ·min
(
CFL2, 1
)
(3.76)
where ǫCNmin = 10
−6 and ǫCNmax = 0.5. The flux and source terms at the future time
level n+ 1 are evaluated by linearizing the flux and source terms about the present time
level n and extrapolating them to the future time level n+ 1. The resulting system of
linear equations is solved by the full matrix point relaxation method [232].
3.4.5 Boundary Conditions
To close the governing equations at the boundaries of the computational domain bound-
ary conditions are applied. This subsection briefly summarizes the employed boundary
conditions. The reader is referred to text books, e.g. [18, 58], for more information.
inflow boundary condition
Two types of inflow conditions are used for the numerical simulations presented here,
the supersonic inflow and the subsonic stagnation inflow. For the supersonic inflow
condition the inflow boundary is characterized by the velocity vector, the static pressure
and temperature. For the subsonic inflow the stagnation pressure and temperature
are used to extrapolate primitive variables from the interior cell along the upstream-
propagating characteristic wave onto the ghost cell, see Poinsot et al. [178] and Polifke et
al. [179].
outflow boundary condition
For this thesis the outflow boundary condition is set to a supersonic/extrapolated outflow,
as the flow exiting the flow domain remains for the most part supersonic. A constant
extrapolation, also know as zero-gradient extrapolation, is used to set the ghost cell state
to its corresponding interior cell state.
symmetry boundary condition
The symmetry boundary condition is effectively a slip-wall condition, where the veloc-
ity wall normal component at the boundary interface equals zero and the tangential
component remains unchanged.
wall boundary condition
The wall boundary condition used throughout this thesis is an isothermal, no-slip
condition, where the translational and vibrational wall temperatures are set to a constant
value. Details regarding the near wall treatment of the governing equations have already
been discussed in Section 3.3.
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3.5 summary
In this chapter, an overview of the governing equations relevant to scramjet flows is
provided. In this thesis, the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, which include real-gas
effects, such as thermal and chemical non-equilibrium, are solved. It was found that the
RANS and LES approaches are best suited for simulating the flow physics in scramjet
engines, considering available numerical resources. In this thesis the one-equation Spalart-
Allmaras model is used as a wall and sub-grid scale model for wall-modeled LES. For
RANS it is used to close the turbulent terms in the governing equations. The resulting
system of partial differential equations is solved using the finite-volume method, where
the inviscid fluxes are solved with fourth-order accuracy and the viscous fluxes with
second order accuracy. The modified Steger-Warming flux vector splitting method is used
as a hybrid flux evaluation scheme to provide shock-capturing capability, while providing
low-dissipation flux evaluation for the bulk of the flow. For the temporal discretization
the second order Crank-Nicolson method is used for the bulk of the flow and the first
order backwards Euler method for the near wall regions.
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4
The fourth chapter; in which details regarding the experimental and numerical setup, in particular
domain discretization, combustion modeling, performance parameters and preliminary flow feature
analysis, are provided.
4.1 introduction
This chapter forms the basis for this thesis providing detailed information regarding
the numerical and experimental setup as well as discussing important concepts for
the numerical modeling, such as combustion modeling and performance parameters.
Initially, the experimental setup on which the numerical analysis is based is described in
Section 4.2. The subsequent section provides a detailed description of the numerical setup.
The discretization of the domain, applied boundary conditions and overall simulation
parameters, such as spatial and temporal resolution, are discussed. In Section 4.4 several
combustion models are compared to experimental data and with each other to ensure that
combustion processes are modeled accurately. In particular, accurately predicting flame
speeds is of importance as they are used for further analysis. Furthermore, linking flow
features within the scramjet to performance parameters is of paramount importance to
identify dominating performance enhancing flow physics. Therefore, Section 4.5 defines
and discusses relevant performance parameters that are used in this thesis. Section
4.6 provides a preliminary overview of basic flow structures within the investigated
scramjet engine. This allows the reader to become familiar with the engine processes,
thus providing a basis for further more detailed discussions. Finally, a brief comparison
between experimental and numerical data is provided.
4.2 experimental setup
The conditions and geometry for the present numerical investigation are based on the
scramjet experiment conducted by Boyce et al. [19] and McGuire [139]. Therefore a brief
description of the test facility, the generated test conditions and experimental setup itself
is provided here.
Impulse facilities such as reflected shock tunnels are the only means of performing
scramjet testing at total enthalpies in excess of those corresponding to flight at Mach 8.
They achieve this through shock-heating the test gas, forming the high temperature, high
pressure stagnant reservoir for a hypersonic nozzle expansion of that gas to the necessary
flow conditions for a scramjet test. The experimental campaign was conducted in the free
piston shock-tunnel (T3) [214, 215] at the Australian National University. The Mach 6
nozzle used in Boyce et al.’s [19] experiments has a conical shape for the first 150mm past
the throat and then transitions into a contoured shape. The throat diameter is 25.4mm
and the nozzle exit diameter is 257.5mm, which leads to a distance of 752.4mm between
the throat and the nozzle exit. From personal communication with the experimenter [139],
the scramjet leading edge is located at the nozzle exit after recoil, and the combustor and
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nozzle symmetry line align with each other, as shown in Figure 4.1. More information
regrading the experimental setup can be found in [19, 139]. The subsequent Sections 4.2.1
and 4.2.2 provide more information about the test conditions and the scramjet model.
Figure 4.1 – Experimental arrangement of the scramjet model investigated by McGuire
[139] (figure is provided by Brieschenk [24]).
4.2.1 Test Conditions
Boyce et al. [19] investigated a radical farming scramjet engine experimentally and
numerically, which poses the basis for this investigation. Table 4.1 summarizes three
experimental conditions that were replicated in this thesis. These conditions were directly
taken from the literature and used for the thermal non-equilibrium investigation in
Chapter 8 as well as for preliminary investigations presented in Chapter 6. Further inves-
tigation into the determination of the experimental conditions, in particular condition B,
revealed discrepancies with more recently available results. Therefore, reservoir condition
B, which provides the lowest scramjet inflow temperatures while maintaining unchoked
flow through the combustor and thus scramjet performance closest to radical farming
mode, has been reanalyzed. The new condition is summarized in table 4.1 as well under
B*. Details regarding the new condition determination are provided in appendix B.
4.2.2 Scramjet Model
The scramjet engine used by Boyce et al. [19], which is operated in pure scramjet mode,
can be classified as a two-dimensional engine that incorporates an inlet and a combustor;
no nozzle is used in the experiment. The inlet consists of a single 176mm long, 9◦
main ramp and, at 146.5mm past the leading edge location, a −3◦ downwards angled
cowl. The stated angles are relative to the freestream flow. The combustion chamber is
300mm long and 15mm high. The four 2mm diameter fuel injection portholes, angled
at 45◦ to the inlet compression ramp, are spaced 10mm apart and located 122mm
(x = 120.5mm) past the leading edge. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Table 4.1 – Nozzle reservoir conditions taken from [19] for the test gas air with stagnation
mass fractions adjusted using CEA[76].
Stagnation conditions A B C B*
T0 [K] 2800 3305 3713 2967
h0
[
MJ
kg
]
3.34 4.17 4.89 3.63
ρ0
[
kg
m3
]
22.38 18.89 16.69 20.99
p0 [MPa] 18.0 18.0 18.0 17.91
Species mass fractionsa
N2 7.74E− 01 7.55E− 01 7.52E− 01 7.45E− 1
O2 1.91E− 01 1.73E− 01 1.54E− 01 2.09E− 1
NO 3.48E− 02 6.28E− 02 8.05E− 02 4.46E− 2
N 1.13E− 07 5.38E− 06 1.84E− 05 3.60E− 7
O 9.31E− 04 9.29E− 03 1.27E− 02 1.82E− 3
a The mass fractions are rounded to their 3 significant decimals. To ensure that the sum of all mass fractions
equals 1.0, the mass fraction of N2 should be adjusted accordingly.
All two-dimensional simulations presented in this thesis, Sections 8.3 and 8.4, are setup
with ideal sharp leading edges and no fuel injector ports. For all three-dimensional
simulations, the leading edges have been given a finite radius, which accounts for the
thermal/structural wear and manufacturing limitations. Since no information about the
exact radius is available an estimate, based on the findings from a later test campaign
with the same model hardware (see Section 5.2.4), is used for the leading edge of the
compression ramp, the sidewalls and the cowl with RN = 0.1mm, 0.1mm and 0.05mm,
respectively. Details about the fueling procedures can be found in McGuire [139] and will
be discussed later in Section 4.6.2
4.3 numerical setup
This thesis is strongly based on numerical simulations. Therefore, the detailed description
of the numerical setup, which is provided here, focuses on the characteristics of the
numerical simulation method, WMLES or RANS, the boundary conditions used and
the discretization of the flow domains.
4.3.1 Nozzle Simulation
Several nozzle simulations are used throughout this thesis. However, the setup and the
boundary conditions of each simulation are identical. Generally, it is assumed that all
reservoir conditions are steady during the test time. Therefore, all nozzle simulations
are performed using RANS. Furthermore, ideal nozzle flows have an axisymmetric
character and thus, to save computational resources, only a thin azimuthal sector of
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the original nozzle geometry is simulated. It should be noted that the nozzle center
line represents a singularity in the simulation. Therefore, a tube with a finite radius is
removed from the center of the azimuthal sector. Symmetry conditions are imposed on
the side walls as well as on the surface of the removed center of the azimuthal sector. For
the nozzle inflow stagnation temperature, density, gas composition and a finite velocity1
are provided. Due to the extremely short test time in the impulse facility that has been
used here, in the order of milliseconds (600µs [24]), the nozzle surface is modeled as an
isothermal wall with a wall temperature of Tw = 293K. All simulations extent past the
nozzle exit to reproduce the accurate scramjet inflow and incorporate the subsequent
test gas expansion into the dump tank, whose walls are modeled with a slip flow con-
dition. An extrapolated supersonic outflow condition is imposed on the domain exit
of each simulation. Furthermore, the state of the boundary layer, laminar or turbulent,
can not be directly determined from experimental data; e.g. in the high enthalpy shock
tunnel Göttingen (HEG) heat transfer measurements along the nozzle wall are used to
determine the transition location [82]. Therefore, available data from pitot rakes or single
pitot measurements is taken and compared with simulation results for various transition
locations along the nozzle wall to determine an estimate of the transition location.
Each simulation uses a five species gas model consisting of N2, O2, NO, O and N,
which includes chemical non-equilibrium effects, where Park’s curve fits from 1990 [163]
model the chemical equilibrium constants. Thermal non-equilibrium effects are modeled
with the Laudau-Teller-model [124], with the relaxation rates being specified in [65].
For vibrational relaxation, only vibration-translation (V-T) coupling is being modeled,
vibration-vibration (V-V) coupling is neglected and an average vibrational temperature
Tv, which represents the total vibrational energy, is used.
For the scramjet investigated here, two different nozzle discretizations have been used
to generate inflow conditions. The first one, which shall be called Nozzle-1, is used with
generic nozzle reservoir conditions provided by McGuire [139], as summarized in Section
4.2.1. Its purpose is to generate preliminary, yet realistic nozzle outflows that are present
during shock tunnel testing. Details, such as boundary layer transition within the nozzle,
are neglected; hence a fully turbulent boundary layer is assumed within the nozzle. Its
nozzle outflow conditions are used for thermal non-equilibrium simulations, presented
in Chapter 8. The second nozzle discretization, which shall be called Nozzle-2, is an
improved version of Nozzle-1. The number of cells increased and the mesh is smoother
and has been restructured to more accurately capture flow phenomena, such as weak
compression waves originating from the nozzle shape transition or the boundary layer
transition location. This nozzle is used for more advanced simulations, e.g. the final
scramjet simulations, where quantitative measures are extracted from the simulation.
Both nozzles, Nozzle-1 and Nozzle-2, are discretized with structured meshes using the
commercial grid generation software Pointwise [1] and GridPro [2], respectively. More
details about the mesh is provided in the appendices under Section C.1.1 and C.1.2.
Furthermore, these sections show that both nozzle discretizations are grid converged.
1 The inflow velocities for each simulation investigated here range typically around 50m/s, which represents
a negligible amount of the total enthalpy. These velocities represent the gradual drainage of the test gas from
the reservoir region, which is marginal and limited by the critical massflow rate through the nozzle throat.
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Figure 4.2 – Comparison of numerical and experimental pitot pressure distribution at the
nozzle exit.
Figure 4.2 shows the numerical pitot pressure profile at the nozzle exit, which is
compared with experimental data [139]. This comparison is performed for experimental
condition B* with the Nozzle-2 mesh. Comparing simulation results for several trip
locations with experimental data shows that best agreement can be achieved if the
boundary layer trips/transitions at x = 0.4m past the nozzle throat, as shown in Figure
F.1. Figure 4.2 shows the excellent agreement between the numerical and experimental
dataset. To provide better insight into the nozzle flow field and its flow structures, e.g.
weak compression waves, Figure 4.3 plots the Mach number distribution within the
nozzle with the static pressure distributions superimposed at x = 0.3m, 0.5m, 0.7m and
0.9m. A weak compression wave, originating from the tripping location can be seen in
Figure 4.3. The flow quantities within the nozzle core are not uniformly distributed in the
radial direction, which has an effect on the scramjet performance [193]. Therefore, the two-
dimensional axisymmetric nozzle solution is transformed back into a three-dimensional
solution from which flow quantities along the representative scramjet inflow domain are
extracted and later used as inflow properties for subsequent scramjet simulations.
4.3.2 Two-Dimensional Scramjet Simulation
For preliminary investigations a purely two-dimensional scramjet, assuming ideal sharp
leading edges, is simulated without fuel injection, and shall be abbreviated with 2D-
Scramjet. This type of simulation is used to investigate conceptual flow physics, e.g.
thermal non-equilibrium effects, in isolation without the influence of three dimensional-
ity, injection method, fuel type or quantity. Furthermore, these simulations are performed
using purely RANS. Figure 4.4 shows the two-dimensional scramjet flow domain flooded
with temperature contours. As discussed in Section 4.3.1 the nozzle outflow is interpo-
lated accordingly onto the scramjet inflow boundary, located on the left side of the flow
domain. The scramjet walls are assumed to be isothermal, since the shock tunnel test time
is approximately one millisecond in duration, and thus the wall temperature does not
increase significantly from the ambient temperature of 300K. Furthermore, a turbulent
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Figure 4.3 – Mach number contours within the nozzle (Nozzle-2, reservoir condition B*,
trip location x = 0.4m) with static pressure distributions superimposed at streamwise
locations x = 0.3m, 0.5m, 0.7m and 0.9m.
boundary layer is assumed for the entire simulation, which is not necessarily accurate
since transition from laminar to turbulent normally occurs at the fuel injection location.
But since no fuel injection is modeled here, the boundary layer would remain in a laminar
state for a significant distance, depending on the Reynolds number. To prevent such
effects, which would not occur in this engine, a fully turbulent boundary layer is mod-
eled for the scramjet. All remaining domain surfaces are defined as extrapolated outflows.
Figure 4.4 – Temperature distribution within the two-dimensional scramjet for reservoir
condition B.
The flow domain is discretized with a structured two-dimensional mesh using the
commercial grid generation software Pointwise [1]. More details about the mesh and
its grid convergence analysis can be found in the appendix under Section C.3.1. The
chemical and thermal modeling is identical to the nozzle simulations and more details
can be found in Section 4.3.1.
4.3.3 Three-Dimensional Scramjet Simulation
Computing the flow field through the scramjet model described in Section 4.2.2, analyz-
ing steady and unsteady flow features and drawing conclusions regarding its dominant
flow physics represents the final goal of this thesis. However, it is important to gradually
advance the complexity of the simulations to successfully model all relevant aspects of
the complete scramjet engine. Furthermore, simulations on smaller domains can be used
to decouple certain three-dimensional effects, e.g. side wall effects, from the investigation
and thus generate valuable new insights as well. The two-dimensional scramjet simula-
tion, described in Section 4.3.2, represents the simplest approach by modeling merely the
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center symmetry plane of the entire scramjet model. Figure 4.5 shows, colored in red,
the evolution of three-dimensional simulations where (a) represents the final scramjet
domain and (b), (c) simpler/smaller versions of the three-dimensional flow domain.
Figure 4.5 – Overview of three-dimensional simulation domains used in this thesis. The
red shading indicates which part of the full scramjet model that has been modeled;
(a) half of the scramjet engine (3D-Scramjet), (b) one injector (3D-one-Injector) and (c)
two injectors (3D-double-Injector).
For all three-dimensional models RANS simulations and WMLES are performed to
gain insight into the flow physics. All modeling aspects, excluding turbulence modeling,
are identical between RANS and WMLES and are discussed in the following sections.
The employed numerical method and the turbulence modeling changes between RANS
and WMLES are detailed in Section 3.3. RANS simulations discussed here generate
steady state solutions, which are considered converged when the differences between
two consecutive solutions become negligible. Since WMLES are inherently unsteady, no
temporal convergence criterion is employed for local solutions. However, for statistically
averaged WMLES solutions, the same temporal convergence criterion can be employed.
Here, to ensure adequate temporal resolution the local time step for all WMLES is set to
5ns. More information regarding temporal resolution can be found in Section 5.2.4.
The subsequent paragraphs describe the mesh structure, boundary conditions used
and basic simulation setup. Details regarding the resolution and reasoning behind certain
meshing aspects are discussed later in the thesis, where the presented information allows
us to evaluate such matters.
one-injector scramjet model
As shown in in Figure 4.5(c) the most simplified three-dimensional simulation domain
resolves the flow physics around one injector port, where the injector is located in the
spanwise center of the domain and symmetry conditions 5mm left and right of the
center line represent the domain bounds. The lateral boundary conditions are located
at the center planes between injectors. It should be noted that for such a setup usually
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periodic boundary conditions are used as spanwise domain bounds, which allows the
injected gas to interact with itself rather than with a slip wall. Symmetry conditions are
often used to capitalize on the symmetry of a flow problem and thus to reduce com-
putational resource requirements. However, in unsteady simulations, such as URANS,
LES or DNS, symmetry conditions can impose the unrealistic constraint that velocity
fluctuations normal to those fluid boundaries cannot occur. Therefore, using symmetry
conditions in this three-dimensional domain will help to evaluate the error that will
be induced in the final 3D-scramjet simulation of half the experimental model, which
relies on symmetry due to resource limitations. More details can be found in Section 6.4.3.
Figure 4.6 – Computational mesh of the 3D-one-Injector domain, displayed with approxi-
mately 1/3 of the actual resolution used in each direction for visualization purposes.
(a) Computational surface mesh with a cutout from the leading edge past the injector
port; (b) sideview of the mesh at the inlet combustor transition; (c) detailed mesh
around the injector port with a cutout to the injector symmetry plane; (d) detailed
sideview of the injector port.
Figure 4.6(a) displays the computational surface mesh of the flow domain, where from
the leading edge until past the injector, half of the domain is cutout to visualize the
center plane grid structure. The inflow boundary is again, as for the two-dimensional
simulation, aligned with the leading edge shock to improve the solution quality. The
walls are simulated as isothermal walls at 293K. From preliminary computational in-
vestigations performed by McGuire [139], experimental data presented by Brieschenk
[26] and analysis in Section 5.2.4, the boundary layer is in a laminar state along all wall
surfaces until transition occurs at the injector ports and shock induced separations on
the cowl side. The combustor exit and the spillage above the cowl is modeled with an
extrapolated outflow condition. Note that, since the complete combustion process was
not a modeling objective for this simulation, a shortened combustor (xexit = 0.274mm is
simulated. The fuel inflow boundary, located at the end of the injector tube, is modeled
using a stagnation temperature and pressure condition. With a stagnation temperature
and pressure of 293K and 900kPa, respectively, the total hydrogen massflow rate is
1.7g/s, which results in an equivalence ratio of 1.58 relative to the airflow through the
simulation domain. The hydrogen massflowrate is reduced, by a factor of approximately
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2, compared to the experimental data provided by McGuire [139], due to flow features,
including unstart, that would be caused by injection of the experimental fuel flow rate
within the restrictive domain size.
The mesh used for this simulation is fully structured and generated with the com-
mercial grid generation software Pointwise [1] and GridPro [2]. An advanced meshing
technique, so called nesting, has been employed to refine or coarsen the fully structured
mesh without significantly decreasing grid quality. These nesting structures are present
throughout the entire mesh and can clearly be seen in 4.6(b), which shows the sideview
of the domain surface. Here, the mesh transition from the inlet to the combustor requires
the cell count in the vertical direction to be reduced to maintain the same resolution. This
can be achieved by turning horizontal grid lines smoothly into vertical grid lines using
nesting features, which create triangular looking singularities within the mesh. More of
those features can be seen in Figure 4.6(c) and (d) visualizing the injector mesh. Around
the injector the cells are highly clustered to resolve shear layers as well as the barrel
shock, caused by the hydrogen injection process, accurately. Thus to reduce resource
requirements, coarsening the mesh away from the injector ports where less resolution
is required is of paramount importance. Furthermore, a negligibly small radius, 5% of
the injector radius [171], is used to transition from the injector tube to the inlet ramp,
which allows us to feed the highly clustered boundary layer mesh out of the injector
and along the inlet surface. This minor assumption does not change the flow physics
[171], but helps to reduce computational resource requirements and improves the mesh
quality significantly. Moreover, at the combustor exit the mesh is highly stretched in
the streamwise direction to dissipate vortical structures which could cause numerical
issues when interacting with the extrapolated outflow boundary condition inducing
unphysical flow features, such as compression waves, to move upstream. Another import
aspect regarding the meshing is the use of preferably cubical cells [3], excluding wall
regions. Due to the strong three-dimensionality of turbulent flows, using LES with highly
anisotropic grids is inefficient and can decrease stability [211]. The approximate cell
width at the injector orifice, in the refined near injector region and in the remaining
flow field is ∆ = 0.04mm, 0.08mm and 0.15mm, respectively. Furthermore, the grid is
clustered towards the walls to achieve an accurate boundary layer resolution with y+ < 1.
Overall, the mesh has a total of 26,304,448 cells, where approximately 24% of all cells
are distributed around the injector port, 69% in the entire inlet, including the injector,
and 31% in the combustor. This mesh is based on insights gained from the validation
experiment, see Section 5.2.2, and thus similar in discretization methodology and resolu-
tion. Furthermore, the flow structures and physics, present in this domain are similar
to the ones seen in the validation experiment. Since, the mesh used for the validation
case shows grid converged behavior, a grid convergence study for this particular mesh
is deemed unnecessary. The development and resolution of unsteady flow features is,
however, analyzed to ensure temporal accuracy. Section D.1 shows that unsteady flow
features and turbulent structures are well resolved. For this domain a global time step of
5ns is chosen, which is based on the analysis described in Section 5.2.4. The WMLES
simulation is re-started from the steady state RANS solution, where it took 200µs, which
represents 265 and 2.74 injector diameter and domain flow through times, respectively,
until fully unsteady flow behavior has developed. After this startup period, statistics
are taken over 315µs, which represents 417 and 4.25 injector diameter and domain flow
through times, respectively.
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For this simulation the 7-species Evans-Schexnayder hydrogen air combustion model,
with N2, O2, H2, H2O, OH, O and H, is employed. As discussed in Section 4.4 this model
shows large inaccuracies with regard to hydrogen air combustion modeling, in particular
ignition delay time at low temperatures and flame speed. Furthermore, disregarding the
vitiation species nitric oxide NO present in the nozzle outflow affects the combustion
behavior as well. Additionally, thermal non-equilibrium effects are ignored for these
simulations due to numerical instability issues. Moreover, for the combustion process
laminar chemistry is assumed, which neglects turbulence-chemistry interactions. All
these simplifications have an adverse effect on the combustion modeling. However, this
simulation is primarily intended to show feasibility of WMLES with scramjet conditions;
accurate combustion modeling is not a priority. Moreover, modeling the mixing process,
and thus the physical hydrogen jet break down, and the effect of symmetry boundary
conditions on the solution accuracy is the objective for this simulation. The chemistry
model provides merely an indication of the combustion process.
double-injector scramjet model
The double-injector scramjet domain, as shown in Figure 4.5(b), is composed out of two
merged one-injector scramjet domains. Again, a symmetry condition is imposed on the
spanwise boundaries to further investigate their influence on the flow field. However, the
solution of this domain’s symmetry plane, which lies between both injector ports, can
be compared to the one-injector scramjet symmetry plane. The results provide valuable
insight regarding the influence of symmetry boundary conditions in such flow fields and
thus allow to estimate the induced inaccuracy in the 3D-scramjet simulation. Hence, to
allow for a conclusive comparison all numerical and physical modeling aspects need to be
conserved between simulations. Therefore, all details regarding the setup and modeling
are identical to the 3D-one-Injector simulation and described in Section 4.3.3. It should
be noted that the mesh size has doubled resulting in a total of 52,608,896 cells. As for
the 3D-one-injector domain grid convergence is not investigated due to discretization
and flow structure similarities with the validation simulation, see Section 5.2.2. The
temporal resolution of unsteady flow features and turbulent structures is nevertheless
investigated. Section D.2 shows that the resolution criteria are met. Furthermore, this
simulation is initialized with the mirrored unsteady solution from the 3D-one-Injector
domain to account for both injectors. Since a fully developed unsteady flow field is used
for initialization a shortened simulation start-up period of 105µs, which represents 139
and 1.44 injector diameter and domain flow through times, respectively, is used to ensure
the physical development of unsteady features. After this startup period, statistics are
taken over 360µs, which represents 477 and 4.93 injector diameter and domain flow
through times, respectively.
three-dimensional scramjet model
This three-dimensional domain, shown in Figure 4.5(a), is used for the final and most
complex simulation in this thesis. Here, the focus lies on capturing flow physical as-
pects that influence the combustion process, such as radical production zones, ignition
location, mixing features and turbulence-chemistry interaction. Due to resource restric-
tions only half of the experimental scramjet domain is modeled. Thus the scramjet
symmetry plane is replaced by a symmetry boundary condition, imposing an artificial
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boundary to reduce the domain size by half. As mentioned in the previous sections, this
causes unphysical effects in unsteady simulations and has to be investigated in this thesis.
Figure 4.7 – Computational mesh of the 3D-Scramjet domain, displayed with approxi-
mately 1/2.5 of the actual resolution used in each direction for visualization purposes.
(a) Mesh structure on the domain boundaries; (b) Mesh structure on a cutout around
the injector ports.
Figure 4.7(a) visualizes the bounds and the structure of the flow domain, which is very
similar to the one in Section 4.3.3. The inflow boundary, shown on the right side of the
domain, is now vertical and not aligned with the inlet compression shock anymore due to
meshing constrains resulting from the side wall discretization. Again, the inflow is inter-
polated onto the inflow boundary from a nozzle simulation. The sidewall discretization,
visible in Figure 4.8(a), is a new feature to this domain. It can not be disregarded and
needs to be modeled accurately, since its interaction with the flow field causes important
flow features, in particular in the sidewall corner regions. All scramjet walls are modeled
as isothermal walls at 293K. The hydrogen inflow boundary, which is located at the end
of each injector, is modeled with a stagnation pressure and temperature condition. A
stagnation temperature and pressure of 293K and 1183 kPa, respectively, are chosen to
produce a total hydrogen massflow rate of 4.48 g/s, which results in an equivalence ratio
of 0.89. Again the fueling level is reduced compared to the experimental campaign, which
is addressed in Section 4.6.2. The symmetry plane of the experimental scramjet model is,
as mentioned earlier, discretized with a symmetry boundary condition. All remaining
surfaces, which includes the combustor exit, the cowl and leading edge spillage and
the top surface of the inlet, are modeled with an extrapolated outflow boundary condition.
The discretization of this domain is very similar to the one for the 3D-one-Injector,
Section 4.3.3. Grid generation software GridPro [2] is used to produce a mesh that incor-
porates the same advanced meshing techniques as discussed in Section 4.3.3 to ensure
high grid quality. Around the injector ports more grid resolution is provided to resolve
relevant flow features, such as shear layers, well. Figure 4.7(b) shows clearly the smooth
transition from high to low resolution regions. Note, that these nesting structures are
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Figure 4.8 – Computational mesh of the 3D-Scramjet surface, displayed with approxi-
mately 1/2.5 of the actual resolution used in each direction for visualization purposes.
(a) Three-dimensional view of the mesh structure at the scramjet walls; (b) Top view
of the wall mesh structure around the injector ports.
applied to all three Cartesian directions. Furthermore, the transition from circular to
rectangular domain shapes poses a challenge to the meshing process, in particular for
three dimensional meshes. The two-dimensional grid shape transition can be seen at the
injector inflow boundary. In Figure 4.8(b) another example of grid shape transition is
present around the injector orifice. Both Figures 4.7 and 4.8, illustrate the smoothness and
regularity of the mesh whilst maintaining cubical cell shapes throughout large regions
of the domain. Figures 4.8(a) shows the discretization along the walls. Cells have been
clustered towards the leading edges and perpendicular to the walls themselves. Unfortu-
nately, the overall grid resolution is reduced compared to the other three-dimensional
scramjet domains, which leads to approximate cell widths at the injector orifice, in the
refined near injector region and in the remaining flow field of ∆ = 0.06mm, 0.13mm
and 0.3mm, respectively. The total number of cells amounts to 31,262,416, which are dis-
tributed to 44% in the combustor and 56% in the inlet, where each refined region around
the injector ports contains 3.4% of all cells. The reduced grid resolution is mainly caused
by the redistribution of cells to a significantly larger domain and resource limitations.
Furthermore, regions in the inlet where no flow features are present, such as the nozzle
core flow, have to be discretized since the mesh can not be aligned with the leading
edge shock anymore. Moreover, introducing a sidewall forces more cells to be clustered
towards the walls instead of the main flow field. The cell count of the inviscid mesh,
which resolves merely core flow features, increases from 17,589,924 by 78% due to adding
clustered cells at the scramjet walls. The increased cell count does, however, not fulfill
the y+ < 1 criterion at the wall. The height of the wall adjacent cells ranges between
30nm to 3µm. Near the leading edges and the injector orifice the smallest cell heights
are encountered, where towards the combustor exit the cell heights increase. Overall, the
non-dimensionalized wall normal cell height is approximately y+ < 3, which although
still O = 1 reduces the accuracy of the wall-modeling. Since, wall-modeling is, however,
not the focus of this investigation the induced inaccuracies were deemed acceptable. The
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used mesh is considered grid converged, as shown in Section C.3.2. As for the previous
simulations, the resolution of unsteady features is investigated separately in Section D.3,
which concludes that inaccuracies due to reduced mesh density are induced within the
inlet. The majority of flow features are, however, resolved. The combustor region resolves
unsteady flow features well. The WMLES performed here is initialized from a steady
state RANS solution. A start-up time of 619µs, which represents 781 injector diameter
and 2.95 domain flow through times, is used to allow for the unsteady features to fully
develop. Afterwards, statistics are taken over a time span of 910µs, which equates to 4.33
domain flow through times. It should be noted that some statistical variables, such as
turbulence-chemistry interaction data or mixing data, is unfortunately averaged over just
540µs due to coding issues.
For modeling combustion physics the JetSurf 2.0 [224] chemistry model is employed
here, which is discussed in Section 4.4 and includes the following species: N2, O2, H2,
H2O, OH, HO2, H2O2, HNO2, NO, NO2, N, O and H. Laminar chemistry is assumed
for the combustion process, which neglects turbulence-chemistry interaction effects. A
detailed discussion of those effects can be found in Section 7.5. Thermal non-equilibrium
effects are modeled with the Laudau-Teller-model [124] and the relaxation rates are
specified in [65]. For vibrational relaxation, only vibration-translation (V-T) coupling is
being modeled, vibration-vibration (V-V) coupling is neglected and an average vibrational
temperature Tv, which represents the total vibrational energy, is used.
4.4 combustion modeling
The simulation of supersonic combustion involves strong chemical non-equilibrium
processes [187]. Therefore, finite rate chemistry models are essential for such simulations
and the results are very sensitive to the employed chemistry model [187]. A thorough
evaluation of the performance of such models is necessary in order to improve the fidelity
of finite rate combustion simulations. This Section provides such an evaluation, with the
focus on hydrogen fueled scramjet combustion. Due to the nature of scramjet testing in
impulse facilities, e.g.the T-ADFA free piston shock-tunnel (T3) [214, 215], hydrogen/air
mixtures contain vitiates, such as nitric oxide and water, which are included in the
investigation. Two evaluation criteria, ignition delay time, τign, and laminar flame speed,
sL, are used to characterize the combustion behavior for specific gas mixture composi-
tions and properties. These two parameters have been commonly used to evaluate the
performance of different chemistry models [7, 97, 152, 187]. Furthermore, comparison to
combustion experiments is another commonly used technique [57, 98] for combustion
model evaluation.
Gerlinger et al. [71] have conducted a detailed numerical study, comparing ignition de-
lay times from several chemistry models with experimental data as a basis for simulating
a supersonic combustion experiment performed by [42]. Their study focused primarily on
the numerical setup, such as chemistry model performance, grid spacing, time step, and
turbulence-chemistry interaction. Choosing a complex combustion experiment to assess
the performance of a chemistry model is complicated by many different factors, such as
turbulence or thermal modeling, and does not allow an investigation of the finite rate
chemical processes in isolation. Such an investigation is best accomplished by evaluating
a range of different chemistry models with regards to fundamental parameters, such
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as τign and sL, which is the focus of this study. Similar studies have been performed
in the past by Ó Conair et al. [152], Li et al. [129], Burke et al. [32], Kéromnès et al.
[105] and Konnov [113], who compare experimental data with predictions obtained
from numerical simulations employing a range of different chemistry models. Their
analysis focuses mainly on mechanism validation and improving the understanding of
chemical kinetics by analyzing reaction paths, reaction rates and the importance of certain
reactants. This study, however, evaluates chemistry models by focusing on conditions
relevant to scramjet propulsion for which some of the older chemistry models, used in
this comparison, have been developed for. Vitiation effects are included in this study
because of their significance for modeling of shock tunnel combustion experiments.
Studies have shown that initial concentrations of H2O and/or NO can have significant
influence on the ignition characteristics, either delaying or promoting ignition depending
on the vitiation mole fraction,mixture temperature and pressure [187]. Eight different
reaction schemes, which are frequently used in supersonic combustion simulations, are
considered in the study. A description of each model is given Section 4.4.1.
The ignition delay time, τign, characterizes the time needed in a perfectly stirred gas
mixture for the heat releasing chain branching reactions to become dominant. Matching
this parameter is essential to provide confidence in the accuracy of a chemistry model.
Overpredicting the ignition delay time can cause a delayed onset of combustion, which
in turn can result in an underprediction of the scramjet performance. Underpredicting
the ignition delay time can cause premature ignition, which may result in increased
combustion efficiency or cause thermal choking, which has an adverse effect on the
scramjet performance. The experimental ignition delay data used for comparison in
this study is representative of scramjet inlet and combustor entrance conditions, where
pressures and temperatures range from 0.27 atm to 2 atm and 298K to 1650K, respec-
tively. Therefore, the ignition delay data presented here provides a direct implication for
scramjet performance.
The laminar flame speed sL, also known as laminar burning velocity, characterizes
the normal velocity at which a perfectly stirred, unburned gas mixture moves through a
combustion wave front [73]. In an ideal supersonic combustor with a perfectly mixed
and laminar gas mixture the laminar flame speed determines how fast a flame front
propagates through the engine and thus how fast the reactants are converted into prod-
ucts resulting in complete combustion. However, commonly the gas mixture entering
the combustor is turbulent and only partially mixed. Therefore, the laminar flame speed
cannot be correlated directly with the flame front movement. Nevertheless, the laminar
flame speed can be used as a fundamental measure of the local chemical time scale [60].
Furthermore, the laminar flame speed is a function of the reaction rate and the diffusivity
and thus can be used for validating chemistry models. Moreover, in contrast to the
ignition delay time, which is merely dependent on the chemistry model, the flame speed
is dependent on both the chemistry model and transport properties of the gas mixture
and thus represents another high fidelity validation parameter. However, experimental
data available in the literature for hydrogen/air combustion are merely representative of
inlet-fueling conditions [132, 140] with regard to pressures and temperatures. Typical
combustor entrance temperatures for radical farming engines [63, 118] range between
600K and 950K [34], and mean combustor conditions can reach up to 3000K. Although,
no experimental flame speed data for scramjet combustor comparison is available, match-
ing the flame speed for lower temperature conditions provides confidence regarding the
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accuracy of the chemistry model. Furthermore, using the laminar flame speed as a corre-
lation for the local chemical time scale loses its physical meaning at higher temperatures
due to the transition from deflagrative to detonative combustion.
An additional parameter to consider, when evaluating chemistry models, is the number
of species that are included. The total number of differential equations that have to
be solved by the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code determines the numerical
expense. The computational resource requirements for an implicit solver are on the
order of N2, where N represents the number of equations to solve [77]. One continu-
ity equation, three momentum equations and one energy equation are essential for a
standard CFD simulation with a single species. For the present study, the one-equation
Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [212] and a two temperature model [124, 144] is
employed as well, adding two additional equations. Furthermore, each species that is
included in the chemistry model adds an additional species equation. Since the species
count of the chemistry models considered here ranges from 7 to 18, a variation regarding
computational resource requirements of up to 340% is expected. Hence, choosing the
most accurate chemistry model, which requires the least number of species is another
key aspect of this investigation.
The investigation performed here uses CANTERA [74], which is an open source,
object-oriented software package that solves numerically the governing fluid dynamics
equations to compute chemical kinetic rate processes accounting for thermodynamic and
transport mixture properties. Chemical equilibrium composition of mixtures, laminar
premixed flamespeeds or finite rate reaction path analysis represent three exemplary
applications of CANTERA. Reaction mechanisms, used in CANTERA, are imported
in a CANTERA specific file format, where the data is obtained from the literature, e.g.
the Jachimowski 1992 reaction mechanism [98]. The thermodynamic properties of each
species are imported from the GRI thermodynamic database [206] that uses the seven
coefficient NASA curve fits [75, 104], which are based on standard databases such as
NASA-Lewis [138] and Technion [31].
The subsequent section summarize the investigated chemistry models and the reason-
ing for their selection. In Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 the chemistry models are compared to
experimental data of ignition delay times and laminar flame speeds, respectively. Finally,
conclusions regarding the most suitable chemistry model are presented.
4.4.1 Chemistry Models
Eight different chemistry models are included in this study. The choice of the investigated
models is based on commonly used models for supersonic combustion simulations as
well as traditionally used models at the Centre for Hypersonics. This includes two models
by Evans-Schexnayder [57], one by Jachimowski [98], one by Rogers-Schexnayder [187],
the hydrogen-air subschemes of the GRI-Mech 3.0 model [206] and the JetSurf 2.0 model
[224]. The latter represents the most recent combustion model (published in 2010) out of
this selection. Despite the development of newer hydrogen-air reaction schemes, Evans-
Schexnayder and Jachimowski models are still actively used in supersonic combustion
research by Steelant et al. [217], Hunt et al. [91], Peterson et al. [173], Edwards et al. [56],
Potturi et al. [182] and Bricalli et al. [23]. Other chemistry models, such as Ó Conaire’s
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[152], Li’s [129] or Burke’s [32] models, are outside the scope for this analysis.
The major objective of this comparative study is an accurate prediction of the ignition
process, since the primary application involves scramjets that employ low compression
and shock-induced combustion for which ignition is only enabled by local hot flow
structures within the flow path. For such flows, e.g. as observed in radical farming
engines [139], an accurate modeling of intermediate finite rate chemistry processes is
important. Additionally, the inclusion of nitric oxide is essential due to the simulation of
shock tunnel experiments, as mentioned in the introduction. The following sections will
briefly summarize the details of each model.
7-species evans-schexnayder
The 7-species Evans-Schexnayder [57] chemistry model is a reduced sub-scheme of the
12-species Evans-Schexnayder model. It includes the following species: H, O, H2O, OH,
O2, H2 andN2. Eight reactions are used in this mechanism, where forward and backward
reaction rates are provided. No third-body efficiencies are provided in the paper. The
reaction scheme has been validated for supersonic hydrogen/air injection experiments.
The identification for the comparison is given as: ES7_v3.
12-species evans-schexnayder
The 12-species Evans-Schexnayder chemistry model [57] includes the following species:
H, O, H2O, OH, O2, H2, N2, N, NO, NO2, HO2 and HNO2. 25 reactions are used in this
mechanism. The 12-species scheme includes HO2, which is a non-reactive radical that is
involved in the main chain terminating reactions. Additionally, a nitric oxide sub-scheme
is added. The identification for the comparison is given as: ES12_v3.
modified 12-species evans-schexnayder
In early simulations it was found that the 12-species Evans-Schexnayder chemistry model
shows obvious differences in the ignition delay time compared to experimental data and
to other chemistry models at low temperatures, where chain terminating reaction become
important. It seems that the backward reaction rate of the chain terminating reaction
HO2 + M⇋ H + O2 + M , which limits the ignition process at low temperatures, near
the extinction limit, is too large. Therefore, the ignition process is significantly shifted to
higher temperatures. Since, the above reaction seems to be the cause for the experimental
mismatch, a replacement for this specific reaction rate has been found. Oldenborg et al.
[155] published a report, which discusses the importance of several species and their
reaction rates for hydrogen/air combustion. The proposed reaction rate for the discussed
chain terminating reaction, which is recommended by Oldenborg et al. [155], was used in
the modified 12-species Evans-Schexnayder scheme. All other reactions are unchanged.
The identification for the comparison is given as: ES12_v6.
gri-mech 3.0
GRI-Mech 3.0 [206] is an optimized mechanism designed to model natural gas com-
bustion, including NO formation and reburn chemistry. It involves 53 species with 325
reactions. The H2/air sub-scheme is used for the chemistry model comparison, which
includes the following species: H2, H, O, O2, OH, H2O, HO2, H2O2, N, NH, NH2, NH3,
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NNH, NO, NO2, N2O, HNO, N2. The reduced model contains 18 species and 69 reac-
tions. Reaction dependent third body efficiencies are provided. The identification for the
comparison is given as: GRI30.
jachimowski 92
Jachimowski developed his first chemistry model in 1988 [97], which was based on
ignition delay and flame speed studies. Furthermore, after working on the report for
recommended hydrogen/air reaction rates with Oldenborg et al. [155], Jachimowski
updated his chemistry model. The updated mechanism comprises the same set of
reactions, but the reaction rates were updated to yield better agreement with data from
supersonic combustion experiments. According to Gerlinger et al.[71], the 1992-model
performs better than the 1988-model, for which reason the latter has not been considered
here. The 1992-model [98] incorporates 13 species, H2, H, O, O2, OH, H2O, N, N2, NO2,
HO2, H2O2 and HNO, and 33 reactions. Fixed third-body efficiencies are provided. The
identification for the comparison is given as: Jach92.
rogers-schexnayder
The Rogers-Schexnayder chemistry model [187] has been developed to accurately predict
supersonic combustion in ground based test facilities. The inclusion of several vitiating
species and their effect on ignition has been part of the study. The original model
contains 20 species and 60 reactions. Four of those species, Ar, CO, CO2 and HCO, have
been neglected here. Hence, the model includes 16 species, O2, N2, H2, O, N, H, H2O,
OH HO2, NO, NO2, HNO, HNO2, HNO3, H2O2 and O3, and 49 reactions. Reaction
dependent third-body efficiencies are provided. The identification for the comparison is
given as: Rog_v1.
jetsurf 2.0
JetSurf 2.0 [224] was developed for n-dodecane and n-butyl-cyclohexane. However, other
reactants are included as well. Since the model is based on the USC-Mech II scheme
[225], hydrogen oxidation is included as well. The entire model comprises 348 species
and 2163 reactions. However, reducing the model to the hydrogen/air sub-scheme results
in a total of 9 species, N2, H, O, OH, HO2, H2, H2O, H2O2 and O2, and 24 reactions.
Reaction dependent third-body efficiencies are provided. Fall-off reactions are included
in the reactions scheme. No nitric oxide sub-scheme is provided. It should be noted
that a sub-scheme of OH∗ is available as well to compare against chemiluminescence
data, however, such a comparison is omitted in this study. The identification for the
comparison is given as: JetSurf20_v1.
modified jetsurf 2.0
Two modifications have been made to the original JetSurf 2.0 chemistry model. Firstly, the
fall-off reactions have been replaced by normal reactions, where the reaction constants
of the low pressure limit are chosen. Secondly, to use the model for shock-tunnel com-
bustion experiments, a nitric oxide sub-scheme was added. Ignition delay studies of the
modified 12-species Evans-Schexnayder chemistry model have shown good agreement
with experimental data. Therefore, the nitric oxide sub-scheme from the 12-species Evans-
Schexnayder model was incorporated into the JetSurf scheme. The modified model, thus,
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includes 13 species, N2, H, O, OH, HO2, H2, H2O, H2O2, O2, N, NO, NO2 and HNO2,
and 33 reactions, provided in Table A.4. The identification for the comparison is given as:
JetSurf20_v2c.
4.4.2 Ignition Delay Study
As previously mentioned, the ignition delay time characterizes the ignition behavior of
a gas mixture. Several definitions exist for the length of the ignition delay period. A
common definition refers to the point in time at which the temperature has increased by
5% compared to the overall temperature increase [97, 165]. Another definition marks the
point of ignition at the inflection point of the temporal atomic hydrogen [149] or hydroxyl
[203] concentration profile. Several other definitions of ignition delay are available in the
literature. For brevity, the discussion here is limited to these three definitions. It should
be noted that the ignition criterion changes the predicted value of the ignition delay time.
However, relative to the uncertainty and spread of the available experimental data, the
ignition delay criterion has a negligible influence.
For the purpose of the present chemistry model comparison, ten experimental condi-
tions have been selected, and are summarized in Table 4.2. All data were obtained using
a reflected shock tube, where the ignition delay time was determined by measuring the
emission onset from reacting species, such as OH and H2O, the onset of pressure rise
or the maximum positive rate of change for OH emission [46, 203, 207]. The first two
criteria are somewhat arbitrary and not clearly defined. Thus, they were not investigated
here. Since measurement uncertainties have not been quantified in the literature, all data
samples are plotted for comparison. It has been stated by Slack et al.[203], however, that
uncertainties increase with decreasing pressures and temperatures. It should be noted
that the experimental conditions used by Slack et al. and Snyder et al. were tailored to
represent scramjet and future ramjet conditions, respectively. For the cases with vitiated
air, the chemistry models without a nitric oxide sub-scheme are omitted.
Table 4.2 – Experimental conditions for ignition delay study.
Case Composition Equivalence
ratio
Pressure References
1 H2/Aira 1 2 Atm [46, 203, 207]
2 H2/Aira 1 1 Atm [46, 203, 207]
3 H2/Aira 0.75 1 Atm [207]
4 H2/Aira 0.5 1 Atm [207]
5 H2/Aira 1 0.5 Atm [203]
6 H2/Aira 1 0.27 Atm [203]
7 H2/Aira + 0.1% NO 1 2 Atm [207]
8 H2/Aira + 0.5% NO 1 2 Atm [203, 207]
9 H2/Aira + 2.25% NO 1 2 Atm [203]
10 H2/Aira + 5.0% NO 1 2 Atm [207]
a Air is composed of 79% nitrogen and 21% oxygen (mole fraction)
The software package CANTERA [74] is employed to simulate a constant pressure
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reactor using the built-in ConstPressureReactor class. After setting initial conditions, the
reactor state is advanced in 10ns steps [71] until an equilibrium composition is reached.
Table 4.3 lists the ignition delay times for the three aforementioned ignition criteria and
their relative differences. The comparison was conducted for two different temperatures,
representative of high and low temperature bounds, and a constant pressure/volume
reactor scenario using test case 2 (see Table 4.3) and the Jachimowski 92 model represen-
tatively. The comparison reveals marginal differences regarding the ignition delay times,
when considering the spread in the experimental data. The H inflection point criterion
[149] is preferred here as it is to be more suitable for scramjet combustion flow fields,
where shock and expansion wave trains inside the combustor can lead to large variations
in temperature, and therefore difficulties in determining the correct ignition delay period
from the temperature rise criterion. Furthermore, the assumption of a constant pressure
reactor has no influence on the results for the chosen ignition delay criterion.
Table 4.3 – Comparison of ignition delay criteria and influence of a constant pressure
assumption for test case 2 using the Jachimowski 92 model.
criterion
T = 1650K T = 900K
p = const. p 6= const. p = const. p 6= const.
H concentration
inflection point
τign [µs] 7.1 7.1 77269.0 76917.5
ǫ [−]a - 0.0% - 0.5%
OH concentration
inflection point
τign [µs] 7.0 7.0 77250.6 76918.0
ǫ [−]a 1.4% 1.4% 0.0% 0.5%
5% temperature
increase
τign [µs] 7.5 7.3 77269.9 76904.5
ǫ [−]a 5.6% 2.8% 0.0% 0.5%
a relative difference with regard to ignition delay times for the H inflection point
criterion in a constant pressure reactor
results
Figure 4.13 shows ignition delay times for temperatures ranging from 1650K to the low
temperature extinction limit for all ten conditions. Experimental data for NO vitiation
at lower pressures than 2 atmospheres is available in the literature [203], but effects
on ignition delay time decreases with decreasing pressures. For that reason, only the 2
atmosphere case has been analyzed. Snyder et al. [207] provides more data for vitiated
air, using H2O, NH3 and NO2. While H2O is known to have an influence on ignition
characteristics, these types of vitiation do not occur in reflected shock tunnel experiments
and these cases have, therefore, been omitted.
In Figure 4.13 the ignition delay time τign, plotted logarithmically on the y-axis,
increases linearly with the inverse of decreasing temperatures, plotted on the x-axis as
1000/T . At low temperatures the third body reaction HO2 + M ⇋ H + O2 + M
competes with binary chain/branching reactions [120] for the available atomic hydrogen
causing a strong increase in ignition delay time until the low temperature extinction limit
is reached.
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(j) Comparison of ignition delay times over a
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Figure 4.13 – Ignition delay time study.
discussion
At high temperatures, around T = 1650K (1000/T = 0.606 ), the investigated chemistry
models show an almost identical increase in ignition delay time with decreasing tempera-
ture. The absolute values of ignition delay times are similar as well, showing differences of
roughly 35% excluding the 7-species Evans-Schexnayder model. The Rogers-Schexnayder,
the modified and original 12-species Evans-Schexnayder form the lower bound of ignition
delay times, whereas the GRI-Mech 3.0, the modified and original JetSurf 2.0 scheme form
the upper bound. Jachimowski 92 predicts ignition delay times between the upper and
lower bound. The 7-species Evans-Schexnayder lies outside the bounds for all test cases,
predicting ignition delay times 100% larger than the lower bound. The experimental data
agree better with the lower ignition delay times at high temperatures.
With decreasing temperatures the influence of the chain terminating species HO2
becomes noticeable. The slope of the ignition delay time over temperature on a semi-
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logarithmic scale diverts from the linear trend into an exponential trend. The onset of this
divergence is sensitive to the chemistry model and causes larger discrepancies between
the models and experimental data. The 7-species Evans-Schexnayder model does not
show any divergence from its linear slope, since HO2-chemistry is not included in the
model. Hence, the rapid increase in ignition delay times towards lower temperatures
can not be resolved. The onset of increasing ignition delay times is overpredicted by the
original 12-species Evans-Schexnayder model. The agreement with the experimental data
is poor, including the vitiated air cases. Therefore, a modified version of this model has
been implemented as discussed in Section 4.4.1. For the test cases where no contaminant
was present in air, all other models produce similar results, where the GRI-Mech 3.0
mechanism forms the upper bound and the modified 12-species Evans-Schexnayder
mechanism the lower bound for the ignition delay times. The scatter of the experimental
data makes it difficult to draw a more definitive conclusion.
For the vitiated air test cases, shown in Figures 4.12g-4.13j, the level of agreement
between experimental and computational data differs for each condition. The modified
12-species Evans-Schexnayder, the Rogers-Schexnayder and the modified JetSurf 2.0
model predict an earlier strong ignition delay time increase, which agrees better for 0.5%
and 2.25% NO vitiation than the Jachimowski 92 and the GRI-Mech 3.0 models. For the
0.1% NO vitiation case the experimental data is closer to the Jachimowski 92 and the
GRI-Mech 3.0 model. For 5% NO vitiation the GRI-Mech 3.0 mechanism shows the best
agreement with the experimental data, where the modified 12-species Evans-Schexnayder,
the Rogers-Schexnayder and the modified JetSurf 2.0 model predict a sudden increase in
ignition delay time at too high temperatures. The Jachimowski 92 model underpredicts
the ignition delay time. The GRI-Mech 3.0 and Jachimowski 92 scheme do not predict a
distinct, strong ignition delay time increase at low temperatures for vitiated air, whereas
all other models do. It is believed that the NO-subscheme interaction with the hydrogen-
air scheme causes this behavior, which will not be investigated any further, since it
is outside the scope of this study. In summary, with the available experimental data
for vitiated air it is not possible to form a conclusive opinion about the most physical
ignition delay time behavior at the low temperature bound. Out of the models that
exhibit a strong ignition delay time increase at low temperatures, the modified 12-species
Evans-Schexnayder model predicts the shortest ignition delay times, being closest to the
predictions of the GRI-Mech 3.0 and Jachimowski 92 scheme for NO vitiations larger
than 0.5%. Thus, the nitric oxide sub-scheme of the 12-species Evans-Schexnayder model
has been incorporated into the JetSurf 2.0 model, creating the modified JetSurf 2.0 model,
as stated in Section 4.4.1.
4.4.3 Laminar Flame Speed Study
The laminar flame speed sL is a measure for the combustion process itself and describes
how fast a flame propagates through a premixed gas mixture. The flame speed can be
determined numerically by controlling the incoming massflow rate, whilst keeping the
position of the flame front fixed. Mass transport, due to thermal convection and thermal
diffusion, and heat transfer become relevant for the flame speed. Therefore, modeling the
combustion process within the flame is crucial for a successful prediction of the flame
propagation. Hence, the laminar flame speed is recommended as a measure to evaluate
the performance of chemistry models.
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Eight experimental datasets, freely available in the literature, were selected to compare
chemistry models against each other. The data were obtained by measuring the expansion
rate of a freely outwardly propagating, spherical laminar premixed flame, which was
generated by spark igniting the test gas mixture. The resulting flame speeds have been
adjusted for stretch [7] to calculate the unstretched, planar laminar flame speed, which is
used for the numerical comparison. Detailed information about the experimental data
sets is compiled in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 – Experimental conditions for flame speed study.
Case Composition Temperature Pressure References
1 H2/Airb 298 K 1 Atm [6, 51, 119, 121,
123]
2 H2/Airb 298 K 0.5 Atm [7, 121]
3 H2/Airb 298 K 0.35 Atm [7]
4 H2/Airb 443 K 1 Atm [119]
5 H2/O2/N2 with
χO2/(χO2 + χN2) = 0.175
298 K 1 Atm [7]
6 H2/O2/N2 with
χO2/(χO2 + χN2) = 0.150
298 K 1 Atm [7]
7 H2/O2/N2 with
χO2/(χO2 + χN2) = 0.125
298 K 1 Atm [7]
8 (H2/O2) |φ=1 + H2O 573 K 1 Atm [122]
b Air is composed of 79% nitrogen and 21% oxygen (mole fraction)
The software package CANTERA [74] is used to calculate the flame speed using the
built-in FreeFlame class. A one-dimensional, premixed, freely propagating flame was
simulated for inflow conditions listed in Table 4.4. The massflow rate was changed
iteratively until the flame remained anchored within the domain. Adaptive meshing is
used to accurately resolve the flame front.
results
Figure 4.17 shows the comparison of flames speeds for equivalence ratios ranging from
0.4 to 6. The simulations have been performed with mixture-averaged transport proper-
ties, to decrease the computational requirements. Using the multi-component transport
properties provides more accurate solutions, but is numerically more expensive and less
stable. Often, CFD codes model the mass and heat transport with a mixture-averaged
transport models as well. Therefore, employing a simplified numerical scheme to deter-
mine the laminar flame speeds is justified.
Experimental data that replicates scramjet combustor conditions is well-suited for this
comparison, since flame speeds can be correlated to the rate of heat release. However,
as mentioned before, no experimental data exists at those conditions, due to the high
temperatures typically present in scramjet combustors. Therefore, experimental data at
the highest available temperature has been chosen for comparison. Additional flame
speed data, at room temperature, has been used to provide another means for assessing
the quality of each model.
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(b) Comparison of flame speeds over a range
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(c) Comparison of flame speeds over a range
of equivalence ratios for case 3.
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(d) Comparison of flame speeds over a range
of equivalence ratios for case 4.
(e) Comparison of flame speeds over a range
of equivalence ratios for case 5.
(f) Comparison of flame speeds over a range of
equivalence ratios for case 6.
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(g) Comparison of flame speeds over a range
of equivalence ratios for case 7.
φ
(h) Comparison of flame speeds for a hydro-
gen/oxygen mixture vitiated with water
steam (case 8).
Figure 4.17 – Flame speed study.
discussion
Before discussing the effect of different chemistry models on the laminar flame speed, a
brief description of the general trend for the distribution of flame speeds over a range of
equivalence ratios is given. Looking at Figure 4.17, it becomes apparent that the maxi-
mum burning velocity does not peak for a stoichiometric mixture of H2/air as one might
expect, but at a higher equivalence ratio of approximately 1.8 [88]. This phenomenon
is characteristic for hydrogen/air combustion. Within the flame atomic hydrogen and
hydroxyl radicals form and propagate, due to their very high diffusivity, towards the
unburned region, which causes an increase of burning velocity. This emphasizes the fact
that laminar flame speeds are a well suited measure for the determination of the accuracy
of a chemistry model.
Figures 4.14a - 4.17g show three distinct groups of chemistry models. The original
12-species Evans-Schexnayder model overpredicts the laminar flame speed by approxi-
mately 35%, whereas the 7-species Evans-Schexnayder underpredicts the flame speed
by approximately the same percentage. The remaining chemistry models group around
the experimental measurements with a tendency to slightly overpredict the flame speed.
Thus, it can be seen that the GRI-Mech 3.0 and the Rogers-Schexnayder model predict
very similar flame speeds, which lie within the 10% error bands of the experimental
measurements. The Jachimowski 92 model shows a similar trend, albeit offset to sightly
higher flame speeds. For most cases the modified 12-species Evans-Schexnayder and
both versions of the JetSurf 2.0 model show the best agreement with the experimental
data. However, for cases 5-7 the decay rate of the laminar flame speed seems to be
too slow for high equivalence ratios. Figure 4.17h shows the effect of H2O vitiation
on the laminar flame speed. This case is relevant for the flame propagation within the
combustor, where the combustion process is fully active. It can be seen that the 7-species
Evans-Schexnayder model underpredicts the flame speed. Interestingly, the modified
12-species Evans-Schexnayder and original JetSurf 2.0 model underpredict the burning
velocity as well. Best agreement is shown by the GRI-Mech 3.0, Roger-Schexnayder and
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Jachimowski 92 models. The original 12-species Evans-Schexnayder scheme shows very
good agreement with increasing H2O model fractions. The modified JetSurf 2.0 scheme,
predicts a constant offset of roughly −1m/s for the laminar flame speed.
4.4.4 Conclusion
In the previous section the influence of different chemistry models on the ignition delay
time and laminar flame speed for test conditions representative of scramjet inlet and
combustor entrance flows is discuss. It becomes apparent that the original 7-species
and 12-species Evans-Schexnayder schemes show the worst agreement with experimen-
tal data. However, these discrepancies seem to decrease with increasing temperatures
for the original 12-species Evans-Schexnayder model. The accuracy of the 7-species
Evans-Schexnayder model improves with temperature and mixture composition, but
never yields acceptable level of agreement with the experimental data. The inaccuracy
results from the limited number of species that are considered in the reduced model, in
particular from the exclusion of HO2 radical. Therefore, it is not recommended to use
any of the original Evans-Schexnayder schemes for simulating supersonic combustion
experiments. However, it should be noted that their usage for parametric studies may be
justified, since physical trends may be matched accurately. Furthermore, due to reduced
computational resource requirements of the 7-species Evans-Schexnayder model, it is
favored for preliminary analysis.
The modified 12-species Evans-Schexnayder model shows much better agreement with
experimental data. It is used here to evaluate the original version of the model without
the inaccuracy of the chain terminating HO2 production reaction. It was never intended
to be used as an alternative chemistry model. However, the results obtained using this
modified scheme clearly shows the critical role the HO2 radical plays in the ignition and
combustion process, in particular at low temperatures.
The original JetSurf 2.0 exhibits good agreement with experimental data, but lacks the
inclusion of a nitric oxide sub-scheme. Therefore, it is impractical to simulate shock tunnel
combustion experiments. The GRI-Mech 3.0 and Rogers-Schexnayder schemes show good
agreement with experimental data as well; however, 18 and 16 species are used for the
finite rate chemistry, respectively. This causes the computational expense to be increased
by 34% to 60% compared to the 13 species models. Therefore, it is impractical to use
these models for large scale scramjet simulations. The Jachimowski 92 and modified
JetSurf 2.0 model show the best agreement with experimental data, whilst requiring
reasonable computational resources. Both models predict similar ignition delay times,
for non-vitiated air. For the NO vitiated air cases the Jachimowski 92 model predicts a
slower ignition delay time increase at low temperatures than the modified JetSurf 2.0
model. The flame speeds are better matched by the modified JetSurf 2.0 model, although
the Jachimowski 92 model shows a better agreement for H2O vitiation.
In conclusion, both the Jachimowski 92 and the modified JetSurf 2.0 model are recom-
mended for supersonic combustion simulations. The modified JetSurf 2.0 model shows
better agreement with experimental flame speed data, whereas the Jachimowski 92model
shows a slightly better agreement with experimental ignition delay time data.
As a final remark, it should be noted that the deviation of numerically predicted ignition
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delay times for different models, excluding the 7-species Evans-Schexnayder model, in
the temperature range above 1000K was found to be about 35%. Assuming average
combustor entrance conditions of 2000m/s and 1000K, the ignition delay time was found
to be around 100µs for most test cases investigated. Accounting for aforementioned
chemistry model uncertainties, this translates into a variation of ignition location of
70mm, which constitutes a significant percentage when considering typical combustor
lenghts of 500mm. With increasing temperatures, assuming similar uncertainties due
to chemistry modeling, the absolute ignition point variations decrease. Towards the
lower temperature bound the inverse behavior can be observed. This is due to two
main reasons. Firstly, the absolute variation of the ignition point location increases
proportionally with increasing ignition delay times. Secondly, most chemistry models
have not been developed for modeling low temperature combustion problems, which
contributes to the discrepancies between the models in this region, thus causing a larger
absolute ignition point variation.
4.5 scramjet performance parameters
Evaluating engine performance is an essential part in the design and development phase.
Ideally the overall thrust/drag generation due to pressure and viscous forces acting on
the engine/vehicle surfaces should be used for the performance assessment. This is not
possible here, since firstly the investigated engine does not include a thrust nozzle, hence
no meaningful thrust can be generated. And secondly, overall thrust/drag provides only
a single point performance measure, whereas performance parameters which provide a
spatial distribution through the engine can be linked to flow physics within the engine.
Therefore, other parameters have to be employed to assess the engine performance. Here,
three performance parameters are used in the analysis;
1. reaction efficiency, which indicates chemical activity of the flow through the engine
(4.5.1),
2. combustion efficiency, which determines how much chemical energy has been
released into the flow that can directly be linked to thrust generation (4.5.2), and
3. mixing efficiency, which evaluates how well the fuel and oxidizer stream have
mixed (4.5.3).
These parameters are determined by using the massflow-weighted average of selected
flow properties, e.g. water mass fraction, within a plane perpendicular to the combustor
axis. Thus the performance parameters can be calculated at any given x-location. A
generic plot of such efficiency distributions is shown in Figure 4.18, which is used for the
subsequent discussion.
For an idealized scramjet combustion process the fuel (F), which is injected into the
scramjet, mixes stoichiometrically with the oxidizer (O), which is contained in the air in-
flow, and both react with each other until all reactants are completely converted into final
combustion products (P). Hence, the chemical potential contained in the fuel is completely
converted into thermal energy and thus causes maximum heat release, which in turn can
be converted into thrust. This idealized process is, however, not applicable to realistic
scramjet operation. Firstly, due to operational scramjet limitations the amount of injected
fuel can differ from the stoichiometric ideal, resulting in lean or rich fuel-air mixtures thus
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Figure 4.18 – Generic efficiency plot through a scramjet engine.
causing incomplete combustion where reactants remain in the flow. Secondly, limited
flow residence time in the combustor causes again incomplete combustion, due to mixing
or reaction limitations, causing reactants and intermediate combustion products (I) to
remain in the flow. And lastly, due to elevated combustor exit temperatures the chemical
equilibrium composition of the gas mixture contains not just final combustion products
but intermediate species as well. It should be noted that diluent species (R), such as N2,
are present in the flow as well since the oxidizer is contained in the air inflow. These ef-
fects have to be accounted for to generate physically meaningful performance parameters.
For an arbitrary chemical reaction scheme the combustion processes described above
can be written as follows:
ν ′FF+ ν
′
OO+ ν
′
RR −−⇀↽− ν ′′FF+ ν ′′OO+ ν ′′I I+ ν ′′RR+ ν ′′PP (R 4.1)
As established in Section 4.4.1 the modified JetSurf2.0 model is used for the final simula-
tion and will be used representatively in further derivations. Here, hydrogen H2 is used
as fuel and partially dissociated/vitiated air (N2, O2, NO, N and O) as inflow.
4.5.1 Reaction Efficiency
The reaction efficiency defined here is a measure for the chemical activity of the flow. It
is defined as the ratio of consumed hydrogen to injected hydrogen,
ηreac =
∫
A
YCH2ρudA∫
A
Y0H2ρudA
, (4.1)
where YCH2 represents the mass fraction of hydrogen (H2) that is bound in all intermediate
species and reaction products
YCH2 = Y
0
H2
− YH2 =
N∑
i
Yi
j ·MH
Mi(Hj)
− YH2 , (4.2)
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and Y0H2 represents the total mass fraction of hydrogen in the flow, which is constant
though the combustor and equals the injected mass fraction of hydrogen. Here, u
represents the x-velocity component, which is parallel to the combustor axis, ρ the
density, A the area of integration, N the number of species, Mi the molecular weight
of species i and j the number of hydrogen atoms that are bound in species i. Thus,
reaction efficiencies of 0 indicate chemically inactive flows whereas efficiencies of 1 mean
that all the available fuel has been consumed. In the literature, this definition is also
used for combustion efficiency [145]. But as stated in Heiser and Pratt [85], merely the
consumption of fuel is not an appropriate measure for the efficiency of the combustion
process. Intermediate combustion products can store a significant amount of chemical
energy and thus reduce the overall amount of heat release, which in turn reduces
available energy for thrust production. Therefore, a clear distinction between reaction
and combustion efficiency is introduced here.
4.5.2 Combustion Efficiency
As discussed in the previous section, combustion efficiency should be related to overall
heat release. In other words, how much potential chemical energy has been converted
into thermal energy. A common measure that can be used is the ratio of total temperature
of the flow to the maximum total temperature after ideal heat addition due to chemical
reactions. But since the determination of total temperatures is not trivial due to thermal
and chemical non-equilibrium effects other definitions, equally meaningful, are employed
here.
water based combustion efficiency
For an ideal hydrogen/air combustion process the maximum chemical energy release is
possible when all hydrogen is converted into water. Hence, the combustion efficiency can
be defined as the ratio of the mass of hydrogen that is bound in water to the overall mass
of hydrogen in the flow
ηcombA =
∫
A
MH2
MH2O
YH2OρudA∫
A
Y0H2ρudA
. (4.3)
Figure 4.18 shows clearly the difference between reaction and combustion efficiency
as discussed above. The differences between these two efficiencies increase with e.g.
increasing combustor entrance temperatures, since only a partial amount of the chemical
potential can be converted into heat, however, most of the fuel is consumed and thus
bound in intermediate species, where the combustor exit temperatures range between
2500K - 3000K.
total sensible enthalpy based combustion performance
Another combustion performance measure that is closely related to the total temperature
ratio is the total sensible enthalpy [5]
hs0 =
N∑
i
Yi (h+ ekin − e0)i , (4.4)
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where h, ekin and e0 represent the enthalpy, the kinetic energy and the zero-point
internal energy of the mixture, respectively. Relating the massflow-weighted average
of the total sensible enthalpy at any given x-location to a massflow-weighted averaged
reference enthalpy, here the total sensible enthalpy right after the point of fuel injection,
provides a useful measure for the amount of energy that has been added to the flow due
to chemical reactions and thus due to the combustion process.
ηcombB =
∫
A h
s
0ρudA∫
A h
s
0|refρudA
− 1 (4.5)
The definition of the combustion performance in Equation 4.5 indicates what fraction
of incoming total sensible enthalpy has been added to the flow due to combustion and
therefore provided a direct measure for heat release. This measure is abbreviated with η,
as the efficiency, but does not represent an efficiency, since its values can exceed 1. The
range of ηcombB lies for scramjet flows typically between 0 and 1, for which reason it can
be plotted on the same scale as other efficiencies and for convenience is given the same
variable name. Furthermore, it should be noted that this definition accounts for energy
losses due to heat transfer to the walls as well. Figure 4.18 shows an initial decreasing
combustion performance ηcombB , whereas ηcombA is monotonically increasing. Both
definitions are correct and have physical merit. ηcombA shows that H2O is produced, but
the reaction path through which it is produced is neglected, whereas ηcombB provides
a measure for heat deposited into the flow. Hence, initially heat is extracted from the
flow to generate intermediate species/radicals, where H2O is generated through binary
reactions rather than heat releasing reactions.
4.5.3 Mixing Effiency
Several definitions for mixing efficiencies are provided in the literature where Mao et
al. [136] provide the following: “Historically, mixing efficiency, ηm, is defined as that
fraction of the least available reactant (i.e. O2 or fuel) which would react if the fuel-air
mixture were brought to chemical equilibrium without additional local or global mixing.“
For fuel lean mixtures the following equation is used to calculate the mixing efficiency
ηmix =
∫
A Y
M
H2
ρudA∫
A Y
0
H2
ρudA
, (4.6)
where YMH2 is the least available reactant that would react if the fuel-oxidizer mixture
reacted to completion and Y0H2 represents the total mass fraction of hydrogen in the
flow, which is constant though the combustor and equals the injected mass fraction of
hydrogen. YMH2 is commonly defined for non-reacting mixtures, but for reacting flows a
new definition has to be introduced, which is discussed in the following sections.
non-reacting flows
For non-reacting mixtures, assuming that the oxidizer is contained in air (χO2 = 0.21,
χN2 = 0.79), Y
M
H2
can be determined as follows
YMH2 =

 YH2 for YH2 6 Y
S
H2
1−YH2
1−YSH2
YSH2 for YH2 > Y
S
H2
(4.7)
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where the stoichometric H2 mass fraction YsH2 equals approximately 0.0285 based on the
simplified 1-step combustion scheme
2φH2 + 1O2 +
79
21
N2 −−⇀↽− 2H2O+ 2(φ− 1)H2 +
79
21
N2 · (R 4.2)
The constant value for the stoichometric H2 mass fraction provided here is only valid
for non-reacting mixtures. Accounting for the consumption of reactants and for the
production of intermediate species and reaction products, due to combustion processes,
requires a more general approach to determine the mixing efficiency. This issue is
addressed in the next section.
reacting flows
Several definitions of mixing efficiency are introduced and discussed here. Firstly, the
mixing efficiency of the fuel/oxidizer mixture that has not been converted to final reaction
products is calculated as follows
ηmixA =
∫
A
YMH2ρudA∫
A
YRH2ρudA
, (4.8)
where YRH2 represents the mass fraction of pure H2 (YH2) and H2 that is bound in
intermediate species2
YRH2 = Y
0
H2
−
MH2
MH2O
YH2O . (4.9)
As mentioned above, the definition for the least available reactant YMH2 has to be formu-
lated in a more general way. Therefore, the mixing efficiency is based directly on the ratio
of available fuel (H2) to oxidizer (O2):
YMH2 =
{
YRH2 for Y
R
H2
6
1
8Y
R
O2
1
8Y
R
O2
for YRH2 >
1
8Y
R
O2
(4.10)
The same definition as for YRH2 is applied to Y
R
O2
; just oxygen containing species are
considered
YRO2 =
N∑
i
Yi
j ·MO
Mi(Oj)
− YH2O
1 ·MO
MH2O
. (4.11)
2 Equation 4.9 and 4.11, in combination with the species list from the Jetsurf 2.0 model [224], can be written as
follows:
YRO2 = YO2
2 ·MO
MO2
+ YOH
1 ·MO
MOH
+ YHO2
2 ·MO
MHO2
+ YH2O2
2 ·MO
MH2O2
+
YHNO2
2 ·MO
MHNO2
+ YNO
1 ·MO
MNO
+ YNO
2 ·MO
MNO2
+ YO
1 ·MO
MO
.
YRH2 = YH2
2 ·MH
MH2
+ YOH
1 ·MH
MOH
+ YHO2
1 ·MH
MHO2
+ YH2O2
2 ·MH
MH2O2
+
YHNO2
1 ·MH
MHNO2
+ YH
1 ·MH
MH
.
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Using equation 4.8 and normalizing the least available reactant YMH2 by the overall
hydrogen mass fraction Y0H2 provides another definition for the mixing efficiency
ηmixB =
∫
A Y
M
H2
ρudA∫
A Y
0
H2
ρudA
. (4.12)
Both definitions have merit and help to increase the understanding of the mixing process
in particular when combustion occurs. The first definition of mixing efficiency ηmixA
determines how well the unburned fraction of the gas mixture is mixed. This definition
is most meaningful when the mixing rate is higher than the combustion rate. When both
are equal, in other words when newly mixed regions in the gas are instantly burned, the
unburned fraction of the gas mixture shrinks while the fraction of mixed gas remains the
same, which causes the mixing efficiency to increase. This trend is misleading since the
amount of mixed gas does not actually increase. With the second definition the mixing
efficiency ηmixB remains constant, since the amount of mixed gas has not changed. How-
ever, for regions in the flow where the combustion process becomes frozen while mixing
still occurs, the mixing efficiency ηmixB shows a slower mixing process than ηmixA .
For these cases ηmixA provides more realistic information about the mixing process of
the unburned mixture. As stated above, depending on the combustion process one or
the other definition provides a more meaningful characterization of the mixing process.
Figure 4.18 shows the distribution of both mixing efficiencies through the scramjet en-
gine. Initially, the mixing efficiencies rise monotonically until they start to decrease at
streamwise location x ≈ 0.28m. This location coincides with the onset of fast combustion
processes as indicated by the combustion efficiency ηcomb. Here, well mixed hydrogen is
being rapidly consumed, whereas the remaining unmixed hydrogen is still mixing, but
at a slower rate than it is consumed by the combustion process. Further downstream of
the combustor the combustion process slows down, but the hydrogen mixing process is
still active, thus causing the mixing efficiency to level off. Details regarding the mixing
process and its coupling with the combustion process are discussed later in the thesis.
Finally, to determine the overall mixing efficiency of the entire system the burned
fraction of the gas mixture is assumed to be fully mixed. Therefore, combining the
mixing efficiency ηmixB and the combustion efficiency ηcombA with each other provides
a measure for the overall mixing efficiency
ηmixC = ηmixB + ηcombA . (4.13)
Here, the hydrogen bound in reaction products is considered as perfectly mixed whereas
the mixing efficiency of the remaining reactants and intermediate species is analyzed
using Equation 4.12.
4.6 preliminary analysis of the final scramjet simulation
This section provides an overview of the flow structures present in the full scale scramjet
engine (3D-Scramjet), for which the experimental and numerical setup is described in
Section 4.2.2 and 4.3.3, respectively. A general description of the main flow features is
provided here to establish a basic understand of the engine physics, which is necessary
for more advanced analyses regarding thermal non-equilibrium, mixing effects and
turbulence-chemistry interaction provided in Chapter 8, 6 and 7, respectively. Results
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for the simplified geometries, 2D-Scramjet, 3D-one-Injector and 3D-double-Injector, are
presented in the appropriate sections and not here. To conclude this section, a brief
discussion regarding experimental results for this engine follows.
To give the reader a general overview of the scramjet flow conditions, Table 4.5 provides
information about the corresponding flight condition,3 and the experimental freestream
and post leading edge shock conditions. Furthermore, the momentum flux ratio between
the hydrogen jets, and the freestream and post leading edge shock crossflow is J = 3.1
and J = 1.5, respectively.
Table 4.5 – Scramjet flow conditions.
(a) Scramjet flight
condition.
Hf [km] 27.5
uf [m/s] 2610
pf [kPa] 1.7
ρf [kg/m3] 0.026
Tf [K] 224
Mf [-] 8.7
qf [kPa] 90
(b) Average scramjet free-
stream conditions.
u∞ [m/s] 2530
p∞ [kPa] 5.1
ρ∞ [kg/m3] 0.044
T∞ [K] 405
Tv∞ [K] 1120
M∞ [-] 6.25
Reu∞ [1/m] 4.72× 106
(c) Average scramjet post leading
edge shock conditions.
ups [m/s] 2455
pps [kPa] 16
ρps [kg/m3] 0.095
Tps [K] 580
Tvps [K] 1110
Mps [-] 5.05
4.6.1 Scramjet Flow Physics - An Overview
The simulation results presented here are solely based on RANS simuations for simplicity.
At first, the flow structures within the un-fueled scramjet configuration are described
allowing the reader to get a basic understanding of the flow field without the complexity
of fuel injection and combustion processes. The discussion is completed with the descrip-
tion of the inlet fueled scramjet and its flow structures. It should be noted that for the
figures presented here the incoming nozzle flow enters the images from the right.
Figure 4.19a shows an exploded view of the un-fueled scramjet simulation, where the
center piece visualizes shock structures within the engine, by employing a method based
on density gradient maxima and a pressure gradient filter [233]. It can be seen how the
forebody shock is closely aligned with the inlet ramp, due to the hypersonic nature of
the flow, and impinges just downstream of the cowl leading edge on the upper scramjet
wall. Another shock originating from the cowl travels downwards to the lower combustor
wall, while simultaneously expansion waves, originating from the corner where the inlet
ramp transitions into the combustion camber, travel upwards to the upper combustor
wall. These two dominant waves are reflected between the combustor walls, as illustrated
by the pressure contours and by the three-dimensional shock surfaces in Figure 4.19a,
and slowly decrease in strength with increasing distance along the combustor. The shock
reflections at the combustor walls produce locally high pressure and temperature regions,
which are terminated by impinging expansion waves further downstream. These hot
regions (or pockets) are utilized in shock-induced combustion scramjets and are discussed
in more detail in Chapter 8.
3 Flight equivalent conditions are calculated based on experimental freestream conditions using pL-scaling
with Lf = 3Lexp, while conserving total enthalpy. Atmospheric data is taken from the International Standard
Atmosphere (ISA) tables.
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(a) Un-fueled scramjet simulation for condition B∗.
(b) Fueled scramjet simulation for condition B∗ with a hydrogen massflow rate of 4.48 g/s
Figure 4.19 – Explosion view of the un-fueled (a) and fueled (b) scramjet engine. The
center piece visualization of the shock structures, which are flooded with contours
of the translational temperature, within the scramjet engine. The surrounding panels
represent all three scramjet walls, the scramjet symmetry plane and the combustor
exit plane, which are flooded with static pressure contours.
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It should be noted that these shock structures exhibit an almost two-dimensional
character, which is owed to the marginal sidewall effects. The contoured nozzle (see
section 4.2) shape realigns the nozzle exit flow with the combustor axis causing merely a
detached shock wave around the sidewall leading edge, which loses rapidly in strength
transitioning into a Mach wave. For the same reason only weak flow features originate
from the corner region between side and bottom scramjet wall as indicated by the near
two-dimensional nature of the leading edge shock wave shown in Figure 4.19a. The
growing boundary layer on the side wall interacts further downstream with the cowl
causing a shock boundary layer interaction. This flow phenomenon has been studied
extensively by Settles [198] and Dolling [48]. The influence of such flow structures on
the overall flow field in the combustor is marginal. This is furthermore supported by the
pressure contours on the bottom and top scramjet walls, which show minor spanwise
pressure variation.
Figure 4.19b shows the effect of hydrogen injection. Firstly, the inlet characteristics have
not changed with the injection process. However, additional flow features emerge around
the fuel injector ports. The hydrogen injection process creates a blockage in the flow
field that generates flow features, e.g. a bow-shock visible in Figure 4.19b. More details
regrading the injection process and its resulting flow features are provided in Section
5.2.1. Both bow-shocks, generated around each injector port, interact with the leading
edge shock, the fuel plumes and with themselves. The resulting flow field is highly three-
dimensional as indicated by the wall pressure contours in Figure 4.19b. It should be noted
that the contour levels for both temperature and pressure have been adjusted accordingly
to account for the combustion process, which increases temperatures and pressures
drastically. Comparing the pressure distribution in the symmetry plane between the
un-fueled and the fueled case shows the transformation from a regular shock reflection
process with alternating high and low pressure regions to a shock reflection process
where the shock angles steepen with streamwise distance and the pressures increase
drastically with the onset of combustion. Interestingly, the two-dimensional pressure
pattern originating from the inlet transitions into an alternating pressure distribution
between the sidewall and symmetry plane as well.
To gain more insight into the internal flow features of the scramjet, Figure 4.20 shows
several slices, oriented perpendicular to the combustor axis, distributed along the scramjet
and flooded with temperature contours. In the background the scramjet side and bottom
wall are flooded with heat flux contours to visualize flow structure effects. The small
swept corner vortex, originating from the inlet compression ramp side wall interaction is
clearly visible in the first two slices. The side wall boundary layer and the aforementioned
vortex interact with the cowl, as mentioned earlier, causing additional vortices, which are
clearly visible in the top right corner of the last five slices in Figure 4.20a. Furthermore,
the cowl shock impingement on the lower combustor wall causes a small separation with
an approximate length of 17mm to occur. This separation can play an important role
for the fueled scramjet simulation due to increased flow residence times in such regions
which could cause entrained fuel-air mixtures to ignite. For the un-fueled simulation,
however, only weak effects on the remainder of the flow are noticeable. Comparing again
the un-fueled with the fueled simulation, Figure 4.20a and 4.20b, respectively, shows
the strong effect of hydrogen injection. The earlier described bow-shocks, caused by the
fuel injection process, are clearly visible in the slice just downstream of the injectors and
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(a) Un-fueled scramjet simulation for condition B∗.
(b) Fueled scramjet simulation for condition B∗ with a hydrogen massflow rate of 4.48 g/s
Figure 4.20 – Three-dimensional flow field visualization of the un-fueled (a) and fueled
(b) scramjet engine. The bottom and side wall of the scramjet are flooded with the wall
heat flux. Slices, flooded with static temperature contours and oriented perpendicular
to the combustor axis, are located at streamwise locations x = 30mm, 90mm, 150mm,
200mm, 250mm, 300mm, 350mm, 400mm and 450mm.
on the inlet surface with their increased heat flux foot print. The interaction with other
flow features is well visualized by the temperature contours. Furthermore, the boundary
layer upstream of the injectors separates due to the adverse pressure gradient caused
by the injection process, which leads to the formation of horseshoe vortices around the
injectors. One of those vortices interacts with the sidewall compression ramp corner flow
as seen in the third slice. Small amounts amounts of hydrogen are entrained into this
vortex which then enters the combustor near the corner region, which can have an effect
in the ignition process. More information regarding those feature is provided in Chapter
7. The fuel plume originating from each injector can be identified throughout the flow
field by tracking the initially cool and round flow structures visible in the temperature
contours of the slice just downstream of the injectors. After entering the combustor those
cool contours deform drastically and heat up. Nevertheless, the remaining unburned
hydrogen acts as a heat sink which is surrounded by a hot burned gas mixture, which
makes the identification easier. These mixing effects are analyzed in detail in Chapter 6.
The combustion process in the scramjet is clearly shown in Figure 4.21, where tem-
perature and hydroxyl OH mass fraction are plotted onto an isosurface that represents
a stoichometrically mixed hydrogen-air composition. It shows that although local hot
regions form around the injector plume due to injection generated flow features only
marginal amounts of radicals, e.g. hydroxyl OH, are formed around the fuel plume.
Thus, drag penalties due to combustion in the inlet are avoided. Further downstream the
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Figure 4.21 – Isosurface of the equivalence ratio φ = 1.0. The surface is flooded with
hydroxyl OH mass fraction on the right hand side and with temperature on the left
hand side of the scramjet symmetry plane, respectively.
hydrogen enters the combustor and is processed by the cowl shock wave, which pushes it
to the lower combustor wall and changes its flow structure. Between the fuel plumes OH
is being generated, which represents the onset of the ignition process. With the second
shock impinging on the lower combustor wall, the regions between the fuel plumes ignite
instantly, followed by remainder of the stoichometrically mixed surface area. The combus-
tion process is stable and temperatures along the isosurface reach approximately 2900K.
Interestingly, in the corner region at the combustor entrance instantaneous ignition and
combustion occurs, which extinguishes further downstream until it is reignited by the
aforementioned second shock impingement. Chapter 7 investigates such combustion
features and provides the necessary physical insight.
4.6.2 Comparison to Experimental Data
The experimental campaign by McGuire [139] forms the basis of this numerical investi-
gation. The goal of this thesis is to simulate a scramjet condition similar or preferably
identical to the experimental one, with the purpose to investigate and understand flow
physics within the engine. The direct comparison to experimental data is desirable, but
not necessary for this thesis. During the course of the thesis, preliminary investigations
have been performed to increase confidence and expertise for the final scramjet simula-
tion. Unfortunately, when finalizing the final scramjet simulation, it was found that due
to hard drive failures at other institutions most of the experimental data was destroyed
and is not recoverable. Only one fuel-off shot, one fuel into nitrogen and one fuel into air
shot with the highest fueling rate at stagnation condition B have been saved. Furthermore,
there is no information available about the quality of the shots, whether one shot for one
particular condition is representative of the average experimental results at this condition.
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Commonly, several shots per stagnation condition and fueling level are performed [108,
133] to ensure repeatability of the condition, stability of the combustion process and to
assess the sensitivity of the experimental results to the fueling and stagnation conditions.
The data loss reduces the confidence in the available experimental data drastically. Never-
theless, for completeness a brief comparison between experimental and numerical results
is performed and differences are discussed.
The experimental data provided by McGuire [139] that is used for this comparison has,
however, been reanalyzed due to improvements in the characterization of flow conditions
and due to additional insight gained from subsequent experimental campaigns [24].
As discussed in section 4.2.1 the nozzle reservoir condition have been reanalyzed and
adjusted to more accurate values. Furthermore, the hydrogen fueling level has been rean-
alyzed, since McGuire [139] assumed the injection process to be without losses. For the
largest fueling rate, with a Ludwig tube pressure and plenum pressure of pLT = 2500 kPa
and ppl = 1700 kPa, respectively, the hydrogen massflow rate without accounting for
losses equals m˙ = 14.72 g/s. Brieschenk [24], who used the same hardware components
for a similar experimental campaign, but different fueling and free stream condition,
calculated a discharge coefficient4 for a similar fueling condition of Cd = 0.88. With this
discharge coefficient the hydrogen massflow rate reduces by 21% to m˙ = 11.57 g/s. This
massflow rate is similar to the ones calculated by Brieschenk [24] for similar injector
conditions. Furthermore, other assumptions regarding the experimental setup had to
be made due to missing information. The transition location in the nozzle and on the
scramjet are estimated by simulating different transition locations and correlating the
data with available information and other experimental correlations, see Sections 4.3.1
and 5.2.4. The nose radii of the leading edges are assumed to be between 0.05mm and
0.1mm, see Section 4.2.2.
Figure 4.22 shows the comparison between experimental wall pressure data and
numerical data for all three fueling conditions. The following subsections provide a brief
description and interpretation of the results. It should be noted that pressure transducers
13 and 14, shown in Figure 4.1, did not record data.
fuel-off
The fuel-off distribution shows good agreement with experimental data. To achieve such
an agreement the boundary layer along the scramjet walls is assumed to be laminar
until it transitions at the separation locations on the cowl and on the lower combustor
wall, due to shock impingements from the leading edge shock and the cowl shock,
respectively. The overall pressure levels are captured well and most of the results fall
within the experimental uncertainties. The data from the first pressure transducer, locate
on the leading edge ramp, shows good agreement with numerical results, which provides
further confidence in the accuracy of the performed nozzle simulations.
fuel into nitrogen
The fuel into nitrogen distribution shows reasonable agreement with experimental data.
The first pressure measurement downstream of the injectors matches well with the
4 Defines the ratio between actual injected mass and theoretically possible injected mass. At the transition
from the plenum chamber to the injector tube a small separation forms, which reduces the effective injector
diameter causing the discharge coefficient to be smaller than 1.
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Figure 4.22 – Comparison of experimental wall pressure measurements with numerical
RANS results for three experimental shots with condition B*; no fuel injection, hydro-
gen injection (m˙H2 = 5.78 g/s) into nitrogen and hydrogen injection (m˙H2 = 4.48 g/s)
into air.
experimental data. The pressure rise in the separation zone on the lower combustor wall
is under-predicted. Overall, the numerical results follow the experimental trends, but
the peak values are not matched. Towards the end of the combustor excellent agreement
with experimental data is shown. It should be noted that pressure the measurements for
transducer 7 are unusual since for both the unfueled and fueled case the pressure values
deviate drastically from the pressure trend.
fuel into air
The previous non-reactive simulation uses the calculated hydrogen massflow rate as
stated above. However, when performing a reacting simulation, where hydrogen is
injected into air, the scramjet engine chokes and a detonation wave travels upstream
towards the injectors. Several simulations with different starting conditions and chemistry
models are performed to investigate the choking process. With the calculated fueling rate
the shockwave originating from the cowl interacts with the fuel plume at the combustor
entrance and ignites the top fuel layer. From this ignition location a slowly spreading dif-
fusion flame travels downstream, which instantaneously ignites the entire hydrogen/air
mixture at the second shock impingement on the lower combustor wall. The excessive
heat release that causes the flow to choke drives a detonation wave upstream. More
details can be found in Chapter E. Since no steady state combustion solution for this
fueling level can be found, and since the choking process of scramjets is beyond the
scope of this thesis no WMLES can be performed. Therefore, the fueling level is reduced
to m˙H2 = 8.96 g/s,
5 which translates into an equivalence ratio of 0.89. Simulations with
the reduced fueling levels converged to steady state and WMLES6 are performed. The
flow still ignites near the second shock impingement at the lower combustor wall. Since,
5 Equivalent to m˙H2 = 4.48 g/s for half the engine.
6 For completeness, wall pressure distributions, extracted from RANS, WMLES and experimental data, for the
combusting hydrogen/air case with redued fuel levels are compiled in the Appendix, Figure F.2.
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no stable flame is located upstream of the ignition location only a limited amount of
radicals are swept downstream causing the heat release process to be less intense and
thus keeping the flow from choking.
Interestingly, the numerical pressure distribution with the reduced hydrogen massflow
rate matches quite well with the experimental data for the original hydrogen massflow
rate. There are several possible explanations towards why the experimental and numeri-
cal data do not agree for the original fueling rate but for the reduced one. It is beyond
the scope of this thesis to investigate this matter any further since it is not relevant to
its findings. Nevertheless, a brief attempt to explain the flow behavior is made here
to finalize the comparison. As aforementioned the cause for thermal choking can be
attributed to the excessive radical production originating from the ignition of the top
shear layer of the hydrogen fuel plume. Again, due to missing information regarding
experimental boundary conditions, such the exact the hydrogen massflow rate or the
free stream condition, variations could cause the fuel plume shear layer not to ignite.
For instance, the leading edge shock impinges on the cowl very close to its leading
edge, is reflected and then merges with the injection bow shock traveling towards the
hydrogen fuel plume. Depending on the free stream conditions, the exact angle of attack
of the model and the leading edge radius the leading edge shock could for some shots
clear the cowl and for other be ingested into the engine. Assuming the leading edge
shock clears the cowl, the shock wave originating from the cowl leading edge is weaker
compared to the ingested leading edge shock. This weakened shock wave might not
cause ignition on the top layer of the fuel plume and thus allow for a stable combustion
process to take place. Furthermore, Section 6.4.1 shows that the combustion process is
mixing limited which, assuming a similar mixing process for the original and reduced
hydrogen massflow rate, would result in similar heat release although more hydrogen is
available in the flow field. This could explain, why the pressure distributions for different
fueling levels correlate with each other.
As a final note it should be mentioned that just 550µs past the test time in the experi-
ment the pressure transducers indicate engine choking, which for another free stream
condition at 7% increased enthalpy does not occur at all. Scramjets typically choke after
the test time is over due to reduced nozzle supply pressures, which increases effectively
the equivalence ratio. However, the noticeable change in choking characteristics due
to minor enthalpy changes seeds doubt about the stability of the combustion process
in the first place. There is a possibility that the engine might have choked if the test
time would have been longer. The unsteadiness during the experimental test time of the
experimental pressure traces in the back of the combustor support this argument as well.
Laurance et al. [125] investigated the unstart behavior during the test time of the HyShot
II combustor and found that for reduced equivalence ratios the speed of the unstart
process decreases noticeably. The determined unstart shock speeds range between 31m/s
to 200m/s, which, if applied to this experiment, could furthermore explain the pressure
rises seen past the test time.
It should be emphasized here, that this analysis is not meant to investigate the experi-
mental data in detail or determine which flow phenomena occur during the experimental
campaign. The purpose of this discussion is to present possible scenarios that could
explain the discrepancy between experimental and numerical data. Without more experi-
mental data and further detailed numerical investigation, no definitive answer can be
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found. This matter is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis.
4.7 summary
In the past sections the experimental and numerical setup have been described in detail.
The scramjet engine, previously investigated by Boyce et al. [19] and McGuire [139],
provides the basis for this numerical investigation. Experimental conditions, which are
relevant to this numerical study, are described and have been re-analyzed with regard to
nozzle stagnation condition, transition location of the boundary layer in both nozzle and
scramjet, scramjet geometry and fueling condition. The numerical modeling is performed
with both RANS simulations and WMLES. Several simplified simulations are used for
the overall analysis to gradually increase the complexity of the simulation and to isolate
specific flow physics. Discretization aspects, applied boundary conditions and simulation
parameters are described for each simulation setup. It is shown that all simulations
preformed here are sufficiently resolved, spatially as well as temporally. For combustion
modeling the modified JetSurf 2.0 model is found to be well suited for simulating the
combustion process in this type of engine. Furthermore, a detailed description and
derivation of relevant performance parameters, such as mixing, reaction and combustion
efficiency, has been provided here. Finally, a preliminary study of flow physics within
the scramjet engine has been performed to make the reader familiar with the engine
flow features. Basic flow structures, such as shock waves, pressure and temperature
distributions as well as the combustion behavior within the scramjet engine are described
for the un-fueled and fueled case. This chapter is concluded with a brief comparison
between numerical and experimental results, which is, however, not the focus of this
thesis. The agreement is good for the un-fueled and fuel into nitrogen cases. Combustion
simulations choked, when the experimentally provided fueling levels (m˙H2 = 11.57 g/s)
are used. Therefore, the combustion analysis for the final scramjet simulation uses a
reduced fueling rate m˙H2 = 8.96 g/s.
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VALIDATION AND SIMULATION QUALITY
5
The fifth chapter; in which the accuracy of the employed numerical methods, RANS and WMLES,
is investigated. Publications from [26] and [69] are incorporated here.
5.1 introduction
This chapter focuses on the validation of the numerical methods used in this thesis. There-
fore, experimental data for transverse hydrogen injection into hypersonic air crossflow is
chosen for comparison. This experiment is ideal for comparison, since it provides temper-
ature data that was acquired non-intrusively through planar laser-induced fluorescence
(PLIF) imaging, at the injector symmetry plane. Furthermore, the experimental setup of
the validation experiment and the one providing the basis for this thesis show strong
similarities, since the test facility and experimental hardware are identical. The compari-
son with numerical data is performed for both Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
simulations and wall-modeled large-eddy simulations (WMLES) and is provided in
Section 5.2.5. Furthermore, assessing the performance of RANS and its shortcomings,
see Section 5.2.7, in this context is of particular interest due to its significantly reduced
computational costs and its widespread use in the hypersonics community compared to
WMLES. Described in Section 5.2.2 are the procedures and lessons learned regarding the
numerical accuracy, which is of importance for subsequent simulations. The last part of
this chapter, Section 5.3, focuses on resolution criteria employed for WMLES simulations
to ensure that relevant physical scales are captured accurately.
5.2 single injector experiment
For validation purposes an ideal experiment provides high fidelity data, such as a tem-
perature distribution across a plane, in an experimental environment that is similar to the
one being investigated later. The chosen experiment, performed by Brieschenk [24], inves-
tigates transverse hydrogen injection, through a single port hole injector, into hypersonic
air crossflow at Mach 6. Temperatures are available across the injector symmetry plane,
which provides an ideal basis for comparison with CFD. Furthermore, the experimental
campaign is carried out in the same test facility and uses the same scramjet model, with
slight modifications, as the one providing the basis for this thesis.
5.2.1 Experimental Setup
Figure 5.1 shows the sonic hydrogen injection experiment, which is part of a scramjet
experiment. For clarity, only a brief description of the experimental details relevant to the
injection experiment is given. The experimental campaign was conducted in the T-ADFA
free piston shock-tunnel at the University of New South Wales, Australian Defence Force
Academy. The shock-tunnel provides high enthalpy flow, which is accelerated though
a conical nozzle, displayed in Figure 5.1, to hypersonic speeds. At the scramjet injector
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Figure 5.1 – Experimental arrangement to scale [26].
location the nozzle freestream reaches a temperature T∞ of 140K, a pressure p∞ of 675Pa,
a velocity u∞ of 2063m/s and a Mach number M∞ of ∼ 9. The hypersonic freestream
impinges on the 9◦ compression ramp of the scramjet generating an oblique shock wave
as depicted in Figure 5.1. The flow conditions behind the shock wave are the following:
T = 275K, p = 3850Pa, u = 1995m/s and M ∼ 6. A 1.6mm diameter porthole, which
is located 120mm downstream of the scramjet leading edge, angled at 81◦ to the flow
along the compression ramp is used to inject sonic hydrogen with a plenum pressure
of ppl = 2075Pa into supersonic crossflow. Figure 5.2 visualizes the main flow features
present in the flow field. Upstream of the jet interaction the leading edge shock and the
boundary layer enter Figure 5.2 from the left. An adverse pressure gradient, generated
by the blockage of the hydrogen injection, causes the boundary layer upstream of the
injector to separate, which subsequently induces a separation shock. These flow features
interact with the barrel and bow shock, which are caused by the injection process. Further
downstream the hydrogen/air mixing process, caused by the jet roll up, shear layer
shedding and other secondary vortical flow structures, is noticeable. The experimental
data, used later for validation purposes, is taken at the jet symmetry plane, where the
field of view covers the region 20mm upstream of the injector orifice as far as 55mm
downstream of the injector. The planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) technique is
used to measure temperatures at the jet symmetry plane by using the NO-molecules
present in the freestream (NO-PLIF). This measurement technique is non-intrusive and
thus well suited for this particular application. Figure 5.5 displays the ensemble averaged
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temperature measurements. For more information, the reader is referred to Brieschenk
[26].
Figure 5.2 – Schlieren image of flow field, for qualitative comparison only, injector
diameter here is 2mm and fuel plenum pressure is 832kPa (provided by Brieschenk
[26]).
5.2.2 Numerical Setup
This validation simulation is meant to provide confidence in the numerical setup and
in the methods chosen to evaluate the numerical accuracy, for which reason it serves
as a foundation for further simulations. Therefore, the numerical setup is similar to the
setup of the 3D-one-Injector domain, described in detail in Section 4.3.3. As described in
Section 5.2.1 the validation experiment is part of a much larger experimental setup, as
shown in Figure 5.2.1. However, the region of interest evolves around the injector, which
is the equivalent to a one-injector experiment. To properly resolve flow features around
the injector three relevant regions have been identified:
1. The resolution around the injector orifice is of paramount importance to accurately
resolve the instabilities developing in the injector shear layer. The cause for these
high resolution requirements is the laminar boundary layer upstream of the injector,
which contains no perturbations, as discussed in Section 5.2.4. For this experiment
an average cell width of 0.03mm around the injector orifice was found to be suffi-
cient to resolve the initial shear layer breakdown, as will be seen in the subsequent
sections.
2. The region resolving the barrel and bow shock and subsequently the hydrogen
shear layer breakdown with resulting hydrogen shedding events is discretized with
an average cell width of 0.1mm. Capturing these flow features accurately has a
significant effect on the mixing process.
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3. The remaining flow field is discretized with an average cell width of 0.15mm to
accurately resolve the jet wake and the overall mixing process.
For details regarding the mesh structure the reader is referred to Figure 4.6 showing the
3D-one-Injector mesh, which is, as mentioned before, discretized in a similar fashion as
this validation experiment. The domain is, however, truncated to the field of view of the
PLIF measurements, 60mm downstream of the injector port. Furthermore, the domain
extends all the way to the sidewalls of the scramjet model, which are located 35mm to
the left and right of the jet symmetry plane. Including sidewalls in the simulation is
important to avoid flow spillage over the sides of the inlet compression ramp, yet further
influence on flow features present in the jet symmetry plane can be neglected. Prelimi-
nary investigations have shown that the sidewall compression corner effects intercept
the model symmetry plane downstream of the field of view. Furthermore, shock waves
caused by the injection process, such as the bow shock, which reflect off the wall intercept
the model symmetry plane downstream of the field of view as well. Since those features
are not subject to the present investigation, resolving them is unnecessary. Therefore, to
conserve computational resources the spanwise mesh resolution is decreased towards
the side walls, which are modeled as slip walls. The region 5mm left and right of the
jet symmetry plane is resolved appropriately, as described in Section 4.3.3, to keep cells
cubical and thus to accurately resolve the jet break down and mixing. More information
regarding the mesh and grid convergence can be found in Section C.2.
For the inflow condition, data from the nozzle simulation, described in Section 5.2.3, is
interpolated onto the inflow boundary. The domain walls are, as described in Section
4.3.3, modeled as isothermal walls with a temperature of 293K. A slip wall condition
is applied to the side walls, as discussed before. The domain exit is modeled with an
extrapolated outflow condition. For the injector inflow condition a stagnation temperature
and pressure of 298K and 1168 kPa, respectively, are used to generate a hydrogen mass
flow rate of 2.37 g/s.
The simulations presented here are initially run with a RANS model for half of the
domain, by utilizing the model symmetry condition, until they are converged. The results
are then transfered onto the full domain, with a mesh size of 29,061,028 cells, and WM-
LES is started. The time step chosen for WMLES is set to 5× 10−9s to accurately resolve
the hydrogen/air shear-layer break down near the injector surface and subsequently the
breakdown of the entire hydrogen jet, as discussed in Section 5.2.4. The flow is simulated
for 20,000 iterations, allowing a startup time of 100µs, which translates in 128 injector
diameter and 2.8 domain flow through times, for flow unsteadiness to fully develop and
thus for the flow to reach a statistically stationary state. The subsequent WMLES records
statistical data, e.g. average velocities and temperatures, over 72,000 iterations, which
equates to 450 injector diameter and 10.3 domain flow through times.
For this simulation the 13-species JetSurf 2.0 (see Section 4.4) chemistry model, withN2,
O2, H2, H2O, OH, HO2, H2O2, HNO2, NO, NO2, N, O and H, is employed. It should
be noted that the chemical effects in this simulation are marginal and have no influence
on the temperature distribution. Thus, to conserve resources the grid convergence study
and the resolution study, presented in Sections C.2 and 5.3, respectively, are performed
with the 5-species air model, where Park’s curve fits from 1990 [163] are used to model
the chemical equilibrium constants, including hydrogen as an inert gas. However, full
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chemistry is used for the WMLES simulations to compute trace species, which may have
an effect on other physical phenomena, not discussed in this thesis. Thermal relaxation
phenomena are not modeled for this simulation, due to numerical instability effects,
which is discussed in detail in Section 5.2.4. This section includes details regarding the
leading edge radius as well, which has a noticeable effect on the simulation results.
5.2.3 Nozzle Flow
Figure 5.3 – Mach number contours within the nozzle with static pressure distributions
superimposed at streamwise locations x= 0.3m, 0.5m, 0.7m and 0.9m.
The reservoir condition for the nozzle, composed of experimental measurements
and ESTC calculations [24], is given in Table 5.1a. This condition is used in the nozzle
simulation to accurately predict the nozzle outflow. Figure 5.3 shows the Mach number
contour within the nozzle and the static pressure distributions at four cross sections, x =
0.3m, x = 0.5m, x = 0.7m and x = 0.9m. The contour plot visualizes weak compression
waves near the nozzle throat, which diffuse towards the nozzle exit, and one stronger
compression wave originating from the nozzle wall at x = 0.4m. This flow feature is
caused by the transition of the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent. The transition
location is determined by a parameter study, varying the state of the nozzle boundary
layer. A laminar, fully turbulent and tripped boundary layer, at x = 0.045m, x = 0.2m and
x = 0.4m, have been simulated. Correlating the numerical with the experimental pitot
pressure, which is measured beneath the inlet compression ramp as shown in Figure 5.1,
is the only way of estimating the transition location. The pitot pressure distribution with
the trip location at x = 0.4m agrees best with the experimental measurement, as shown
in Figure F.3, and is therefore chosen as inflow for the scramjet simulation. The static
pressure distribution displayed in Figure 5.3 shows that the compression wave caused by
the boundary-layer transition decreases the area of the effective core nozzle flow. The
scramjet capture area is, however, placed within the nozzle core flow, which is according
to Figure 5.3 uniform. The nozzle exit conditions are summarized in Table 5.1b.
5.2.4 Numerical Modeling Aspects
To accurately reproduce experimental data with reasonable computational resource
requirements certain aspects of the experimental and numerical setup have to be investi-
gated. Here, the state of the boundary layer, thermal non-equilibrium effects and leading
edge bluntness effects are discussed.
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Table 5.1 – Nozzle conditions.
(a) Nozzle reservoir condition
1.1ms after shock reflection.
h0 [MJ/kg] 2.5
p0 [MPa] 12.83
T0 [K] 2071
ρ0 [kg/m3] 21.58
(b) Nozzle exit condition extracted from
CFD at the nozzle centerline.
M∞ [-] 8.4
p∞ [Pa] 960
ρ∞ [g/m3] 21.1
T
t/r∞ [K] 158
Tvib∞ [K] 1238
u∞ [m/s] 2053
max divergence angle [◦] 2.23
state of the boundary layer
A previous investigation of this particular scramjet model showed that the boundary
layer along the leading edge ramp was laminar [139]. This investigation was conducted
for a freestream unit Reynolds number of 4.5× 106m−1. Here, the unit Reynolds number
at the nozzle exit is 3.2× 106m−1, implying a laminar state of the boundary layer as
well. Furthermore, simulating the experiment with a fully turbulent boundary layer
does not agree well with the experimental data. The predicted separation size is too
small. However, a simulation with a laminar boundary layer, which transitions due to
the jet interaction, shows excellent agreement with experimental data. Additionally, the
Reynolds number and the Mach number at the edge of the boundary layer near the
separation zone are roughly 6.6× 105 and 5.8, respectively. According to Anderson [5],
the typical transition Reynold number at Mach 5.8 is roughly 2× 106 , which furthermore
justifies the assumption of a laminar boundary layer upstream of the injector. Hence, it
can be assumed that the boundary layer transitions just upstream of the jet injector port,
within the separation. The experimental laminar boundary layer contains, however, small
perturbations caused by freestream turbulence and boundary layer instabilities. These
perturbations have not been measured and are therefore unknown. Superimposing small
perturbations onto the laminar boundary layer would aid the transition process and the
hydrogen jet breakdown. The structure and magnitude of those perturbations would
have to be guessed, which could cause unphysically strong mixing and shedding events.
Therefore, no perturbations are superimposed onto the boundary layer or the freestream.
These perturbations have to be generated by resolved unsteady effects, such as shear
layer break down near the injector orifice. Hence, higher grid densities are required
near the jet orifice to accurately resolve the jet breakdown.1 Furthermore, this region
governs the global time step, since for time accurate simulations Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
(CFL) numbers below 1 are required.2 This approach is favored over the assumption of
perturbations.
1 The average cell sizes around the injector orifice are approximately 0.03mm. In the transition region between
injector and inlet ramp, near the wall, the cell density increases to ∆ = 0.02mm, since grid lines rap from the
inlet into the injector thus forcing more cells into the orifice corner regions. The shear layer that originates
from those corner regions has an initial momentum thickness of approximately 0.015mm, which is of
similar magnitude as the grid spacing. For free jets, the most amplified shear layer instabilities are related to
its initial momentum thickness [10, 167]. Thus, for simulations, where instabilities responsible for the jet
breakdown are introduced by the initial shear layer, the shear layer momentum thickness has to be resolved
accurately, as it is the case for the simulations performed here.
2 Limiting the time step to achieve CFL < 1 in regions that influence the jet breakdown is based on numerical
requirements, where the accuracy of the solution increases with decreasing CFL number [171], and on a best
practice used in the scientific community [170]
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thermal non-equilibrium effects
As mentioned in subsection 3.2, US3D is capable of modeling thermal non-equilibrium.
The implemented two-temperature model has, however, shortcomings in regions where
hydrogen mixes with air, which causes amongst other things numerical stability issues in
unsteady flows. This matter will not be discussed in detail, since it exceeds the scope of the
thesis. Neglecting the vibrational energy would circumvent these numerical issues. This
assumption is only valid for flow fields where the vibrational energy is mostly frozen or
negligibly small. Two steady state RANS simulations, one neglecting and one including
the vibrational energy, have been performed to assess the validity of this assumption.
Figure 5.4 shows the temperature distribution in the jet symmetry plane to visualize
the effect of the vibrational energy on the translational temperature. The translational
temperature differences between the two test cases are negligible. Furthermore, Figure
5.4 (c) shows that the vibrational temperature remains constant throughout most of the
computational domain. Thermal relaxation is noticeable near the boundary layer and the
separation zone. The mixing region shows larger vibrational temperature changes, which
does not necessarily correlate with a thermal relaxation process, but rather vibrational
energy conservation. Additionally, the vibrational energy constitutes only a fraction
(3.4%) of the total energy at the nozzle exit. Hence, the relaxation process, here towards
lower vibrational temperatures, has a negligible influence on the flow field as it is frozen
in the majority of the domain and also small in magnitude, as seen in Figure 5.4 (a) and
(b). Therefore, the assumption to neglect the vibrational energy is valid for this specific
test case.
leading edge bluntness effects
Initial simulations for this validation experiment show noticeable discrepancies with
regard to the compression shock location, which is located approximately 1mm closer to
the compression ramp than measured. To put this value in perspective, 1mm represents
7% of the shock layer height at the bow shock interaction and 40% of the separation
height upstream of the jet. Further investigation showed that the discrepancies are caused
by neglecting the leading edge radius, which according to personal communication with
the experimenter [24] measures 0.20± 0.05mm. Commonly, the leading edge radii are
not measured by the experimenter when model design specification require a “sharp”
leading edge. However, due to manufacturing tolerances and more importantly due
to thermal/structural loads during the shock tunnel test campaign, the leading edge
blunts, which requires measurements of the leading edge radii to accurately reproduce
experimental conditions. Here, a leading edge radius of 0.25mm is chosen, which resulted
in excellent agreement with the experimental data.
5.2.5 Comparison with Experimental Data
This section analyses the temperature distribution generated by the jet interaction. Fur-
thermore, a comparison between the numerical and experimental data is conducted.
Figure 5.5 shows the experimentally determined ensemble-average temperature dis-
tribution at the jet symmetry plane. To aid discussion, Figure 5.5 is annotated with
numbers from 1 to 10, each representing a specific zone in the temperature map. The
relative position of the temperature map in reference to the overall experiment can be
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Figure 5.4 – Temperature distributions in the jet symmetry plane with: (a) translational
temperature (vibrational energy neglected); (b) translational temperature (vibrational
energy included) and; (c) vibrational temperature.
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Figure 5.5 – Temperature map constructed from the QQ22 QR12 (13.5) to RR11 RQ21 (1.5)
signal ratios (for Trot6 380K) and QQ22 QR12 (32.5) to QQ22 QR12 (13.5) signal ratios
(for Trot> 380K).
seen in Figure 5.1. The flow enters the domain on the left hand side. Zone 1 and 2 are
positioned in the freestream and in the post-leading-edge-shock region, respectively.
The hydrogen injection creates a blockage in the flow field, causing a bow-shock, a
barrel shock (4) and an upstream separation zone (3). The volume enclosed by the barrel
shock (4) contains pure hydrogen, which means that no meaningful temperatures can be
measured in this region using NO-PLIF. A similar problem occurs for region 8, which
represents the hydrogen plume region. Hence, large errors in the experimental tempera-
tures are induced due to the marginal amounts of NO present. The large temperature
gradient observable in zone 7 is caused by the cooling effect of the hydrogen plume. The
measurement sensitivity for this transition region is, however, very low [26], which is
inherent to the way the experimental measurements are obtained. Further measurements
would be necessary to increase the sensitivity in this region. Hence, the temperatures
in zone 7 are unreliable and thus not usable for comparison, which is unfortunate since
the effect of vortex shedding on the temperature distribution can not be analyzed. Re-
gion 10 shows the influence of the scramjet cowl, present in the experiment, which
has not been incorporated into the numerical simulation. Therefore, the temperature
measurements in this region should be disregarded. Furthermore, the area underneath
the cowl is not penetrated by the laser sheet, hence providing no temperature information.
Figure 5.6 shows the numerically generated time averaged temperature distribution,
using WMLES, in the jet symmetry plane, which agrees well with the experimental
data. For better comparison, Figures 5.7b and 5.7a display the relative error between
the numerical and experimental temperature distribution for RANS and WMLES,
respectively. The qualitative agreement between the numerical and experimental results
is excellent. The shock shapes, shock positions and size of the separation zone are
captured well by both RANS and WMLES. The quantitative temperature comparison,
however, shows discrepancies. Taking the limitations of the experimental setup into
consideration, leaves zones 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 9 for comparison. The quantitative agreement
of the numerical data with the experimental data is excellent for zone 1, 2 and 6,
considering the experimental uncertainties [26]. The relative error in the remaining zones
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Figure 5.6 – Time-averaged numerical (WMLES) translational-rotational temperature
distributions in the jet symmetry plane.
is increased; however, the measurement uncertainties [26], not shown here, in this region
are large as well. Nevertheless, the WMLES results show better quantitative agreement
than the RANS results. We believe this is due to the unsteady effects that cannot be
captured with RANS and will be discussed further in Section 5.2.7.
(a) Time-averaged WMLES results. (b) RANS simulation results.
Figure 5.7 – Relative error between the experimental and numerical (RANS) translational-
rotational temperature distributions in the jet symmetry plane.
5.2.6 Characteristic Frequency
As shown in the previous section, numerical results produced by WMLES agree well
with experimental temperature measurements. Unfortunately, no unsteady data has been
captured during the experimental campaign that could be used for further validation
of WMLES. Therefore, identifying a characteristic instability mode for jet injection
that is present in the numerical results increases the confidence in the accuracy of the
performed WMLES. The dominant instability responsible for the jet breakdown upon
injection into the crossflow is the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [10]. Due to the shear
between two fluids with different densities, here air and hydrogen, instabilities within
the shear/mixing layer grow, causing shedding events and the breakdown of the entire
jet. Ben-Yakar [10] measured the formation/shedding frequency of large scale eddies
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Figure 5.8 – Location of frequency measurements plotted on the jet symmetry plane,
which is flooded with instaneneous shadowgraph contours (WMLES).
for transverse hydrogen injection into supersonic crossflow and compared those with
instability frequencies of different instability modes for free-jets. The results imply that
the shedding frequency correlates with the frequency of the preferred mode. The Strouhal
number of the preferred mode
St =
fdinj
Uinj
(5.1)
scales inversely with injector exit velocity Uinj [10, 12, 81], and is linearly dependent
on the jet exit diameter dinj. A review of experimental data for free-jet experiments by
Gutmark et al. [81] shows a spread of Strouhal number between 0.24 and 0.64. Ben-Yakar
[10] measured a Strouhal number of 0.95 for hydrogen injection into super sonic cross-
flow, where the crossflow boundary layer is in a transitional state. Numerical results by
Kawai et al. [103], who simulate normal injection into supersonic crossflow, extracted
Strouhal numbers of 0.5–0.6 and 0.2 for turbulent and laminar crossflow boundary layers,
respectively, from their LES.
ω
(a) Temporal spectrum at
x = 20mm, y = 14mm.
ω
(b) Temporal spectrum at
x = 25mm, y = 15mm.
ω
(c) Temporal spectrum at
x = 34mm, y = 15mm.
Figure 5.9 – Frequency spectra at points 1, 2 and 3.
For this simulation, point measurements at locations 1, 2 and 3 are taken over the
entire statistical time range. Figure 5.8 shows the position of these points relative to
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the injector orifice center, where the x- and y-axis of the local coordinate system are
aligned with the compression ramp and the wall normal, respectively. An instantaneous
shadow graph image of the jet symmetry plane, where the point measurements are
taken, is plotted in Figure 5.8 in the background to put the location of measurements into
perspective. Applying fast Fourier-transformation (FFT) to the hydrogen mass fraction
signals, which are sampled with a frequency of 200MHz, shows a frequency spike
on average at f = 154kHz, as shown in Figure 5.9. With an injection velocity Uinj of
1192m/s and dinj = 1.6mm the shedding Strouhal number equals 0.21, which is almost
identical to the results presented by Kawai et al. [103] for a laminar crossflow boundary
layer, present in this simulation as well. This comparison shows that the numerically
simulated instabilities are of a physical nature and thus provides more confidence in the
accuracy of the solution.
5.2.7 Flow Feature Investigation
This section analyses the discrepancies between the RANS and WMLES temperature
maps in conjunction with the hydrogen distribution. Significant differences between the
RANS and WMLES methods and their impact on the flow physics will be discussed.
Also, the mixing efficiency downstream of injection is analyzed.
separation zone
Figure 5.11 shows an instantaneous hydrogen distribution on the jet symmetry plane
from the WMLES. The focus should be placed on the separated region (3) upstream
of the barrel shock. This region contains two vortices; one small counter-clockwise
rotating vortex adjacent to the jet, which entrains cold hydrogen from the jet into the
clockwise rotating vortex generated by the boundary-layer separation. It can be seen that
a significant amount of hydrogen is present in the separation zone. This process decreases
the temperature within the separation zone leaving only a thin high temperature region
on top of the separation zone. This detail can also be seen in the experimental temperature
measurements shown in Figure 5.5. The hydrogen entrainment into the recirculation
region is governed by an unsteady shedding motion. Therefore, it is not resolvable by
RANS. Figures 5.10a and 5.10b display the time-average hydrogen distribution on the jet
symmetry plane generated with WMLES ann RANS, respectively.
(a) Time-averaged WMLES results. (b) RANS simulation results.
Figure 5.10 – Hydrogen distribution on the jet symmetry plane.
From Figure 5.10a, it is apparent that a significant amount of hydrogen is entrained into
the separation zone in the WMLES, whereas Figure 5.10b shows only small amounts of
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hydrogen. Hence, RANS under-predicts the amount of hydrogen within the separation,
which results in higher temperatures due to the decreased cooling effect. This leads to
the WMLES temperature distribution agreeing better with the experimental results in
the upstream separation.
shock unsteadiness
The aforementioned unsteadiness of the jet, caused by the instability that lead to vortex
shedding, also effects the bow shock. Near the barrel shock, where the influence of the
unsteadiness is largest, significant movement of the shock structure is observable as can
be seen in Figure 5.11. The perturbations in the Mach number contour lines representing
the bow shock dampen out with increasing wall normal distance. At the steepest part
of the bow shock, where the unsteady effects are strongest, high temperatures of up to
1500K are present in the flow field (5). These high temperature spots change position
over time due to the unsteadiness of the bow shock, which results in a lower average
temperature of roughly 900K. Again, WMLES agrees much better with the experimental
data than RANS, which predicts temperatures that are similar to the instantaneous
temperatures.
mixing region
A shear layer forms between the hydrogen jet and the crossflow, causing strong vortex
shedding events to occur. Figure. 5.11 demonstrates how the instantaneous hydrogen dis-
tribution deviates significantly from the average one. Similar to the separation zone, shear
layer vortices transport cool hydrogen into regions above the mean jet plume causing the
temperature to decrease. As mentioned before, this flow region can unfortunately not be
analyzed quantitatively due to experimental constrains. The mixing induced by the lower
hydrogen shear-layer (9) can be investigated, however. The hydrogen shedding events are
not as dominant as for the top shear-layer, but significant mixing still occurs. Hence, cold
hydrogen mixes with the air creating a well mixed, but cold, fuel-air mixture. WMLES
resolves the unsteady mixing process well and shows great quantitative agreement for
this region. RANS, however, over-predicts the temperatures due to an under-prediction
of the mixing process.
mixing efficiency
To finalize the analysis, the hydrogen distributions for the crossflow plane 25 jet-diameters
(40mm) downstream of the injector, shown in Figure 5.12, are compared with each other.
Figure 5.12 clearly shows the major differences between the RANS and WMLES. Again,
a highly unsteady, asymmetric and distorted hydrogen distribution is present in the
instantaneous WMLES flow field. The modeling of these physical processes has a
major influence on the mixing performance. This fact becomes readily apparent when
comparing the time-averaged WMLES and RANS hydrogen distributions. The overall
shape is similar, but RANS predicts a very compact hydrogen distribution, which can be
considered largely unmixed, whereas WMLES shows a clearly diffused distribution, due
to time-averaging hydrogen shedding events, indicating better mixing. It should be noted
that the time-averaged WMLES hydrogen distribution is a misleading representation of
the mixing process [222], but yet helpful to identify mixing regions. The mixing efficiency
[49] at the aforementioned crossflow plane is 14.9% and 9.1% using WMLES and RANS,
respectively. Thus RANS under-predicts the mixing efficiency, compared to WMLES,
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Figure 5.11 – Instantaneous hydrogen distribution on the jet symmetry plane superim-
posed with Mach number contour lines at M = 5, 5.7 and 7 generated with WMLES.
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Figure 5.12 – An a) instantaneous (WMLES) b) averaged WMLES and c) RANS hydrogen
distribution at a cross-flow plane 25 jet-diameters downstream of injector.
by more than 60%, which is an unphysical representation of the mixing process. The
RANS results can be improved by adjusting the turbulent Schmidt-number to increase
the turbulent transport and thus increase the mixing rate. This measure would, however,
be dependent on the specific test case and cause rather unphysical diffusive mixing, since
the turbulent mass transport is modeled through a turbulent mass diffusion model.
5.3 resolution investigation
This section investigates resolution criteria used to determine the quality of WMLES
results. The effects of reduced resolution, e.g. on the hydrogen distribution, are analyzed.
The findings of this section provide the basis for the remaining resolution investigations
in this thesis, since the presented numerical results are validated against experimental
data and closely linked to the final simulation.
Commonly, grid convergence analysis is used to determine the quality of the numerical
discretization. It has become a standard practice to generate additional solutions on a
fine and coarse grids by increasing or decreasing, respectively, the grid resolution of the
reference mesh [70]. The induced changes in the solution variables provide a measure
for the induced discretization error. This procedure is used for all RANS simulations
presented here. Although using the same approach for WMLES is favored, it is often
impractical due to resource restrictions. For example, increasing the resolution in each
direction and in time by a factor of 1.5 increases the computational resource requirements
for WMLES by a factor of 5.1. Most WMLES use, however, all available computational
resources to perform a simulation, which makes it impossible to perform a simulation
with increased resolution. This is the case for the WMLES contained in this thesis as
well. Therefore, other more practical criteria have to be employed, which are discussed in
Section 5.3.1. Furthermore, WMLES for coarser meshes, which are possible as they are
computationally less expensive, are analyzed in Section 5.3.2.
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5.3.1 Resolution Criteria
As mentioned above, resolution criteria that do not require further simulations are nec-
essary to assess the quality of the current simulation. Grid convergence for steady flow
features on the current mesh is shown by performing RANS simulations on coarse,
medium and fine meshes. The solution quality for unsteady flow features can be assessed
by analyzing the validity of LES assumptions, see Section 3.3.2. LES resolve scales well
within the inertial sub-range of the turbulent spectrum, which ensures that large and
small scale unsteady features are captured accurately, while the smallest scales are mod-
eled. Therefore, assessing the quantity of unsteady scales that are resolved by the current
mesh and the quantity of scales whose effect has to be modeled by the sub-grid scale
model provides an indication of the accuracy of the solution with regard to unsteady flow
structures. Here, the ratio of resolved to total turbulence kinetic energy and Reynolds
stress is used and discussed in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.1, respectively.
Before discussing the resolution criteria the reader is referred to Figure 5.13a, which
displays the turbulence intensity
Tu =
√
1
3 u˜
′
iu˜
′
i
U∞ (5.2)
in the jet symmetry plane, where U∞ = 2053m/s, to identify flow unsteadiness. Note
that the Einstein notation is used in the subsequent paragraphs. As descried in previous
sections the regions around the injector port show strong unsteady flow features, which
influence the overall mean flow field, indicated in Figure 5.13a. The injector mixing region
shows high and steady levels of turbulence, Tu ≈ 0.2. Unsteady flow features near the
bow shock, in the separation zone and in the hydrogen shedding region show turbulent
intensities of up to 25%, which rapidly decay with increased distance from the injector
port. These regions are particular of interest for the resolution investigation, discussed in
the next sections.
turbulence kinetic energy
According to the literature, a high quality LES resolves more than 80% of the total
turbulence kinetic energy available in the flow [38, 147, 181]. Therefore, recording the
resolved and modeled turbulence kinetic energy, kr and km, respectively, over the
statistical time interval allows us to asses the quality of the simulation result. Here the
resolved tubulent kinetic energy is defined as follow:
kr = k˜ =
1
2
u˜ ′iu˜
′
i (5.3)
As described in Section3.3.5 the Spalart-Allmaras model is used as a sub-grid scale and a
wall model, transporting the Spalart-Allmaras viscosity, which is linked to the turbulent
viscosity νt. Hence, the employed LES equations do not provide the sub-grid turbulence
kinetic energy directly, which therefore has to be estimated [131] with
km = k˜SGS = ν˜
2
t/
(
ckv∆
)2
, (5.4)
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where νt represents the turbulent viscosity, ckv = 0.07 [218] a constant and ∆ = max (∆x,∆y,∆z)
the maximum local grid spacing [201]. Combining the resolution criterion mentioned
above with Equations 5.3 and 5.4, results in
Rνk =
kr
kr + km
> 0.8 , (5.5)
which represents one of the resolution criteria used in this thesis. Figure 5.13b shows
the distrubution of Rνk in the symmetry plane of the jet. Three characteristic regions are
noticeable. The jet mixing region just downstream of the injector and the shedding/bow-
shock region indicate high quality results since Rνk > 0.9. The separated region upstream
of the injector shows increased inaccuracies, which are caused by the transitional nature of
the separation. In the vicinity of the injector strong unsteady flow features, generated by
shear layer instabilities, cause the boundary layer to transition from laminar to turbulent
and cause the hydrogen to be entrained into the separation, which transports velocity
fluctuations into the separation zone. Here, regions in the separation zone that exhibit
fully developed unsteady flow features indicate high solution quality, whereas regions
further upstream that show merely small fluctuations indicate low solution quality. It can
be concluded that during the transition process, initially a large part of the turbulence
kinetic energy is modeled by the subgrid scale model, due to strong shear effects in
the separation zone generating νt, but as soon as flow fluctuations rise to physical
meaningful levels the influence of the subgrid scale model reduces and the solution
quality increases. This phenomenon is unavoidable in transitional flows that have been
initialized without seed fluctuations, which would allow for a more natural transition
process.
(a) Turbulent intensity in the jet symmetry
plane.
(b) Average turbulence kinetic energy resolu-
tion criterion.
Figure 5.13 – Flow turbulence levels with corresponding resolution criterion.
It should be noted that this resolution criterion relies heavily on the accuracy of the
modeled turbulence kinetic energy, which is merely an estimate. Another commonly
used definition of the modeled turbulence kinetic energy
km =
1
2
(
u˜ ′iu
′
i − u˜
′
iu˜
′
i
)
, (5.6)
which relies on the subgrid scale symmetric Reynolds stresses can not be used here, since
these stresses are inaccurately modeled by the Spalart-Allmaras subgrid scale model [84].
Therefore, another resolution criterion should be employed to increase confidence in the
simulation results.
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shear stress
In the previous section the turbulence kinetic energy criterion is used to determine the
quality of the LES solution. As stated above, the exact value for the modeled turbulence
kinetic energy is not readily available, for which reason Hedges et al. [84] propose to use
the Reynolds shear stresses as a measure for grid quality. Analogous to Section 5.3.1 a
resolution criterion can be formulated as
Rijτ =
u˜iu˜j
u˜iuj
=
u˜iu˜j
u˜iu˜j +
(
u˜iuj − u˜iu˜j
) > 0.8 , (5.7)
where the modeled sub-grid shear stresses
u˜iuj − u˜iu˜j = νt
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
(5.8)
are extracted directly from the Spalart-Allmaras subgrid scale model. The resulting shear
stress resolution criteria for all three shear stress components are shown in Figures
5.14a, 5.14b and 5.14c. These criteria could not be used for isotropic turbulence since
the shear stress components converge towards 0. However, turbulent features in flows
considered here are to some degree directionally dependent and thus each shear stress
criterion provides a quality measure with directional dependence. Comparing the three
individual shear stress criteria with each other shows clearly anisotropic effects of the
flow. Assuming the mesh is isotropically structured in the jet mixing region the xz and yz
shear stress components are less resolved than the xy component, indicating anisotropy.
Since, anisotropy of turbulence is not subject to the current investigation, a minimum
shear stress resolution criterion Rτ = min(R
ij
τ ), shown in Figure 5.14d, is used for further
investigations.
Comparing the resolution criteria with each other demonstrates that the turbulence
kinetic energy criterion shows a smoother distribution than the shears stress criterion.
This is caused by the fact that time averaged local shear stress components can converge
towards 0, which causes the resolution criterion to be sensitive to the time averaged
resolved and modeled shear stress. For shear stress resolution criteria that indicate low
solution quality it is advised to ignore discrete spots in the contour plot and rather
focus on coherent regions, which indicates a well resolved jet mixing, shedding and
bow-shock region. Furthermore, both, the turbulence kinetic energy and shear stress
criterion, identify the separations zone as under resolved, which is discussed in more
detail in the previous section.
5.3.2 Grid Convergence with WMLES
As aforementioned, employing standard grid convergence techniques to LES is often im-
possible due to computational resource restrictions. In this section the WMLES solutions
of two coarser grids are analyzed to investigate the effect of reduced resolution. This
analysis is not used to determine the accuracy of the current solution. Understanding
what effect grid resolution has on unsteady flow features, such as hydrogen shedding,
the time average hydrogen distribution and the turbulence kinetic energy resolution
criterion is important for further simulations, since it helps to assess the induced error
due to reduced grid resolution.
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(a) Shear stress resolution criterion in the
x-y-plane.
(b) Shear stress resolution criterion in the
x-z-plane.
(c) Shear stress resolution criterion in the
y-z-plane.
(d) Minimum shear stress resolution criterion.
Figure 5.14 – Compilation of shear stress resolution criteria.
The medium mesh used for the simulation of the validation experiment contains
29,061,028 cells. Its resolution in each direction is reduced by a factor of 1.57 and 2.49 to
generate a coarse (7,489,156 cells) and a super coarse mesh (1,881,840 cells), respectively.
WMLES are run for both coarsened meshes with a global time step of 5× 10−9s to keep
the temporal resolution constant. This way the effect of reduced grid resolution can be
investigated in isolation.
Firstly, the average hydrogen distributions generated with RANS and WMLES are
compared to identify the global effect of reduced resolution for unsteady and steady
simulations. Secondly, instantaneous hydrogen distributions are compared for different
mesh resolutions and the effect on the turbulence kinetic energy resolution criterion is
evaluated.
average distribution
As already discussed in section 5.2.7, the average hydrogen distribution using RANS
shows poor mixing, whereas the WMLES distribution indicates a faster mixing process.
The average hydrogen distribution in the jet symmetry plane for the medium mesh, using
RANS and WMLES, are shown in Figure 5.10. For the coarsened meshes the distribu-
tions are depicted in Figure 5.15. A similar trend between WMLES and RANS solutions
is noticeable, however, the differences between both numerical methods decrease with
decreasing resolution.
For RANS, with decreasing resolution the top shear layer on the hydrogen plume
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becomes more diffusive and the lower shear layer moves further away from the wall.
Less hydrogen is entrained into the mixing region with decreasing resolution and the
remaining hydrogen is distributed more homogeneously. However, the overall mixing
efficiency increases due to numerical diffusion enhancing the hydrogen air mixing
process. The WMLES solution for the medium mesh shows a distinct hydrogen core,
which is surrounded by a partially mixed hydrogen/air gas mixture. With decreasing
mesh resolution the hydrogen core is enlarged and approaches the shape of the RANS
solution. The biggest discrepancy between RANS and WMLES for the low resolution
solution is the amount of entrained hydrogen into the mixing region. For WMLES,
with decreasing resolution more hydrogen is entrained into the mixing region, causing
large quantities of hydrogen to be present in the jet symmetry plane. Two competing
mixing effects are present in WMLES. Large scale shedding events, responsible for
increased mixing efficiencies with WMLES over RANS, and numerical diffusion induced
by the mesh resolution. With decreasing mesh resolution, large scale structures are being
damped out, which reduces the mixing drastically, but numerical diffusion increases the
mixing on a microscopic level. However, overall the mixing efficiency decreases with
decreasing grid resolution.
(a) Time-averaged WMLES results with the
coarse mesh.
(b) RANS simulation results with the coarse
mesh.
(c) Time-averaged WMLES results with the
super coarse mesh.
(d) RANS simulation results with the super
coarse mesh.
Figure 5.15 – Hydrogen distribution on the jet symmetry plane for the coarse and super
coarse mesh.
instantaneous distribution
Figures 5.16a, 5.17c and 5.18e present the instantaneous hydrogen distribution, generated
with WMLES, in the jet symmetry plane for three different mesh resolutions. For the
medium mesh clear shedding events and highly corrugated hydrogen structures are
visible. With decreasing resolution the shedding events become less frequent and the
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overall breakdown of the hydrogen shear layers becomes less intense. The mesh with the
lowest resolution shows no shear layer breakdown anymore. The top shear layer shows
minor oscillations and the occasional large scale shedding event. Thus, with decreasing
resolution, structures formed by vortex shedding disappear and only diffusive unsteady
large scale motion remains.
In Figures 5.16b, 5.17d and 5.18f, the turbulence kinetic energy criterion is used
representatively to visualize mesh resolution effects. In the jet mixing region, for instance,
the resolution quality reduces from 90% for the medium mesh to 80% for the super coarse
mesh. This reduction does not reflect the drastic effect seen in the instantaneous hydrogen
distribution. Furthermore, regions where, due to bow shock unsteadiness and shedding
motions, the resolution criterion shows values of approximately 0.95 to 0.99 for the
medium mesh are implied to be perfectly resolved by the super coarse mesh according
to the same resolution criterion. This seems like a contradiction. However, the discussed
resolution criteria are based on fluctuations in flow variables, which are, as discussed
before, dampened out with decreased mesh resolution. Therefore, without bow shock
unsteadiness or shedding events, the flow field can not be under resolved, as no unsteady
flow features remain to be resolved. This explains as well the surprisingly weak effect
of the mesh resolution on the resolution criterion. Therefore, these resolution criteria
are most meaningful for regions where fully developed unsteady flow is present. It is
critical that the region of the flow where unsteadiness originates is adequately resolved,
otherwise the resolution criteria does not yield meaningful results in the downstream
flow. Here, the critical region is the initial shear layer between the jet and the crossflow,
which is seen to be well resolved for the medium mesh, slightly under-resolved for the
coarse mesh, and highly under-resolved for the super coarse mesh.
(a) Instantaneous hydrogen distribution
(WMLES) for the medium mesh.
(b) Average turbulence kinetic energy resolu-
tion criterion for the medium mesh.
(c) Instantaneous hydrogen distribution
(WMLES) for the coarse mesh.
(d) Average turbulence kinetic energy resolu-
tion criterion for the coarse mesh.
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(e) Instantaneous hydrogen distribution
(WMLES) for the super coarse mesh.
(f) Average turbulence kinetic energy resolu-
tion criterion for the super coarse mesh.
Figure 5.18 – Development of flow features and resolution criteria with mesh resolution.
5.4 summary
In this chapter temperature measurements for sonic hydrogen injection into hypersonic
air crossflow are compared with numerical data generated using WMLES and RANS.
This comparison, which serves as a validation case for further simulation, shows excellent
agreement between numerical and experimental data. The results presented clearly show
the advantage of WMLES over RANS for the simulation of a jet in supersonic crossflow.
The overall qualitative distributions are very similar, but quantitatively large discrepan-
cies arise where unsteady effects dominate the flow physics. RANS is not capable of
capturing vortex shedding, which affects the temperature distribution in the separation
zone and the mixing region. Furthermore, the mixing process is largely under-predicted
resulting in low mixing efficiencies, at least for the computational modeling used in this
study. These results indicate that WMLES is necessary to correctly predict the initial
mixing processes in scramjets.
Furthermore, two resolution criteria, turbulence kinetic energy and Reynolds shear
stress criterion, are investigated with regard to their applicability to hypersonic WMLES.
Both criteria provide a good measure for the solution quality, but fail, however, to identify
under resolved turbulence development, such as shear layer breakdown during the
injection process. This limitation is expected as the used resolution criteria require that all
dynamically important scales are resolved. Therefore, the use of instantaneous solutions
is necessary to evaluate the accuracy of the turbulence development and flow structure
breakdown process.
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6
The sixth chapter; in which mixing effects in the scramjet engine are analyzed, with particular
focus on the dominant physics that cause significant mixing enhancement due to inlet injection.
The publication from [66] is incorporated here.
6.1 introduction
This chapter analyses in detail the mixing effects occurring in the inlet injected scramjets.
The focus of this chapter lies on the mixing enhancement process due to inlet injection.
Identifying dominant flow physics responsible for the increase in mixing rate will be seen
to add significant value to the application of inlet injection in future scramjet designs.
This analysis is performed in Section 6.3. In the subsequent sections the overall mixing
process is analyzed using mixing, reaction and combustion efficiencies. Furthermore,
understanding the influence of unsteady effects and symmetry conditions on the solutions
is of importance, when assessing modeling limitations. Lastly, the effect of secondary
vortical structures, which mostly occur near the sidewall, is investigated to assess their
impact on the mixing process. The chapter is concluded with a summary and a brief
recommendation for inlet injector location.
6.2 methodology
The main purpose of this chapter is to identify dominating flow physics that control the
mixing process. Using the final scramjet simulation for analysis holds several challenges.
Firstly, the flow field is non-symmetric and distorted due to spanwise gradients. Secondly,
the effect of sidewall flow features is unknown. And lastly, trying to identify flow features
in a complex flow field is challenging, when it is unclear what to look for. Therefore,
using geometries in which the flow field exhibits less complex flow structures is ideal to
gain a basic understanding of the root flow physics. The gained knowledge from these
additional domains can then be applied to the complex flow field of the final scramjet
simulation.
Here, three additional geometries are chosen to support the analyses; the 3D-one-
Injector simulation, the 3D-double-Injector simulation and an axisymmetric scramjet
simulation performed by Peterson [172]. The subsequent two sections, briefly introduce
these three additional geometries and describe their numerical setup.
6.2.1 Addional Geometries used for Analysis
For the chosen geometries no sidewall effects are present. Furthermore, interactions with
adjacent fuel plumes are limited by imposing symmetry conditions left and right of the
injector (3D-one-Injector domain) or by large spacings between injectors (axisymmetric
scramjet). The 3D-double-Injector domain shows intentionally fuel plume interferences
to assess the effect of imposing symmetry conditions.
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The first geometry, 3D-one-Injector domain, represents a simplified version of the final
scramjet model and is described in detail in Section 4.3.3. It includes a single injector that
is located on the inlet compression ramp, which transitions into the combustor approxi-
mately 54mm downstream of the injector port. This domain is 10mm wide, where the
spanwise boundaries are defined as slip walls, and where the injector is located on the
domain center line. The second geometry is constructed by merging two 3D-one-Injector
domains, where more details can be found in Section 4.3.3. The third geometry is based
on a scramjet experiment conducted by Boyce et al.[21], which is a scaled version of
the SCRAMSPACE flight experiment. The engine is axisymmetric with a combustor
entrance diameter of 235.5mm. The inlet consists of three converging conical ramps,
which are angled 5.73◦, 9.08◦ and 12.35◦ to the freestream, respectively, followed by a
smooth transition through an expansion corner to a 110.3mm diameter 785mm length
cylindrical combustion chamber. The computational domain of the scramjet extends from
−138.2mm, which is roughly 20 jet diameters upstream of the injector port, to 390mm
downstream of the entrance of the combustor. The domain contains approximately half
of the total length of the combustor. To further reduce the computational cost only a
60◦ wedge, which contains a single 2mm diameter porthole, of the entire circular cross-
section is simulated. More information is given by Peterson et al. [172].
Figure 6.1 – Flow field visualization of WMLES in the symmetry plane of the 3D-one-
Injector geometry (a) and the second geometry investigated by Peterson et al. [172] (b).
The instantaneous hydrogen mole fraction is displayed in color, where the contours
are cut off below 0.01. The background contour represents a shadow graph image to
visualize flow structures.
To grow familiar with the additional geometries, Figure 6.1 displays a vertical cut
through the computational domain of the first and third geometry, intersecting the center
of the injector. The colored contours represent instantaneous hydrogen mole fractions,
where the gray contours show an instantaneous shadowgraph image to visualize flow
structures. It becomes apparent that although the geometries differ, similar flow features,
such as fuel plume distribution, shock structures and shock fuel-plume interactions,
evolve.
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6.2.2 Numerical Setup for Additional Simulations
The first two geometries are simulated with the 7-species Evans-Schexnayder finite rate
chemistry model [57], where hydrogen with an equivalence ratio of 1.65 is injected into
air inflow. The simulation shows, however, no significant heat release due to the truncated
combustor length. The third geometry is simulated as non-reactive, with nitrogen inflow
and hydrogen injection. The equivalence ratio, assuming nitrogen is replaced by dry air,
is roughly 0.5 . Symmetry and periodic boundary conditions are applied to the sides of
the first two domains and the third domain, respectively. Since all simulations are related
to shock-tunnel testing, a no-slip wall boundary condition with a constant temperature
of 293K is applied to the walls.
The numerical domains are discretized with a grid that consists entirely of hexahedral
cells. The spatial resolution of the flow domains is based on resolution criteria discussed
in Section 5.3. Furthermore, cell densities correlate with previously conducted numerical
investigations, shown in Chapter 5 and by Peterson et al. [170, 172–174]. To resolve the
boundary layers accurately the mesh is clustered toward the wall to achieve y+ < 1. The
first, second and third computational domain contain 26.3, 52.6 and 87.3 million cells,
respectively. A temporal time step of ∆t = 5ns, for the first two domains, and of 10ns
for the third domain is chosen, which are based on the characteristic time scale near the
developing injector shear layer. More information regarding the numerical setup for the
3D-one-Injector, the 3D-double-Injector and the axisymmetric scramjet can be found in
Section 4.3.3 and Peterson et al. [172].
The following analyses use results generated from statistically time averaged WMLES,
where the statistical average represents approximately 410, 477 and 480 flow through
times based on the injector diameter and the freestream velocity for the first, second and
third simulation, respectively.
6.3 mixing process with inlet injection
As stated in Section 2.2.2 inlet injection has been shown to be beneficial for the mix-
ing process in Scramjet engines. However, the physical processes behind the mixing
enhancement are often commented on vaguely or misleading explanations are provided.
Therefore, scramjet related simulations are used to analyze the dominant flow physics
responsible for enhanced mixing. To gain a better understanding of the flow physics,
initially the inlet injection process is investigated for a simplified geometry and a scramjet
geometry where the mixing process is decoupled from side-wall effects and other injector
interaction effects. These geometries are described in Section 6.2.1. After describing and
analyzing the inlet injection flow physics, see Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.3, the inlet injection
process is investigated for the current scramjet geometry, where interferences with other
flow structures increase the complexity of the mixing process significantly.
6.3.1 Description of the Mixing Process and its Effects
This section investigates the fuel distribution in both domains and identifies the dominant
flow features that occur during the mixing process. Figure 6.1 shows the hydrogen mole
fraction superimposed on numerical shadow graph contours for both geometries. It
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becomes apparent that, although both domains are based on different designs, the flow
features are very similar. Furthermore, the time average of the fuel plume and the shock
structures are symmetrical as shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Thus, the inlet injection
process is decoupled from flow features that cause asymmetric effects, which decreases
the complexity of the analysis as intended.
Figure 6.2 – Time-averaged WMLES results for the 3D-one-Injector model: a) Three-
dimensional visualization of vorticity in x-direction (left), H2 mole fraction (right) and
volume ribbons within the domain; (b) Mixing efficiency in streamwise direction (x).
In the inlet, the flow has the typical structure resulting from porthole injection into
supersonic crossflow, with one streamwise counter-rotating vortex pair dominating the
fuel-air mixing process. The vortical motion is visualized by the left hand side contour
plot in Figure 6.2(a) and Figure 6.3(a). However, at the entrance of the combustor, a pair
of large-scale counter-rotating vortices with the opposite sense of those generated in the
inlet is formed. These reverse the direction of the fuel-plume roll-up, with the center of
the fuel-plume being pushed towards the lower combustor wall, while the sides are swept
away from the jet center-line and upwards towards the upper combustor wall/scramjet
center line. The changing vortical motion of the fuel-air/N2 mixture is well visualized by
the volume ribbons displayed in Figure 6.2(a) and Figure 6.3 (a).
To quantify the effect of these flow features, the mixing efficiency ηmix(x) is evaluated
for planes of constant x throughout both domains using the equations defined in Section
4.5.3. It should be noted that as the simulation for the axisymmetric scramjet involves
hydrogen injection into nitrogen, the mixing efficiency is calculated by assuming that
nitrogen is replaced by dry air.
Figure 6.2 (b) displays the mixing efficiency of the 3D-one-Injector domain. After an
initial increase of mixing efficiency due to the hydrogen injection process the mixing
rate, ∂ηmix∂x , drops off and approaches 0.55m
−1. At the combustor entrance the mixing
efficiency increases rapidly, which is caused by a separation located downstream of the
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Figure 6.3 – Time-averaged WMLES results for the axisymmetric scramjet model: a) Three-
dimensional visualization of vorticity in x-direction (left), H2 mole fraction (right)
and volume ribbons within the scramjet engine; (b) Mixing efficiency in streamwise
direction (x).
lower expansion corner, but the mixing rate reverts almost back to its previous state.
Not until the compression shockwave, which originates from the cowl, interacts with the
fuel plume, does the mixing efficiency and rate increase drastically. A similar mixing
behavior is shown in Figure 6.3 (b). The initial mixing rate is is larger compared to the
one in the first geometry with ∂ηmix∂x ≃ 0.7m−1, since the upstream boundary layer is
turbulent, which enhances the jet breakdown and thus enhances mixing. After the leading
edge shock and the bow shock, generated by the injection process, interact with the fuel
plume the mixing efficiency and rate increase significantly as well. The rate of mixing
reaches values of up to 4.5m−1 and 2m−1 for geometry one and two, respectively, which
translates in mixing enhancement of factors between 2.5 and 8. The first domain shows
a higher mixing rate due to a narrower fuel injector spacing and due to the symmetry
condition, which is imposed on the sidewalls. Nevertheless, a significant increase in
mixing rate downstream of the combustor entrance is noticeable, which explains the
observation of improved mixing, made by Gardner et al. [63].
With the detailed description of flow phenomena provided here, the commonly used
explanation for mixing enhancement due to inlet fueling can be re-evaluated. Usually, it
is simply implied that the mixing occurs upstream of the combustor [188] or that inlet
injection increases the mixing length of fuel and air [220]. These statements are absolutely
correct, but do not represent the physical processes behind the mixing enhancement
correctly. As shown in Figures 6.2(a) and 6.3(a) the mixing efficiency approaches a con-
stant slope after an initial increase due to the injection process. For both geometries the
mixing efficiency at the entrance of the combustor shows values between 7.4% and 13%,
which in relative terms does not explain the noticeable increase in mixing implied by
Gardner’s [63] work. Even for extended inlet lengths a strong increase in mixing can
not be expected considering the low mixing rate downstream of the injection process.
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Therefore, other physical processes are dominating the mixing process, which cause the
significant increase in mixing and thus in scramjet performance.
The flow physics associated with inlet injection have not been investigated thoroughly
to date and are therefore analyzed in this thesis. Understanding the driving forces
behind this mixing process will improve the design and possibly the efficiency of future
scramjet designs. Peterson et al. [172] describes the changes in mixing efficiency for the
inlet injection process in the axisymmetric scramjet engine and attributes these changes
to shock wave interaction, without following up in detail on the governing physical
processes. In this thesis it is postulated that the increased mixing performance is caused
by the interactions between the fuel plume and other flow features, not only shock waves,
which are present in the inlet and combustor region. Hence, the subsequent section
provides the theoretical basis for the flow feature analyses performed in Sections 6.3.3
and 6.3.5.
6.3.2 Vorticity Transport around Fuel Plume Shock Wave Interactions
The mixing effects observed in the previous section showed that the reverse roll-up
process of the fuel plume is a dominant feature, which has a strong effect on the mixing
characteristics. Therefore, to understand the physical process causing this roll-up the
vorticity transport equation is used to identify the dominating flow features. By taking
the curl of the unsteady, compressible, viscous momentum equations [5], neglecting
external forces, the vorticity transport equations can be written as follows
D~Ω
Dt︸︷︷︸
I
=
∂~Ω
∂t︸︷︷︸
II
+
(
~v · ~∇
)
~Ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
III
=
(
~Ω · ~∇
)
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IV
− ~Ω
(
~∇ ·~v
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
V
+
1
ρ2
~∇ρ× ~∇p︸ ︷︷ ︸
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+ ~∇×
(
~∇ ·τ
)
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VII
, (6.1)
where ~Ω represents the vorticity vector, ~v the velocity vector, τ the deviatoric stress tensor,
t the time, ρ the density and p the static pressure. The individual components of the
vorticity transport equation are analyzed separately to identify the dominant effects
responsible for the vorticity generation during the mixing process.
i Material derivative of the vorticity.
ii Unsteady vorticity term.
iii Vorticity convection term.
iv The vorticity deformation term caused by velocity gradient, which induces vortex
stretching in the tensor diagonal and vortex tilting in the off-diagonal tensor
elements.
v The vorticity compression term, which causes the vorticity to be amplified with
compression and weakened with expansion.
vi The baroclinic production term produces vorticity when the density and pressure
gradient are misaligned.
vii The diffusion term, which has for high Reynolds number flows only a weak
influence on the vorticity of large scale structures and is therefore neglected from
further analysis.
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As concluded in the last section, the interaction between vortices and flow features,
such as shocks, is suspected to have an influence on the vorticity distribution. Therefore,
a theoretical study of such an interaction is shown here to increase the understanding and
thus to identify such phenomena in forthcoming analyses. Figure 6.4 shows the schematic
of a shock-wave fuel plume interaction. The initial fuel plume has a cylindrical shape,
containing a light gas,1 e.g. hydrogen, which causes the density at the fuel core to be lower
than the ambient density. When an oblique shock wave interacts with the fuel plume,
vorticity is deposited onto the density interface due to a misalignment of the density
and pressure gradient, causing the fuel plume to roll up and distort its distribution.
This interaction has already been extensively investigated analytically, numerically and
experimentally [128, 148, 234], in particular with regard to hypermixers [64, 87, 126].
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Figure 6.4 – Shock-wave fuel plume interaction displayed with an isometric view (a) and
a planar view in the shock reference frame (b).
To get a basic understanding of vorticity development for this type of interaction the
vorticity transport equation is analyzed in a simplified form, as shown by Houwing et al.
[87]. For this analytical study it is assumed that the baroclinic source term dominates the
vorticity transport, hence neglecting all other source terms in Equation 6.1, which leads
to
D~Ω
Dt
=
1
ρ2
~∇ρ× ~∇p . (6.2)
Writing Equation 6.2 in Cartesian coordinates corresponding to the shock reference frame,
denoted with the superscript S, which is composed of the shock normal vector ~n and
two tangential vectors, ~t1 and ~t2, spanning the shock surface, leads to
D~ΩS
Dt
=

DΩSn
Dt
DΩSt1
Dt
DΩSt2
Dt
 = 1ρ2 ∂p∂n
 0∂ρ∂t2
- ∂ρ∂t1
 , (6.3)
since the pressure gradient aligns with the shock surface normal vector, causing ∂p∂t1 =
∂p
∂t2
= 0. Equation 6.3 shows that vorticity is only generated in the tangential directions,
not in the shock normal direction, which agrees with Houwing et al. [87]. Ultimately,
the vorticity deposited along the circumference of the fuel plume boundary with regard
1 Light gas refers to a gas that has a lower molecular weight than its surrounding gas, here H2 (fuel plume) is
lighter than air.
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to the global reference system is of interest, in particular the streamwise vorticity Ωx
to which the dominant flow mixing features, seen in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, are attributed.
Therefore, the vorticity is transformed from the shock reference frame into the global one
through
Ωx = Ω
S
t1
(
~ex · ~t1
)
=
1
ρ2
∂p
∂n
∂ρ
∂t2
(
~ex · ~t1
)
, (6.4)
for ~ex being the unit vector in the streamwise direction and ~t2 aligning with the spanwise
unit vector ~ez. As discussed by Houwing et al. [87], an oblique shock wave moving into
the positive y-direction interacting with the fuel plume deposits positive and negative
amounts of streamwise vorticity on the right and left hand side of the fuel plume,
respectively, generating a counter rotating vortex pair, which causes the fuel plume roll-
up. For further discussions only the right hand side of the fuel plume will be analyzed,
since the idealized interaction is a symmetric problem. Hence, for a light gas the tangential
density gradient ∂ρ∂t2 > 0, which causes the sign of the vorticity deposition to depend
merely on the shock direction ~t1 and the pressure gradient
∂p
∂n . Thus far, only shocks
have been considered, however, the theoretical derivation holds for expansion waves as
well, when approximating the expansion fan by one single expansion discontinuity. Table
6.1 presents a matrix of possible signs of vorticity deposition on the right hand side of the
fuel plume, assuming the fuel plume velocity vector aligns with the positive streamwise
unit vector ~ex.
Table 6.1 – Sign of vorticity deposition on right hand side fuel plume depending on the
discontinuity’s direction of travel and the orientation of the pressure gradient across
the discontinuity.
discont.
direction
pressure
gradient Shock∂p
∂n > 0
Expansion
∂p
∂n < 0
+y direction(
~ex · ~t1
)
> 0
+ −
−y direction(
~ex · ~t1
)
< 0
− +
As previously shown, for a shock wave moving in the positive y-direction, the vorticity
deposition around the fuel plume is positive, as shown in table 6.1. An expansion fan
with the same directionality induces, however, vorticity with a negative sign, still causing
counter rotating vortex pairs, which roll up the fuel plume, but in the opposite direction
as for the shock wave. Changing the directionality of the discontinuity, changes the
sign of the vorticity deposition as well. These effects are important to keep in mind
since several of those interactions are observable in a scramjet engine. Furthermore, the
vorticity increase due to baroclinic torque effects is influence by
1. the density gradient between the fuel plume and the surrounding gas,
2. the angle between the density and pressure gradient, which for this analytical case
causes maximal vorticity deposition in the streamwise direction at the sides of the
fuel plume and minimal at its top and bottom,
3. the pressure gradient across the discontinuity, shock wave or expansion fan, and
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4. the angle between the fuel plume center line and the discontinuity surface.
The latter two factors are somewhat opposing each other. With decreasing angle between
the fuel plume and the discontinuity the fraction of streamwise to tangentially generated
vorticity increases, but for shallower angles of the discontinuity its strength and hence its
pressure gradient decreases. Nevertheless, the most streamwise vorticity is induced onto
the fuel plume when strong pressure and density gradients prevail at the discontinuity
and density interface, respectively, and for a fuel plume shape that is narrow in the
t2-direction and stretched in the t1-direction.
6.3.3 Preliminary Analysis of the Mixing Motion
This section describes and explains the dominating processes that result in the mixing
enhancement seen for inlet injection. As mentioned before, the investigation uses initially
geometries, where inlet mixing effects are decoupled from other asymmetric effects
present in more complex flow fields, such as the final scramjet simulation, which is
discussed in the subsequent section. At first, the flow physics present in the 3D-one-
Injector domain are analyzed. Afterwards, the flow features in the axisymmetric scramjet
simulation performed by Peterson et al. [172] are investigated.
3d-one-injector
The vorticity distribution in this domain that causes the reverse fuel plume roll-up is
initiated by baroclinic deposition onto the plume interface as well as vortex tilting within
the separation zone, which is located at the expansion corner where the inlet compression
ramp transitions into the combustor. Figure 6.5 plots Mach number contours and stream-
traces at three spanwise locations to provide an overview of the flow field and its features.
The spanwise slices are located at the injector symmetry plane (jet center plane)
z = 0mm (Figure 6.5(a)), the off-symmetry plane (slip wall) z = 5mm (Figure 6.5(c))
and at an intermediate plane z = 2.5mm (Figure 6.5(b)). The field of view covers
the streamwise region between the injector port and the beginning of the combustor
x = 0.23m. Distinct flow features, such as the bow shock, that result from the injection
process are clearly visible through the Mach number contours in all spanwise planes.
Their strength decreases, however, noticeably with streamwise distance. Furthermore, a
large separation zone at the expansion corner can be identified from the contour plots.
At its maximum size it covers 40% of the combustor height, which is considerably large.
For this flow condition the cowl and bow shock merge with each other causing a strong
shock boundary layer interaction, which due to the restricted spanwise domain size,
z = ±5mm, can not be attenuated, thus causing a large separation zone. In the symmetry
and off-symmetry plane, shock structures merge due to the symmetric nature of the flow
field causing stronger pressure gradients, which explains the varying separation size
with spanwise distance. In the jet center plane the separation is largest. With increasing
spanwise distance its size decreases to approximately 19% of the combustor height,
but towards the slip wall it increases again to a similar size as on the jet center plane.
The three-dimensionality of the separation zone plays an important role in the vorticity
transport, as will be shown shortly.
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Figure 6.5 – Mach number distribution with superimposed streamlines along slices
through the 3D-one-Injector domain. The planes are located at (a) z = 0mm, (b)
2.5mm and (c) 5mm, where their normals are aligned with the spanwise axis z.
To identify the dominant vorticity transport mechanisms, several variables, relevant for
vorticity transport, are plotted at different streamwise locations onto cross flow planes,
whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, shown in Figures 6.6 though 6.11.
Pressure and equivalence ratios, plotted in the first two frames of each figure, are used to
visualize flow structure interactions as well as the cause for baroclinic and compression
effects. The third frame shows the streamwise vorticity, which ultimately causes the
reverse roll-up. In the last three frames the streamwise components of the deformation
(IV), compression (V) and baroclinic (VI) terms in the vorticity equation, are plotted. The
solid line within all six frames represents an estimate of the fuel plume boundary.
Figure 6.6 shows the cross plane distribution at x = 0.162m. This Figure represents
the case of an undisturbed fuel plume that has been injected into hypersonic crossflow.
Typical flow features, such as the counter rotating vortex pair with an approximate
vorticity magnitude of Ωx = 4 · 105 s−1 and the horseshoe vortex are visible. Due to
the restrictive domain size, limited spanwise spreading of the fuel plume is noticeable.
The three vorticity source terms IV , V and VI indicate negligible change to the vorticity.
However, it should be noted that the cowl shock wave, generated further upstream, is
traveling downwards in the −y direction towards the fuel plume. As a reminder, hydro-
gen is injected into air crossflow, which means that the density gradient perpendicular to
the plume interface is pointing outwards, as discussed in the previous section.
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Figure 6.6 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the 3D-one-Injector domain at x = 0.162m. Shown are distributions of pressure p,
equivalence ratio φ, streamwise vorticity Ωx and streamwise components IV , V and
VI of the vorticity transport equation. The solid line represents an estimate of the fuel
plume boundary.
Figure 6.7 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the 3D-one-Injector domain at x = 0.170m. Shown are distributions of pressure p,
equivalence ratio φ, streamwise vorticity Ωx and components IV , V and VI of the
vorticity transport equation. The solid line represents an estimate of the fuel plume
boundary.
Eight millimeters further downstream the contours have not changed significantly.
There are however, a few subtle changes noticeable. The pressure contours in Figure 6.7
show that the cowl shock is now closer to the fuel plume and merges with the second
refection of the injector bow shock. Furthermore, a weak compression wave originating
from the inlet wall, caused by the onset of separation, starts traveling through the fuel
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plume. This enhances the vorticity magnitude as indicated by the compression term.
The baroclinic term deposits small amounts of vorticity on the density interface as well.
The more relevant effect, however, is the vorticity deposition below the counter rotating
vortex pair, which is induced by the deformation term. The sign of the deposited vorticity
is opposite of that of the vortex pair. The cause of this deposition is seen if Figure 6.9 and
described in the next paragraph.
Figure 6.8 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the 3D-one-Injector domain at x = 0.178m. Shown are distributions of pressure p,
equivalence ratio φ, streamwise vorticity Ωx and components IV , V and VI of the
vorticity transport equation. The solid line represents an estimate of the fuel plume
boundary.
Again, eight millimeters further downstream, Figure 6.8 shows significant changes to
the previous distributions. The cowl and bow shock have completely merged at the jet
center plane and interact with the density interface pushing it downwards towards the
lower combustor wall, although its deformation is yet marginal. The location of this cross
plane coincides with the maximum height of the separation zone on the jet center plane.
Furthermore, the compression effect from the separation zone itself is clearly noticeable
as the compression wave has moved further upwards and intersects with the cowl shock.
Hence, the compression from both sides enhances the vorticity magnitudes in two regions.
Firstly, the positive streamwise vorticity carried by the right hand side counter rotating
fuel plume vortex is enhanced. Secondly, a vortex with a negative streamwise vorticity
on the right hand side is enhanced as well. This vortex is caused by two effects. The
baroclinic torque of the cowl shock causes a negative streamwise vorticity deposition
along the right hand side of the interface as discussed in Section 6.3.2. The weaker
separation zone compression wave deposits positive vorticity in this region as well, as
indicated by the baroclinic source term, but the strength of the cowl shock dominates the
deposition process. The second effect causing negative streamwise vorticity deposition
on the right hand side is linked to vortex tilting induced by the three-dimensionality
of the separation zone. The resulting effect of the vortex deformation, here tilting, are
illustrated by the contour plot of the deformation source term. Two areas of strong
negative streamwise vorticity production on the right hand side are shown, one near the
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upper density interface and one near the vertical center of the fuel plume. The physical
process behind these deformation effects is illustrated in Figure 6.9.
Figure 6.9 – Three-dimensional visualization of vortical structures associated with the
separation zone at the expansion corner. Half of the 3D-one-Injector domain is shown,
where the injector symmetry plane is colored with the divergence of velocity. The
yellow surface represents an approximation of the separation zone. The green volume
rods represent vortex tubes and the pink volume ribbon a stream line.
Figure 6.9 provides a three-dimensional view into the flow domain. Only half of the
domain is shown due to the symmetric nature of the flow field. On the jet center plane
the divergence of velocity is plotted to visualize important flow structures. Parts of the
leading edge shock are visible on the upper left hand corner as well as the bow shock and
its first reflection. At the combustor entrance the separation zone is shown, represented
by the yellow iso-surface. Here, a constant Mach number surface for M = 0.9 is used
to approximate the three-dimensional shape of the separation. The separation sizes has
a strong influence on the flow field as seen from the intensity of the reflected shock
structures and from the highly three-dimensional flow effects it induces. As mentioned
before, the separation is largest in the jet center plane and on the slip wall, and the
smallest in between. Thus flow passing through the middle of the separation experiences
a strong shear effect in the spanwise direction, with a positive y-vorticity component.
Furthermore, the high speed flow over the top of the separation induces strong negative
spanwise vorticity. The interaction of both components with each other induces a tilting
motion of the vorticity vector causing the generation of negative streamwise vorticity.
The pink volume ribbon shows how flow entering the separation in the middle is
swept towards the jet center plane, which indicates the tilting of the spanwise vorticity
component. The streamwise vorticity produced due to the tilting motion of the spanwise
vorticity component prevails over the tilting motion induced by the spanwise vorticity
onto the vertical vorticity.
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Further downstream, the streamline reattaches at the lower combustor wall, but is
being swept across to the slip wall due to the spanwise velocity component induced
by the reverse fuel plume roll-up. Depending on the exact flow path the flow then
re-enters the separation zone and is ejected further away from the wall or, not shown
here, ejected right away. This flow behavior explains the streamline distribution in Figure
6.5(c). The streamlines of the separation zone on the slip wall can not re-attach, because
mass is pushed from the jet center towards the slip wall. This effects increases the mixing
noticeably, since streamlines that move over the separation zone interact with spiraling
streamlines being ejected from the separation and hence cause mixing.
The second effect that causes negative streamwise vorticity production is caused again
by vortex tilting at the top shear layer of the separation zone. The green vortex tubes
shown in Figure 6.9 clearly show how the vortex tubes are being tilted backwards,
depositing again negative streamwise vorticity. This is caused as well by the shear in
the spanwise direction, which is caused by the three-dimensionality of the separation.
Furthermore, downstream of the highest point of the separation accelerating flow along
the top fuel plume layer causes the streamwise vortex to stretch, which enhance the
vorticity as well.
Figure 6.10 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the 3D-one-Injector domain at x = 0.186m. Shown are distributions of pressure p,
equivalence ratio φ, streamwise vorticity Ωx and components IV , V and VI of the
vorticity transport equation. The solid line represents an estimate of the fuel plume
boundary.
Comparing the streamwise vorticity distribution shows how dominant the deposited
vorticity effects are. In Figure 6.10, which is again just eight millimeters downstream
of the last slice, the roll-up direction of the fuel plume has been completely reversed.
The top of the fuel plume starts to kink in as the roll-up process becomes stronger and
the fuel being pushed further towards the wall. The remaining features visible in the
vorticity source terms are mainly caused by vortex stretching and compression effects
that are induced by shock reflections. Their effect is, however, weak and does not induce
significant changes anymore.
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Figure 6.11 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the 3D-one-Injector domain at x = 0.194m. Shown are distributions of pressure p,
equivalence ratio φ, streamwise vorticity Ωx and components IV , V and VI of the
vorticity transport equation. The solid line represents an estimate of the fuel plume
boundary.
When moving further downstream the shock structures move upwards towards the
upper combustor wall, while the fuel plume is rolling up in th opposite direction. As
seen in Figure 6.11 the vorticity source terms are becoming insignificantly small, merely
the ongoing acceleration of the flow causes a stretching of the streamwise vorticity. No
further slices need to be analyzed here, since the effects regarding the reversed roll-up
effect have been analyzed. Figure 6.2, presented earlier, shows that the reverse roll-up
causes the fuel plume to split up into two parts. The fuel is being swept upwards along
the slip wall towards the upper combustor wall. This strong upward motion is however,
artificially enhanced by the fact that a symmetry condition is used. Later, in Section 6.4.3,
the effect of the symmetry plane is investigated closer.
axisymmetric scramjet
The axisymmetric scramjet is analyzed in the same manner as the 3D-one-injector. To
begin with it should be noted that no noticeable separation zone forms at the expansion
corner for the axisymmetric scramjet. Nevertheless, strong roll-up effects are visible and
enhance the mixing process. It will be shown that flow structures, such as shock and
expansion waves, cause the reverse fuel plume roll-up. Therefore, Figure 6.12 visualizes
these flow structures by plotting the divergence of velocity distribution. With the solid
black line representing an approximation of the fuel plume boundary, the interaction
with shock and expansion waves is clearly visible. Initially the fuel plume is compressed
by the injection re-compression shock and the third ramp shock at x = −0.062m. Further
downstream the plume passes through an expansion fan originating from the expansion
corner. Subsequently, it moves towards the scramjet symmetry line until the leading edge
shock, bow shock and re-compression reflection interact with it, compress it and push it
towards the combustor wall.
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Figure 6.12 – Divergence of velocity distribution on the axisymmetic scramjet symmetry
plane. The solid line represents the stochometric hydrogen mass fraction, assuming
that nitrogen is replaced by dry air
As for the previous analysis, five crossflow slices through the domain are used to
investigated the dominant processes causing the reversed roll-up. The same variables as
before are used for the investigation, where 5 slices, shown in Figures 6.13 through 6.17,
distributed along the inlet compression ramp and combustor wall are used.
Figure 6.13 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the axisymmetric scramjet domain at x = −0.03m. Shown are distributions of pressure
p, equivalence ratio φ, streamwise vorticity Ωx and streamwise components IV , V
and VI of the vorticity transport equation. The solid line represents an estimate of the
fuel plume boundary.
Figure 6.13 shows the state of the fuel plume approximately 70mm downstream of
the injector port. In the first frame the pressure contours show the upwards moving
bow shock and the downwards moving leading edge shock. The fuel plume itself has
approximately a round shape, which encloses the counter rotating vortex pair. The vortic-
ity source terms IV , V and VI show merely a weak vorticity deposition process that is
caused by the compression through the re-compression shock and the third ramp shock.
Weak baroclinic and compression effects enhance the vorticity already present in the
flow. Weak effects from vortex tilting are noticeable as well, which are caused by the
re-orientation of the fuel plume due to the shock structures.
Compared to the previous analysis, flow effects occur on much larger scales due to
the more widespread flow features and a larger domain size. Therefore, moving 50mm
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Figure 6.14 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the axisymmetric scramjet domain at x = 0.02m. Shown are distributions of pressure
p, equivalence ratio φ, streamwise vorticity Ωx and streamwise components IV , V
and VI of the vorticity transport equation. The solid line represents an estimate of the
fuel plume boundary.
downstream past the expansion corner shows a lifting and stretching motion of the
fuel plume, as depicted in Figure 6.14. The streamwise vorticity is till positive on the
right hand side of the plume. However, negative vorticity deposition due to baroclinic
effects is visible on the right hand side of the fuel plume. As discussed in Section 6.3.2
this is caused by an expansion moving in the positive y-direction. Weak negative vor-
ticity deposition from the compression term, which is caused by the expansion of the
flow, is noticeable on the right hand side as well. Vortex deformation effects are negligible.
Figure 6.15 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the axisymmetric scramjet domain at x = 0.07m. Shown are distributions of pressure
p, equivalence ratio φ, streamwise vorticity Ωx and streamwise components IV , V
and VI of the vorticity transport equation. The solid line represents an estimate of the
fuel plume boundary.
However, the stretching of the fuel plume poses an ideal scenario for the vorticity
deposition, since the density gradient on the sides of the fuel plume and expansion/shock
pressure gradient are almost perpendicular to each other. Over the next 50mm negative
streamwise vorticity is deposited onto the right hand side of the plume causing its
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reversed roll-up. In Figure 6.15 the streamwise vorticity has changed signs compared to
the upstream slice. At this streamwise location the leading edge shock is about to interact
with the fuel plume, which causes further baroclinic vorticity deposition onto the sides
of the interface, further enhancing the reversed roll-up. Compressibility effects add to the
reversed vorticity generation as well.
Figure 6.16 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the axisymmetric scramjet domain at x = 0.12m. Shown are distributions of pressure
p, equivalence ratio φ, streamwise vorticity Ωx and streamwise components IV , V
and VI of the vorticity transport equation. The solid line represents an estimate of the
fuel plume boundary.
The next slice further downstream, see Figure 6.16, shows how the fuel plume is
compressed towards the combustor wall by the leading edge shock. The reversed roll-up
causes the fuel plume to kink in at the symmetry plane. Compression effects keep on
enhancing the vorticity, whereas weak baroclinic and deformation effects act merely on
the boundary layer near the off-symmetry planes.
Figure 6.17 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the axisymmetric scramjet domain at x = 0.17m. Shown are distributions of pressure
p, equivalence ratio φ, streamwise vorticity Ωx and streamwise components IV , V
and VI of the vorticity transport equation. The solid line represents an estimate of the
fuel plume boundary.
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In Figure 6.17 the reflection of the bow shock interacts with the fuel plume as well
compressing it even further and depositing more streamwise vorticity onto the fuel
plume enhancing the existing reverse roll-up motion. The fuel plume is almost split up
into two parts now and moves away from the symmetry plane. No further slices are
analyzed here, since the reversed roll-up process is complete and the proceeding motion
of the fuel plume can be seen in Figure 6.3.
6.3.4 Preliminary Summary of the Mixing Enhancement Process
The previous section analyzed in detail the flow physics responsible for the reversed
roll-up of the fuel plume. A summary of the dominant vorticity effects is provided here to
highlight distinct steps in the roll-up and mixing process. Figure 6.18 shows fours distinct
steps for the inlet injection mixing process. Initially schematic 6.18(a) shows the vortical
structure after the injection process. A dominant counter rotating vortex pair develops
after the injection process, where the sign of the right hand vortex is positive. This vortex
and the fuel plume are processed by several flow features when entering the combustor
as seen in schematic 6.18(b). Depending on the flow conditions expansion waves, shock
waves or separated regions can cause vorticity deposition. For maximal reverse roll-up
effects expansion fans, traveling from the bottom to the top, and shock waves, traveling
from the top to the bottom, should process the fuel plume. The streamwise vorticity
deposition due to such baroclinic torque effects is indicated in schematic 6.18(b) on the top
and bottom of the fuel plume with small vortex pairs rotation in the opposite direction
as the initial vortices. Vortex deformation effects can induce streamwise vorticity as well,
but their orientation and intensity is highly dependent on the specific flow condition.
Interestingly, from the axisymmetric scramjet simulation it is implied that a fuel plume
that is processed initially by an expansion develops a desirable shape, due to the plume
stretching, which allows for stronger baroclinic torque effects. The third step, shown in
schematic 6.18(c), indicates the reversal of the orientation of the initial counter rotating
vortex pair and the deformation of the fuel plume due to shocks structures pressing it to
the combustor wall. The induced vortices have basically stopped the initially dominant
counter rotation and effectively reversed it. The schematic shows two vortices to highlight
the fact that with this type of mixing process several flow features are interacting with
the fuel plume and thus several sources of vorticity deposition occur. As the fuel plum is
rolling up in the reverse direction and simultaneously being pressed to the combustor
wall a sweeping motion away from the jet symmetry plane is induced causing the fuel
plume to split up, as shown in schematic 6.18(d). Furthermore, the induced velocity of
the vortices combined with the subsequent shock reflection on the combustor wall lift
the fuel plume off the wall and cause it to roll up in an area extending to the midplane
between jets, thus entraining a much greater fraction of the air flow. Restrictive effects in
the spanwise direction, such as symmetry planes or adjacend fuel plumes can enhance
this effect even more.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.18 – Schematic of the four stages of the ideal mixing process for inlet
injection.
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To conclude this summary it should be emphasized that the enhanced mixing process
is mainly caused by the splitting of the fuel plume and the subsequent roll-up process
that extends much further in the spanwise direction. This can be clearly seen in Figures
6.2 and 6.3, as the mixing rate increases significantly after the fuel plume splits up and
the mixing process is shifted into a different spanwise region entraining more air into
the mixing zone. The revision of the roll-up process increases the mixing as well, due to
induced instabilities in the mixing layer, which enhance the breakup and thus the mixing
process. However, the shift of the mixing region and the fuel plume split up, which
effectively enlarges the mixing boundary, is responsible for the main mixing enhancement
effect. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to realize that the fuel roll-up process
has to be strongly reversed before the fuel is fully compressed onto the combustor wall.
Otherwise, the splitting of the fuel plume will not occur and strong mixing enhancement
can not be achieved by this mechanism.
6.3.5 Analysis of the Mixing Processes in the Full Scramjet
In this section the mixing process of the final scramjet engine is analyzed with regard
to mixing enhancement due to inlet injection. The analyses performed in the previous
sections form the basis for this investigation. Although highly three-dimensional and
asymmetric flow structures develop in this type of engine, initially the fuel jets do not
interact strongly with flow features related to the sidewall, as shown in Figure 4.20b.
Therefore, the characteristic flow features in the final scramjet engine are similar to the
ones in the 3D-one-Injector domain. Figure 6.19 displays the separation region in the
3D-scramjet engine with a yellow iso-surface of the Mach number M = 0.9. It visualizes,
as in Figure 6.9, the three-dimensionality of the separation zone, which extents the
furthest into the flow field at spanwise locations downstream of the injectors and between
injectors. Furthermore, mass that is entrained into the separation is swept in the positive
spanwise direction towards the side wall due to reduced pressures in the side wall region,
which explains the increased size of the separation zone in this region.
Figure 6.19 – Thee-dimensional visualization the flow separation in the 3D-scramjet
engine. The separated region, colored in yellow, is approximated with a constant
Mach number surface of M = 0.9. The fuel plume boundary is visualized with a gray,
transparent iso-surface of the stoichiometric equivalence ratio. The scramjet side-wall
has been removed and with it the low Mach number iso-surface that runs along it.
The scramjet symmetry plane is colored with the divergence of velocity.
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The plotted divergence of velocity onto the scramjet symmetry plane and the trans-
parent fuel plume boundary will aid the subsequent discussion of the mixing process.
Additionally, as for the analyses before, Figure 6.20 displays cross slices through the
3D-scramjet domain at 12mm intervals. Since the dominating flow physics behind the
reverse roll-up have been identified in the previous sections only pressure p, equivalence
ratio φ and streamwise vorticityΩx are used for this analysis. The first row of Figure 6.20
shows the flow field before major flow structure interactions occur. Two fuel plumes with
their counter rotating vortex pairs are visible. Their shapes are not identical since the right
fuel plumes is processed by fewer shock structures, due to it only having a neighboring
injector on one side, than the left one. Between the fuel plumes small secondary vortical
structures, originating from the horse shoe vortex are visible. The large scale horse shoe
vortex is displayed on the right hand side corner region, where it interacts with the
sidewall. More vortical structures, not relevant to this discussion, originating from the
side wall cowl interaction are shown in the top right hand corner. Furthermore, below
the right fuel plume counter rotating vortex pair, a secondary stretched vortex pair with
opposite signs is shown. This is a result of vortex deformation, here vortex tilting, caused
by the separation zone, as discussed in Section 6.3.3. As aforementioned, the shape of the
separation zone is highly three-dimensional and as indicated by the pressure contours in
Figure 6.20, starts interacting with the right fuel plume.
Moving 12mm downstream, the maximum height of the separation zone is almost
reached and the cowl shock starts interacting with the left fuel plume. The shock front
is, however, not straight over the spanwise distance, which is caused by the asymmetric
shock structure distribution in this half of the scramjet domain. The strongest bow shock
interactions are encountered in the scramjet symmetry plane, but with increasing span-
wise distance the number and strength of such interactions decreases. Nevertheless, the
shock structures interaction with the fuel plume induces the same behavior as discussed
in Section 6.3.3, just the onset and intensity depends on the spanwise location. Starting
with right fuel plume, a second counter rotating vortex pair with opposite signs as the
one in the plume center is located on top of the fuel plume, caused by the baroclinic
vorticity deposition. At the bottom of the plume several secondary vortical structures
are visible, which are mainly caused by vortex deformation within the separation zone,
where the strongest vortex with a negative spanwise vorticity is located in the left hand
corner. The right fuel plume just starts interacting with the cowl shock, however, the inner
counter rotating vortex pair is strongly deformed already. Vortex titling effects, caused
by the separation zone, are depositing streamwise vorticity with opposite signs into the
plume. The interaction between these vortices shows that the left hand side vortex still
prevails, but the right hand side vortex has almost disappeared.
At x = 0.194m, the left fuel plume is strongly compressed towards the lower combustor
wall. The combined effect of vortex deformation within the separation zone and baroclinic
torque have reversed the roll-up direction of the fuel plume. Three distinct new vortices
have formed. The vortex with a negative vorticity in the lower left corner is induced by
vortex tilting, which is strengthened by the imposed symmetry condition on the scramjet
symmetry plane. The other two vortices, which form the reversed counter rotating vortex
pair, are located further to the right. The right fuel plume is strongly deformed by the
asymmetric cowl shock compression. The counter rotation has effectively been reversed
by baroclinic torque effects acting on the top layer of the fuel plume and by vortex tilting
effects caused by the three-dimensionality of the separation zone. Again a secondary
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Figure 6.20 – Cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through the
3D-scramjet domain that are located at streamwise positions x = 0.170m, 0.182m,
0.194m, 0.206m, 0.218m, 0.230m and 0.242m . Shown are distributions of pressure p,
equivalence ratio φ and streamwise vorticity Ωx. The solid line represents an estimate
of the fuel plume boundary.
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vortex with a negative streamwise magnitude forms left of the reversed counter rotating
vortex pair. The initial spanwise shear layer on the combustor wall is enhanced by the
reversed roll-up and then lifted off the wall due to mass pushing from the symme-
try plane to the side wall, causing the secondary vortex. A vortex layer with positive
streamwise vorticity attached to the side wall moves towards the lower combustor wall.
Simultaneously, a weak vortex with a positive streamwise vorticity magnitude develops
on the lower combustor wall due to mass being pushed towards the side wall causing a
roll up when encountering the sidewall.
At the next streamwise location, x = 0.206m, all fuel plumes are fully compressed and
squashed against the lower combustor wall. The remains of the left fuel plume are being
separated as the reversed counter rotating vortex pair starts to separate. A similar trend
is noticeable for the remains of the right fuel plume. Furthermore, the side wall vortex
layer and the vortex that moves along the lower combustor wall towards the side wall,
are interacting with each other. Additionally, it should be noted that the compression
through shock structures is completed and their reflections move upwards towards the
upper combustor wall.
At x = 0.218m, each of the fuel plumes start to noticeably separate into two distinct
streams, which causes the remaining vortices to interact with each other. The two vortices
on the left are now positioned next to each other, forming a counter rotating vortex
pair. In the middle of the domain, the two vortices with a negative streamwise vorticity
magnitude start merging. And both positively rotating streamwise vortices at the corner
region of the side wall start merging as well. Furthermore, in the lower side wall corner
region increased pressures are noticeable, which is caused by the combustion process
originating from there.
In the next streamwise slice, x = 0.230m, the two counter rotating vortices on the left
form a new vortex pair, as do the vortices in the middle. The merged sidewall vortex
pushes away from the side wall forming a counter rotating vortex pair with the negatively
rotating vortex on the right. Effectively, three new counter rotating vortex pairs have
formed. Further downstream, all three vortex pairs lift off the lower combustor wall and
significantly increase the mixing process as indicated by the strong blurring effect of the
equivalence ratio contours.
In summary, the orientation of the two vortex pairs that drive the fuel plume evolu-
tion, which are initially caused by the injection process, is reversed when entering the
combustor due to the generation of new vortex pairs by a combination of baroclinic and
vortex deformation effects. Furthermore, additional vortices are formed on the symmetry
plane, between the injectors and on the sidewall. The reversed vortex pairs split up and
their individual vortices combine with adjacent vortices that have the same orientation.
The remaining vortices align with vortices of opposite direction and thus form three new
counter rotating vortex pairs. The resulting distortion of fuel/air interfaces enhances
the mixing process significantly, as we will see in the next section, and thus the mixing
efficiency and rate.
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6.4 mixing effects in the full scramjet simulation
In this section the overall mixing process in the final scramjet engine is analyzed in detail.
Section 6.4.1 investigates the distributions of mixing, reaction and combustion efficiencies
throughout the scramjet engine and identifies characteristic streamwise locations, which
are analyzed in more detail. Furthermore, the influence of unsteady flow features and
of the symmetry condition on the mixing process are investigated in Sections 6.4.2 and
6.4.3, respectively.
6.4.1 Mixing Process
The purpose of this section is to explain the mixing behavior that occurs within the final
scramjet engine. Figure 6.21 displays the distribution of mixing, reaction and combustion
efficiencies, which are defined in Section 4.5.
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Figure 6.21 – Distributions of mixing, reaction and combustion efficiencies through the
final scramjet engine.
As the fuel is injected on the inlet at approximately x = 0.12m the mixing efficiencies
rise rapidly, but level off quickly approaching an almost constant mixing rate of approxi-
mately 0.45m−1. The reaction and combustion efficiencies do not indicate any noticeable
reaction or combustion behavior, which explains that all three mixing efficiencies are
almost identical. The separation zone located at the combustor entrance, x = 0.176m,
causes the mixing efficiencies to increases. The mixing rate downstream of the separation
is 1.4m−1, but increases drastically to 3.2m−1 due to strong mixing enhancement induced
by inlet injected fuel interacting with the cowl shock and the separation. The mixing
rate has more than doubled in magnitude, by mechanisms described in detail in Section
6.3. Furthermore, the reaction and combustion efficiency increase at a constant rate of
approximately 1.55m−1 and 1.3m−1, respectively. This causes the mixing efficiencies to
diverge, since well mixed hydrogen is consumed by chemical reactions and converted
into intermediate species and reaction products. Mixing efficiencies ηmixA and ηmixB ,
which visualize the mixing of the unburned gas, still increases as the reaction and com-
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bustion efficiency increases. Hence, although well mixed hydrogen is consumed, the
mixing rate is still larger than the consumption rate due to chemical reactions. However,
at x = 0.29m the combustion process is fully activated, which increases the rate of
combustion drastically. The reaction and combustion efficiency increase now at a rate
of 5.2m−1 and 4.5m−1, respectively. This causes well mixed hydrogen to be consumed
faster than it mixed as indicated by mixing efficiency ηmixA and ηmixB , which started
decreasing. The total mixing efficiency still increases with a rate of 2.5m−1. As the com-
bustion process progresses, the total mixing and combustion efficiency curves approach
each other, which causes at x = 0.36m a noticeable change in combustion rate. The
reaction and combustion efficiency level off and increase at a constant rate of 1.15m−1
and 1.26m−1. The total mixing efficiency increases as well with the same rate as the
combustion efficiency, which results in a constant offset of approximately 10% between
theses two efficiencies. This behavior implies that the combustion process is mixing
limited. This conclusion is supported by mixing efficiency ηmixB , which represents the
mixing efficiency of the unburned gas normalized by the overall hydrogen massflow rate.
The mixing efficiency ηmixB is constant from x = 0.38m onwards meaning that the rate at
which hydrogen is mixed and the rate at which it is consumed are constant, thus causing
the combustion process to be limited by the mixing process. Half of the remaining 10%
of mixed hydrogen/oxygen mixture is bound in NO and NO2, which, due to its slow
consumption rate, is inaccessible for the combustion processes at these speeds. Hence
the effectively remaining 5% of mixed hydrogen/oxygen are distributed throughout the
combustor in regions, where the mixture composition does not support fast combustion
processes. It should be noted that the mixing efficiency ηmixA still increases due to the
decrease of the unburned massflow rate, not due to the increase in mixing.
From the previous analysis, five characteristic regions in the mixing process can be
identified: The injector region, the separation region, the initial enhanced mixing process,
the fast combustion process and the mixing limited combustion region. To gain further
insight into the mixing process for those regions, Figure 6.22 shows the turbulence
intensity Tu, equivalence ratio φ and mixing quality of the unburned gas ψ for six cross
slices located at x = 0.15m, 0.21m, 0.27m, 0.33m, 0.39m and 0.45m.
The first column of Figure 6.22 shows the turbulence intensity at several cross slices,
which allows to investigate the unsteadiness of the flow in combination with the mixing
process. At x = 0.15m, the unsteadiness of the fuel plumes after injection, the horseshoe
vortices and corner vortex are clearly visible. Flow unsteadiness increases through the
separation zone at the expansion corner. The reverse fuel plume roll-up increases the
turbulence intensity as does the interaction between separation zone and wall. This
behavior correlates with the mixing efficiency, which increases between x = 0.15m and
0.21m noticeably. Further downstream at x = 0.27m just before the combustion process
sets in, elevated turbulence intensities are more widespread around the deformed and
redistributed fuel-plumes, enhancing the mixing process. The turbulence intensity has
decreased in magnitude, but larger regions are influenced by flow unsteadiness, causing
the average turbulence intensity to increase, which again correlates well with the increase
in mixing rate. Moving further downstream towards the combustor exit unsteady flow
structures distribute more uniformly across the combustor, thus causing a uniform tur-
bulence intensity distribution of approximately 4%. On average flow unsteadiness has
decreased, which explains the decreased mixing rate.
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Figure 6.22 – Cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the 3D-scramjet domain that are located at streamwise positions x = 0.15m, 0.21m,
0.27m, 0.33m, 0.39m and 0.45m. Shown are distributions of turbulence intensity Tu,
equivalence ratio φ and mixing quality of the unburned gas ψ. The solid lines in the
first and third column represents anequivalence ratio of 6 and the solid line of the
second column encloses mass fraction of OH that are larger than 0.5%.
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In the second column the equivalence ratio φ, which is defined as the ratio of available
fuel to stoichometrically mixed fuel. Using the simplified one-step combustion reaction
(4.7) shows that the equivalent ratio can be defined as
φ =
1
2
nH2
nO2
=
1
2
YH2MO2
YO2MH2
, (6.5)
where YH2 and YO2 represent the available mass fraction of H2 and O2 that is bound in
all species except reaction products, here H2O, respectively. Placing the values for the
molecular weights of H2 and O2 into equation 6.5 leads to
φ = 8
YH2
YO2
. (6.6)
The equivalence ratio visualizes the fuel distribution very clearly. Initially, the fuel in
concentrated within the fuel plumes and then spread across the separation zone. At
streamwise location x = 0.27m the fuel is well mixed, which is caused by the inlet
injection mixing process. With increasing streamwise distance the equivalence ratio
increases again, which is caused by the combustion process. Hydrogen and oxygen are
being consumed by the combustion process leaving an excess amount of hydrogen near
the lower combustor wall behind. The solid lines enclose a gas mixtures that contains
more than 0.5% of hydroxide by mass, thus visualizing chemically active regions in the
flow. The ignition and combustion process are not analyzed in detail here, since the
consumption of the mixed fuel/oxidizer mixture is of interest. More details regarding
the combustion process can be found in Chapter 7. In the corner region of the combustor
side wall, weak combustion processes occurs at the combustor entrance, which is caused
by the ignition of well mixed hydrogen that is swept from the separation upstream of
the injectors along the horseshoe vortex to the combustor side wall. This region does,
however, not extend far into the combustor flow field. When rigorous combustion sets in,
large regions containing significant amounts of OH appear. The mixture starts burning
around and within the well mixed fuel structures and with increasing streamwise dis-
tance the burning process moves away from the lower combustor wall into the core of
the combustor. It is important to visualize where well mixed hydrogen is consumed to
understand the changes in mixing quality shown in the third column of Figure 6.22.
The mixing quality is defined as the ratio of locally mixed hydrogen massflow rate to
the averaged injected hydrogen massflow rate per unit area of the combustor
ψ =
YMH2ρu
m˙H2/Ac
, (6.7)
where YMH2 is determined by equation 4.10 and ρ, u, ˙mH2 and Ac represent local density,
streamwise velocity, total hydrogen massflow rate and combustor area, respectively. A
mixing quality of one indicates that the flow is locally well mixed and a mixing quality
of zero represents an unmixed mixture. This contour plot represents essentially mixing
efficiency ηmixB to which an additional dimension is added to gain a better understanding
of localized mixing structures. Initially, the majority of the fuel is unmixed, as shown in
Figure 6.22. At streamwise locations x = 0.15m and 0.21mwell mixed regions concentrate
around the fuel plumes and the top layer of the separation zone, respectively. However,
with the onset of enhanced mixing the combustor cross section becomes well mixed,
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which is reflected as well by the increased mixing rate of ηmixB . With the onset of
combustion, well mixed hydrogen is being consumed causing the overall amount of
mixed hydrogen to decreases as indicated by Figure 6.22. The hydroxide enclosed area
indicates that initially hydrogen is consumed near the sidewall and the symmetry plane,
still leaving mixed hydrogen in the combustor center behind. At x = 0.39m all regions
of well mixed hydrogen have disappeared as most of the mixed hydrogen has been
consumed. This explains the decrease in combustion rate and furthermore, strengthens
the argument of mixing controlled combustion. The mixing quality does not change
significantly until the combustor exit is reached since mixing and combustion processes
are in equilibrium.
6.4.2 Influence of Unsteady Effects on the Mixing Process
To assess the influence of unsteady flow structures and turbulent motion on the mixing
process two comparisons are made. Firstly, the mixing efficiencies for RANS and WM-
LES are compared with each other. Unfortunately, the differences between RANS and
WMLES are not solely caused by unsteady effects; numerical modeling aspects influence
the solutions as well. Secondly, RANS and WMLES average hydrogen distributions and
averaged squared hydrogen fluctuations at several cross slices are compared with each
other and cross-correlated to the mixing efficiency distribution.
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Figure 6.23 – Distributions of mixing, reaction and combustion efficiencies through the
final scramjet engine using WMLES and RANS.
Figure 6.23 displays the mixing, reaction and combustion efficiencies for RANS and
WMLES. The overall trend shows that the WMLES predicts higher efficiencies than the
RANS simulation. Initially, RANS shows a 1% higher mixing efficiency downstream
of the injector and slightly more radicals are produced as well. At the combustor en-
trance RANS predicts a smaller separation size than WMLES, which causes the mixing
efficiency to increase more rapidly for WMLES compared to RANS. Nevertheless, the
mixing rate with RANS increases due to mixing enhancement to approximately 1.9m−1.
For WMLES the mixing rate levels initially off, but then increases rapidly due to mixing
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enhancement effects showing mixing rats of up to 3.2m−1. When analyzing the mixing
enhancement process for the RANS simulation similar mixing effects occur. The vorticity
of the counter-rotating vortex pairs is reversed due to baroclinic torque effects and vortex
tilting effects, which are, however, less pronounced due to the smaller separation size.
Nevertheless, the fuel plumes split up and roll up in the opposite direction. The vorticity
strength is, however, decreased compared to the WMLES. Furthermore, when comparing
the mixing rates for RANS and WMLES of the 3D-one-Injector simulation similar trends
are noticeable. For the 3D-one-Injector simulation the separation size is almost identical,
yet the mixing rates differ, where RANS and WMLES predict rates of 3.5m−1 and
4.5m−1, respectively. Thus, the increased mixing enhancement for WMLES is partly
caused by unsteady flow features.
In the second and third column of Figure 6.24 the average hydrogen mole fraction
distribution for WMLES and RANS is displayed. Both WMLES and RANS simulation
show the reversed roll up of the hydrogen fuel plumes. For RANS, clearly defined fuel
structures with distinct boundaries remain in the flow until at approximately x = 0.39m
a noticeable blurring effect occurs. With WMLES the average fuel boundaries smear
rapidly such that at x = 0.33m no distinct fuel plume shape is recognizable anymore. This
smearing effect is caused by unsteady flow structures as indicated in the first column of
Figure 6.24, which shows the square root of the average squared hydrogen mole fraction
fluctuation
√
χ˜ ′2H2 . Interestingly, the unsteady effects are strongest between x = 0.21m
and 0.33m, which correlates well with the mixing efficiency plot. At approximately
x = 0.33m the mixing rates of both WMLES and RANS approach each other and remain
similar until the exit of the combustor.
This comparison shows that the mixing process in the final scramjet is influenced by
both the separation size and unsteady flow features. As concluded in section 6.3.4 the
reversed roll-up in combination with the shift in mixing region is responsible for the
mixing enhancement. In other words, the effective surface area for the mixing process has
to be increases for maximum mixing enhancement. With unsteady flow structures, the
fuel plume is highly corrugated and shedding events take place. This effectively increases
the surface area of the mixing region and thus enhances the mixing process even further.
6.4.3 Influence of the Symmetry Condition on Flow Structures and Mixing
Taking advantage of geometric symmetry for a given flow problem, by applying symme-
try conditions, is a common approach to conserve computational resources. Often, it is
neglected that the given flow problem has to be not just symmetrical in geometry, but as
well dynamically symmetric in order to model flow physics accurately with a symmetry
condition. For steady state solutions that are generated with RANS the dynamic aspects
of the symmetry condition is irrelevant. For unsteady simulations, such as URANS,
LES or DNS, dynamic symmetry can not be neglected, since the statistically averaged
data might be symmetric, but the instantaneous might not be. Hence, using symmetry
conditions in unsteady flows can change the flow physics noticeably. Unfortunately, due
to computational resource limitation a symmetry condition is applied at the scramjet
symmetry plane, thus reducing resource requirement by half. This section focuses on the
effects that are caused by the symmetry condition.
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Figure 6.24 – Cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the 3D-scramjet domain that are located at streamwise positions x = 0.15m, 0.21m,
0.27m, 0.33m, 0.39m and 0.45m. Shown are distributions of hydrogen mole fraction
fluctuation
√
χ˜ ′2H2 and hydrogen mole fraction χH2 for WMLES and RANS.
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Figure 6.25 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through the
3D-one-Injector and 3D-double-Injector WMLES at x = 0.17m, 0.19m, 0.21m, 0.23m,
0.25m and 0.27m. The contour plots show the average equivalence ratio distribution
of the right hand fuel plume for the 3D-double-Injector. The contour lines show the
average equivalence ratio for the 3D-one-Injector domain ranging from 1 to 21 in
intervals of 2.
Ideally, an entire scramjet engine and half of a scramjet engine with a symmetry
condition should be simulated using WMLES and their solutions should be compared
with each other to asses the symmetry effects. This is unfortunately not possible, since
resource limitations are the root cause of using a symmetry condition in the first place.
Therefore, smaller flow domains, which show similar steady and unsteady flow struc-
tures are used to asses this problem. As stated in Section 6.2.1 the 3D-one-Injector and
3D-double-Injector domain are used for this analysis. The solutions generated for both
domains are identical, when using RANS. When employing WMLES, the 3D-one-injector
employs a symmetry condition left and right of the injector, where the 3D-double-injector
employs a symmetry condition on the right hand side of the right fuel plume and on
the left hand side of the left fuel plume. Thus, in between the injectors no restrictions
apply, which is ideal for comparison with the 3D-one-injector results. Furthermore, both
simulations model inlet injection for a similar geometry and with similar flow conditions
as the final scramjet simulation. Moreover, due to their restrictive spanwise domain size,
flow effects imposed by the symmetry condition are more enhanced compared to the
final scramjet simulation, which implies that symmetry condition effects are most likely
less noticeable for the final scramjet simulation.
Figure 6.25 shows the equivalence ratio distribution as six cross slices for statistically av-
eraged WMLES results. The contours plots show the solution for the 3D-double-Injector
domain, where only the right hand fuel plume is displayed. The left boundary of the
contour plot, z = −5mm, represents the domain symmetry plane. The contour lines are
associated with the solution of the 3D-one-Injector domain. The contour plots and lines
show equivalence ratio intervals of 2 between 1 and 21. Generally, all six slices show
that the average hydrogen/oxygen distributions between the one and double injector
domains are similar. In fact, for the first three slices, the solutions agree almost perfectly.
Further downstream discrepancies near the domain boundaries and in the domain center
are visible. On the left domain boundary, which represents a symmetry condition for
the 3D-one-Injector and merely an interface to the other half of the simulation for the
3D-double-Injector, more hydrogen is pushed towards the upper combustor wall for
the one injector case. This effect is induced by the symmetry condition causing the
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Figure 6.26 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the 3D-one-Injector and 3D-double-Injector WMLES at x = 0.17m, 0.19m, 0.21m,
0.23m, 0.25m and 0.27m. The contour plots show the averaged squared spanwise
velocity fluctuation distribution of the right hand fuel plume for the 3D-double-Injector.
The contour lines show the averaged squared spanwise velocity fluctuation for the
3D-one-Injector domain ranging from 1× 104m2/s2 to 1× 105m2/s2 in intervals of
1× 104m2/s2.
redirection of spanwise velocity component into vertical velocity components. On the
other hand, for the 3D-double-Injector domain spanwise fluid motions are free to pass
through the symmetry plane without any obstruction, thus not causing hydrogen to be
pushed upwards. On the right domain boundary, both geometries impose a symmetry
condition, which again causes more hydrogen to be pushed upwards towards the upper
combustor wall, due to the redirection of spanwise velocity. For the 3D-doube-Injector
domain more mass can be transported in the spanwise direction since no restriction at the
domain symmetry plane are applied, which pushes effectively more mass onto the right
domain boundary and thus redirects more hydrogen upwards there. More hydrogen
is located near the domain centerline line for the double injector case than for the one
injector case, judging by the equivalence ratio. This effect is again caused by the increased
spanwise transport of hydrogen.
The spanwise fluctuations discussed in the previous paragraph are visualized in
Figure 6.26. Again, similar to Figure 6.25, the color and line contours display the av-
eraged squared spanwise velocity fluctuations w˜ ′2 for the 3D-double-Injector and 3D-
one-Injector domain, respectively. Intervals of 1× 104m2/s2 are plotted. At streamwise
location x = 0.17m spanwise fluctuation interact only weakly with the symmetry condi-
tion. However, further downstream the left boundary shows strong spanwise fluctuations
for the double injector and no spanwise fluctuations for the single injector, due to the
imposed symmetry condition. The intensity of those fluctuations decreases with increas-
ing streamwise distance reducing the effect the symmetry condition imposes onto the
flow field. Except for the left boundary, merely marginally increased magnitudes of the
spanwise fluctuations are shown for the double injector compared to the single injector
simulation.
Figure 6.27 shows the instantaneous equivalence ratio distribution throughout the
domain. Note that these unsteady structures cannot be expected to by identical, the
goal of the figure is to compare the type of structures that form. The same equivalence
ratio boundaries and intervals as for Figure 6.25 are used. It clearly shows that the flow
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Figure 6.27 – Six cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the 3D-one-Injector and 3D-double-Injector WMLES at x = 0.17m, 0.19m, 0.21m,
0.23m, 0.25m and 0.27m. The contour plots show the instantaneous equivalence ratio
distribution of the right hand fuel plume for the 3D-double-Injector. The contour lines
show the instantaneous equivalence ratio for the 3D-one-Injector domain ranging from
1 to 21 in intervals of 2.
structures in both domains do not change their characteristics. Similar unsteady flow
structures occur within the flow field, independent of additional restrictions due to
symmetry conditions. When comparing the mixing efficiencies for both domains with
each other an overall difference of 1.5% at the domain exit is observed. The mixing
efficiencies for both domains are identical until mixing increases in the separation at the
combustor entrance. Initially, the 3D-double-Injector predicts a 0.5% larger increase in
mixing efficiency than the 3D-one-Injector domain due to the separation. As shown in
Figure 6.26 spanwise fluctuations are significantly increased within the separation zone.
Moving further downstream the intensity of those fluctuations decreases and the rate of
mixing for both domains differs marginally.
Overall, the effects of the imposed symmetry condition are noticeable, but do not
influence the character of the flow structures or unsteady fluid motion significantly
away from the boundary in question. The symmetry condition causes the hydrogen
penetration to increase by approximately 5%, which does not translate into an equal
amount of mixing efficiency increase. It can be concluded that although the symmetry
plane will introduce inaccuracies adjacent to that plane in the final scramjet simulation,
it does not significantly alter the physics of the mixing processes in the majority of the
flow. Thus while such a simulation will not exactly replicate the turbulence statistics of
a simulation of the entire engine, it should provide an accurate representation of the
supersonic mixing processes occurring in inlet-injected scramjets.
6.5 mixing effects due to secondary vortical structures
In the previous sections the overall mixing process and the mixing enhancement process
due to inlet injection has been analyzed. To finalize the mixing analysis, secondary
vortical flow structures, such as corner vortices, are identified and their influence on the
mixing process is investigated. Therefore, we use the vorticity distribution at several cross
slices and streamtrace vortex cores upstream to identify the vortex generation process
and downstream to analyze flow interaction/mixing effects. Figure 6.28 visualizes four
distinct vortical structures.
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Figure 6.28 – Volume ribbons plotted throughout the engine intersecting cross slices with
streamwise vorticity contours.
The green volume ribbons trace the sidewall vortex that is generated by the shockwave
boundary layer interaction between the inlet ramp and the sidewall [48, 198]. This vortex
moves along the sidewall until it is pressed against the cowl and pushed towards the
scramjet symmetry plane. The mixing is, however, unaffected by this vortex, since no
interaction with the hydrogen fuel plumes occurs. The cyan volume ribbons are traced
through the cowl sidewall vortex, which is generated by the shockwave boundary layer
interaction between cowl and sidewall [48, 198]. The vortex remains attached to the
upper combustor wall and does not interact with the hydrogen fuel plumes either and
hence does not affect the mixing process. The orange volume ribbons roll up at the
sidewall just downstream of the combustor entrance due to pressure differences in the
sidewall boundary layer, which are caused by the cowl shock. The generated vortex
is then pushed down towards the lower combustor wall, where it sweeps across the
combustor interacting with the reversed vortical structures caused by the inlet injection
mixing process. In fact, this vortex forms part of the third counter-rotating vortex pair
responsible for the enhanced mixing process, as described in Section 6.3.5. The fourth
vortex, visualized by the pink volume ribbons, represents the horseshoe vortex, caused
by the injection process. This vortex transports well mixed hydrogen from the upstream
injector separation zone to the combustor sidewall. This transport process may cause
ignition to occur at the combustor entrance near the sidewall. Further downstream, the
vortex remains close to the corner region between lower combustor wall and sidewall. Its
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hydrogen transport effect can have a significant impact2 on the combustion process, its
mixing effect is, however, negligible.
6.6 summary and recommendations
The analysis has shown that inlet injection has a major advantage over conventional
combustor injection. The interaction between a fully developed fuel plume, originating
from the inlet, and flow discontinuities, such as shockwaves, causes streamwise vorticity
deposition around the fuel plume. Ideally, the deposited vorticity reverses the fuel plume
roll-up, while inlet compression waves push the fuel plume towards the combustor wall,
where it separates in half. Each half of the fuel plume keeps rolling up and is being
pushed away from the combustor wall due to subsequent flow features. The significant
mixing enhancement effects is mainly caused by the relocation of the mixing region and
the increase in mixing surface, which is a result of the separation of the fuel plumes.
The final scramjet engine shows similar mixing enhancing features as shown in the
additional, less complex simulations. The overall combustion process is initially reaction
limited, which however, changes approximately after half the combustor length, when
the combustion process becomes mixing limited. It was found that unsteady flow fea-
tures increase the mixing efficiency, since the mixing surface is increased. The imposed
symmetry condition at the scramjet symmetry plane is believed to have marginal effects
on the physics of the mixing process. The mixing efficiencies for the one and double
injector domains differed by less than 1.5%, supporting the conclusion. Furthermore,
vortical structures originating from the sidewall affect the mixing process weakly.
For future scramjet designs it is recommended to use inlet injection, since it enhances
the mixing process drastically. Several design criteria should be fulfilled to maximize
mixing enhancement. Firstly, the mixing length on the inlet does not influence the mixing
enhancement significantly. The shock structures, caused by the injection process, have
a stronger influence on the mixing process. Ideally, the fuel plume is processed by an
expansion fan originating from the expansion corner at the combustor entrance, thus
passing through the plume from bottom to top. This deposits vorticity onto the fuel
plume, reversing its roll-up while forming a fuel plume shape that is more susceptible to
larger baroclinic vorticity depositions, due to subsequent shocks passing through it from
the top to the bottom. Thus, placing the injectors on the inlet ramp in such a way that the
induced bow shocks process the fuel plume just downstream of the expansion interaction
is advised. This will cause maximal vorticity deposition, leading to a strong reversed
roll-up and thus to the separation of the plume. Secondly, a sufficient injector spacing
allows the fuel plumes to separate, roll up and mix independently, which increases the
mixing efficiency further. Thirdly, maximizing the pressure and density gradient at the
discontinuity and density interface, respectively, enhances the reverse roll up process
as well. Therefore, placing the injectors too far upstream causes the density interface to
diffuse, thus reducing the density gradient. And lastly, reducing the interaction angle
between the discontinuity and the fuel plume, while maintaining the pressure gradient
enhances the reversed roll-up process as well.
2 As will be discussed in Section 7.2, initial concentrations of radical species reduce the ignition delay time
drastically, thus enhancing combustion. However, the available numerical data is not conclusive with regard
to the pivotal role of the downstream swept radicals, as the residence time in the separation zone might be
sufficiently long in any case.
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The seventh chapter; in which the ignition and combustion process, focusing specifically on
combustion regimes and hence on turbulence-combustion interaction, is analyzed.
7.1 introduction
This chapter focuses on the combustion process and classifies the associated combustion
regimes in the scramjet engine. In Section 7.2 the ignition and combustion process is
investigated and ignition sources are identified. The subsequent section analyses charac-
teristic time scales associated with turbulence and combustion. Section 7.5 compares these
characteristic time scales with each other to determine how combustion features, e.g. the
flame front, and turbulent flow structures interact with each other. This investigation is
based on laminar chemistry, which implies that no sub-grid turbulence-chemistry interac-
tion model is used for the simulation. The outcome of this analysis provided information
regarding the requirements for future sub-grid turbulence-chemistry interaction models
intended to be used for this type of a scramjet engine. The final section discusses the
effect of unsteadiness on the stability of the combustion process.
7.2 combustion processes in the scramjet
In this section the ignition and combustion process is analyzed. The previous chapter
already discussed the interaction between mixing and combustion processes. Here, the
focus lies on ignition sources, their location and the different stages of combustion. The
ignition process is of particular interest, since ignition delay times are large for low com-
pression scramjets, which makes the scramjet performance sensitive to the ignition source.
Therefore, temperature T , mass fraction Y and species production rate ℘ distributions
for atomic hydrogen and water are investigated for several cross slices throughout the
scramjet engine. Before analyzing these distributions in detail, a brief introduction to the
hydrogen/air ignition and combustion processes is provided here to aid the analysis.
This discussion is intentionally kept short and merely touches on the basic effects of hy-
drogen/air combustion. An extensive analysis of chemical kinetic processes in a scramjet
engine similar to one investigated here is presented by Lorrain [133].
The hydrogen/air combustion process can be characterized by three types of reaction
cycles; initiation, chain-branching and heat release/recombination cycles [120]. During
the initiation cycle small amounts of radical species, such as atomic hydrogen H, are gen-
erated to activate the chain-branching cycle, which produces more intermediate/radical
species, such as atomic hydrogen H or hydroxyl OH, through binary reactions. These
reactions are mainly temperature dependent and have commonly an exothermic character,
which causes a mild temperature and pressure increase. With increasing radical concen-
trations the reaction rates of the heat release/recombination reactions increase, assuming
that combustion supporting temperatures and pressures are present, and ultimately dom-
inate over the reaction rates of the chain-branching cycle as a certain threshold is reached.
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Subsequently, temperature and pressure increase significantly, while mainly pressure
dependent three-body heat release/recombination reactions are consuming radicals and
are producing reaction products. During this process the atomic hydrogen concentration
reaches its maximum, indicating the end of the ignition process, and starts decreasing as
radicals are being consumed. Hence, sign changes of the atomic hydrogen production
rate ℘H2 provide valuable insight into state of the combustion process. Furthermore,
regarding the ignition process, for temperatures lower than approximately 1200K radical
production rates are decreased significantly, since chain terminating reactions consume
newly produced radicals, thus causing drastically increased ignition delay times, as
discussed in Section 4.4.2. However, when the gas is seeded with small amounts of
radicals, ignition delay times decrease drastically, since initiation reactions are bypassed,
and depending on temperature, pressure and radical seeding concentration a reduction
of more 90% in ignition delay time is possible [133]. Therefore, identifying regions in the
flow field where radicals are produced and then swept downstream to aid the ignition
process, also called radical farms, is important for this analysis, since accurate combustion
modeling in these regions is of paramount importance.
µ
℘
℘
℘
Figure 7.1 – Distributions of temperature, combustion species mass fraction Y for H2,
H2O, OH and H, and species production rate ℘ for H2O and H over time.
Figure 7.1 visualizes the hydrogen/air combustion process in a closed vessel, where
the initial condition is comparable to local combustor entrance conditions. Therefore, a
pressure, temperature, equivalence ratio and nitric oxide NO vitiation level of p = 60 kPa,
T = 1000K, φ = 1.0 and YNO = 0.04 are chosen, respectively. Water, atomic hydrogen
and hydroxyl radicals are detectable after an induction period of approximately 150µs.
Their concentration increases steadily with time until at t =233µs the ignition process
starts, as indicated by the maximum atomic hydrogen production rate, see Section 4.4.2.
Shortly after, the maximum hydrogen concentration is reached suggesting that three-
body reactions become dominant, thus consuming radicals and ending the ignition
process. Atomic hydrogen is useful for characterizing the combustion process, since
it shows a significant decrease in mass fraction after ignition, compared to hydroxyl,
which decreases only marginally. While water mass fractions increase monotonically
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during the combustion process, the water production rate peaks after the onset of ignition
and decreases significantly with three-body reaction becoming more dominant. With
a steady combustion process the water production rate decreases almost linearly until
at approximately t =320µs negligible amounts of water are produced, thus indicating
the termination of the combustion process. It should be noted that the nitric oxide
concentration remains almost constant during the combustion process.
7.2.1 Ignition and Combustion Features
As aforementioned, temperature T , mass fraction Y and species production rate ℘ distri-
butions for atomic hydrogen and water are investigated for cross slices that are positioned
at 30mm intervals throughout the scramjet engine. Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 show 12 cross
slices starting at streamwise location x = 0.15m on the inlet ramp. Insights regarding the
hydrogen/air combustion process in closed vessels can be transferred to the combustion
process in a scramjet, where species concentrations change in space and time due to mass
transport in addition to chemistry. Additionally, the combustion process is highly depen-
dent on local flow properties. Strong expansions can effectively freeze the combustion
process, where local hot spots can act as an ignition source and instantaneously ignite the
local gas mixture. For instance, in the region of the flow field where the injector barrel
and bow shocks are closest to each other, a localized hot spot appears, which shows
translational temperatures in excess of 1800K. This kick starts the hydrogen ignition
process instantaneously, but due to the extremely short residence times, on the order
of ∼1µs, and since the gas mixture is subsequently processed by a strong expansion,
all reactions become immediately frozen and combustion does not occur. However, de-
tectable amounts of radicals remain in the flow as shown in Figure 7.2. At x = 0.15m
radicals are present around the fuel plumes. Furthermore, increased temperatures and
flow residence time in the separation zone upstream of the fuel injectors cause as well
production of radicals, which are swept downstream, shown in the horseshoe vortex
on the right hand side and in between injectors. As discussed before, downstream of
the injectors the production rate of those radicals is negligible or even locally negative,
indicating their consumption.
At the entrance of the combustor, 30mm further downstream, the radical mass fractions
around the fuel plumes remained approximately constant. However, as the cowl shock in-
teracts with the fuel plumes temperatures and pressures increase, in particular in the top
shear layer of the plumes, causing a significant increase in radical production, as indicated
by the species production rates, thus resuming the ignition process. As discussed before,
the presence of radicals in the flow and localized increased pressures and temperatures
shorten the ignition delay time noticeably, which explains the strong increase in radical
concentration further downstream. Similarly, the entrainment of radicals originating from
the fuel plumes and the horseshoe vortex into the separation zone, located between
the inlet compression ramp and the combustor entrance, in combination with increased
residence times, explains the rapid increase in reaction rates within the separation. As
discussed in Section 6.3.5 mass is being pushed towards the sidewall, thus containing
the combustion process within the separation to the right hand side of the injector plumes.
As maximum compression of the fuel plumes is reached (x ≈ 0.21m) and enhanced
mixing effects become dominant, the combustion process on the right hand side of the
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combustor becomes stronger and starts expanding further towards the scramjet symmetry
plane. At x = 0.24m temperatures reach values of up to 1900K, indicating heat release
reactions are active. Interestingly, only the radical production zones at the top shear layer
of the fuel plumes are amplified and show a strong increase in radical concentration
as the fuel plumes deform. The radicals between injectors have been consumed in the
compression process due to lower temperatures in these regions. Therefore, with the
mixing enhancement process three new fuel plume structures emerge, as discussed in
section 6.3.5, where high concentrations of radicals are present between all three fuel
plumes. The right fuel plume shows combustion processes, whereas the two inner ones
show merely increased radical concentrations and production rates in localized regions.
Downstream of the cowl shock reflection location the flow expands, causing tempera-
tures and pressures to decrease noticeably. The cross slice located at x = 0.27m, shown in
Figure 7.3, clearly shows that pressures and temperatures have dropped and with them
the radical and water production rates. The production rates have effectively decreased
by a factor of 3. Nonetheless, combustion processes still proceed, just at a slower rate,
as indicated by increasing atomic hydrogen and water mass fractions. Furthermore, the
radical ignition zones located between fuel plumes reach critical radical concentrations,
which leads to drastically increased radical production rates. Thus, as the fuel plumes
are processed by shock structures that are reflected from the upper combustor wall, the
entire hydrogen/air mixtures ignites. The ignition process of the remaining unburned
fuel originates from the aforementioned radical ignition zones, the combustion zone
located in the right plume and hot regions on top of the developed fuel plumes as shown
by the atomic hydrogen and water production rates. At x = 0.3m, most of the remaining
hydrogen/air mixture has ignited. Further downstream, x = 0.33m, the ignition and
combustion processes are fully active, as temperatures, pressures and radical concentra-
tions increase. Interestingly, in the right plume, the ignition process is completed and
three-body heat release reactions dominate, as indicated by the atomic hydrogen produc-
tion rate becoming negative. With increasing streamwise distance, the temperatures and
pressures increase significantly, whereas water production rates decrease. At x = 0.36m,
the rate at which radicals are consumed is largest for the right plume region, whereas
the ignition process has just been completed for the inner plumes. Due to the early onset
of ignition and combustion in the right plume its combustion process is more advanced
compared to the inner plumes.
Figure 7.4 shows the proceeding combustion process between x = 0.39m and the
combustor exit at x = 0.476m, which is, as discussed in Section 6.4.1, mixing limited.
For flows where mixing rates are larger than combustion rates, hence reaction limited
flows, radical species are constantly produced to initiate the combustion process in
the unburned fraction of the gas mixture. But as shown in Figure 7.4, the amount of
radicals in the flow decreases as they are being consumed by the combustion process,
while unburned hydrogen and oxygen still remain within the flow field. This supports
furthermore the argument of mixing limited combustion. Hence, as for the closed vessel
hydrogen/air combustion simulation, shown in 7.1, radical species are being consumed
and water is produced as temperatures and pressures reach their maxima. The atomic
hydrogen production rate indicates that after an initial rapid consumption of radical
species the consumption rate decreases as combustion proceeds. Simultaneously, the
water production rate decreases as well and approaches 0. The spanwise differences with
regard to the combustion process decrease towards the combustor exit, where tempera-
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tures and pressures reach values of up to 2800K and 230kPa, respectively. Furthermore,
with increasing streamwise distance, distinct plume structures merge as the gas mixture
composition becomes more uniform. The combustion process is terminated for regions
with equivalence ratios larger than approximately 3. Near the stoichiometric mixture
boundary, heat releasing reactions proceed with the same rate as the mixing process,
∂ηmix
∂x ≃ 1.15m−1.
For completeness, unsteady temperature, mass fraction and production rate distribu-
tions throughout the scramjet are plotted in Figures F.4, F.5 and F.6, which are provided
in section F.4. Using time-averaged WLMES results for the analysis simplifies the de-
scription and discussion of combustion features, since global trends are clearly visible
and complex secondary flow features have disappeared. However, average distributions
can be misleading, when flow features exhibit significant unsteadiness, which causes
smearing effects of the flow feature itself and of its effects in a time-averaged plot. For
example, the location of the stoichiometric mixture line and of radical ignition zones
seems disconnected at times for the time-averaged WLMES. Therefore, unsteady distribu-
tions are provided in Section F.4. Nonetheless, the description of ignition and combustion
flow features provided through the time-averaged WMLES distributions is conclusive
enough.
7.2.2 Combustion Performance
In this section the combustion effects described in the previous section are put into
context with regard to scramjet combustion performance. More insight regarding effects
of mixing combustion coupling on scramjet performance is provided in Section 6.4.1.
Figure 7.5 displays the distribution of combustion and reaction efficiencies, defined in
Section 4.5, throughout the engine. The water based combustion efficiency ηcombA and
reaction efficiency ηreac correlate well with the findings from Section 7.2.1. Initially,
small amounts of radical species, H, OH and O along with H2O, are produced around
the injectors and in their upstream separation zones, which marginally elevates the
reaction and water based combustion efficiency. With the onset of combustion at the
combustor entrance near the sidewall, the reaction and combustion efficiencies increase.
Since, significant radical and water production is contained to approximately 1/3 of the
combustor width, the efficiencies increase moderately. However, at x = 0.29m the entire
fuel/air mixture ignites and combusts, causing a rapid increasing the combustion and
reaction efficiency. At x = 0.38m the combustion process becomes mixing limited and
reaction rates decrease, thus decreasing the rate at which the efficiencies increase as
well. The effect of radical consumption towards the back of the combustor is shown in
Figure 7.5 as well, as reaction and water based combustion efficiency approach each other.
At the combustor exit the reaction and water based combustion efficiency reach values
of 65.2% and 60.8%, respectively. Hence, merely 60% of the available hydrogen has been
converted into water and ultimately into heat. To put this value into perspective, an
idealized combustion simulation is performed. Taking the massflow weighted average of
the scramjet combustor entrance conditions, p = 58.8kPa, T = 936K and u = 2207m/s,
and bringing the hydrogen/air mixture to chemical and thermal equilibrium, while
assuming an adiabatic system and accounting only for Rayleigh losses, leads to equilib-
rium exit conditions of p = 242kPa, T = 2956K and u = 1798m/s. The real massflow
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Figure 7.5 – Distributions of combustion and reaction efficiencies the time-averaged
WMLES.
weighted scramjet exit conditions give p = 185kPa, T = 2434K and u = 1519m/s, in-
dicating incomplete combustion and additional losses, such as viscous, total pressure
and finite rate chemistry/thermal losses. Furthermore, idealized reaction and water
based combustion efficiency amount to 87.7% and 80.1%, which represent maximum
theoretical values assuming completed combustion, only including Rayleigh losses. Thus,
for the given combustor geometry the combustion process is effectively completed to 76%.
Lastly, using the total sensible enthalpy based combustion efficiency ηcombB provides
a direct measure by which the sensible enthalpy increase of the inflow due to combustion
effects can be evaluated. Figure 7.5 shows the distribution of ηcombB , which accounts for
heat losses through the wall. A corrected efficiency ηcombB|c is plotted as well, disregard-
ing wall heat losses, to better correlate the efficiency distribution to combustion effects.
Initially ηcombB|c becomes negative, which is owed to the production of radical species
extracting energy from the flow. As the flow is compressed through the inlet the total
sensible enthalpy, neglecting wall heat losses, remains constant until at approximately
x = 0.19m significant amounts of combustion products are formed, thus releasing energy
into the flow. As the combustion process proceeds more energy is released into the flow,
hence increasing the total sensible enthalpy. Overall, the total sensible enthalpy of the
flow is increased by 33.2% due to combustion, where approximately 50% of the heat
release are lost through the walls. In a scramjet with adiabatic walls the incoming total
sensible enthalpy of the flow could have been increased by 49.5%, which is represented by
the corrected total sensible enthalpy based combustion efficiency ηcombB|c . Theoretically,
with the injected massflow rate of hydrogen the total sensible enthalpy could have been
increased by 87.6%, neglecting all losses and assuming hydrogen is completely converted
into water at room temperature.1 Accounting for Rayleigh losses during the combustion
process and the elevated temperatures at the combustor exit gives a maximum theoretical
1 With the heat of formation of gaseous water ∆h0fH2O
at room temperature (298.15K), given by
[41], of 13.4MJ/kg the theoretically maximum total sensible enthalpy increase is determined by
∆h = ∆hfH2O
MH2O)
MH2
m˙H2
m˙ = 3.18MJ/kg.
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total sensible enthalpy increases of 58.6%. It should be noted that the rate at which the
total sensible enthalpy based combustion efficiency ηcombB increases levels off towards
the combustor exit, indicating that a large quantity of the heat released due to combustion
is lost through the scramjet walls. This distribution implies that extending the combustor
would not necessarily increase the potential thrust generated by the engine, since drag
losses increase, while the sensible enthalpy increases only marginally. However, these
heating losses are unrealistically high for flight conditions, since wall temperatures are
significantly higher. This analysis merely, puts the performance parameters associated
with the combustion process in perspective, which gives them more physical meaning.
7.3 characteristic flow scales
To assess the coupling between combustion processes and turbulent structures the relation
between their characteristic scales has to be investigated, as discussed in Section 7.5. In
this section the focus lies on the derivation and determination of those characteristic scales.
Studies by Fureby [60, 61] and Berglund et al. [14], which investigate turbulence-chemistry
interaction in supersonic combusting LES, provide the basis for the characteristic scales
used here. A detailed discussion regarding turbulent and chemical scales follows in the
subsequent Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, respectively.
7.3.1 Turbulent Scales
The analysis in this section is divided into two parts. Firstly, a detailed definition and
derivation of relevant turbulent scales is shown to gain an understanding for the lim-
itations of the analysis. Secondly, distributions of characteristic non-dimensionalized
variables through the scramjet domain is given to provide an overview of occurring
turbulent effects.
definition and derivation of turbulent scales
Turbulent length scales relevant to this analysis include integral scales l0, the Taylor scale
λ, the grid scale ∆ and the Kolmogorov scale η [180], with
l0 > λ ≈ ∆ > η . (7.1)
Here, the integral time scale is determined by
τ0 =
l0
u ′
, (7.2)
using large scale velocity fluctuations u ′ ≈
√
2
3k, approximated with the turbulence
kinetic energy k, and an integral length scale l0, which value ranges between the injector
diameter dinj = 0.002m and the combustor height hc = 0.015m. It provides a measure
for large scale turbulent fluctuations present in the flow. The Taylor time scale, which is
associated with scales present in the inertial subrange, can be approximated by
λ =
√
10νk
ǫ
, (7.3)
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where, ν, k and ǫ represent the laminar viscosity, turbulence kinetic energy and the
turbulent dissipation, respectively. This scale is used to approximate LES resolution
requirements, since Taylor and subgrid scales should be on the same order of magnitude.
Lastly, the Kolmogorov time scale, which represents the smallest turbulent scales in the
flow, is defined as
τη =
√
ν
ǫ
. (7.4)
The subgrid model employed for the WMLES in this thesis is based on the Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence model, as described in Section 3.3.5, which merely provides the
turbulent viscosity νt as a measure for turbulent scales. Thus, turbulence kinetic energy
and turbulent dissipation have to be estimated. As shown in Section 5.3.1 the subgrid
scale turbulence kinetic energy can be estimated with
k˜SGS = ν˜
2
t/
(
ckv∆
)2
, (7.5)
where the filter width is defined as ∆ = max{∆x,∆y,∆z} and ckv = 0.07 [218] is a constant.
This estimate has already been successfully employed in Section 5.3.1 to determine the
resolution quality of the WMLES, which provides confidence in its accuracy.
The turbulent dissipation can be estimated by assuming that dissipation rate, produc-
tion rate and energy transfer rate are in equilibrium in the inertial subrange, which leads,
according to Carati et al [36], to the following expression
ǫ˜ ≈ 2ν˜tS˜ijS˜ij . (7.6)
This approximation relies on the accuracy of the strain rate tensor Sij, which symmetric
components are not modeled accurately using the Spalart-Allmaras subgrid scale model
[84], as already mentioned in Section 5.3.1. Therefore, a different approach to estimate the
turbulent dissipation has to be used. Employing the definition of the turbulence kinetic
energy, which is given by [180]
k =
∞∫
0
E(κ)dκ , (7.7)
where E(κ) represents the turbulence kinetic energy distribution, allows to determine the
turbulent dissipation, as E(κ) is function of wavenumber and the turbulent dissipation.
According to Kolmogorov’s second similarity hypothesis statistics of turbulent motion
have a universal form in the inertial subrange and are merely dependent on the turbulent
dissipation, which can be expressed for incompressible and isotropic turbulence as
E(κ) = Cǫ2/3κ−5/3 , (7.8)
where C = 1.5. Substituting Equation 7.8 into Equation 7.7, while accounting only for
subgrid scales, leads to
kSGS =
∞∫
π/∆
Cǫ2/3κ−5/3dκ . (7.9)
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Integrating Equation 7.9 and solving for the turbulent dissipation [14] gives
ǫ = cǫ
k
3/2
SGS
∆
, (7.10)
with cǫ = 0.931. The turbulent dissipation estimate, given in Equation 7.10, includes
several assumption that influence its accuracy. Firstly, it is assumed that turbulent energy
transfer and dissipation are associated with a statistically universal state, given suffi-
ciently high Reynolds numbers, which implies that independent of large scale motions
the turbulent eddy breakdown and subsequent dissipation follow a common physical
process, as stated in Kolmogorov’s similarity hypotheses. Hence, Kolmogorov assumes
that turbulent scales within the inertial subrange have an isotropic character [180]. As
mentioned in Section 5.3.1 large scale turbulent motions exhibit an anisotropic charac-
ter for the type of flows considered in this thesis. Whether turbulent scales exhibit an
isotropic character in the inertial subrange can not be easily determined. However, by
matching the turbulence kinetic energy decay in the inertial subrange for incompressible,
isotropic turbulence, described by equation 7.8, with the turbulence kinetic energy decay
in WMLES provides confidence in the applicability of Kolmogorov’s hypotheses. Figure
7.6 shows three locations, visualized on a plane through the scramjet at z = 0.015m, at
which temporal frequency spectra, shown in Figure 7.7, are taken.
Figure 7.6 – Location of frequency measurements plotted on a plane through the scramjet
located at z = 0.015m, which is flooded with instantaneous shadowgraph and OH
mass fraction contours (WMLES).
These three locations are representative of the hydrogen/air mixing region, point #1,
the ignition region, point #2, and the combustion region, point #3, as identified in Section
7.2. Point measurements of all three velocity components over the entire statistical range,
910µs, with a sampling frequency of 200MHz are taken at each location. All velocity
signals are split into 9 overlapping windows, applying a window width of 190µs and
the hamming window function [158], which are then fast Fourier-transformed (FFT) and
averaged to generate smooth velocity spectra. The turbulence kinetic energy spectra,
which are generated by combining the spectra of each velocity component with each
other, are shown in Figure 7.7. For frequencies larger than 100kHz, all three spectra
indicate an approximately constant decrease in turbulence kinetic energy on the log-log
scale, which characterizes the inertial subrange. The slopes of all spectra agree with
the theoretical slope, ∼ κ−5/3, for the Kolmogorov spectrum. Although it should be
noted that for Figure 7.7c the slope appears to be marginally steeper than suggested
by the −5/3 power law. In fact several studies by Ingenito et al. [93, 95, 96] imply that
the turbulence kinetic energy decays faster due to compressibility effects. According to
Ingenito et al. [93], for isotropic, compressible turbulence additional vortex transport
mechanisms aside from vortex stretching, such as dilatation, compression and baroclinic
torque, become relevant for the turbulence kinetic energy decay, which led to the con-
clusion of an increases exponent of −8/3 for the turbulence kinetic energy power law.
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Numerical studies using direct numerical simulation (DNS) confirm that compressibility
effects the turbulent energy decay [106, 176]. Experimental studies indicate as well an
increased exponent of −11/3 for the turbulence kinetic energy power law [16, 164]. In
subsequent investigations of the HyShot combustor by Ingenito et al. [95, 96] inconclusive
data is presented, showing spectral data matching a range of power laws. In summary,
the physics of compressible turbulence, in particular with regard to scramjet flows, are
still subject to ongoing research. Since, the presented spectral results for this scramjet
simulation indicate a reasonable match with the −5/3 power law it is assumed that
Kolmogorov’s hypotheses hold for this scramjet simulation. It should be noted that it is
outside the scope of this thesis to provide more insight into the turbulent energy decay
mechanisms, since the energy spectrum provides merely a means for estimating turbulent
dissipation.
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Figure 7.7 – Normalized turbulence kinetic energy spectra at points 1, 2 and 3.
To finalize the analysis a model Kolmogorov turbulence kinetic energy spectrum given
by Pope [180], ranging from large scales l0 to the smallest scales η, is investigated with
the focus on calculating the turbulent dissipation. The general energy distribution across
all scales is given by
E(κ) = Cǫ2/3κ−5/3f(κl0)f(κη) , (7.11)
which is merely a more general form of Equation 7.8, where f(κl0) and f(κη) are non-
dimensionalized functions defining the shape of the energy spectrum for large and
small scales, respectively. Within the inertial subrange both functions are approximately
unity, establishing the earlier described −5/3 Kolmogorov energy cascade. The function
f(κl0), defined by Pope [180], approaches unity for small scales, but is not used here,
since the presented energy spectra include additional energy sources not associated with
turbulence. Furthermore, large scales are well resolved in the simulations rendering a
discussion of the modeled spectrum for those scales obsolete. The shape of the energy
spectrum at small scales, defined by function f(κη), is, however, of interest, since since
subgrid scales are not resolved by WMLES. The function
f(κη) = e
−β
{
[(κη)4+c4η]
1/4
−cη
}
, (7.12)
approaches unity for large scales and defines the turbulence kinetic energy distribution
in the dissipation range, where the constants β = 5.2 and cη = 0.4 are valid for high
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Reynolds number flows [180]. Figure 7.8 presents the correlation between experimental
data and the model energy spectrum defined by Equation 7.11. It clearly shows that the
experimental data collapses onto the model spectra for high Reynolds number flows. As
visualized in Figure 7.8 the range of the inertial sub range decreases with decreasing
Taylor Reynolds number Reλ. For the scramjet flows considered here, the Taylor Reynolds
number ranges between 30 and 1000, which implies that there are regions in the flow
that exhibit a short inertial subrange.
Figure 7.8 – One-dimensional longitudinal velocity spectra provided by Pope [180].
Symbols represent experimental measurements taken from Saddoughi et al. [191] and
the solid lines represent model spectra using Equation 7.11 for Reλ = 30, 70, 130, 600
and 1500. The final number in the key of each experiment is the value for Reλ.
Therefore, using Equation 7.10 can result in significant inaccuracies regarding the
dissipation estimate, since it’s derivation is based on the fact that functions f(κl0) and
f(κη) are approximately unity. However, for low Taylor Reynolds numbers, assuming
that the WMLES filter width ∆ lies within the inertial subrange, the energy contained
within the dissipation range can be a significant portion of the overall energy contained
in the subgrid scales. Furthermore, for over-resolved WMLES similar effects occur, since
the WMLES filter moves closer to the dissipation range. Thus, dissipation estimates
given in this thesis include the dissipation range into the calculation.
Figure 7.9 shows an exemplary turbulence kinetic energy spectrum created with Equa-
tion 7.11. The light green and red shaded areas represents the resolved and subgrid scale
turbulence kinetic energies, respectively. At the filter width ∆ approximately 90% of the
turbulence kinetic energy are resolved. The remaining 10% are contained in the subgrid
scales. This spectrum is generated for a Taylor Reynolds number of Reλ = 100, indicating
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ΔFigure 7.9 – Exemplary turbulence kinetic energy spectrum generated with Equation
7.11 (red solid line) for Reλ = 100. The blue long dashed line visualizes the fraction of
turbulence kinetic energy contained between wavenumbers of 0 and κ to the overall
turbulence kinetic energy. The grid filter width ∆ is marked by the vertical green
dotted line.
a short inertial subrange, as already indicated by Figure 7.8. For κη > 0.3 the energy
distribution including dissipation effects, Eqn. 7.11 (red solid line), departs from the one
neglecting those effects, Eqn. 7.8 (red dotted line), as f(κη) becomes smaller than 0.9.
Therefore, half of the energy contained in the subgrid scales is influenced by dissipation
effects, which has a noticeable influence on the dissipation estimate. For this example, a
turbulent dissipation of 2.78× 108m2/s3 and 7.96× 108m2/s3 are calculated using Equa-
tions 7.8 and 7.11, respectively. Thus, neglecting the influence of the dissipation results in
a relative error of 65%. With decreasing Taylor Reynolds number and/or decreasing grid
filter width, the error for the simplified dissipation estimate increases. It should be noted
that the turbulent dissipation can not be calculated algebraically using Equation 7.11,
but through an iterative approach. In essence, Equation 7.8 is used to generate a first
guess for the dissipation, which allows to calculate the Kolmogorov scale η and further
by integrating Equation 7.11 the subgrid scale turbulence kinetic energy. The Newton
method is then used to iteratively change the dissipation until the integrated subgrid
scale energy matches the calculated subgrid scale turbulence kinetic energy (Eqn. 7.5).
This approach increases the accuracy of the turbulent dissipation estimate; unfortu-
nately the computational costs increases as well by approximately 10%. Therefore it
is recommended to use the Menter SST turbulence model [143] in combination with
IDDES [79], which allows to extract subgrid scale turbulence kinetic energy and turbulent
dissipation directly from the solution, while a similar computational resource increase is
expected. The implementation of the SST-IDDES is, however, beyond the scope of this
thesis and part of future code development.
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visualization of turbulent scales
In this section distributions of turbulent measures throughout the scramjet engine are
visualized. The intention is not to discuss the distribution of each turbulent measure
in detail, but to provide a brief overview, since the focus of this chapter lies on the
interaction of scales. The discussion is therefore limited to one instantaneous and one
time averaged distribution using representatively the Kolmogorov time scale τη and of
the Taylor Reynolds number Reλ, respectively. The reader is referred to Appendix F.7 for
visualizations of additional turbulent length scales.
Figure 7.10 – Instantaneous WMLES distribution of the Kolmogorov time scale τη for an
injector symmetry plane at z =5mm (a) and an off symmetry plane at z =25mm (b)
with gray shadowgraph contours in the background.
Figure 7.10 displays the estimated Kolmogorov time scale τη (Eqn. 7.4), which magni-
tude ranges between τη = 8× 10−9 s and 5× 10−4 s. It shows how instantaneous scales
are distributed throughout the engine. As stated by Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypoth-
esis, at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers the turbulent motions in the dissipation range
exhibit a universal form that is solely dependent on kinematic viscosity ν and turbulent
dissipation ǫ. With the chosen approach to estimate turbulent scales it is apparent that
the existence of turbulent scales is directly linked to the subgrid model activity, where
the magnitude of such scales depends on the turbulent transport variable νt and the grid
spacing ∆. Since the flow has not been seeded with turbulent fluctuations the subgrid
model remains inactive until resolved flow features activate turbulent source terms within
the subgrid model, as visualized in Figure 7.10. While turbulent motion is irregular and
chaotic in time and space, as shown in Figure 7.10, its characteristics can be determined
using the mean and variance of several flow variables, e.g. u¯, ¯u ′2. For instance, Figure
7.11 displays the distribution of the Taylor Reynolds number
Reλ =
u ′λ
ν
, (7.13)
which characterizes the inertial subrange as discussed earlier. This figure supports the
argument of a short inertial subrange due to small Taylor Reynolds numbers, which in
fact are close to Reλ = 100 in the scramjet core flow.
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Figure 7.11 – Time-averaged WMLES distribution of the Taylor Reynolds number Reλ for
an injector symmetry plane at z =5mm (a) and an off symmetry plane at z =25mm
(b) with gray shadowgraph contours in the background.
7.3.2 Chemical Scales
This section presents the determination of characteristic chemical time scales that are
used to assess turbulent-chemistry interactions. Firstly, the justification for using laminar
flame speeds to determine the chemical time scale is investigated, which is followed by
discussing the determination of flame speeds over a range of conditions. Secondly, results
regarding the flame speed distribution though the scramjet domain are analyzed.
definition of chemical scales
In the literature, several definitions of the chemical time scale τc are proposed. Balakr-
ishnan et al. [8] proposes to use the sum of ignition delay and heat release time for
the distributed reaction zone regime, the ratio of thermal diffusivity α to the square
of laminar flame speed sL for the reaction sheet regime under premixed conditions
and the inverse strain rate a for laminar diffusion-flame extinction under non-premixed
conditions. As shown in Section 2.3 reaction sheets for partially premixed flows are most
likely present during scramjet combustion processes. Therefore, in this thesis the laminar
flame speed is used to calculate the chemical time scale, which is supported by several
authors [14, 60, 61, 93, 99, 177, 230]. However, it should be noted that the laminar flame
speed looses it’s physical meaning in partially- or non-premixed flows. For those regimes
the laminar flame speed represents the local rate at which the combustion process would
proceed accounting for mass and thermal diffusivity. Alternatively, the global reaction
rate can be used to determine the chemical time scale, as proposed by Libby et al [44,
130], which poses it’s own problems as how to define the global reaction rate for different
stages of combustion, e.g. ignition stage or heat release stage. Potturi et al. [183] propose
to use the maximum of the L2 norms using forward and backward reaction rates, which
is, however, not further investigated here. As aforementioned, for this thesis the laminar
flame speed is used to estimate the chemical time scale, which is therefore calculated as
τc =
δL
sL
≈ ν
s2L
, (7.14)
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where δL represents the laminar flame thickness that can be approximated by the laminar
kinematic viscosity and flame speed, assuming Pr = 1 [60]. The laminar flame speed
can unfortunately not be determined analytically for the complex reaction mechanisms
that are employed here. Therefore, depending on the fidelity of the analysis, several
approaches are possible. The most simple approach assumes a global flame speed or
chemical time scale representing the combustion process [14, 59, 146]. This approach
works well for regions, where stable combustion occurs and chemical time scales are either
approximately constant or orders of magnitude larger/smaller compared to the turbulent
scales. However, using a global estimate of the chemical time scale provides merely a one
point measurement characterizing the turbulence-chemistry interaction, thus disregarding
spatial dependence. For more detailed insights the flame speed has to be calculated
throughout the entire computational domain, which can be computationally expansive.
For example, performing one-dimensional flame speed calculations, as described in
Section 4.4.3, for each cell at every time step is too computationally expansive and thus
impractical. General curve fits for laminar flame speeds over a range of equivalence ratios,
temperatures and pressures [184] can be used to determine the chemical times scales
without significant increase in resource requirements. However, limitations to the range
of equivalence ratios, temperatures and pressures render this methodology unusable for
the scramjet simulation performed in this thesis. Therefore, a three-dimensional lookup
table of flame speeds is generated for a range of equivalence ratios, temperatures and
pressures. For each cell at every time step flame speeds are interpolated from the lookup
table and used to calculate the chemical time scale.
generation of the flame speed lookup table
To provide accurate predictions for flame speeds, a multi-dimensional lookup table for a
range of different conditions, such as pressure, temperature, mixture composition, has to
be generated. Due to time limitations the definition of mixture composition is restricted
to the equivalence ratio φ, thus resulting in a three-dimensional lookup-table. For this
investigation flame speeds are calculated for 29 different equivalence ratios,2 ranging
between 0.3 and 8, 10 different pressures,3 ranging from 2.5kPa to 500kPa, and 27 differ-
ent temperatures,4 ranging between 200K and 3500K, thus creating a matrix composed
of 7830 elements. As detailed gas compositions are not considered the definition of the
equivalence ratio, given by Equation 6.5, includes only diatomic oxygen and hydrogen as
relevant species. Furthermore, for the initial conditions it is assumed that the gas mixture
is diluted by nitrogen, where the ratio between nitrogen and oxygen mole fraction is kept
constant at 79/21.
When assessing the proposed range of conditions relevant for the scramjet simulation
it becomes apparent that the nature of flame propagation changes. At low temperatures,
a deflagration wave travels through the hydrogen/air gas mixtures with a constant
velocity, the laminar flame speed sL. Initializing a one-dimensional, premixed, freely
propagating flame simulation with initial conditions discussed above allows us to gener-
ate the laminar flame speed. A detailed discussion of this methodology is provided in
Section 4.4.3. With increasing temperatures the reaction rates increase, thus increasing
2 Equivalence ratios: 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7 , 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1,
2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0
3 Pressures: 2.5, 5, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 500kPa
4 Temperatures: 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600, 650, 700, 750, 800, 850, 900, 950, 1000, 1250, 1500,
1750, 2000, 2250, 2500, 2750, 3000, 3250, 3500K
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temperatures and pressures behind the wave front. Eventually, the wave propagation
process becomes unstable and the deflagration wave accelerates as the pressure gradient
over the wave front increases. With increasing wave speed, weak compression waves
generated ahead of the wave front start merging thus forming a shock front that increases
the pressures and temperatures ahead of the combustion front, which accelerates the
combustion process even further. As a result the combustion front catches up with the
shock front, hence forming a detonation wave, which travels with a detonation velocity
defined by the upper Chapman-Jouget point. More information regarding deflargation,
detonation waves and deflagration detonation transition can be found in [73, 135]. This
brief discussion is intended to explain the change in flame front propagation mechanisms
and thus the change in methodology for calculating flame speeds. It was found that for
the presented conditions, laminar flame speed calculations become unstable for tempera-
tures larger than T > 950K. Thus, for simplicity and consistency, laminar flame speed
calculations across all conditions are performed for temperatures lower than 1000K. For
temperatures equal or larger than 1000K detonation wave speeds are assumed, which
are calculated using CEA [76] using the detonation module. It should be noted that the
transition temperature of 1000K between the deflagration and detonation regime does
not represents a physical transition criterion, but merely a simplified estimate, based
on numerical stability of laminar flame speed simulations. Furthermore, as mentioned
before, the physical connection of deflagration and detonation wave speeds to partially
premixed scramjet flows is weak, since for example the presence of detonation waves in
scramjets can lead to an engine unstart or to adverse performance effects if not controlled
appropriately. Therefore, using combustion wave speeds is merely a means to link real
combustion phenomena and their time scales to local scramjet conditions, ignoring the
fact that those phenomena could not exist in a stable state within the engine. In other
words, deflagration wave speeds are used for low temperature regions, where ignition
and slow combustion processes occur, thus finite rate chemistry and diffusion dominates.
Detonation wave speeds are used for high temperature region, where fast combustion
processes occur, thus hydrogen explosion phenomena control the burning process. Exem-
plary results given in form of flame speed surfaces, which are a function of equivalence
ratio, pressure and temperature, are shown in Figure 7.12.
Figure 7.12a shows the flame speed distribution for a constant pressure of p = 100kPa.
With increasing temperatures the flame speed increases, where at temperatures of approx-
imately T = 1000K an increases by two orders of magnitude is observable, which is owed
to changing wave propagation physics; from the deflagration to the detonation regime.
For consistency, the flame speed is still abbreviated with sL, even though detonation
wave speeds are not related to laminar flame speeds. At low temperatures, e.g. T = 200K,
the typical flame speed distribution across the range of equivalence ratios, as discussed in
Section 4.4.3, can be seen. With increasing temperatures the effect of the equivalence ratio
on the flame speed decreases. For the detonation regime the relative change in detonation
speed is small, compared to the deflagration regime, but absolute values of the detona-
tion speed vary by more than T = 1000m/s. In the detonation regime, wave velocities
increase with increasing equivalence ratio, mainly due to the reduction in molecular
weight of the gas mixture. Furthermore, detonation speeds decrease with increasing
temperatures, since heat release decreases. The flame speed surface in Figure 7.12b, which
is generated for a constant equivalence ratio of 2.0, exhibits similar characteristics as
the latter one. It shows that wave speeds depend only weakly on pressure, while the
temperature and equivalence ratio dependence is comparably strong. In the deflagration
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(a) Flame speed distribition for constant pres-
sure p = 100kPa.
(b) Flame speed distribition for constant equiv-
alence ratio φ = 2.0 (the absolute pressure
values are given in Pa).
(c) Flame speed distribition for constant tem-
perature T = 500K (the absolute pressure
values are given in Pa).
(d) Flame speed distribition for constant tem-
perature T = 1500K (the absolute pressure
values are given in Pa).
Figure 7.12 – Flame speed distribution for constant pressure, equivalence ratio and
temperatures.
regime the pressure can have a suppressing or enhancing effect on the flame speed
depending on the mixture composition and thus on the pressure dependence of chemical
kinetics [121]. In the detonation regime wave velocities increase with increasing pressures,
due to favorable dependence of heat release reaction rates and thermal efficiency on
pressure. Figures 7.12c and 7.12d visualize the flame speed distribution for constant
initial temperatures of T = 500K and 1500K, respectively. Again, it is shown that the
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mixture composition dominates the distribution, whereas pressure dependence plays a
secondary role. Nevertheless, independent of their individual dominance all employed
parameters have a noticeable influence on the wave speeds and are thus regarded as
essential for the determination of accurate flame speeds.
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(a) Laminar flame speeds over a range of equiv-
alence ratios for T = 500K and p = 25 kPa,
representing fuel plume condition in the
inlet.
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(b) Detonation velocities over a range of equiva-
lence ratios for T = 2000K and p = 100kPa,
representing combustor conditions.
Figure 7.13 – Sensitivity of deflagration and detonation velocities to vitiation and dilution.
The clean case includes pure oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen with
χN2
χO2
= 7921 and
χH2
χO2
= 2φ. For vitiation cases additional species, H2O, OH, H and NO, are added
to the clean case. The dilution case assumes that 78% of oxygen contained in air is
consumed with
YN2
YO2
= 14.9 and
χH2
χO2
= 2φ.
To finalize the discussion, a brief study of vitiation and dilution effects on the wave
speeds are provided in Figure 7.13. Figure 7.13a investigates conditions that are repre-
sentative of the scramjet inlet where mainly deflagration waves speeds represent the
chemical time scale. Since the mixture composition in the lookup table is based on clean
air, purely consisting of diatomic oxygen and nitrogen, and pure fuel, diatomic hydrogen,
the influence of freestream vitiation, mainly NO, and radical production around the
injectors, discussed in Section 7.2.1, should be assessed. Here, laminar flame speeds
over a range of equivalence ratios at constant temperature, T = 500K, and pressure,
p = 25 kPa, are analyzed. The amount of vitiated species is based on simulation results
for the inlet region. The results indicate that vitiation species NO, H2O and OH do
not influence the flame speed significantly. Atomic hydrogen radicals show, however, a
noticeable increase in laminar flame speed ranging from +25% at low equivalence ratios
to +10% at high equivalence ratios. Laminar flame speeds for hydrogen combustion
strongly dependent on the diffusion rate of e.g. atomic hydrogen, see Section 4.4.3, for
the wave propagation. Vitiation the freestream with atomic hydrogen circumvents the
limitation of radical concentrations by their diffusion rate, thus increasing the laminar
flame speed noticeably. An analysis regarding chemical kinetic processes for the other
vitiation species is outside the scope of this thesis and thus not included here, since their
effect is marginal and flame speed calculations are merely a means to determine chemical
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time scales. The same applies to the detonation waves speed analysis, which is performed
for combustor conditions with T = 2000K and p = 100kPa. Figure 7.13b shows that all
considered vitiation species have have a marginal influence on the detonation wave speed,
where NO and H vitiation show the largest relative increase of up to 3%. Additionally,
for the combustor region dilution effects become important as oxygen and hydrogen
are consumed. Here, it is assumed that approximately 78% of the oxygen mass fraction
contained in pure air has been consumed. For simplicity it is assumed that no combustion
products are contained in the flow. Figure 7.13b clearly shows that dilution effects have
strong influence on the wave speed calculation. Diatomic nitrogen can be regarded as
almost inert, acting as a non-reactive heat sink, thus decreasing the intensity of the
combustion process and with it the detonation velocity by up the 30%. If the burned
oxygen/hydrogen mixture would be replaced by water instead of nitrogen similar effects
are expected, since for a mixture with 10% vitiation by water, marginal changes in wave
velocity occur.
In summary, the choice of parameters, equivalence ratio, pressure and temperature,
used for the flame speed calculation is justified, considering limitations in dimension of
the lookup table. The lookup table used for this analysis represents an initial attempt
to determine physically meaningful chemical time scales throughout the entire domain.
However, for future simulations additional dimensions should be added to the lookup
table including nitrogen dilution and e.g. atomic hydrogen as a radical species. A more
detailed study including additional conditions and vitiation species should be performed
to critically assess the necessity of increased dimensionality of the lookup table.
visualization of flame speeds
In this section flame speed distributions throughout the scramjet engine are visualized.
Figure 7.14 presents instantaneous WMLES distributions in two streamwise planes and
Figure 7.15 presents the time-averaged equivalent. Both figures provided valuable insight
into the flame structure and the magnitude of the chemical time scale.
Figure 7.14 – Instantaneous WMLES distribution of the flame speed sL for an injector
symmetry plane at z =5mm (a) and an off symmetry plane at z =25mm (b) with
white shadowgraph contours in the background.
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The instantaneous distributions show a large range of flame speeds, which are directly
linked to chemical time scales. For the gas mixture within the injection induced separa-
tion zone, large flame speeds of approximately 1600m/s are predicted, which is owed
to elevated temperatures and the near stoichiometric mixture composition. The region
between the injection induced barrel and bow shock exhibits large temperature as well,
promoting fast reactions at the fuel/oxidizer interface. Further downstream flame speeds
drop by approximately two orders of magnitude since temperatures around the fuel
plumes are reduced to approximately 650K. As the flow enters the combustor, flame
speeds increase again reaching values of up to 2450m/s. The flame fronts at the inlet
and combustor entrance form around large scale turbulent structures, which results in
wrinkled and corrugated flame sheets. With the onset of rapid combustion processes
(x ≈ 0.29m) the flame structure change from reaction sheets to reaction zones, which
agrees with the observations made in Section 7.2.1. In essence, fuel injection on the inlet
allows fuel and oxidizer to mix, while the combustion process is delayed due to the
low inlet compression. Radical production and local combustion events occur near the
fuel/oxidizer interface until combustion promoting conditions are reached and the entire
fuel/oxidizer mixture ignites. Further downstream most of the well mixed fuel/oxidizer
mixture is consumed, causing the combustion process to be mixing limited, which is
supported by the change in flame structure as well. Flame fronts form near the stoichio-
metric fuel/oxidizer interface, as the mixing process proceeds, thus entering the flame
sheet regime again.
Figure 7.15 – Time-averaged WMLES distribution of the flame speed sL for an injector
symmetry plane at z =5mm (a) and an off symmetry plane at z =25mm (b) with gray
shadowgraph contours in the background.
Time-averaged WMLES distributions, shown in Figure 7.15, provide valuable insight
into the temporal distribution of flame fronts. In the inlet, flame structures remain
relatively stationary, which is owed to limited fuel excursion events, whereas starting from
the combustor entrance strong flow structure instabilities, caused by shock fuel plume
interactions, induce large scale turbulent motion allowing flame fronts to spread through
the entire scramjet domain. The combustor exhibits a smooth flame speed distribution,
indicating a strong temporal and local flame movement, which is further discussed in
Section 7.6. The flame speed magnitudes are similar to the instantaneous distributions,
in particular in the scramjet inlet. The combustor flow field exhibits the largest flame
speeds past the onset of rapid combustion (x ≈ 0.29m). With the gas mixture becoming
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mixing limited flame speeds decrease in magnitude, still ranging around 500m/s. It
should be noted that the flame speeds shown in Figure 7.15 represent the unconditioned
time-average, which can be misleading when applied to highly unsteady combustion
features. Therefore, for post processing the conditional average5 of the chemical time
scale is used.
7.4 comparison of hydroxyl distributions in the ignition zone
This section gives a brief comparison between experimental and numerical hydroxyl dis-
tributions in the ignition region of the scramjet. The comparison is intended to provided
confidence in the results produced with WMLES, in particular the interaction between
chemistry and turbulence structures. Figure 7.16 shows that the hydroxyl distributions,
which are representative of a developing flame front, agree well with experimental data
given by McGuire [139] and Boyce et al. [19].
Figure 7.16 – Visualization of instantaneous experimental and numerical (WMLES)
OH distributions; (a) qualitative (WMLES) OH mole fraction distribution in the
streamwise plane between injectors at z = 10mm; (b) qualitative (experiment) OH-
PLIF measurements in the scramjet symmetry plane between x = 0.227m and 0.27m
for enthalpy condition B (shot 11111 [139]); (c) experimental field of view of (a); (d)
same as (b), but with 7% increased total enthalpy (shot 11113; condition C [139]).
The numerical data presented in Figure 7.16 is extracted from the streamwise plane
located between injectors, instead of the scramjet symmetry plane where the experimental
measurements are taken, to avoid a misinterpretation of numerical results, caused by the
suppression of spanwise velocity fluctuations due to the imposed symmetry condition on
the scramjet symmetry plane. Using the plane between injectors (z = 10mm) is expected
to provide similar flame structures as in the scramjet symmetry plane (z = 0mm), which
represents a plane between injectors as well. The numerical and experimental contours6
used in Figure 7.16 represent qualitative OH mole fractions and OH-PLIF intensities,
respectively. The green frame in Figure 7.16(a) shows the experimental field of view,
which, for the numerical results, is shown in isolation in Figure 7.16(c). As discussed
in detail in Section 4.6.2 the numerical simulation of the experimental flow condition
B caused the scramjet to un-start, for which reason the fueling level had to be reduced.
This alteration affects the OH concentrations upstream of the onset of combustion
5 The value of chemistry related variables is only included in the statistical time average if the flame speed is
larger than zero.
6 Numerical contours have been adjusted to match theOH-PLIF intensity, which scales with countor brightness,
within the experimental field of view, as the OH-PLIF represents only qualitative measurements.
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(x = 0.29m), but the overall flame structure should remain similar assuming that the
engine still operates in a radical farming mode. Figures 7.16(b) and 7.16(d) visualize
experimental OH structures for the total enthalpy condition used in this thesis and an
increased total enthalpy condition, respectively. The images show that OH forms around
turbulent sheet structures, which agrees well with the numerical results presented in
Figure 7.16(c). Further upstream, wrinkled OH sheets form approximately in the middle
of the combustor, whereas in the field of view corrugated OH sheets exist that exhibit
branches between the combustor middle and the combustor wall. Further downstream,
OH is formed in thicker sheets that transition into larger coherent structures. The OH
structures seen in the experiment match the numerical structures well. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the performed WMLES captures the flow physics in the ignition
region well, which increases the confidence in the numerical results and the conclusions
drawn from them.
7.5 turbulence-chemistry interaction
In this section, the combustion regimes present in the scramjet engine are investigated.
An overall introduction to combustion regimes and available data has been presented in
Section 2.3. It is shown that the classification of dominant combustion regimes is merely
based on estimates and global combustion/turbulence scales. Section 7.5.1 presents
additional turbulence-chemistry interaction data and most importantly more details
regarding the data, which is required to increase the fidelity of future scramjet combus-
tion simulations. Linking combustion regimes to flow and combustion features provides
valuable information regarding the choice of appropriate sub-grid turbulence-chemistry
interaction models. Therefore, scramjet WMLES data is presented in form of scatter
plots for the Williams diagram. This approach allows us to initially disregard the spatial
distribution of data and focus on characteristic turbulence-chemistry interaction mea-
sures, such as Dat. The subsequent Section, 7.5.2, provides a brief discussion of the
expected turbulence-chemistry interaction effects, which is followed in Section 7.5.3 by
the description of turbulent flow structure changes through the scramjet combustor.
7.5.1 Combustion Regimes
The previous Section, 7.3, elaborated in detail on the approximation of characteris-
tic scales used to determine the combustion regimes. The turbulence kinetic energy
k, turbulent dissipation ǫ, laminar kinematic viscosity ν and chemical time scale τc,
which is estimated by employing the flame speed sL, are used to calculate the turbulent
Damköhler number Dat and turbulent Reynolds number Ret. The results are potted
in Figure 7.17, which displays time-averaged WMLES data scatter. Figures 7.17a-7.17c
show the Williams diagram for three characteristic scramjet regions, the inlet, the start
of the combustor, where radicals are produced and ignition occurs, and the back of the
combustor, where heat release reactions are dominant, thus hydrogen is converted into
water, respectively. For visibility reasons only a fraction, e.g. every 25th data point, of the
overall dataset is plotted in those figures. Furthermore, for combustion related variables,
e.g. chemical time scale τc, conditional time-averages are taken, where the conditional
time span tcond =
∑
tavg
∆t|sL 6=0m/s is normalized by the overall statistical time span
tavg, thus providing a measure, tcond/tavg, for the combustion probability. The ratio
of tcond/tavg indicates how often combustion evens occurred at a given point in space
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over the statistical time span. For Figures 7.17a-7.17c a value of tcond/tavg > 0.5 has
been chosen, which ensures that time-averaged data representative of the combustion
process is presented here. For Figure 7.17d, which displays data of the entire scramjet
domain, a value of tcond/tavg > 0.2 has been chosen to include less probable combustion
occurrences into the Williams diagram as well.
Figure 7.17a displays scatter data of the scramjet inlet region, which is divided into
three separate regions. The blue and green data points are associated with the separation
zones upstream of the injectors and the near injector region, respectively, whereas the
red scatter is representative of the regions around the fuel plumes. It is apparent that
the data points are widely scattered throughout several combustion regimes. Within
the separation zone the chemical time scales are on average one order of magnitude
smaller than the turbulent ones, indicating weak turbulence-chemistry interactions. For
the near injector regions, however, two distinct data clusters appear. The scatter near the
top left corner of the Williams diagram indicates that finite-rate chemistry dominates,
while turbulent structures have an insignificant impact, which indicates the presence of
flame sheets. These data points can be associated with high temperature regions around
the injectors that are caused by shock flow structure interactions, see Section 5.2.7. The
second data cluster spreads between turbulent Damköhler numbers of 1× 10−1 and
1× 101, implying that chemistry and turbulence time scales are of similar orders of
magnitude, which suggests the presence of reaction sheets and reaction zones. The region
around the fuel plumes can predominantly be characterized by both the reaction sheet
and reaction zone regime as well.
As the flow enters the combustor turbulent Reynolds numbers increase by approxi-
mately one to two orders of magnitude, as shown in Figure 7.17b, which covers the region
between the combustor entrance and the onset of rapid combustion. The blue scatter can
be associated with the separated region at the entrance of the combustor, whereas the
green and red data points visualize turbulence-chemistry interaction effects during the
main ignition process. It should be noted that the scattered data in Figure 7.17b includes
combustion effects as well, since ignition occurs further upstream around the plume
structure near the scramjet sidewall, as discussed in Section 7.2.1. The data associated
with the separation zone is widely scattered, covering the distributed reaction zone as
well as reaction sheet regime. Further downstream the data is clustered around Dat = 5
indicating that time and turbulence scales are influencing each other during the radical
production and ignition process. The data points at high turbulent Damköhler numbers
and at high turbulent Reynolds numbers are associated with combustion process near the
scramjet sidewall region. In general, with increasing streamwise distance and thus with
increased mixing and combustion effects, the turbulence-chemistry interaction data shifts
from the reaction zone regime towards the reaction sheet regime, while the turbulent
Reynolds numbers increase.
Finally, with Figure 7.17c turbulence-chemistry interaction effects occurring during the
main heat release combustion process can be assessed. Between streamwise locations
0.28m < x < 0.33m combustion is governed by the lower part of the reaction sheet
regime, close to the reaction zone regime, which is supported by the instantaneous flame
visualizations in Section 7.3.2 that show how flame structures cover larger continuous
regions. However, as the fuel and oxidizer are converted into reaction products the domi-
nating combustion regime changes significantly. For streamwise locations past x = 0.33m
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(a) Scatter data of the scramjet inlet re-
gion (x < 0.17m) plotting every 25th
data point, for tcond/tavg > 0.5.
(b) Scatter data of the scramjet combus-
tor ignition region (0.17m < x <
0.28m) plotting every 25th data point,
for tcond/tavg > 0.5.
(c) Scatter data of the scramjet combus-
tor heat release region (0.28m < x <
0.47m) plotting every 5th data point, for
tcond/tavg > 0.5.
(d) Scatter data of the entire scramjet do-
main plotting every 100th data point, for
tcond/tavg > 0.2.
Figure 7.17 – William diagram classifying the combustion regimes present in the scramjet
engine using time-averaged WLMES scatter data. 161
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the combustion process becomes mixing limited, which implies that combustion pro-
cesses occur mainly around the stoichiometric fuel/oxidizer interface. For these regions
the scattered data is shifted to high turbulent Damköhler numbers 1× 104 − 1× 106,
indicating that the reaction sheet regime characterizes the combustion process. Thus,
flame fronts are merely deformed by turbulent structures while the combustion pro-
cesses remain unaffected . The data clusters at higher turbulent Reynolds numbers are
associated with combustion processes near the scramjet sidewall, which exhibit higher
turbulence levels due to wall flow structure interactions. It should be noted that Figure
7.17c displays less data points compared to the previous figures albeit every 5th data
point is plotted. The used conditional probability limitation of tcond/tavg > 0.5 imposes
a constrain on the visualized data set as for any data points combustion features have
to be present (sL > 0m/s) for a time span larger than 50% of the statistical time span.
However, the combustion process occurs around the stoichiometric fuel/oxidizer inter-
face, which is deformed by turbulent structures, thus causing combustion features to be
highly unsteady in space and time. Hence, the probability of combustion events to occur
at a stationary point in space decreases, which explains the reduced number of plotted
data points in Figure 7.17c.
Figure 7.17d visualizes scatter data throughout the entire scramjet domain, where
the color coding separates inlet, ignition and combustion regions. Furthermore, a re-
duced conditional probability limitation of tcond/tavg > 0.8 is imposed on the dataset
to capture a wider range of data points. The scatter shown in the Williams diagram
provides a comprehensive overview of the occurring combustion regimes. In summary,
turbulence-chemistry interactions in the scramjet inlet are distributed through all com-
bustion regimes as turbulent Damköhler numbers range between 1× 10−2 − 1× 106. At
the entrance of the combustor, temperatures increase, which causes chemical time scales
to decrease, and the turbulent breakdown is enhanced, which causes turbulent Reynolds
numbers to increase as well. Turbulence-chemistry interactions shift into the reaction
sheet regime, while turbulent Damköhler numbers are widely spread around Dat ≈ 5.
With the onset of widespread combustion, turbulence-chemistry interactions are still
highly influenced by turbulent scales as turbulent Damköhler numbers remain at ap-
proximately 10 . However, as the combustion process becomes mixing limited, turbulent
Damköhler numbers increase significantly, which is characteristic for the reaction sheet
regime.
The previous figures are based on time-averaged WMLES data, using conditionally
averaged values for the chemical time scale. Due to resource restrictions it is not possible
to generate the time average of the turbulent Damköhler and Reynolds number while
the simulation is running. Therefore, the time-average of relevant turbulent scales and
the conditional time-average of the chemical scale are used during post processing to
calculate the turbulent Damköhler and Reynolds number. This procedure induces inaccu-
racies,7 which have to be tolerated, given the available computational resources. Thus, to
ensure that the induced inaccuracies do not cause a misrepresentation of the data scatter
an additional Williams diagram is provided in Figure 7.18 that contains instantaneous
WLMES data.
7 Accurate calculation of the time-averaged turbulent Damköhler number < Dat >=< f
(
ǫ˜k˜
)
f (τ˜c) >sL 6=0,
where <> represents the time average and f() a function of given variables. Due to resource
restrictions the time-averaged turbulent Damköhler number can only be determined as follows:
Dat =< f (ǫ˜) >< f
(
k˜
)
>< f (τ˜c) >sL 6=0, which is mathematically not identical to the previous definition.
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Figure 7.18 – William diagram classifying the combustion regimes present in the scramjet
engine using instantaneous WLMES scatter data, plotting every 100th data point.
Figure 7.18 represents the instantaneous equivalent to Figure 7.17d. While the distribu-
tion of the data is similar between both figures, the scatter for the time-averaged data
set appears, however, more clustered and less widely spread compared to the instanta-
neous data set. The spreading can be explained by the conditional time-average of the
chemical scale, which removes data points that show a low probability of combustion
features from the plot. The cause for clustered data points at turbulent Reynolds numbers
of Ret ≈ 1× 103 is manifold and can not be determined with absolute certainty. One
possible explanations for this phenomenon is that frequently reoccurring or stationary
combustion features are associated with turbulent Reynolds numbers of Ret ≈ 1× 103,
which explains that those data clusters occur only in the time-averaged plot. Another
explanation is linked to the calculation of turbulent Damköhler and number, which is
based on both conditioned and unconditioned time averaged data, and the turbulence
Reynolds number, which is based on unconditioned time averaged data. Hence, it should
be noted that by using instantaneous WLMES data no approximations regarding the
time-average are required, however, instantaneous data may not be representative of
the statistical average. Nevertheless, judging from the overall distribution of the data
throughout the Williams diagram indicates good agreement between the instantaneous
and time-averaged WMLES data.
To finalize this analysis it should be noted that the conclusions presented here are
dependent on the estimates of flame speed and turbulent time scales. The results are
sensitive to the time scale estimates, in particular to the flame speed as its square is
used for estimating the chemical time scale. However, even if the flame speed estimate is
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inaccurate by one order of magnitude, the effect on the turbulent Damköhler number
would be noticeable (Dat × 10±2), but the overall conclusions would not change. The
results show that combustion in this type of scramjet engine occurs over a wide range
of combustion regimes. Hence, inaccuracies in the characteristic time scales may cause
shifts in the regimes, nevertheless all combustion regimes have to be considered by the
turbulence-chemistry interaction model to accurately resolve the combustion behavior.
7.5.2 Combustion Effects
The previous section discussed the combustion regimes present in a low-compression
scramjet engine. In this section a brief description of the expected combustion effects
due to turbulence-chemistry interaction is given. To begin with, it should be noted
that no sub-grid turbulence-chemistry interaction models is implemented into the nu-
merical code used in this thesis, hence laminar chemistry is assumed. This discussion
relies purely on the physical interpretation of the results presented in the previous section.
Turbulence-chemistry interaction models are applied to numerical simulations that
do not resolve all turbulent scales and thus their interaction with chemical scales. This
discussion is limited to LES and RANS simulations. Pitsch [17, 177] provides a com-
prehensive overview of turbulence-chemistry interaction models available for premixed
and non-premixed combustion. For increasing turbulent Damköhler numbers the flame
thickness typically decreases as the reaction rates increase. Thus resolving the flame
structure, including its reaction zone, becomes impractical for LES or RANS simula-
tions. Hence, the flame is artificially diffused by the numerical mesh, which can change
governing physical transport processes, e.g. in premixed gas mixtures changes from
diffusion to reaction limited. Therefore, employing an appropriate turbulence-chemistry
interaction model that accounts for the reduced flame thickness, e.g. flamelet model
[166], is necessary. Furthermore, as shown in Section 7.5.1, low turbulent Damköhler
numbers, hence thick reaction sheet and distributed reaction zone regimes, occur within
the scramjet as well, which requires the modeling of such effects. As described in Section
2.3, turbulent structures that interact with the reaction zone reaction can enhance or
suppress transport mechanisms, which affects the combustion process. Moreover, de-
termining the amount of microscopically mixed fluid within a computational grid cell
is relevant for all combustion regime, in particular as turbulent Damköhler numbers
become smaller than one, which is representative of the distributed reaction zone regime.
Depending on the size of turbulent scales compared to chemical scales, only a fraction
of the gas mixture can be considered microscopically mixed and hence participate in
the combustion process, see e.g. eddy dissipation model, partially stirred reactor model
[60, 61]. The remainder of the gas mixture is merely deformed by turbulent structures,
affecting e.g. transport mechanisms as aforementioned.
This summary implies that combustion events are most likely over-predicted in the
simulations performed here. As the reaction sheet regime is dominant towards the end
of the combustor, flame thicknesses are over predicted as the numerical grid resolution
determines its size. Therefore, artificially high diffusion is introduced, which improves
the transport around the flame front. For the reaction zone regime on the other hand,
chemical processes are assumed to be mixed on the microscopic level, which artificially
increases the fraction of available combustible gas. These effects become more dominant
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with decreasing mesh resolution, as the magnitude of unresolved fluctuations increases
and the resolution of flow structures, e.g. flame fronts, decreases. Thus, the implementa-
tion of chemistry-interaction models for RANS simulations is important to accurately
predict combustion processes. For LES the use of such models is recommended as well,
as chemical scales mostly lie beneath the filter scale [177], but the effect of those models
is reduced compared to RANS. Furthermore, Fureby [61] and Berglund et al. [14] show
that turbulence-chemistry interaction effects are marginal for supersonic combustion,
which is further supported by simulations that use laminar chemistry while producing
accurate combustion results [43].
In this section it is intended to provide a brief overview of possible turbulence-
chemistry interaction effects. A detailed description and analysis of available models,
their accuracy and effect on combustion is beyond the scope of this thesis. Furthermore,
the differences in combustion efficiency between the RANS simulation and WMLES,
displayed in Figure 6.23, are mainly caused by changes in mixing behavior. Therefore, for
future simulations it is highly recommended to firstly investigate supersonic combustion
experiments that are mainly governed by combustion effects and secondly improving the
numerical modeling with regard to the turbulent subgrid scale and turbulence-chemistry
interaction modeling.
7.5.3 Visualization of Turbulent Structures
This section describes the changing characteristics of turbulent flow structures, which
are displayed in Figure 7.19. To visualize these turbulent structures the λ2-criterion [100]
in combination with the Triple Decomposition Method (TDM) [110] is used. Commonly
employed vortex visualization methods, such as Q-criterion [92], λ2-criterion [100] and
∆-criterion [112], are based on double decomposition of the velocity gradient tensor into a
pure strain motion and a rigid-body rotation. Since vorticity can not distinguish between
pure shearing motion and the swirl motion of a vortex, a more advanced approach for
vortex identification has to be employed, in particular for hypersonic flows, where strong
curved shock waves, e.g. bow shocks, disturb the vortex visualization. The TDM allows
the decomposition of the velocity tensor into three components of which one accounts for
pure shear. Kolárˇ at al. [111, 112] have applied this method to three-dimensional flows
problems, such as transonic wing simulations, hairpin vortices in boundary layers and a
rotating drosophila wing. In this thesis the TDM is for the first time successfully applied
to hypersonic flow problems. It allows us to visualize more turbulent structures, without
the interference of shear effects. More details regarding its performance can be found in
Appendix G.
Figure 7.19 shows clearly the development of Ω-shaped vortices, which are the result
of Kelvin-Helmholtz circumferential rollers, around the fuel injectors [13]. In between the
two injectors, additional vortical structures occur that are generated by the horseshoe
vortex around the injectors. The horseshoe vortex itself is hardly visible, as its vortical
structures are weak compared to other vortical structures. Furthermore, in the corner
region between scramjet side- and lower combustor wall boundary layer, transition effects
occur, which are induced by streamwise corner instabilities [47]. As the corner vortex,
induced by shock boundary layer interaction at the start of the inlet (see Section 6.5), lifts
off the inlet compression ramp, disturbances are introduced into the corner region, which
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Figure 7.19 – Visualization of turbulent vortical structures within the scramjet engine. The
isosurface of the λ2-criterion in combination with TDM, represents vortical structures,
which are colored with hydroxide mass fractions. The scramjet side- and lower
combustor wall are colored with pressure contours, whereas the upper combustor
wall is shown a transparent surface.
grow through the existing corner instability mechanism. DNS simulation of streamwise
corner flows show the development of coherent transitional structures, such as hair
pin vortices [195]. WMLES is, however, not capable to accurately resolve the physical
transition process in boundary layers, assuming it is not drastically over-resolved, which
explains the development of merely small scale incoherent disturbances in the corner
region. On the right hand side of the combustor entrance spanwise rollers generated by
the separation zone are clearly visible as well as the amplification of the horseshoe vortex.
From the corner region on the cowl side, more turbulent structures appear, as described
in Section 6.5. Large coherent vortical structures remain in the flow as the it moves further
downstream into the combustor. However, due repeated shock vortex interactions the
turbulent structures begin to break down into smaller structures. Towards the end of
the combustor, where significant heat release occurs, fine turbulent structures that are
distributed and oriented chaotically in the flow have formed. This phenomenon is clearly
shown in Figure 7.20.
The top-view of the turbulent structures shows clearly the development of Ω-shaped
vortices around the injectors, which form downstream of the fuel plume deformation
process, characteristic for inlet injection, around the newly fuel plumes as well. Further
downstream, starting at the scramjet symmetry plane, the large scale coherent vortical
structures begin to break down into small structures. The stoichiometric iso-surface,
shown in Figure 7.20, supports the presence of these phenomena, as the surface displays
initially effects of large scale deformation, which transforms into small scale ripples.
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Figure 7.20 – Top-view of turbulent structures within the scramjet engine (upper half)
and the instantaneous stoichiometric surface (lower half). The turbulent structures
are visualized using the isosurface of the λ2-criterion in combination with TDM. The
lower scramjet wall shows pressure contours.
Towards the combustor exit the stoichometric iso-surface is highly corrugated. This
process is associated with strong and repeated shock interactions. This vortex breakdown
is shifted further downstream for the sidewall region as the shock structures are weaker in
this region. Nevertheless, towards the end of the combustor chaotic turbulent structures
have formed, as mentioned above. This breakdown process seems to be independent of
the combustion process, as combustion occurs initially in the sidewall region, yet the
breakdown occurs first near the symmetry plane. Interestingly, Fureby et al. [62] and
Chapuis et al. [40], who investigate the HyShot II combustor, identify the generation ofΩ-
shaped vortices around the injector jets as well, which transition, however, depending on
the inflow condition and thus on the location of heat release, into longitudinal streamwise
vortices further downstream. The formation of those longitudinal vortices is caused
by volumetric expansion, vortex stretching, baroclinic torque and self-diffusion effects
acting on Ω-shaped vortices, which is ultimately dependent on the inflow condition
[62]. Moreover, the HyShot II combustor does not ingest the leading edge shock, which
results in weaker shock structures moving through the combustor, compared to the ones
moving through the scramjet investigated in this thesis. Therefore, it is believed that
these streamwise longitudinal structures are part of the natural transition process of the
occurring flow structures, which is interrupted here by strong shockwaves that interact
with the flow and cause the breakdown of existing coherent structures.
7.6 combustion instabilities
In the last section of this chapter, fluctuations associated with the mixing and combustion
process are investigated and conclusions regarding the stability of the combustion process
are drawn. Figures 7.21 and 7.22 visualize mean filtered variables (on the left) and the
square root of the mean filtered squared (RMS) fluctuations (on the right) for the mass
fractions of hydroxide and water, as well as the mixture fraction
Z =
sYH2 − YO2 + Y
∞
O2
sY
inj
H2
+ Y∞O2
, (7.15)
where the hydrogen injector mass fraction YinjH2 = 1.0, the total oxygen inflow mass
fraction Y∞O2 = 0.233 and the stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen ratio s = 8. The mean
and fluctuations are plotted on the same scale to improve the comparability between
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fluctuations and mean. Furthermore, it should be noted that the range of the scales
changes between Figures 7.21 and 7.22 for visualization purposes.
The mixture fraction distribution in the inlet, shown in Figure 7.21, indicates strong,
but localized fluctuations around the fuel plumes. Considering that the stoichiometric
mixture fraction of a hydrogen/air gas mixture is given as Zst = 0.0283, the magnitude of
those fluctuations exceeds locally the combustible range, which could results in localized
extinction. However, as stated in previous sections chemical reactions are for the most
part of the inlet suppressed, which results merely in unsteady motion of pre-existing
combustion species, which are swept downstream from localized hot spots around the
injectors. As the flow enters the combustor the magnitude of the mixture fraction fluc-
tuations decreases as the mixing process becomes dominant and the average mixture
fraction magnitude decreases. Furthermore, the fluctuations begin to spread over the
entire width of the combustor, where the largest fluctuations are still encountered around
the inner fuel plumes. The ratio between the mixture fraction fluctuation magnitude
and mean is largest at x ≈ 0.25m, where the mixing rate peaks. Towards the end of the
combustor, see Figure 7.22, as the combustion and heat release process is fully established
the mixture fraction fluctuations have decreases to
√
Z˜ ′2 ≈ 0.02 and are distributed
uniformly through the combustor cross section.
The combustion species fluctuations show a different behavior at the entrance of the
combustor. Initially, their fluctuations are localized in small areas around reaction zones,
while their magnitude is similar to the mean distribution, which implies that strong
combustion instabilities occur. This fact is supported by the results presented in Section
7.5.1, which show that turbulent and chemical scales are of similar magnitude, possibly
causing local extinctions. Thus, at the start of the combustor, where mixing and ignition
processes dominate, the gas mixture locally ignites, extinguishes, reignites and so forth,
which explains furthermore, why the combustion induced pressure rise in the side wall
region is moderate compared to pressure rise that occurs further downstream due to
stable combustion. With the second shock impingement at x ≈ 0.29m temperatures
and pressures increase further, which increases reaction rates, thus decreases chemical
time scales and with it their receptivity to turbulent effects. Thereby, the ignition and
combustion process stabilizes, as displayed in Figure 7.22, which shows that combustion
species fluctuations are more widely spread and their magnitude decreases. In other
words, flame structures do not extinguish, but fluctuate within the combustor, thus chang-
ing their location frequently and therefore covering a large cross sectional combustor area.
To summarize, no stable flame front develops in this type of scramjet engine. It should
however be noted that flame structure fluctuations are induced by two effects. Firstly, at
the start of the combustor combustion instabilities, e.g. extinction and re-ignition, occur.
Secondly, towards the end of the combustor a stable but spatially oscillating flame front
causes combustion species fluctuations to occur over a large area.
7.7 summary
This chapter analyzed the combustion effects occuring in the low-compression, inlet
fuelled scramjet under consideration, with regard to radical production, ignition and
combustion. It was found that radicals produced in the hot regions near the injector
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7.7 Summary
orifice play an important role in the ignition process. Initial ignition and combustion
features appear near the scramjet sidewall, which are caused by extended residence
times in the separation zone, located at the entrance of the combustor. The combustion
process is, however, localized in the sidewall region, moderate and does not produce a
large pressure rise. With the second shock impingement on the lower combustor wall,
x ≈ 0.29m, the entire gas mixture ignites and significant heat release and pressure rise
occur. The combustion efficiency at the combustor exit amount to 60.8%. It should be
noted that approximately 50% of the generated heat are lost through the scramjet walls
due to imposed isothermal wall conditions, which are characteristic of shock tunnel
testing.
The analysis of the present combustion regimes within the scramjet combustor reveals
that in the inlet and ignition region a wide range of combustion regimes is covered. With
the onset of combustion and as the combustion process becomes mixing limited, turbulent
Damköhler number become large, Dat > 1× 103, thus indicating that the reaction sheet
regime is dominant. Using laminar chemistry, hence neglecting turbulence-chemistry
interaction modeling, for these scramjet simulations will over-predict the combustion
performance, which is alleviated by the fact that the combustion process is mixing limited.
Furthermore, it was found that the break down of turbulent structures in the back of the
combustor is induced by shock vortex interactions, rather than heat release. Investigating
the fluctuations of mixture fraction and combustion species with regard to their mean
distributions indicated that the ignition and combustion process at the start of the
combustor is unstable and influenced by extinction and ignition events. Towards the back
of the combustor, where increased temperatures and pressures stabilize the combustion
process, instabilities arise purely from the fluctuation motion of the flame/reaction front.
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THERMAL NON-EQUILIBRIUM
8
The eighth chapter; in which thermal non-equilibrium effects on flow structures and combustion
features are discussed for two- and three-dimensional scramjet simulations using RANS. The
two-dimensional investigation has been published in [68].
8.1 introduction
This investigation of thermal non-equilibrium effects is performed in the context of shock
tunnel experiments. In addition to the effects of thermal non-equilibrium generated
within the scramjet, how the flow at the shock tunnel nozzle exit, which is in a state
of strong thermal non-equilibrium, influences the conditions in the engine is also of
interest. Therefore two simulations have been performed here, to provide scramjet inflow
conditions relevant to flight and shock tunnel conditions, respectively. Both are initialized
with the same stagnation conditions, but then simulated with either forced thermal
equilibrium (EQ) or in thermal non-equilibrium (NE). The results of the numerical nozzle
simulations, provided in Section 8.2, are then extracted at the nozzle exit and used as
inflow for the scramjet. The scramjet simulations are again performed with both forced
thermal equilibrium (EQ) and thermal non-equilibrium (NE). By permuting these condi-
tions, the following three test cases result: (NE-NE) the scramjet simulation is carried out
with non-equilibrium inflow and through flow, (EQ-NE) equilibrium inflow is taken and
the scramjet flow is permitted to be in non-equilibrium representing the flight scenario,
and (EQ-EQ) the inflow and through flow are considered to be in equilibrium. Here,
the flight scenario is not a true flight condition, merely the thermal state of the gas is
representative of a flight condition, but not the chemical composition or the thermal
energy level.
The analyses are performed for two- and three dimensional scramjet flows to decouple
complex three-dimensional fueling and combustion effects from thermal non-equilibrium
physics. Thus, two-dimensional scramjet simulations, described in Section 4.3.2, are used
to investigate the effect of thermal non-equilibrium on flow structure and temperature
distributions in isolation without the influence of sidewall, injection and combustion
effects, see Sections 8.3 and 8.4. Additionally, the two-dimensional analysis includes three
different stagnation conditions to assess the sensitivity to the total enthalpy. In Section
8.5 the three-dimensional scramjet engine with hydrogen fuel injection, described in
Section 4.3.3, is investigated. The influence fuel injection on thermal-non-equilibrium and
the resulting effect on the combustion behavior are of particular interest. It should be
noted that due to resource restrictions RANS simulations are used for the investigations
presented here.
8.2 influence of thermal non-equilibrium on nozzle flow
As mentioned in the previous section, the nozzle flow is simulated in both thermal
equilibrium (EQ) and non-equilibrium (NE). For this investigation Nozzle-1 is used as
described in Section 4.3.1. The resulting temperature distributions are shown in Figure 8.1.
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EQ: T
NE: T
NE: T
v
Figure 8.1 – Translational-rotational temperature distribution within the scramjet for the
NE-NE case for enthalpy condition B (see table 4.1).
It can be assumed that the nozzle stagnation region is in thermal equilibrium since
the temperatures are high (for case B ≈ 3300K) and the flow speed negligibly small.
However, due to the rapid expansion through the nozzle, non-equilibrium effects become
noticeable approximately 25mm after the throat and lead to thermal freezing around
500mm upstream of the nozzle exit. This leads to an approximate vibrational temperature
at the nozzle exit centerline of 1140K. The translational-rotational temperature measures
458K, which is 27K lower than the calculated translational-rotational temperature of the
thermal equilibrium simulation. For the thermal non-equilibrium simulation, the nozzle
exit Mach number at the centerline is 6.31 , whereas the equilibrium simulation predicts a
Mach number of 6.03 . This difference results from changed translational-rotational nozzle
exit temperatures and the fact that the compression waves deviate slightly between the
thermal equilibrium and non-equilibrium simulations, which affects the nozzle outflow
profile as well.
In conclusion, it can be noted that the general flow properties at the nozzle exit,
e.g. translational-rotational temperature, Mach number, pressure, show only moderate
differences due to the inclusion of thermal non-equilibrium effects. However, in the
non-equilibrium case, the scramjet inflow will contain highly excited vibrational modes.
8.3 description of thermal non-equilibrium effects in the
two-dimensional scramjet
This section illustrates the general effects that thermal non-equilibrium has on the scramjet
flow field by using the results for stagnation condition B as an example. The sensitivity
of the thermal non-equilibrium effects to the total enthalpy of the flow is subsequently
investigated.
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8.3.1 Influcence of Thermal Non-Equilibrium on Scramjet Flow
This subsection compares three cases: (EQ-EQ) a thermal equilibrium scramjet simulation
where the inflow is taken from the thermal equilibrium nozzle simulation; (EQ-NE) a
thermal non-equilibrium scramjet simulation where the inflow is taken again from the
thermal equilibrium nozzle simulation which represents a flight test scenario; and (NE-
NE) a thermal non-equilibrium scramjet simulation where the inflow is extracted from
the thermal non-equilibrium nozzle simulation. It will be shown that the thermal non-
equilibrium simulations of the scramjet produce similar results, even though the inflows
had quite different thermal energy distributions, whereas the pure thermal equilibrium
simulation deviates significantly from the thermal non-equilibrium simulations.
To begin with the basic structure of the flow field within the scramjet is analyzed.
This is shown in Figure 8.2, which displays the translational-rotational temperature
distribution for the NE-NE case.
Figure 8.2 – Temperature distribution within the two-dimensional scramjet for
reservoir condition B.
Figure 8.3 – Geometry information of cuts and streamtraces through the scramjet.
It can be seen how the forebody shock is closely aligned with the inlet ramp, due to
the hypersonic nature of the flow, and barely clears the tip of the cowl. Another shock
originating from the cowl travels downwards to the lower combustor wall, while simulta-
neously expansion waves, originating from the corner where the inlet ramp transitions
into the combustion camber, travel upwards to the upper combustor wall. These two
dominant waves are reflected between the combustor walls as illustrated in Figure 2.1
and slowly decrease in strength with increasing distance along the combustor, as can be
seen in Figure 8.2. The shock reflection at the combustor wall produces a very hot region
immediately downstream, which is terminated by the impinging expansion waves further
downstream. These hot regions (or pockets) are utilized in shock-induced combustion
scramjets. Figure 8.2 visualizes these hot pockets. It is noticeable that the shape of the
highest temperature regions differs from the ideal shaped hot pocket shown in Figure
2.1, due to the strong viscous dissipation effects within the boundary layer. However, the
viscous hot pocket region is also terminated downstream of the shock impingement, due
to the impinging expansion waves, which is characteristic of the radical farming engine
concept. Furthermore, it becomes apparent that the first hot pocket at the lower combus-
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tor wall shows the largest temperature increase. The hot pockets further downstream
show a milder temperature rise. To determine the effects of thermal non-equilibrium,
the core flow, basically the inviscid part of the flow, is firstly analyzed. Afterwards the
viscous regions, more specifically the hot pocket regions, are examined.
Figure 8.4 shows the temperature distributions for the EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE
cases. The temperatures are extracted along a streamline, displayed in Figure 8.3, which
passes though the point (x,y) = (215mm, 37mm) and runs roughly through the middle
of the combustor.
Figure 8.4 – Temperature distributions for the EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE cases within
the scramjet along the streamline through (x,y) = (215mm, 37mm) for stagnation
condition B.
The first two translational-rotational temperature rises in Figure 8.4 are due to the
forebody and the cowl shock. The forebody shock locations for the EQ-EQ and EQ-NE
cases are close to each other, whereas the shock location for the NE-NE case is shifted
downstream, which is caused by a lower shock angle. This is explainable by a decreased
ratio of specific heats, γ. In general, with increasing vibrational temperature γ decreases
towards the limit of γ = 1.286 , increasing the flow Mach number by decreasing the sound
speed, which ultimately decreases the shock angle. Further downstream, at x = 0.21m, a
translational-rotational temperature drop is noted, which is caused by a dominant and
an inferior expansion wave, which originate from the transition corners between the inlet
ramp and cowl with the combustion chamber. From here on a periodic translational-
rotational temperature increase and decrease is noticeable. It becomes apparent that
the initially similar flow structures of the EQ-EQ and EQ-NE cases diverge with in-
creasing streamwise distance, whereas the flow structures of the EQ-NE and NE-NE
cases converge towards each other. In both thermal non-equilibrium simulations, the
relatively slow response of the vibrational temperature to changes in the flow conditions
is clearly visible. Downstream of the forebody shock, Tv relaxes towards equilibrium
very gradually on the flow time scale. Downstream of the cowl and subsequent shocks,
the decreased velocity and increased temperature and pressure of the flow allows the
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relaxation to proceed more rapidly. However, there is never sufficient time between waves
for the flow to approach equilibrium.
Additionally, the translational-rotational temperature inside the scramjet combustor is
high, quickly approaching the vibrational temperature seen in the NE inflow, and gener-
ating sufficiently high vibrational excitation rates for the EQ-NE case that the freestream
vibrational temperature, almost reaches the translational-rotational temperature. So, in
both non-equilibrium scramjet simulations, EQ-NE and NE-NE, Tv tends towards T ,
although from opposite directions, and since only a small fraction of the total energy is
stored in the vibrational mode, the two non-equilibrium cases quickly look very similar
in structure. It should be mentioned that there is no specific curve for the vibrational
temperature for case EQ-EQ since it is equal to the translational-rotational temperature.
In summary, even though the EQ-NE and NE-NE cases started off with different inflow
conditions, the translational-rotational temperature distributions further downstream are
very similar. On the other hand, the temperature distribution of the EQ-EQ case diverges
from the other two cases and results in decreased translational-rotational temperatures.
Next, the viscous part of the combustion chamber will be analyzed, which incorporates
the hot pockets. The first hot pocket, located at the lower combustion chamber wall,
will be used representatively for the other hot pockets. The highest temperatures are
encountered in this hot pocket, thus it would act as an important initiator for combustion,
since the initialization reactions that produce free chemical radicals are highly influenced
by temperature. Figure 8.5 shows the temperature distributions along a streamline
through (x,y) = (215mm, 27.65mm), which is approximately 0.15mm above the lower
combustion chamber wall. Since a streamline through a two-dimensional domain contains
only a fraction of the original information, the magnitude of the temperature peaks in
Figure 8.5 differ from those in the contour plot, but the general trends are represented
correctly.
Figure 8.5 – Temperature distributions for the EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE cases within
the scramjet along the streamline through (x,y) = (215mm, 27.65mm) for enthalpy
condition B.
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The translational-rotational temperature rise right at the start of the flow domain,
x0.0m, is due to the forebody shock. Since the streamline runs through the boundary
layer of the inlet ramp, the temperature increases gradually due to viscous dissipa-
tion until a sudden translational-rotational temperature drop occurs, which is caused
by the expansion fan originating from the end of the ramp. Further downstream the
translational-rotational temperature increases again due to the cowl shock impingement.
From there on the translational-rotational temperature decreases and increases due to
expansion and shock wave impingements as described for Figure 8.4. A similar flow
structure to that seen in Figure 8.4 evolves. Of course the temperatures are much higher,
as the kinetic energy has been dissipated in the boundary layer. Another effect that can
not be seen in Figure 8.4 is the drop in the vibrational temperature for case NE-NE right
from the start of the flow domain, x = 0.0m. This drop is caused by the boundary layer
forcing the vibrational temperature towards the wall temperature, 300K. Interestingly,
the change in the vibrational temperature in the same region for case EQ-NE is chiefly
caused by thermal relaxation. A mild influence of the boundary layer becomes apparent
for the region between the expansion corner, x = 0.174m, and the location of the first
hot pocket, x = 0.21m, due to a significant growth of the boundary layer. To gain more
insight into the boundary layer effects upstream, within and downstream of the hot
pocket, wall normal profiles have been extracted at x = 0.17m, x = 0.20m, x = 0.22m
and x = 0.24m and are shown in Figure 8.6. The location of each profile is displayed in
Figure 8.3.
δ
δ
δ
δ
Figure 8.6 – Temperature distributions over the wall normal distance n within the
boundary layer (boundary layer thickness displayed as δ) at x = 0.17m, x = 0.20m,
x = 0.22m and x = 0.24m (with T
EQ−EQ
—–, T
EQ−NE
--, TvEQ−NE -·-., TNE−NE · · · and
TvNE−NE — —).
Position x = 0.17m in Figure 8.6 is located on the inlet ramp close to the expansion
corner. It shows that the maximum temperature difference between the translational-
rotational temperatures is approximately 50K. The vibrational temperature for case
NE-NE develops a velocity profile like distribution, which indicates that the wall bound-
ary effect dominates the vibrational temperature distribution. The near wall peak in
translational-rotational temperature does not appear in the Tv profile. This is because
viscous dissipation transfers energy between the kinetic and translational-rotational
modes. The thermal relaxation process is not sufficiently fast at the conditions considered
to transfer this energy into the vibrational mode and produce a peak in Tv. Thus, the
thermal relaxation process for the NE-NE case is not noticeable, whereas the vibrational
temperature distribution for case EQ-NE indicates a slow thermal relaxation process,
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since the vibrational temperature tends gradually toward the translation one. Moving
further downstream to x = 0.20m, which lies between the expansion corner and the
first hot pocket, a temperature decrease, due to the expansion, along with a decrease of
the maximum translational-rotational temperature difference is noticeable. Furthermore,
in the upper half of the diagram the incoming cowl shock can be seen. At location
x = 0.22m the reflected cowl shock travels upwards, away from the combustor wall,
leaving a drastically changed translational-rotational temperature distribution behind.
As mentioned previously, in the NE simulations the vibrational temperature reacts much
more gradually to the temperature increase across the shock, which causes the vibrational
temperature for the NE-NE case to undercut the translational-rotational temperature.
Close to the wall, further upstream, Tv of the NE-NE case has been forced towards the
wall temperature. Then as the fluid flows downstream and passes through the shock
reflection, the translational-rotational temperature jumps up rapidly but the vibrational
temperature lags behind it due to small thermal relaxation rates. Further away from the
wall, Tv is still higher than T due to the non-equilibrium state of the flow. The result of
the shock impingement is not just an increase of the maximum translational-rotational
temperature difference to approximately 150K between the EQ-EQ case and the other
two cases, but also a significant temperature difference throughout the compressed
boundary layer due to the slow redistribution of energy into the vibrational mode in
the non-equilibrium simulations. This means that the hot pocket for cases EQ-NE and
NE-NE does not just have a higher maximum translational-rotational temperature, but
also an overall higher temperature level across the hot pocket compared to case EQ-
EQ. At location x = 0.24m, the translational-rotational temperatures for the three cases
have decreased and converge towards each other. Nevertheless, the difference in the
translational-rotational temperatures over a large wall normal distance is still noticeable.
Furthermore, it should be noted that both vibrational temperature profiles, TvEQ−NE and
TvNE−NE , show relaxation behavior for x = 0.22m and x = 0.24m. This effect is induced
by the translational-rotational temperature and pressure in the compressed boundary
layer increasing the relaxation rates combined with the lower flow speed downstream of
the shock impingement.
So far only local distributions of the temperatures have been analyzed to gain an under-
standing of the processes causing the temperature differences between non-equilibrium
and equilibrium scramjet simulations, which will be discussed in more detail in section
8.4. Since these distributions represent only local values, they may not be representative
of the entire hot pocket, thus contour plots of the hot pocket are displayed in Figure 8.7.
From Figure 8.7, it is apparent that the general trend observed in the local temperature
distributions agrees well with the contour plot. However, the maximum temperatures
are different, resulting in higher temperature differences between the three cases. The
maximum translational-rotational temperatures in the first hot pocket for the cases EQ-
EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE are T = 1631K, T = 1835K and T = 1850K, respectively – the
peak translational-rotational temperatures in the non-equilibrium scramjet simulations
are approximately 200K higher than the ones simulating equilibrium scramjet flow. The
second hot pocket on the upper wall of the combustion chamber, not displayed in this
study, exhibits a similar behavior with regard to the thermal non-equilibrium effect, but
lower translational-rotational temperatures and temperature differences are encountered,
due to the weaker shock impingement. Nevertheless, a general trend due to simulating
thermal non-equilibrium can be observed.
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Figure 8.7 – Translational-rotational temperature distribution within the first hot pocket
for the cases EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE for stagnation condition B.
8.3.2 Sensitivity to Total Enthalpy
The previous subsection showed the effects of thermal non-equilibrium on the scramjet
flow. This subsection analyzes how these non-equilibrium effects change with varying
total enthalpy. Before examining the non-equilibrium effects a brief look at the inflow
conditions should be taken to determine what effect the enthalpy change has on them.
Since the same shock tunnel nozzle has been used for all enthalpies (A: h0 = 3.34MJ/kg,
B: h0 = 4.17MJ/kg, C: h0 = 4.89MJ/kg), the Mach numbers are similar, but decrease
slightly at higher total enthalpies with M¯NEA = 6.67, M¯NEB = 6.45 and M¯NEC = 6.28,
where M¯NE is the average nozzle exit Mach number for a non-equilibrium nozzle simu-
lation at the stagnation enthalpy indicated by the second subscript. This causes steeper
shock waves and thus shifts characteristic flow structures, including the hot pockets, up-
stream. The flow speed and translational-rotational temperature increase with increasing
total enthalpy. Additionally, it should be noted that the vibrational freezing temperature
of the nozzle flow appears to be independent of the total enthalpy in our simulations,
resulting in near identical vibrational inflow temperatures for the NE-NE cases. The
temperature profiles along the streamline through the lower scramjet boundary layer
((x,y) = (215mm, 27.65mm)) for total enthalpy conditions A and C are displayed in
Figure 8.8 and 8.9, respectively.
Again, as for Figure 8.5, which shows the results for enthalpy condition B, a streamline
through (x,y) = (215mm, 27.65mm) has been extracted to analyze the general flow
structure around and within the hot pocket. Figure 8.8 shows the results for the enthalpy
condition A, which is lower than condition B, and Figure 8.9 presents the results for the
enthalpy condition C, which is higher than condition B.
The increased inflow temperature level for increased total enthalpies causes much
higher temperatures within the scramjet, especially within the first hot pocket. This
temperature increase is most visible in the translational-rotational temperatures. It is
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Figure 8.8 – Temperature distributions for cases EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE within the
scramjet along the streamline through (x,y) = (215mm, 27.65mm) for total enthalpy
condition A.
Figure 8.9 – Temperature distributions for cases EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE within the
scramjet along the streamline through (x,y) = (215mm, 27.65mm) for total enthalpy
condition C.
noticeable that the vibrational temperature drop upstream of the first hot pocket for the
NE-NE cases seems to be almost independent of total enthalpy, since it reaches values
between 1001K and 930K for total enthalpy condition C and A, respectively. This once
more indicates that this drop is not caused by the thermal relaxation process but by
boundary layer effects. This has an important influence on the general flow structure,
since the vibrational temperature for the EQ-NE case is dominantly controlled by the
thermal relaxation process. For low enthalpies, the inflow temperature is very low and
thus the thermal relaxation rates are low, which causes the thermal relaxation process
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for case EQ-NE to be much slower than for higher enthalpies. This leads to larger dis-
crepancies in the vibrational temperatures between the EQ-NE and NE-NE cases for
low enthalpies and hence leads to larger differences in the specific heat ratio γ. The
specific heat ratio influences, among other things, the shock angle, which explains why
the shock structure for the cases EQ-NE and NE-NE agrees best for high enthalpies,
where the specific heat ratios are almost identical, and worst for low enthalpies since the
γ values differ from each other. Even though the shock positions for the cases EQ-NE and
NE-NE at low enthalpy conditions diverge slowly, whereas for higher enthalpies they
converge, the magnitude of the translational-rotational temperature peaks are still similar.
The maximum translational-rotational temperature difference within the first hot
pocket between the non-equilibrium scramjet simulations, EQ-NE and NE-NE, and the
equilibrium scramjet simulations, EQ-EQ, increases with increasing enthalpy. Explicitly,
for total enthalpy condition A, B and C, the maximum translational-rotational temper-
ature differences are approximately 154K, 211K and 260K, respectively. In conclusion,
modeling thermal non-equilibrium in radical farming scramjet geometries results in
translational-rotational temperature differences compared to equilibrium simulations,
which are increasing with increasing enthalpy. The non-equilibrium state of the inflow
and hence the non-equilibrium simulation of the nozzle flow has an almost negligible
influence on the translational-rotational temperature in the scramjet simulations, but
does significantly affect the vibrational temperatures.
8.4 evaluation of thermal non-equilibrium effects in the
two-dimensional scramjet
This section discusses the results from the previous section and analyzes their potential
effects on the combustion process. Firstly, the causes of the non-equilibrium effects are
analyzed. Secondly, the implications of these effects are discussed. Finally, the global
influence of total enthalpy with regard to the potential effect on combustion is qualified.
8.4.1 Influencing Factors for Thermal Non-Equilibrium Temperature Effects
We postulate that the translational-rotational temperature difference due to the thermal
non-equilibrium effect is caused by five influencing factors:
1. Since the vibrational temperature within the hot pockets for the thermal non-
equilibrium simulations (EQ-NE and NE-NE) is lower than that for equilibrium
simulations (EQ-EQ), more energy is stored in the translational-rotational modes
for non-equilibrium simulations, which results in increased translational-rotational
temperatures.
2. The specific wall heat flux that is representatively displayed along the inlet ramp
and the lower combustor wall in Figure 8.10 is higher for the equilibrium simula-
tions than for the non-equilibrium simulations, which causes the total energy near
the wall to decrease, which in turn decreases the translational-rotational temper-
ature. The local specific heat flux difference between cases reaches values up to 3.5%.
The decreased wall heat flux for the non-equilibrium cases results from relaxation
processes within the boundary layer. Figure 8.11 shows the detailed view of the
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Figure 8.10 – Specific wall heat flux q˙ along the inlet ramp and the lower combustor wall
for the cases EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE for representative total enthalpy condition B.
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Figure 8.11 – Wall-normal temperature gradient and temperature distributions at
x = 0.17m. The wall normal distance n is displayed on a logarithmic scale to vi-
sualize the near wall temperature changes better.
wall-normal temperature and temperature gradient distribution at x = 0.17m. In
the region of the boundary layer where the dissipation term starts to decrease,
hence at wall normal distances below the translational-rotational temperature peak,
the vibrational source term in the energy equation becomes relevant. Thus, thermal
relaxation processes become noticeable, resulting in faster decreasing translational-
rotational temperatures and slower decreasing vibrational temperatures. Hence,
the translational-rotational non-equilibrium temperature firstly approaches the
translational-rotational equilibrium temperature, due to energy transfer between the
different energy modes, and undercuts it closer to the wall. This leads to decreased
translational-rotational temperature gradients for the non-equilibrium case near
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the wall, even though the translational-rotational non-equilibrium temperature
peak exceeded the equilibrium one. On the other hand the vibrational temperature
profile seems to become fuller, which increases significantly the vibrational non-
equilibrium temperature gradient at the wall compared to the equilibrium one.
However, for the computation of the heat flux,
~˙qi = −κi∇Ti , (8.1)
using the thermal conductivities κis calculated according to Eucken’s relation given
by Vincenti et al. [223] with a minor modification to the vibrational conductivity
discussed by Olejniczaka et al. [156],
κts =
5
2
µsc
(t)
vs , κrs = µsc
(r)
vs and κvs =
6
5
µsc
(v)
vs , (8.2)
where cvs represents the isochoric specific heat and µ the dynamic viscosity, the
translational-rotational and vibrational temperature gradients are weighted dif-
ferently. The vibrational temperature gradient has only a minor influence on
the total wall heat flux for low wall temperatures as considered here, whereas
the translational-rotational temperature gradient dominates. Thus, the changed
translational-rotational temperature profile due to relaxation decreases the wall
heat flux. In addition, Park [163] shows that the displacement thickness of thermo-
chemical non-equilibrium flows, which should also be valid for just thermal non-
equilibrium flows, is larger than for equilibrium flows. That once more confirms
the finding that the wall heat flux is larger for equilibrium flows than for non-
equilibrium flows.
3. The shock structure is different, which causes the temperature increase over shocks
to be different. Additionally, the shock induced pressure increases are different,
causing slightly different turning angles of the flow after shock-shock or shock-
expansion wave interactions, which in turn cause different downstream shock
angles, structure and strength. For both non-equilibrium cases the shock structure
differs more or less with the specific heat γ, although the differences decrease with
increasing enthalpy. The equilibrium simulations on the other hand model instan-
taneously thermal relaxation behavior between the vibrational and translational-
rotational temperature within the shock. That is unphysical for the flow regimes
considered in this thesis since the shock layer thickness is in the order of a few
mean free paths [78], which would mean that the relaxation times have to be
extremely short and thus unphysical. Deriving the generalized shock equations
by using the Rankine-Hugoniot relations [4] for changing specific heats over the
shock and numerically solving these, shows that shocks modeled with thermal
equilibrium are weaker than shocks that are modeled with thermal non-equilibrium,
which are considered to be in a thermally frozen state over the shock thickness, for
temperatures higher than a certain threshold. This threshold depends on the flow
conditions, but can be considered to be exceeded after the forebody shock wave has
been passed. With increasing temperature, the difference of shock strength between
thermal equilibrium and non-equilibrium cases increases until it approaches a limit.
This effect will not be analyzed any closer, since it exceeds the scope of this thesis.
4. The translational-rotational temperature is also dependent on the local flow velocity,
which is closely coupled to factor 3, but is mentioned anyhow, since it helps to
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draw a complete picture. It should be noted that the nozzle outflow velocities differ
slightly between thermal equilibrium and non-equilibrium simulations.
5. This factor includes all other minor influences that cause diverging translational-
rotational temperatures. All flows are simulated with chemical non-equilibrium
causing a temperature dependence of the gas composition. This results in slightly
different temperatures, since the energy is distributed differently between the
various energy modes. Figure 8.12 displays the relative energy distribution between
the different energy modes for the cases EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE along a
streamline through (x,y) = (215mm, 27.65mm).
Figure 8.12 – Relative energy distribution between the all energy modes for cases EQ-
EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE within the scramjet along the streamline through (x,y) =
(215mm, 27.65mm) for total enthalpy condition B.
It becomes apparent that there are only small differences between the chemical
energy terms for the cases EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE, whereas large differences be-
tween the vibrational energy terms are noticeable. It should be noted that although
only 1% to 3% of the total energy is stored in the vibrational mode, its drastic
variation throughout the flow domain explains its dominance over the chemical
energy mode. The inferior role of the chemical energy can be explained by the very
slow chemical relaxation process, which is significantly slower than the vibrational
one [5].
Additionally, the way how the global energy is distributed over the domain
differs to some degree, which results in changes of local temperatures as well.
To sum up, all these factors cause the translational-rotational temperatures between the
different thermal state models to differ. Factor 1 plays a dominant role, whereas factors 2
and 3 play secondary roles.
8.4.2 Implications of Thermal Non-Equilibrium Effects
Thus far the effects of modeling thermal non-equilibrium on the translational-rotational
and vibrational temperature distributions have been analyzed in detail. Both tempera-
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tures influence the combustion process and thus have implications for the efficiency of
the scramjet. The vibrational temperature particularly affects the initialization stage of
combustion, which is meant to occur within the hot pockets and create enough radicals
for combustion to commence further downstream. The rate of dissociation or radical
production of a certain species increases with increasing vibrational temperature for a
constant translational-rotational temperature. Consequently, the thermal and chemical
state of a gas are coupled. To simulate this coupling, several models have been developed.
A comparison of these models can be found in daSilva et al. [202]. Often Park’s two
temperature model [162] is employed to calculate an effective temperature:
Teff = T
qT1−qv , (8.3)
which is then used to determine the dissociation rates. The literature gives two values for
q; 0.5 [161] and 0.7 [199]. For expanding flows, resulting in T < Tv, it is recommended
to use q = 0.5 and for compressive flows, T > Tv, choosing q = 0.7 is advised according
to daSilva et al. [202]. To smoothly transition between these two values the following
equation for q;
q = α−β
(
Tv
T
)
, (8.4)
with α = 0.9 and β = 0.3, is given by Hansen [83]. This equation has weaknesses for
T < Tv, but since T > Tv for the regions of interest, the hot pockets, equation 8.3 in
combination with equation 8.4 should produce reasonable results. Although this two-
temperature model gives only an approximate estimate of the non-equilibrium impact
on the dissociation rates, it nevertheless enables the impact of thermal non-equilibrium
on scramjet combustion to be assessed.
The effective temperature Teff, which characterizes the dissociation process and hence
the rate of radical production, is highly correlated with the efficiency and ignition length
of the combustion process. Employing the above two-temperature model to the flow
through the scramjet geometry considered here results in the effective temperature dis-
tributions shown in Figure 8.13. This diagram is identical to Figure 8.5, except that the
translational-rotational and vibrational temperatures have been replaced by the effective
temperature. The result is quite surprising since all previously mentioned trends in
translational-rotational temperature, which represents the majority of thermal energy,
seem to be reversed. Firstly, the effective temperature distribution of the EQ-NE and
NE-NE cases are not similar anymore. Secondly, the effective temperature of case EQ-EQ
rises above those for the two thermal non-equilibrium cases. In retrospect, due to the
dominant influence of factor 1 in subsection 8.4.1 causing a large translational-rotational
temperature difference, an inverse trend for the effective temperature is explainable
since the ratio of TTv , caused by the ratio of
Et
Ev
, differs significantly from the relative
weight of T and Tv used in the two-temperature model. It should be noted that Figure
8.13 includes effective temperature distributions using a constant exponent q = 0.5, as
implemented into US3D, and an adaptive exponent determined by Equation 8.4. For the
remainder of this section effective temperature distributions using an adaptive exponent
q are discussed, since the results represent a conservative estimate for non-equilibrium
effects.
The contour plots of the effective temperatures within the first hot pocket for total
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Figure 8.13 – Effective temperature distributions, with constant q = 0.5 and adaptive q
(Eqn. 8.4), for case EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE within the scramjet along the streamline
through (x,y) = (215mm, 27.65mm) for enthalpy condition B.
enthalpy condition B can bee seen in Figure 8.14, where the maximum effective tempera-
tures for the EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE cases are T = 1631K, T = 1499K and T = 1574K,
respectively. This means that EQ-EQ simulations predict Teff to be approximately 60K
higher than the NE-NE case and 130K higher than the EQ-NE case. Consequently, mod-
eling the scramjet flow to be in thermal equilibrium leads to faster dissociation rates
and thus to more radicals produced, which start and accelerate the global combustion
process. Furthermore, extrapolating combustion results from shock tunnel tests (NE-NE)
to flight tests (EQ-NE), disregarding the different wall conditions, is questionable with
regard to non-equilibrium effects since, the combustion behavior for shock tunnel tests is
noticeably better due to a higher effective temperature.
Finally, it should be noted that although the effective temperature differences seem
small, the reaction rates depend exponentially on Teff and radical farming scramjets are
often designed to operate close to the minimum compression, where combustion will be
achieved through shock induction process. To clarify the significance of e.g. 60K or 130K
effective temperature difference for the un-fueled scramjet simulations, the O radical
production rate is employed. The dissociation rate constant of O2 for the EQ-EQ, EQ-NE
and NE-NE cases is evaluated using the Arrhenius equation,
k = A0T
η
effe
Ωm
Teff , (8.5)
withΩm = EaR = 5.95× 104K, η = −1.5 and A0 = 2× 1018 [162]. Hence, the rate constant
k for O radical production is 4.4× 10−3 m3mol s , 2.0× 10−4 m
3
mol s and 1.2× 10−3 m
3
mol s for
the EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE case, respectively, which indicates a variation of radical
production between 350% and 2100%. Therefore, changes in Teff and hence modeling
thermal non-equilibrium can have a significant impact on the predicted performance of
radical farming engines. This calculation is merely used to clarify effective temperature
effect on the chemical production rate, but not to estimate the radical production rate in
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Figure 8.14 – Effective temperature distribution, using Eqn. 8.4 to calculate q, within the
hot pocket for the cases EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE for stagnation condition B.
a fueled scramjet or its performance.
8.4.3 Enthalpy Dependence of the Thermal Non-Equilibrium Effect
For enthalpy condition A and C, same trends with regards to the effective temperature and
thus to the influence on the combustion process, are seen. Interestingly, the translational-
rotational temperature differences, mentioned in subsection 8.3.2, increased with total
enthalpy, whereas the effective temperature differences stay similar. Thus, modeling
thermal equilibrium increases the efficiency and decreases the ignition length of the
combustion process compared to thermal non-equilibrium simulations. Modeling flight
condition, meaning equilibrium inflow (EQ-NE), predicts the worst combustion behavior
due to low effective temperature in the hot pockets.
8.5 thermal non-equilibrium effects in the three-dimensional
inlet-fueled scramjet
In this section thermal non-equilibrium effects in the three-dimensional scramjet engine,
see Section 4.3.3, are investigated. The analyses are heavily based on the findings of the
previous sections, which investigated thermal non-equilibrium effects in two-dimensional,
un-fueled scramjet flows. Firstly, the model used for vibration-chemistry-coupling is
assessed in Section 8.5.1 to determine its influence on flow and combustion physics.
The subsequent sections investigate the effect of thermal non-equilibrium on three-
dimensional flow features and on combustion chemistry.
8.5.1 Discussion of Modeling Aspects for Vibration-Chemistry-Coupling
Modeling finite rate chemistry accurately requires the knowledge of individual reaction
rates, which are dependent on pressure, temperature and species concentration. Thermal
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non-equilibrium can, as stated in Section 2.4, have a significant effect on reaction rates,
as the thermal energy distribution of the gas mixture changes. Reactions rates that are
heavily dependent on temperature, e.g. chain branching reactions [120], and thus on the
thermal state of the gas mixture are sensitive to thermal non-equilibrium effects. There are
two aspects to consider here. Firstly, as the thermal state of the gas departs from an equi-
librium composition, e.g. induced through rapid expansions or compressions, the energy
in the vibrational mode is, considering short time scales, conserved, which results in an
increased or decreased energy in the translational-rotational mode compared to the equi-
librium state. Hence, chemical reaction rates depend on the energy distribution of thermal
modes as this affects the translational-rotational temperature. Secondly, the reaction rates
are not solely dependent on the translational temperature, but also on the vibrational
temperature. Therefore, additional modeling is required to accurately predict chemical
reaction rates. In general, dissociation rates depend heavily on the vibrational state of the
gas, whereas recombination rates show a negligible influence of the vibrational state. For
exchange reactions, the effect of the vibrational mode depends on the specific reaction
[30, 216]. The most accurate, yet impractical for scramjet simulations, modeling approach
requires that the energy content in each vibrational and rotational quantum level is
resolved and considered for all chemical reaction processes. A more practical approach
assumes that the energy distribution between the quantum levels follows the Boltzmann
distribution, hence the vibrational state of each molecule can be characterized by a single
vibrational temperature. This model is called the multi-temperature model, also known
as SSH theory, and was developed by Schwartz, Slawsky and Herzfeld [196]. This model
requires additional variables, one for each vibrational temperature, to be solved, which
increases the computational resources requirements significantly. Thus, to even further
reduce computational expenses, the vibrational energies of each molecule are lumped
together into one vibrational energy component, characterized by a single vibrational
temperature. Hence, the vibration-chemistry coupling is modeled as merely dependent
on the translational-rotational and vibrational temperature as well as the specific reaction.
As already introduced in Section 8.4.2, Park [161, 162] proposes to replace the temperature
in the Arrhenius equation with an effective temperature Teff, which results in an effective
reaction rate, see Equation 8.5. The Park model is, however, applied solely to dissociation
reactions. For all other reaction types, recombination and exchange reactions, the reaction
rates are only dependent on the translational-rotational temperature. The Park model
shows reasonable agreement with experimental data for normal and bow shock waves
as well as nozzle and boundary layer simulations in 5-species air [190]. The accuracy
of Park’s model when applied to hydrogen/air combustion is, however, unknown. The
fact that Park’s effective temperature is solely applied to dissociation reactions causes
the largest inaccuracies, as the vibration-chemistry-coupling in hydrogen/air mixtures is
mainly relevant for exchange reactions. This is supported by Brown [30], who states that
the effects of vibration-chemistry-coupling increase with decreasing temperature, and
Lorrain [133], who shows that exchange and recombination reactions dominate the radical
production process at reduced temperatures, which ultimately influences combustion
characteristics. Therefore, merely translational-rotational temperature changes, caused
by thermal non-equilibrium effects, affect chemical reaction rates, when using the two
temperature model in conjunction with Park’s effective temperature.
As mentioned above, the two-temperature model is employed for the scramjet simula-
tions investigated here. For simplicity, let us consider a gas mixture consisting of two
diatomic species, species A and B. The gas mixture is defined to be in thermal equilibrium
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if the vibrational translational-rotational source term QV−T = 0. This implies that the
vibrational temperatures of each species are identical to the translational-rotational tem-
perature Ttr = TVi . For the vibrational modes of each species to be in equilibrium with
each other, the vibrational-vibrational source term QV−V = 0. Gilmore et al.[72] derived
based on a rate equation for vibrational relaxation an expression for the equilibrium state
between the vibrational modes for a two species gas mixture. For vibrational-vibrational
equilibrium, hence vibrational destruction and production rates cancel each other, the
following expression holds
ΘVA
TVA
−
ΘVB
TVB
=
ΘVA −ΘVB
Ttr
, (8.6)
where ΘVA and ΘVB represent the characteristic vibrational temperatures of species A
and B, respectively. Assuming that the gas mixture is in thermal non-equilibrium the
vibrational temperatures are not equal to each other TVA 6= TVB when reaching vibrational-
vibrational equilibrium. Therefore, assuming a common vibrational temperature for each
species, as implied by the two-temperature model, in a thermal non-equilibrium flow has
no physical foundation. It is important to realize that the lump vibrational temperature
is merely a representation of the lumped vibrational energy of the gas mixture. Further-
more, the two-temperature model is intended to be applied to premixed gas mixtures
rather then mixing flows, as encountered in scramjet simulations. Thus, vibrational
relaxation behavior between two mixing species is misrepresented, since the vibrational
temperature, as mentioned before, merely represents the lumped vibrational energy.1
Moreover, it should be noted that semi-empirical correlations given by Millikan and
White [144] provide the basis for vibrational-translation relaxation times. These cor-
relations produces good results, generally with an accuracy of approximately ±50%,
for collisions between identical or similar collision partners [144]. Large differences to
experimental data occur for dissimilar collision partners like N2 −O. Therefore, several
relaxation rates for 5-species air mixtures have been modified according to Gehre et
al. [65]. A similar approach has to be taken for hydrogen/air mixtures, in particular
when considering the large differences between molecular weights, for instance N2 −H.
A comprehensive overview of revised relaxation rates for N2, O2, and H2 colliding
with N2, O2, H2, H2O, OH, O, H is provided by [137]. More data regarding N2, H2
and H2O relaxation is given by [39, 50, 227]. These data sets do not, however, cover all
relevant diatomic combustion species and are based on post-shock relaxation conditions
(T > 2000K). For these reasons, and since a thorough examination of their accuracy
in low temperature flows lies beyond the scope of this thesis, the additional data for
vibrational-translational relaxation is disregarded for the scramjet simulations performed
here.
1 Conducting a thought experiment to demonstrate the inaccuracies when using the two-temperature model
in mixing flows:
Assuming a mixing process between N2 and H2 streams, where initially (x = x0) TtrH2 = 300K, TtrN2 =
650K, TvH2 = 300K and TvN2 = 1200K. Downstream at x = x1 1% of N2 has diffused into the center
of the hydrogen stream, which leads to mass fractions of YN2 = 0.01 and YH2 = 0.99. The translational
temperature at the center of the H2 stream can be assumed to remain constant at Ttr ≈ 300K. However,
the vibrational lumped temperature using the two-temperature model gives Tv = 592.8K. Using Equation
8.6, with ΘvH2 = 6331K and ΘvN2 = 3395K, to calculate the equilibrium vibrational temperatures for
N2 and H2 while conserving the total vibrational energy gives T
eq
vH2
= 497.0K and TeqvN2 = 1150.5K. It is
obvious that the physical vibrational temperatures for each species differ greatly from the lumped vibrational
temperature.
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In summary, employing the two-temperature model, described above, to mixing and
combusting scramjet flows induces large inaccuracies due its oversimplification of oc-
curring flow physics. Thus, it should be noted that the use of such a model, although
computational inexpensive, should be avoided. However, computational resource restric-
tions do not allow the use of more advanced modeling. For instance, incorporating the
SSH theory into the CFD code would introduce for the JetSurf combustion model [224]
10 vibrational temperatures, which have to be resolved. This would increase the resource
requirements by more than 100%. Thus, the results presented in the subsequent sections
are merely indicating trends and provide more general insight into non-equilibrium
flow features. It is advised to consider the model limitations, when drawing conclu-
sions regarding combustion effects. Furthermore, it is strongly recommended for future
simulations to validate the used model against canonical test cases and improve the
physical modeling to represent non-equilibrium flow physics in combustion flows more
accurately.
8.5.2 Thermal Non-Equilibrium Effects on Flow Structures
This section describes the effects of thermal non-equilibrium in the three-dimensional, hy-
drogen fueled scramjet engine. The methodology presented in Section 8.2 is adapted here.
Hence, three RANS simulations with identical hydrogen fueling and nozzle reservoir con-
ditions are performed using permutations of thermal equilibrium and non-equilibrium
modeling for nozzle and scramjet flows. This study can be characterized as a three-
dimensional parameter study for which WMLES is too expensive to be used. The inflow
conditions are, as for the two-dimensional study, generated with Nozzle-1 using stag-
nation condition B. More details regarding the numerical and experimental setup are
provided in Chapter 4.
Figure 8.15 – Mach Number distribution through the scramjet engine in a plane located
at z = 0.015m for the cases EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE using stagnation condition B.
Figure 8.15 visualizes the Mach number distribution throughout the scramjet engine
for three thermal non-equilibrium conditions, EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE. The contours
show similar distributions with merely subtle changes between the three cases. As for
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the two-dimensional simulations, the leading edge shock shows minor changes in shock
angle depending on the thermal modeling. It should be noted that the changing leading
edge shock angle at x ≈ 0.085m is not caused by thermal non-equilibrium effects, but
by sidewall effects, as shown in Figure 4.19b. Furthermore, as for the two-dimensional
simulations the leading edge shock is marginally steeper for the thermal equilibrium
inflow than for thermal non-equilibrium inflow, which causes the leading edge shock
to be ingested into the scramjet for the NE-NE case. Interestingly, the effects of three-
dimensionality,2 altered state of the boundary layer3 and blunted leading edges 4 cancel
each other so that the leading edge shock angle between the three- and two dimensional
solutions remains similar. The position and shape of the injector bow shocks show negli-
gible dependence on the thermal state of the gas. For non-equilibrium simulations the
separation zone, located at the combustor entrance, shifts upstream by approximately
2mm, which is caused by chemical effects, discussed in the subsequent section. Further
downstream the alternating shock patterns, as seen for the two-dimensional simulations,
evolves. Mach numbers decrease with increasing streamwise distance, as the flow is
processed by shock-waves and as heat release, due to combustion processes, occurs.
The mass-flow weighted average of the combustor exit Mach number varies between
cases, where for the EQ-NE case the exit Mach number is largest (M = 1.79) and for the
NE-NE case it is the smallest (M = 1.69). These differences are combustion induced and
discussed in the subsequent section.
Figure 8.16 – Temperature distributions for the EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE cases within
the scramjet along the streamline through (x,y, z) = (0mm, 10mm, 15mm) for stag-
nation condition B.
To gain a better understanding of the internal flow physics, in particular the thermal
relaxation processes, Figure 8.16 shows the translational-rotational and vibrational tem-
perature distribution along a streamline through the scramjet, displayed as a purple
streamtrace in Figure F.8. This streamtrace moves along the upper mixing/shear layer
of the hydrogen plume until it is processed by the cowl shock and becomes part of the
mixing process. It is important to note that the temperature distributions along these
2 A weak shock wave originating from the scramjet side wall interacts with the leading edge shock wave,
steepening it, as shown in Figure 8.15.
3 Simulations of the three-dimensional scramjet are initialized with a laminar boundary layer that transitions
near the injectors, whereas the two-dimensional simulations are initialized with a fully turbulent boundary
layer as discussed in Section 4.3.2. Since, laminar boundary layers exhibit a smaller momentum thickness
the oncoming flow experiences a reduced turning angle, which decreases the shock angle.
4 The shock position is offset by the nose bluntness, as discussed in Section 5.2.4.
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streamtraces are intended to provide information regarding relaxation process, not to
visualize global trends. Furthermore, with the onset of combustion, flow features become
highly three-dimensional, thus causing the streamtraces to diverge from each other, which
is why they should not be used for direct comparison between the three cases. In the
inlet, however, flow structures are regular, which allows for an accurate comparison. As
described in detail for the two-dimensional simulations the temperature distributions for
the three-dimensional simulations exhibit identical trends up until hydrogen interactions
become dominant. The strong temperature spike at x = 0.123m is caused by the injector
bow shock, which is followed by a weaker temperature increased, which is the result of
the adjacent injector bow shock. As the air passes through the hot region of the bow shock
and as it interacts with hydrogen, fast thermal relaxation processes occur. Downstream
of the combustor entrance the vibrational temperatures, considering both the EQ-NE
and NE-NE cases, are within approximately 100K of their translational temperatures.
Furthermore, as the combustion process starts, x ≈ 0.29m, the flow can be regarded to
be in thermal equilibrium, as with increasing temperatures and pressures the relaxation
times decrease. Hence, thermal non-equilibrium effects become important in the inlet
and possibly near the combustor entrance.
Figure 8.17 – Temperature distributions for the EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE cases within
the scramjet along the streamline through the center of the inner injector for stagnation
condition B.
To finalize the description of thermal non-equilibrium effects, the temperature distri-
butions along the inner injector stream lines, shown as the green streamtrace in Figure
F.8, are displayed in Figure 8.17. These distributions visualize the thermal state of the
hydrogen fuel plume core. As hydrogen over-expands into the scramjet, translational
temperatures drop, while the vibrational temperatures remain constant, since the flow
can be regarded as frozen, due to the low temperatures present. However, with the
diffusion of the smallest amounts of vibrationally excited air into the hydrogen stream,
hydrogen molecules become instantaneously excited, which is an unphysical modeling
effect, as discussed in Section 8.5.1. This effect occurs in the center of the fuel plume,
which does not have an influence on the combustion process. The effect of the modeling
shortcoming in combustible regions can unfortunately not determined with the current
version of the numerical code and thus lies outside the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless,
at the entrance of the combustor mixing processes destroy the coherent shape of the
fuel plume, which in combination with elevated temperatures results in a more physi-
cal representation of the thermal state of the gas as it reaches its thermal equilibrium state.
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Thermal non-equilibrium effects are most visible in the inlet. As the flow enters the
combustor other, more dominant effects, such as mixing and combustion, influence the
flow physics. Thermal non-equilibrium effects become negligible within the combustor,
as high temperatures and pressures increase relaxation rates drastically. However, the
cascading effect of thermal non-equilibrium through influencing inlet flow physics should
not be disregarded, as shown in the subsequent section.
8.5.3 Thermal Non-Equilibrium Effects on Chemistry and Combustion Performance
The previous section shows that thermal non-equilibrium effects are insignificant down-
stream of the combustor entrance. Their effect on inlet flow physics is, however, not
irrelevant, which affects combustor flow physics as well. Two thermal non-equilibrium
flow features show noticeable effects for this study. Firstly, the leading edge shock is
ingested into the scramjet for the NE-NE case, as aforementioned, which affects the
shock structures, mass capture and pressures further downstream. Secondly, for the
non-equilibrium cases the translational-rotational temperatures in the hot-spot that forms
between the fuel plume and the injector bow shock are larger compared to the EQ-EQ
case, which affects the chemical production terms noticeably.
Figure 8.18 – Hydroxide mass fraction distribution through the scramjet engine in a
plane located at z = 0.015m for the cases EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE using stagnation
condition B.
Figure 8.18 displays the hydroxide mass fraction distribution, which is representative of
other intermediate species, in a plane that cuts through the outer injector. It clearly shows
the increased concentration of hydroxide around the fuel plumes for the non-equilibrium
cases, which carries through into the combustor where it further increases. These high hy-
droxyl levels might, however, be a result of the inaccurate vibration-chemistry-modeling,
which determines exchange reaction rates based on the translational-rotational and not
the vibrational temperature. Since the translational-rotational temperatures are elevated
in the hot-spots, while the vibrational temperatures lag behind, increased chemical re-
action rates are predicted, as discussed in Section 8.5.1. Considering that alternative
modeling approaches are outside the scope of this thesis, the generated simulation results
are used for subsequent discussions, while the model limitations are kept in mind.
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Firstly, the differences between the NE-NE and EQ-NE cases are investigated. Figure
8.18 shows that although similar amounts of intermediate species are produced around
the fuel plumes for the thermal non-equilibrium scramjet simulations, reduced combus-
tion effects occur when thermal equilibrium inflows are used, as indicated by the reduced
hydroxide production downstream of the combustor entrance. These reduced chemical
production rates are caused by the difference in mass capture and shock structure, as the
leading edge shock is ingested into the scramjet for the NE-NE case, whereas it passes
the cowl for the EQ-NE case. Thus, as the hydrogen/air mixture partially ignites near the
sidewall, as discussed in Section 7.2, the rate at which combustion products are produced
is reduced for the EQ-NE case, due to weaker shock flow structure interactions. Thus, less
heat release occurs for the EQ-NE case, which results in lower overall pressure levels and
combustion species concentrations. With the onset fast combustion processes (x ≈ 0.28m)
the rate of heat release is again larger for the NE-NE case compared to the EQ-NE
case. To visualize these differences more clearly, the mixing and combustion efficiency
distributions are plotted in Figure 8.19, which detailed description and interpretation can
be found in Sections 4.5, 6.4.1 and 7.2.2.
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Figure 8.19 – Distributions of mixing and combustion efficiencies through the three-
dimensional scramjet engine using RANS for the EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE cases
and stagnation condition B.
Figure 8.19 shows the total mixing efficiency ηmixC , the mixing efficiency of the un-
burned gas ηmixB and the combustion efficiency ηcombA . The combustion efficiency
distribution supports the findings that for the thermal non-equilibrium simulations more
radicals are produced around the injectors, as the combustion efficiency is slightly ele-
vated compared to the EQ-EQ case. Further downstream the combustion efficiency curves
for the EQ-NE and NE-NE cases depart, as discussed above, while the mixing efficiency
remains identical. However, with the onset of strong combustion, a weak influence on the
mixing efficiency is noticeable as the mixing efficiency curves start to depart as well. This
effect is caused by compression waves generated during the combustion process, which
is discussed in detail by Bricalli et. al [22, 23]. Towards the end of the combustor, as the
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combustion process is mixing limited, the combustion efficiency of the NE-NE case is
about 2.5% higher compared to the EQ-NE case.
For the EQ-EQ case combustion effects occur further downstream in the combustor
compared to the thermal non-equilibrium cases, which is owed to the reduced pro-
duction rate of radicals around the injectors. Figures 8.19 and 8.18 indicate reduced
combustion rates at the start of the combustor, which shift the combustion process
further downstream. Although chemical reactivity is reduced upstream of the second
shock impingment on the lower combustor wall, the gas mixture still ignites. In fact,
the combustion rates for the EQ-EQ case (∂ηcombA/∂x ≃ 4.5m−1) exceed those of the
NE-NE case (∂ηcombA/∂x ≃ 4.1m−1). As aforementioned, the rapid combustion process
generates additional compression waves, which weakly enhance the mixing process and
thus the overall performance. At the combustor exit the combustion efficiency of the
EQ-EQ case is 1.4% smaller than for the NE-NE case.
Figure 8.20 – Pressure contours along the lower inlet and combustor wall for the cases
EQ-EQ, EQ-NE and NE-NE using stagnation condition B.
In summary, the performance differences between the thermal conditions are small,
but noticeable. The NE-NE case shows the best performance, where thermal equilibrium
inflow cases show decreased performance. The EQ-NE case performance is limited by
weaker shock flow structure interactions, resulting in less heat release near the side
wall and thus overall reduced performance. The EQ-EQ case is limited by reduced inter-
mediate species concentration at the start of the combustor, which initially delays the
combustion process near the sidewall, but further downstream causes stronger combus-
tion effects, due to a reduced spanwise relieving effect. This effect is visualized in Figure
8.20, which displays the pressure contours along the lower combustor wall. The pressures
for the EQ-EQ case are reduced near the side wall, due to limited combustion processes.
However, as the entire gas mixture ignites downstream of the second shock impingement
more heat release, compared to the thermal non-equilibrium cases, occurs near the side-
wall, which reduces the spanwise relieving effects of the pressure rise near the scramjet
center, thus increasing the overall pressure rise. This phenomenon is visualized by the
pressure contours in Figure 8.20, where, for the EQ-EQ case, the spanwise shock angles
are increased and the pressure contours indicate higher levels over larger regions.
To conclude this analysis it should be mentioned that the discussion regarding thermal
non-equilibrium effects on combusting scramjet flows has been kept brief intentionally,
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since the limitation of the employed thermal relaxation and vibration-chemistry coupling
model may have an impact on the drawn conclusions. It is highly recommended to
increase the fidelity of the thermal modeling with regard to mixing and combustion. Fur-
thermore, the use of this scramjet engine with this particular nozzle condition produces
results that are sensitive to the leading edge shock angle/position. A more robust shock
problem should be used to better isolate thermal non-equilibrium effects.
8.6 summary
In this Chapter the effects of thermal non equilibrium on flow structures and combustion
behavior have been investigated. It was found that modeling shock induced combustion
scramjets with a thermal non-equilibrium model, the Landau-Teller model, produced
significantly different results to thermal equilibrium simulations. Although the nozzle
exit conditions, which form the basis for the scramjet inflow, do not diverge greatly, with
the exception of the vibrational temperature, the results of the scramjet simulations show
large differences.
Firstly, two-dimensional unfueled simulations were investigated to decouple fueling
and three-dimensionality effects from the analysis. Since the focus of shock induced
combustion scramjets lies on the hot pockets created by the internal shock structure, a
detailed analysis of the temperature distribution of the first hot pocket has been per-
formed and the sensitivity to enthalpy changes has been examined as well. It was shown
that the shock structures within the scramjet are similar between the thermal equilib-
rium and non-equilibrium cases, but diverge with increasing streamwise position. The
maximum translational-rotational temperature within the first hot pocket for modeling
thermal non-equilibrium is 200K higher than for the thermal equilibrium case, using
enthalpy condition B. This difference increases with increasing enthalpy. Calculating
the effective temperature, which influences the dissociation rate and thus the ignition
length and combustion efficiency, by using Hansen‘s two temperature model, results
in higher effective temperatures for the thermal equilibrium simulation. The difference
to the thermal non-equilibrium simulation is 60K and independent of the enthalpy.
Consequently, modeling thermal equilibrium predicts better combustion behavior than
modeling thermal non-equilibrium. Using equilibrium inflow conditions into the scramjet
and continuing the simulation under non-equilibrium conditions, has resemblance to
a flight test scenario, where the incoming air is not vibrationally excited and thus in
thermal equilibrium. The simulated wall boundary condition remains isothermal. The
results show an even worse combustion behavior, due to the approximately 70K lower
effective temperature compared to the non-equilibrium simulation. This temperature
difference varies only slightly with the enthalpy. Thus it can be expected that shock
tunnel experiments show a better combustion behavior than flight tests, with regard to
the thermal non-equilibrium effect.
Secondly, a three-dimensional hydrogen fueled scramjet was simulated to investigate
the effect of thermal non-equilibrium in a realistic scramjet flow field. It was found that
the two-dimensional investigation of hot pockets within the combustor has a negligible
influence on the combustion process, since the thermal relaxation process is drastically
increased due to the presence of hydrogen. Nevertheless, thermal non-equilibrium effects
become important in the inlet, where intermediate species are produced around the
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injectors. It was found that thermal non-equilibrium causes higher chemical production
rates, which increases the radical concentration at the combustor entrance and thus
the combustion performance. A secondary effects becomes dominant for the thermal
equilibrium case, where some combustion features are shifted downstream, which causes
a more uniform combustion onset and thus an overall strong pressure rise. In fact, the
EQ-EQ case shows a better performance than the EQ-NE case, which is affected by
weakened shock flow structure interactions due to thermal non-equilibrium effects on
the leading edge shock angle. Overall the NE-NE case shows the best performance. It is,
however, advised to take caution with the combustion results, since the implemented
thermal-non-equilibrium model can not capture the flow physics of mixing and combus-
tion processes accurately.
In conclusion, modeling thermal non-equilibrium has a potentially noticeable effect on
the predicted combustion behavior of shock induced combustion scramjets and therefore
a thermal non-equilibrium model should be incorporated in the numerical modeling of
such engines. For all three-dimensional simulations performed in this thesis, thermal
non-equilibrium effects change flow details, but not the overall physical behavior.
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The ninth chapter; in which the findings of this thesis are summarized and recommendations for
future research are provided.
9.1 conclusions
This thesis provides valuable insight into the flow physics relevant to low-compression
scramjets, in particular inlet-fueled radical farming scramjets. The scramjet experiment in-
vestigated by Boyce et al. [19] forms the basis for this thesis. The results are mainly based
on numerical modeling, where Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulations
and wall-modeled large-eddy simulations (WMLES) are used to provide insights into
the flow physics. The investigation focuses on three aspects of the flow physics: the mech-
anism responsible for mixing enhancement with inlet injection; the ignition mechanism
and combustion regimes in radical farming engines; and thermal-non-equilibrium effects
within the engine. Before simulating the entire scramjet flow path, several preliminary
studies have been performed to ensure simulation quality and to decouple complex flow
features from each other, which provides additional valuable insight into the flow physics.
Initially, a validation of finite rate chemistry models, commonly used for scramjet
simulations, has been performed. Most of these models, e.g. Jachimowski 92, Evans-
Schexnayder, have been developed decades ago for which reason a more recently devel-
oped combustion model, JetSurf 2.0, is included in the validation as well. The comparison
with experimental ignition delay and laminar flame speed data showed the superiority
of the Jachimowski 92 and the modified JetSurf 2.0 model over the remaining models
used for comparison. In this thesis, the modified JetSurf 2.0 model is used for the com-
busting scramjet simulation, as its prediction of laminar flame speeds, which are used
as a measure for the chemical time scale, agrees better with experimental data than the
Jachimowski 92 model.
Furthermore, the numerical method employed to resolve flow phenomena that occur
in hypersonic scramjet related flows is validated against experimental NO-PLIF data for
sonic hydrogen injection into hypersonic crossflow. This comparison allowed us to gain
expertise regarding the setup of such simulations for hypersonic flows. The comparison
between WMLES and the experimental data showed good agreement. Furthermore, it
was found that RANS is capable of resolving mean flow structures, but fails to accurately
resolve parts of the flow field where unsteady flow features dominate, e.g. bow shock
oscillations. Moreover, these simulations allowed us to assess resolution requirements for
WMLES. Both the resolved turbulence kinetic energy criterion and the resolved shear
stress criterion provide similar results. It should, however, be noted that both criteria fail
to assess the accuracy of turbulence development. Lastly, it was found that for transverse
jet injection into laminar boundary layers without seeded disturbances, the resolution of
the initial injector shear layer is critical for the jet breakdown. The growth of initial shear
layer instabilities is of paramount importance for those type of simulations as this region
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is the primary source of physical disturbances. Without the appropriate resolution of the
initial shear layer disturbances, the jet breakdown is retarded and thus shifted further
downstream.
The analysis of the mixing process for inlet injection has shown that the mixing en-
hancement is caused by baroclinic vorticity production around the fuel plumes, due to
shockwave/expansion wave interactions at the combustor entrance, in combination with
the influence of any flow separations anchored there. In essence, inlet injection enhances
the mixing process significantly if the injector and the surrounding flow structures, e.g.
shock waves, are positioned in such a way that they interact with the fuel plume inducing
its reversed roll-up, due to baroclinic torque deposition, before the plume is compressed
towards the combustor wall. As the fuel plume interacts with the combustor wall its
vortical orientation becomes critical. As mentioned before, if the vortical motion of the
fuel plume has been sufficiently reversed before wall interactions occur, the induced
velocities cause the fuel plume to be split in half, where both parts depart from each
other. The separation of the fuel plume increases the effective mixing area significantly,
which is the main reason for the mixing enhancement. Thus the rate of mixing increases
by a factor of more than 2. Moreover, in scramjet domains, where several injectors are
aligned next to each other, their spacing affects the mixing enhancement as well. If the
spacing is too close, the split fuel plumes that depart from each other begin to merge with
their neighboring fuel plume, thus decreasing the effective mixing area. Furthermore,
it is important to emphasize, that the mixing enhancement is not dependent on the
mixing length of the injected fuel plume along the inlet. The rate of mixing in the inlet is
significantly smaller than the rate of mixing caused by the flow structure interactions.
Therefore, the location of the injectors in the inlet should be chosen in such a way that
the interaction between their fuel plumes and developing flow structures promotes the
mixing enhancing processes. It should be noted that in complex scramjet flows other flow
features affect the fuel plume roll-up as well. In case of the scramjet investigated here,
the separation zone, located at the entrance of the combustor, contributes to the reversal
of the roll-up. This separation zone induces, however, adverse performance effects, for
which reason it is advised to alter the design of the scramjet in such a way that the main
shock structure interaction with the combustor boundary layer are weakened and shifted
further downstream, thus reducing the separation size and enhancing the fuel plume
roll-up. The effect of unsteady flow features on the mixing processes associated with
inlet injection can not be conclusively determined as the location of the aforementioned
separation zone is shifted, thus changing the location of flow features. Nevertheless, it
can be concluded with certainty that steady state RANS solutions resolve the mixing
enhancement process as well, merely the magnitude of the mixing rate differs.
Due to numerical resource limitations only half of the experimental scramjet domain
can be simulated here. Thus, a symmetry condition has to be imposed onto the scramjet
symmetry plane. This artificial boundary restricts the flow, which introduces inaccuracies
into the flow as velocity fluctuations perpendicular to the aforementioned boundary are
deflected. However, WMLES simulations of a single injector domain and its doubled
counter part, a double injector domain, show that the effect of the symmetry condition
is locally noticeable, yet globally insignificant. Core flow structures and performance
parameters showed only marginal deviations between both domains. Furthermore, with
increasing domain width it is expected that symmetry effects become even less influential.
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To identify the regimes of combustion within the scramjet, the turbulent Damköhler
number and turbulent Reynolds number are used. Due to model limitations, the tur-
bulent and chemical time scales have to be estimated. The dissipation and turbulence
kinetic energy, which are necessary to determine turbulent time scales, are based on
Kolmogorov’s energy spectrum and calculated from the turbulent viscosity. The chem-
ical time scales are generated by using the laminar flame speed for low temperatures
(T < 1000K) and the detonation flame speed for higher temperatures, which are pro-
vided by a three-dimensional lookup table, which is parameterized with the equivalence
ratio, the translational-rotational temperature and the static pressure. The results show
that the combustion process covers a wide range of combustion regimes. In the inlet,
turbulence-chemistry interactions range from the distributed reaction zone regime far
into the reaction sheet regime. As the flow enters the combustor the turbulent Reynolds
number increases and the spread over combustion regimes reduces, where the center
of the data spread evolves around turbulent Damköhler numbers of 10. However, as
combustion proceeds and the combustion process becomes mixing limited, the reaction
sheet regime becomes dominant, where turbulent Damköhler numbers exceed 1× 103.
Furthermore, the classification of the mixing state of the gas mixture changes throughout
the scramjet as well. In the inlet the gas mixture can be regarded as non premixed. With
increasing streamwise distance the fuel and air stream begin to mix, while combustion
processes remain inactive or localized to specific regions. Thus the gas mixture can be
regarded as partially premixed. With the onset of combustion, the well mixed regions of
the flow become chemically active until the combustion process becomes mixing limited.
From there onwards, the gas mixture can be characterized as non premixed again. From
these results, it becomes apparent that future turbulence-chemistry interaction models
have to be able to model a wide range of combustion regimes in premixed, partially
premixed and non-premixed gas mixtures.
Furthermore, it was found that combustion processes at the entrance of the combustor,
located near the sidewall, are governed by extinction and ignition events. Towards the
back of the combustor, combustion events stabilize, while flame fronts remain unsteady,
thus oscillating within the combustor. Additionally, the vortex breakdown of coherent
structures formed around the fuel plumes is not caused by combustion processes, but by
shock vortex interactions.
To investigate thermal non-equilibrium effects on scramjet flow structures, a two-
dimensional, un-fueled scramjet simulation has been performed. Firstly, two nozzle
simulations that provide the inflow conditions for the scramjet are performed using
thermal equilibrium and thermal non-equilibrium modeling of the flow. These conditions
are then used in permutation with thermal equilibrium and thermal non-equilibrium
scramjet conditions. This approach allowed us to investigate three characteristic cases with
regard to the thermal state of the gas; shock tunnel testing, flight testing and assumed
thermal equilibrium. The results show that scramjet internal shock structures are mainly
dependent on the thermal modeling of the scramjet engine. The effective temperature
distributions in the hot pockets near the combustor wall are, however, dependent on
the inflow condition. As a result it can be seen that the effective temperatures using the
thermal equilibrium assumption are highest, whereas the temperatures for the flight
test are lowest, thus implying that combustion performance for flight tests is the worst,
from a purely thermal energy distribution point of view. It was also found that the trend
of those effects does not change with flight enthalpy. Applying the same methodology
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to a three-dimensional scramjet with a specific hydrogen massflow rate showed that
the effect of thermal non-equilibrium is less influential than for the un-fueled case. In
a hydrogen/air gas mixture the thermal relaxation rates are considerably faster than
for pure air. Thus, the gas mixture is close to thermal equilibrium at the entrance of
the combustor. Further downstream, after the onset of ignition, the translational and
vibrational temperatures are identical. Thus, thermal non-equilibrium effects detectable
in the combustor originated from the inlet. Thermal non-equilibrium effects in the inlet
are commonly limited to shock structure variations and changes in chemical production
rate. The former affects this particular scramjet configuration as tiniest variations in the
leading edge shock angle determine whether the shock is ingested into the scramjet or not.
The change in chemical reaction rates around the fuel plumes is more likely to represent
a physical effect in terms of general scramjet performance. However, the two-temperature
model used to simulate thermal non-equilibrium effects has shortcomings for mixing and
reacting flows. The results suggest that for thermal non-equilibrium simulations more
radicals are produced around the injectors, which leads to an earlier onset of combustion.
These results have to be further validated with an improved chemistry-vibration coupling
model.
9.2 recommendations
For future simulations it is highly recommended to reduce the complexity of the flow
problem. The author found that the decoupling between chemistry, turbulence and
thermal non-equilibrium is extremely difficult to comprehend for large scale scramjet
simulations, in particular when using WMLES. Numerical resource restrictions make
it almost impossible to do parameter studies for such flow domains. Therefore, it is
recommended to firstly perform RANS simulations of the scramjet engine to identify
regions that have a significant effects on flow structures and ultimately on the scram-
jet performance. As a second step, replicate those regions with a simple setup, that is
preferably reproduceable through an experimental campaign, to isolate characteristic
flow features. This allows the researcher to investigate flow physics in a controlled
environment, where parameter studies can be performed. Such a setup can as well be
easily used for numerical code and/or model validation. In the third stage, only after
detailed flow physics are fully understood and numerical modeling limitations have
been resolved is it recommended to perform large scale high fidelity numerical simu-
lations. The insights into flow physics gained through such an approach are much greater.
As already mentioned in the previous section the development of an improved ther-
mal relaxation model is essential. The two-temperature model is commonly used as it
increases numerical resource requirements marginally, while accounting for thermal-non-
equilibrium effects. However, the way it is formulated, in particular by assuming identical
vibrational temperatures between species, introduces unphysical thermal relaxation ef-
fects for mixing flows. Furthermore, a more advanced chemistry-vibration coupling
model is encouraged to be used, which calls therefore for more extensive experimentally
validated data sets. The next level of fidelity with regard to thermal non-equilibrium
modeling is covered by the SSH theory, which introduces additional partial differential
equations that would make simulations prohibitively expensive when used with detailed
chemistry schemes. There is clearly a need for more advanced modeling that does not
increase the resource requirements significantly.
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Another important recommendation is aimed at researchers that use experimental data
sets for comparison. It is of paramount importance to ensure that these data set are well
documented and provide accurate results. Moreover, choosing robust experiments is vital
for successful simulations. Experiments that are highly sensitive to inflow conditions
or flow structure locations are impractical to replicate as additional influencing factors,
which are not relevant to the experimental campaign and hence have not been recorded,
affect the solution. Furthermore, collaborating with the experimenter directly was found
to be extremely beneficial. Finally, it is advised to perform low fidelity simulations of the
entire experimental setup at the start of the investigation to ensure that the experimental
and numerical setup relate to the same physical flow problem.
The last recommendation relates to future scramjet development. This thesis has
clearly shown how the mixing process can be enhanced through inlet-injection. It is
highly recommended to implement the inlet-injection concept into a scramjet design
that is intended to produce net thrust and to optimize its mixing enhancing capability.
Furthermore, an optimized combustor porthole injection scheme should be incorporated
into the same scramjet as well. This will allow the researcher to clearly determine whether
the performance increase due to mixing enhancement caused by inlet-fueling outweighs
the drag penalty that is induced by this concept. Lastly, the sensitivity of inlet-fueling
flow physics to the angle of attack should be investigated to determine whether this
concept is suitable for flight vehicles.
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MODEL CONSTANTS
A
a.1 species data
Table A.1 – Species molecular weight M and enthalpy of formation h0fs at 0K.
Species M [g/mol] h0fs [J/kg]
N2 28.01340 0.000000E+ 00
O2 31.99880 0.000000E+ 00
H2 2.01588 0.000000E+ 00
H2O 18.01528 −1.326213E+ 07
OH 17.00734 2.257261E+ 06
HO2 33.00674 1.517872E+ 05
H2O2 34.01468 −3.816235E+ 06
HNO2 47.01344 −1.499763E+ 06
NO 30.00610 2.991892E+ 06
NO2 46.00550 7.809936E+ 05
N 14.00670 3.361391E+ 07
O 15.99940 1.542495E+ 07
H 1.00794 2.143332E+ 08
Table A.2 – Blottner viscosity coefficients.
Species A B C
N2 2.68142E− 02 3.17784E− 01 −1.13156E+ 01
O2 4.49290E− 02 −8.26158E− 02 −9.20195E+ 00
H2 3.71515E− 02 1.98147E− 01 −1.16162E+ 01
H2O −6.27751E− 02 1.77108E+ 00 −1.71674E+ 01
OH −4.98470E− 02 1.55700E+ 00 −1.60570E+ 01
HO2 2.68142E− 02 3.17784E− 01 −1.13156E+ 01
H2O2 −6.55708E− 02 1.68132E+ 00 −1.66768E+ 01
HNO2 2.68142E− 02 3.17784E− 01 −1.13156E+ 01
NO 4.36378E− 02 −3.35511E− 02 −9.57674E+ 00
NO2 −2.55903E− 02 1.05672E+ 00 −1.38353E+ 01
N 1.15572E− 02 6.03168E− 01 −1.24327E+ 01
O 2.03144E− 02 4.29440E− 01 −1.16031E+ 01
H 7.53570E− 02 −3.46023E− 01 −1.01658E+ 01
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Table A.3 – Characteristic vibrational temperatures.
Species Θv [K]
N2 3.3950E+ 03
O2 2.2390E+ 03
H2 6.3314E+ 03
H2O
5.2613E+ 03
2.2946E+ 03
5.4040E+ 03
OH 5.3782E+ 03
HO2
4.9436E+ 03
2.0028E+ 03
1.5798E+ 03
H2O2
5.1782E+ 03
2.0172E+ 03
1.2618E+ 03
5.3380E+ 02
5.1911E+ 03
1.8215E+ 03
HNO2
5.1666E+ 03
2.4459E+ 03
1.8172E+ 03
1.1366E+ 03
8.5770E+ 02
7.8130E+ 02
NO 2.8170E+ 03
NO2
1.8963E+ 03
1.0791E+ 03
2.3279E+ 03
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A.2 Chemistry Model Constants
a.2 chemistry model constants
Table A.4 – Modified JetSurf 2.0 hydrogen-air combustion modela,c (see Section 4.4.1).
Reaction # Reactions b Cr ηr Ear
(1) H+O2⇋O+OH 2.644× 1016 −0.6707 17041.00
(2) O+H2⇋H+OH 4.589× 104 2.7 6260.00
(3) OH+H2⇋H+H2O 1.734× 108 1.51 3430.00
(4) OH+OH⇋O+H2O 3.973× 104 2.4 −2110.00
(5) H+H+H2⇋H2 +H2 1.780× 1018 −1 0.00
(6) H+H+H2O⇋H2 +H2O 9.000× 1016 −0.6 0.00
(7) H+H+M⇋H2 +M 5.624× 1019 −1.25 0.00
(8) H+OH+M⇋H2O+M 4.400× 1022 −2 0.00
(9) O+H+M⇋OH+M 9.428× 1018 −1 0.00
(10) O+O+M⇋O2 +M 1.200× 1017 −1 0.00
(11) H+O2 +M⇋HO2 +M 6.328× 1019 −1.4 0.00
(12) H2 +O2⇋HO2 +H 5.916× 105 2.433 53502.00
(13) OH+OH+M⇋H2O2 +M 2.010× 1017 −0.584 −2293.00
(14) HO2 +H⇋O+H2O 3.970× 1012 0 671.00
(15) HO2 +H⇋OH+OH 7.485× 1013 0 295.00
(16) HO2 +O⇋OH+O2 4.000× 1013 0 0.00
(17) HO2 +HO2⇋O2 +H2O2 1.300× 1011 0 −1630.00
(18) HO2 +HO2⇋O2 +H2O2 3.658× 1014 0 12000.00
(19) HO2 +OH⇋H2O+O2 2.890× 1013 0 −500.00
(20) H2O2 +H⇋HO2 +H2 6.050× 106 2 5200.00
(21) H2O2 +H⇋OH+H2O 2.410× 1013 0 3970.00
(22) H2O2 +O⇋OH+HO2 9.630× 106 2 3970.00
(23) H2O2 +OH⇋HO2 +H2O 2.000× 1012 0 427.00
(24) H2O2 +OH⇋HO2 +H2O 2.670× 1041 −7 37600.00
(25) HNO2 +M⇋NO+OH+M 5.000× 1017 −1 49646.90
(26) NO2 +M⇋NO+O+M 1.100× 1016 0 64962.00
(27) O+N2⇋N+NO 5.000× 1013 0 75344.20
(28) H+NO⇋N+OH 1.700× 1014 0 48654.00
(29) O+NO⇋N+O2 2.400× 1011 0.5 38128.80
(30) NO+OH⇋H+NO2 2.000× 1011 0.5 30781.10
(31) NO+O2⇋O+NO2 1.000× 1012 0 45278.00
(32) NO2 +H2⇋H+HNO2 2.400× 1013 0 28795.20
(33) NO2 +OH⇋NO+HO2 1.000× 1011 0.5 11915.30
(34) NO+OH+M⇋HNO2 +M 8.000× 1015 0 −1985.88
(35) NO+O+M⇋NO2 +M 1.100× 1015 0 −1868.71
(36) N+NO⇋O+N2 1.100× 1013 0 0.00
(37) N+OH⇋H+NO 4.500× 1013 0 0.00
(38) N+O2⇋O+NO 1.000× 1012 0.5 6195.93
(39) H+NO2⇋NO+OH 3.500× 1014 0 1469.55
(40) O+NO2⇋NO+O2 1.000× 1013 0 599.74
(41) H+HNO2⇋NO2 +H2 5.000× 1011 0.5 2978.81
(42) NO+HO2⇋NO2 +OH 3.000× 1012 0.5 2383.05
a Units are in seconds, moles, cm3, calories, and K.
b Third-body efficiencies for reactions involving a third body collision partnerM are as follows:
Reaction (5): 0.0 for H2, 0.0 for H2O, and 1.0 for all other species
Reaction (8): 2.0 for H2, 6.3 for H2O, and 1.0 for all other species
Reaction (9): 2.0 for H2, 12.0 for H2O, and 1.0 for all other species
Reaction (10): 2.4 for H2, 15.4 for H2O, and 1.0 for all other species
Reaction (11): 0.85 for O2, 11.89 for H2O, and 1.0 for all other species
Reaction (13): 2.0 for H2, 6.0 for H2O, and 1.0 for all other species
c Forward and backward reaction rates for the nitrogen subscheme are provided by Evans-
Schexnayder [57].
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a.3 turbulence model constants
Table A.7 – Turbulence model constants.
Constant Value
σ 2/3
κ 0.41
cb1 0.1355
cb2 0.6220
cw1
cb1
κ2
+
1+cb2
σ
cw2 0.3
cw3 2
cv1 7.1
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FINAL SCRAMJET NOZZLE RESERVOIR CONDITION
B
For the experimental test campaign performed by McGuire [139] the nozzle reservoir
conditions were determined by solving the Euler equations with real gas effects1 for
a reflected shock problem using ESTC [141]. Providing initial shock tube conditions
(pressure p1, temperature T1 and measured shock speed us1) and the final stagnation
pressure pstag (measured with the stagnation pressure transducer during the test time)
allows us to generate stagnation conditions. ESTC assumes that the initial shock reflects
perfectly, without losses from the back of the shock tube, generating stagnated flow.
The subsequent isentropic expansion of the stagnated flow through the nozzle causes
the stagnation pressure, temperature and density to drop until the stagnation pressure
matches the one measured during the test time. Brieschenk [24] analyses and discusses
these procedures and proposes a different approach for the calculation of stagnation
conditions. Assuming a constant shock speed and a perfect shock reflection process
constitutes the biggest idealization of the shock tube processes in the original approach.
Therefore, Brieschenk [24] proposes to iteratively alter the shock speed until the post
shock reflection pressure p5 matches the pressure peak measured by the stagnation
pressure transducer and then isentropically expanding the stagnated flow to the stag-
nation pressure pstag measured during the test time. A short summary of the shock
tube/nozzle reservoir conditions is provided in table B.1. More details regarding the
modified approach are given by Brieschenk [24]. Furthermore, more recently Lorrain
[133] compiled more evidence supporting the modified approach. He shows that the
iteratively generated shock speed agrees well with the decaying extrapolated shock speed,
which is based on upstream shock speeds measurements.
Table B.1 – Shock tube/nozzle reservoir conditions calculated by using the original
approach, based on idealized reflected shock equations, and a modified approach
proposed by Brieschenk [24]
Stagnation conditions original modified
p0 [MPa] 0.0965a 0.0965 a
T1 [K] 293
a 293 a
us1
[
m
s
]
2049.5 a 1845.0
p5 [kPa] 30.74 23.92 a
T5 [K] 3618.0 3133.7
pstag [kPa] 17.91 a 17.91 a
Tstag [K] 3287.4 2967.0
a Directly measured properties by McGuire [139].
1 The test gas is assumed to be in thermal and chemical equilibrium.
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GRID CONVERGENCE
C
To ensure independence of the numerical results from the grid, a mesh sensitivity study
is undertaken. As a measure of independence, the grid convergence index (GCI) [186]
is used and cross sectional line plots of flow variables are shown for most meshes.
Sections C.1, C.2 and C.3 discuss the grid convergence for all nozzle, injector and scramjet
simulations used in this thesis, respectively.
c.1 nozzle
For the nozzle meshes investigated here, the order of convergence is determined by
using the boundary layer height at the nozzle exit and by using the location of one of
the weak shock waves at the nozzle exit. It has been found that these measures have a
robust dependence on the grid resolution. Due to the strong non-linear nature of the
simulation using other point or integrated measures, e.g. average nozzle exit temperature,
can result in physically meaningless values for the order of convergence. However, the
overall GCI is calculated using the average GCI between the medium and fine mesh of
each employed measure; the boundary layer height at the nozzle exit, the location of one
of the weak shock waves at the nozzle exit and the temperature T , the density ρ and the
nitric oxide mass fraction YNO. It should be noted that a safety factor of 1.25 is used for
the the GCI calculation. Furthermore, to adequately resolve the boundary layer at the
isothermal wall the grid is clustered towards the wall where the cell growth rate does not
exceed a factor of 1.25. The height of the first wall adjacent cell along the nozzle walls is
adjusted accordingly to achieve a y+ < 1 and thus to ensure that the boundary layer is
resolved accurately.
c.1.1 Nozzle-1
The total number of grid points in the axial and radial directions are 1,070 and 129,
respectively, which results in an axisymmetric mesh with a total of 150,501 grid points,
displayed with a reduced number of grid points in Figure C.1. This mesh will be referred
to as the medium mesh. To create the coarse and the fine mesh the total number of grid
points in each direction is multiplied by 1/r or r, with r = 2 being the grid refinement
ratio. This leads to a coarse and a fine mesh with 37,202 and 606,255 grid points, respec-
tively. The height of the first wall adjacent cell in the throat and at the nozzle exit is 17nm
and 5µm, respectively.
All simulations have been performed with the nozzle reservoir condition B (see table
4.1). The calculated average order of convergence is 1.75, resulting in an average GCI
of 0.67%, which indicates a grid converged solution. The temperature profiles at the
nozzle exit, shown in Figure C.2, support this argument. Note that the medium and fine
temperature curves are almost identical except near the nozzle centerline, y ≈ 0. Due
to the different smearing of compression waves on different grids, small differences are
noticeable. For that reason, the fine grid is used for further calculations to better resolve
flow changes at the nozzle centerline.
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Figure C.1 – Nozzle-1 mesh reduced by a factor of 2 in each direction for clearer visual-
ization (number of cells: 37,202).
Figure C.2 – Translational-rotational temperature distribution over the nozzle exit at
x =752.4mm for the coarse, medium and fine Nozzle-1 grid.
c.1.2 Nozzle-2
The total number of grid points in the axial and radial directions are 2,650 and 250,
respectively, which results in an axisymmetric mesh with a total of 698,622 grid points,
displayed with a reduced number of grid points in Figure C.3. This mesh will be referred
to as the medium mesh. To create the coarse and the fine mesh the total number of grid
points in each direction is multiplied by 1/r or r, with r = 2 being the grid refinement
ratio. This leads to a coarse and a fine mesh with 175,617 and 2,811,728 grid points,
respectively. The height of the first wall adjacent cell in the throat and at the nozzle exit
is 9nm and 3µm, respectively.
All simulations have been performed with the nozzle reservoir condition B (see table
4.1). The calculated average order of convergence is 1.28, resulting in an average GCI of
0.81%, which indicates a grid converged solution. The temperature profiles at the nozzle
exit, shown in Figure C.4, support this argument.
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Figure C.3 – Nozzle-2 mesh reduced by a factor of 4 in each direction for clearer visual-
ization (number of cells: 42527).
Figure C.4 – Translational-rotational temperature distribution over the nozzle exit at
x =752.4mm for the coarse, medium and fine Nozzle-2 grid.
c.1.3 Nozzle-V
The total number of grid points in the axial and radial directions are 2,834 and 150,
respectively, which results in an axisymmetric mesh with a total of 432,586 grid points,
displayed with a reduced number of grid points in Figure C.5. This mesh will be referred
to as the medium mesh. To create the coarse and the fine mesh the total number of grid
points in each direction is multiplied by 1/r or r, with r = 2 being the grid refinement
ratio. This leads to a coarse and a fine mesh with 107,171 and 1,733,681 grid points,
respectively. The height of the first wall adjacent cell in the throat and at the nozzle exit
is 16nm and 10µm, respectively.
Figure C.5 – Nozzle-V mesh reduced by a factor of 4 in each direction for clearer visual-
ization (number of cells: 26,677).
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All simulations have been performed with the nozzle reservoir condition specified in
table 5.1a. The calculated average order of convergence is 1.25, resulting in an average
GCI of 0.94%, which indicates a grid converged solution. The temperature profiles at the
nozzle exit, shown in Figure C.6, support this argument.
Figure C.6 – Translational-rotational temperature distribution over the nozzle exit at
x =725.8mm for the coarse, medium and fine Nozzle-V grid.
Figure C.7 – Sideview of mesh used for the validation experiment reduced by a factor of
3 in each direction for clearer visualization (number of cells: 626,328).
c.2 validation experiment
Commercial grid generators, Pointwise [1] and GridPro [2], are used to discretize the com-
putational domain with a structured mesh, which is displayed with reduced resolution in
Figure C.7. The cells are clustered towards the walls to resolve the developing boundary
layer accurately, where the first wall adjacent cell is approximately 0.1µm high, to achieve
a y+ < 1. For this analysis results from RANS simulations are used, since generating
statistically average WMLES data for a fine mesh exceeds the available computational
resources. For this grid sensitivity study, the 5-species air model with hydrogen as an
inert gas is used. Furthermore, for RANS simulations the model symmetry plane can
be utilized to reduce the domain size by half, which is not possible for WMLES. Hence,
three RANS meshes are investigated, a fine, medium and coarse mesh with 57,825,967,
14,530,514 and 3,620,908 cells, respectively. The medium mesh represents the mesh that
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is used for all numerical simulations. Thus, the resolution for the fine and coarse mesh
is altered by a grid refinement factor of r = 1.59. To calculate the order of convergence
p = 1.56 the leading edge shock location, the separation location, the bow shock location,
the fuel plume location, the temperatures and pressures in the symmetry plane of the jet
interaction region are used. The same measures are employed to calculate the GCI, which
on average is below 1.6%. Figure C.8 shows the temperature distribution, extracted along
a vertical cut 40mm downstream of the injector port through its symmetry plane, for the
three different mesh resolutions. The solutions of all three meshes agrees well with each
other except for the region between 0.015m 6 y 6 0.03m. The temperature peaks and
troughs are smeared out for decreased mesh resolutions, which causes the GCI between
the medium and fine grid to increase to roughly 5%. This inaccuracy can be removed by
using adaptive meshes, which would pose an additional numerical challenge. Therefore,
the minor inaccuracies of the peak temperatures have to be tolerated. Furthermore, as
indicated by the overall GCI, most regions of the solution can be regarded as mesh
independent.
Figure C.8 – Temperature distributions along a vertical cut through the symmetry plane of
the jet interaction region at 0.04m for the coarse, medium and fine grid.
c.3 scramjet
This section investigates the grid convergens of the two-dimensional scramjet and the
final three-dimensional scramjet domain.
c.3.1 2D-Scramjet
The scramjet model is meshed with a structured two-dimensional grid. The medium mesh
has 3,606 horizontal and 148 vertical grid points, giving a total of 679,786, displayed
representatively in Figure C.9. Again, the gird cells are clustered towards the wall with a
maximum growth rate of 1.25, where the height of the first wall adjacent cell is 1µm in
the combustor to achieve a y+ < 1. Additionally, the grid is horizontally clustered at the
leading edge of the inlet ramp and the cowl.
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Figure C.9 – 2D-Scramjet mesh reduced by a factor of 4 in each direction for clearer
visualization (number of cells: 43,343).
For all simulations the nozzle outflow produced with reservoir condition B is used for
the scramjet inflow. To create the coarse and the fine mesh the total number of grid points
in each direction is multiplied by 1/r or r, with r = 2 being the grid refinement ratio.
This results in a total of 2,733,964 and 172,291 grid points for the fine and coarse meshes,
respectively. The maximum global GCI between the fine and medium mesh, which was
computed with a refinement ratio of r = 2 and a computed order of convergence of
p = 1.91, is 0.07%. Point measurements of temperature T , density ρ, nitric oxide mass
fraction YNO and streamwise velocity u at the combustor exit center line (y = 35mm)
have been used for the calculation. It should be noted that due to the alignment of the
mesh at the inlet ramp with the leading edge shock angle, a very good shock resolution
can be achieved. Figure C.10 displays the temperature distribution along a horizontal line
at y = 35mm through the scramjet. The curves produced for the fine and medium mesh
agree well with each other. For this reason, the medium grid is well suited for further
numerical simulations.
Figure C.10 – Translational-rotational temperature distribution along a cut through the
middle of the combustor at y = 35mm for the coarse, medium and fine 2D-Scramjet
grid.
c.3.2 3D-Scramjet
The discretization of the 3D-scramjet domain is thoroughly described in Section 4.3.3.
The mesh used for the final scramjet simulation has a total of 31,262,416 cells. The flow
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structures evolving in the domain are complex and induce large gradients within the
flow field. Commonly, as for the other domains, three different meshes, a fine, a medium
and a coarse mesh, are used to determine firstly the order of convergence and secondly
the GCI of the mesh. For this simulation it is, however, not possible to produce a stable
solution using the coarse mesh. Therefore, the order of convergence calculated for the
validation case, see Section C.2, is used here. This assumption is reasonable, since flow
features are similar and the same numerical method is employed. The fine mesh used for
the grid convergence study has a total of 132,422,001 cells, which results in a refinement
ratio r of 1.618. It should be noted that the fine mesh, for which grid densities are similar
to the 3D-one-Injector and 3D-double-injector mesh, was originally intended for the final
scramjet simulation. However, due to numerical resource restrictions and computational
infrastructure issues, the reduced, medium, mesh is used for the final analysis.
Figure C.11 shows the wall pressure distribution along the lower combustor wall for
the medium and fine mesh using RANS. The pressure distribution within the inlet
matches perfectly for both meshes. The separation size at the combustor entrance is
slightly over-pedicted by the medium mesh, however, the pressure distribution further
downstream shows still a great match between the meshes. Not until approximately
x =0.27m a divergence between the distributions is noticeable. Nevertheless, merely a
small shift in shock structure and a difference in peak pressures is observable. The overall
trend is captured well and shows a good match between both meshes.
Figure C.11 – Pressure distribution along the symmetry line of the lower combustor wall.
When calculating the GCI the usage of point measurements within the flow field
is avoided since it can lead to arbitrary results due to the strong non-linear coupling
of flow structures and combustion phenomena. Therefore, the mixing, combustion,
reaction efficiency and average temperatures, pressures at the combustor exit are used.
Additionally, the average location of combustion onset is used as well. With these
measures the average GCI is 4.5%. This value is noticeably larger than for the other
meshes used in this thesis. The large size of the domain in combination with resource
limitations made it impossible to increase the mesh resolution any further. Since, all
physical phenomena and trends are captured, albeit with small inaccuracies, and since
this simulation is not intended for quantitative comparison with experimental data, it
can be considered as sufficiently mesh converged.
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RESOLUTION OF UNSTREADY FLOW FEATURES
D
To ensure that unsteady flow features as well as turbulent structures are appropriately
resolved, several resolution criteria are employed for this analysis. Section 5.3 describes
and analyzes these criteria, which forms the basis for the analysis performed here. The
unsteady flow structure distribution, the resolved turbulence kinetic energy criterion and
the minimum resolved shear stress criterion are used.
Four different WMLES are presented in this thesis, where unsteady resolution criteria
for the validation experiment have already been discussed in detail in Section 5.3. The
resolution of the remaining simulations, the 3D-one-Injector, the 3D-double-Injector and
the final Scramjet, are analyzed here.
d.1 3d-one-injector
The instantaneous hydrogen distribution, shown in Figure D.1, visualizes the breakdown
of the hydrogen jet. Near the injector orifice unsteady effects are clearly visible, which
cause strong instabilities in the upper hydrogen shear layer. The hydrogen shedding
events are not as strong as for the validation simulation, since the injector angle is reduced
from 81◦ to 45◦. Nevertheless, the jet column breaks down just downstream of the barrel
shock and strong mixing occurs. As for the validation case, hydrogen is entrained into
the separation zone. Furthermore, the shock wave boundary layer interaction on the
cowl causes the flow to separate. From this separation, turbulent structures originate
as indicated by the shadow graph contours. The bow shock waves show no unsteady
behavior, however, further downstream in the combustor shock unsteadiness can be
observed.
Figure D.1 – Instantaneous hydrogen distribution in the injector symmetry plane with
shadow graph contours in the background.
Figure D.2 indicates that relevant unsteady flow structures are spatially well resolved.
In the hydrogen mixing region, just downstream of the injector port, more than 85% of
the turbulence kinetic energy is resolved. Unsteady effects within the separation zone at
the expansion corner of the combustor entrance are properly resolved as well. Moving
further downstream into the combustor, more than 90% of the turbulence kinetic energy
is resolved. As for the validation simulation, the separation zone upstream of injection
shows largely under-resolved regions, since no fluctuations are present in the upstream
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boundary layer. This phenomenon is described in detail in section 5.3.1. Furthermore,
the turbulent boundary layer developing on the cowl is under-resolved. However, these
inaccuracies are acceptable, since the region of interest for this simulation does not
interact with the boundary layer on the upper combustor wall.
Figure D.2 – Turbulent kinetic energy resolution criterion with shadow graph
contours in the background for the injector symmetry plane.
The minimum shear stress resolution criterion, shown in Figure D.3, indicates similar
resolution effects. The mixing region, the large separation zone and the combustor region
are well resolved. The separation zone upstream of the injector is again indicated to be
under-resolved, since appropriate inflow fluctuations have been neglected, as described
in Section 5.3.1. The cowl boundary layer is shown to be under-resolved. This resolution
criterion indicates that the freestream is under-resolved as well, which is merely a
numerical artifact and can be neglected.
Figure D.3 – Minimum shear stress resolution criterion for the injector symmetry plane.
d.2 3d-double-injector
The resolution criteria of the 3D-double-Injector are theoretically identical to the ones of
the 3D-one-Injector simulation. However, since the physical interaction between the two
hydrogen jets is now simulated the resolution investigation is repeated swiftly. Figure
D.4 shows the instantaneous hydrogen distribution for one of the injector symmetry
planes and for the domain symmetry plane, which is located in-between injectors. The
breakdown characteristics of the hydrogen jet have not changed and unsteady effects
in the domain symmetry plane are clearly visible. However, in the domain symmetry
plane the separation size on the cowl is marginal and thus a negligible amount amount
of turbulent structures are observable.
The resolution criteria in the domain symmetry plane indicate as well similar levels of
accuracy. More than 85% of the turbulence kinetic energy are resolved in the jet mixing
zones and further downstream even more than 90% are resolved, as shown in Figure
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Figure D.4 – Instantaneous hydrogen distribution in the domain symmetry plane (a) and
the injector symmetry (b) with shadow graph contours in the background.
D.5. The region near the cowl and upper combustor wall surface is under-resolved in the
domain symmetry plane as well. The minimum shear stress resolution criterion shown
in Figure D.6 supports the drawn conclusions.
Figure D.5 – Turbulent kinetic energy resolution criterion with shadow graph contours
in the background for the domain symmetry plane (a) and the injector symmetry (b).
d.3 3d-scramjet
To assess the solution quality with regard to unsteady and turbulent flow structures for
the final scramjet simulation, the instantaneous hydrogen distribution is visualized in
Figure D.7 for two planes, whose normals align with the spanwise axis. The jet break-
down in Figure D.7a is too smooth in comparison with the previous cases, indicating a
slight under-resolution of the instabilities originating from the initial jet shear layers. This
is not unexpected considering the reduced mesh density for this domain. Nevertheless,
downstream of the injector port physical mixing structures are visible and as soon as the
hydrogen jet enters the combustor a physical breakdown of the fuel plume occurs. In
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Figure D.6 – Minimum shear stress resolution criterion for the domain symmetry plane
(a) and the injector symmetry (b).
Figure D.7 – Instantaneous hydrogen distribution in the injector symmetry plane at
z =5mm (a) and an off symmetry plane at z =25mm (b) with shadow graph contours
in the background.
both planes, the hydrogen distribution within the combustor exhibits large and small
scale structures, which implies that unsteady flow structures are well resolved.
With regard to the under-resolution of the unsteady flow structures in the inlet of this
domain, the inlet part of the fine mesh is used to simulate the injection process with
WMLES. This approach requires less computational resources since, firstly, only the
inlet is simulated and secondly, no statistically averaged solution is required. Figure D.8
presents the hydrogen distribution in one of the injector symmetry planes. It is obvious
that the jet breakdown process is stronger in this case. Isolated, irregular shedding
evens on the top shear layer are visible, which do not occur for the final scramjet
mesh. Interestingly, the mixing region downstream of the injector appears to show
similar structures as the under-resolved mesh, which indicates that merely the hydrogen
shedding of the upper shear layer is noticeably under-resolved.
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Figure D.8 – Instantaneous hydrogen distribution in the injector symmetry plane at
z =5mm with shadow graph contours in the background, using WMLES on the fine
inlet mesh.
Figure D.9 shows the turbulence kinetic energy resolution criterion for each plane,
which allows us to assess how severely unsteady flow structures are under-resolved. As
expected, in the mixing region downstream of the injector only 75% of the turbulence
kinetic energy is resolved. The separation zone at the entrance of the combustor resolves
the required 80%. However, further downstream approximately 90% of the turbulence
kinetic energy is resolved. Similar to the 3D-one-Injector simulation, the turbulent bound-
ary layer developing on the cowl is initially under-resolved, but the resolved fraction
increases with streamwise distance. The separation zone upstream of the injector exhibits
the same behavior as for the 3D-one-Injector simulation. No additional insights can be
gained from the off symmetry plane. The same regions as for the injector symmetry plane
are under-resolved. Overall, the flow structures within the combustor are well resolved.
Figure D.9 – Turbulent kinetic energy resolution criterion with shadow graph contours
in the background for a injector symmetry plane at z =5mm (a) and an off symmetry
plane at z =25mm (b).
Figure D.10 visualizes the minimum resolved shear stress criterion, which shows
similar trends with regard to resolved unsteady flow features. It indicates that the injector
mixing region is better resolved than predicted by the turbulence kinetic energy criterion.
But in essence, the same conclusions can be drawn. The combustor is well resolved,
whereas the cowl boundary layer, the injector mixing region, and the separation regions
upstream of the injector and at the combustor entrance are slightly under-resolved.
Resolving 75% of the turbulence kinetic energy in the inlet, however, should ensure
that there is adequate resolved content to initiate a realistic turbulent mixing field in
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the well-resolved combustor, which is of primary interest for the combustion studies
conducted in this thesis.
Figure D.10 – Minimum shear stress resolution criterion for a injector symmetry plane at
z =5mm (a) and an off symmetry plane at z =25mm (b).
To conclude this investigation, Figure D.11 shows the distribution of resolution criteria
for several cross slices distributed throughout the engine. Displaying the cross slices
ensures that all spanwise regions are investigated as well, hence no under-resolved
regions are neglected. From the visualizations shown in Figure D.11 the same conclusions
as formed using the spanwise planes can be drawn. Interestingly, the four corner regions
of the scramjet domain show a lower resolution then the remainder of the flow field.
Nevertheless, more than 85% of the turbulence kinetic energy are resolved. In conclusion,
the scramjet flow field is well resolved for large parts of the domain. In the inlet under-
resolved regions are present, which affect the mixing process and cause inaccuracies, yet
the majority of unsteady features is resolved, as indicated by the resolution criteria and
the instantaneous distribution.
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Figure D.11 – Cross slices, whose normals align with the streamwise axis x, through
the 3D-scramjet domain that are located at streamwise positions x = 0.15m, 0.21m,
0.27m, 0.33m, 0.39m and 0.45m. Shown are distributions of the turbulence kinetic
energy criterion Rνk , instantaneous hydrogen mole fraction χH2 and the minimum
shear stress criterion Rminτ .
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PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTION OF SCRAMJET CHOKING
E
In this chapter a brief description of the choking process, when using experimental
fueling rates, in the 3D-scramjet is provided, which is intended for purely informative
purposes. A detailed investigation of the choking process is beyond the scope of the thesis.
During the first 3D-scramjet simulation with experimental hydrogen fueling levels
(m˙H2 = 11.57 g/s) using steady state RANS, convergence issues and numerical insta-
bilities occurred. After initial analyses it was found that the flow through the scramjet
combustor is choked, which explains the convergence issues of the simulation. Changing
the finite rate chemistry model and the initialization process did not produce different
results. After further analysis it was concluded that the choking process is caused by
physical flow features, which, however, are not conclusively detectable in the available
experimental data.
No WMLES is attempted for this particular scramjet fueling rate, as no steady state
solution could be generated using RANS, thus reducing the chances of reaching steady
supersonic combustion with WMLES. Hence, for subsequent simulations reduced fueling
rates are used, as described in Section 4.6.2. For purely informative purposes an unsteady
RANS simulation of the choking process is performed as well, which uses the coarse
scramjet mesh, as the available computational resources are limited. It is intended to
provide some insight into the choking process, which, however, is most likely enhanced
due to increased numerical diffusion. Nevertheless, a preliminary temporal development
of characteristic flow features can be extracted. A simulation time step of 50ns is used
for this simulation.
Figure E.1 shows the temporal development of the hydrogen mole fraction on the
inner jet symmetry plane. Here, for the initial state of the simulation, 1/10 of the actual
hydrogen massflow rate is injected until a steady state is reached. At t = 0µs the hydro-
gen mass flow rate is increased to m˙H2 = 11.57 g/s. In the background, shadowgraph
contours are displayed to visualize shock structures. As time progresses larger amounts
of hydrogen are swept downstream, until at approximately t = 250µs the elevated
hydrogen mass flux has reached the combustor exit. From t = 250µs onwards, larger
time intervals are displayed in Figures E.1 - E.3, as the choking process stretches over
several flow through times. At t = 750µs additional flow features that correlate with
the choking process become noticeable. The hydrogen mole fraction distribution does,
however, not provide further details regarding the governing flow physics.
The pressure contours, shown in Figure E.2, provide more insight. As mentioned before,
between t = 0µs and t = 250µs the flow field adjusts to the increased hydrogen fueling
levels. The initial shock structures show strong resemblance with the un-fueled case,
which implies that the heat release with 1/10 of the hydrogen massflow rate is marginal.
However, as more hydrogen is injected, shock structures begin to steepen and move closer
together. To provide some temporal measure, the shock reflection of the cowl shock from
the lower combustor wall reaches a steady state after approximately t = 90µs. Its reflec-
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tion off the upper combustor wall reaches steady state at approximately t = 200µs. These
shock structures remain stationary until at approximately t = 725µs, an un-start shock-
wave forms. Before further discussing this effect, the focus should be placed on Figure E.3.
In Figure E.3 the temporal development of the water mole fractions is visualized. It
clearly shows the flame development at the combustor entrance as mentioned in Section
4.6.2. With increasing hydrogen mass flow rate the bow shock becomes stronger and
hydrogen penetrates further into the flow, which ultimately leads to a stronger cowl
shock fuel plume interaction. In Figure E.3 at t = 100µs the development of a diffusion
flame is displayed, which is owed to the strong fuel plume shock interaction. As a result,
the flow ignites with the second shock impingement at the lower combustor wall, where
water mole fractions span across 80% of the combustor height at this particular spanwise
location (z = 5mm). Thus, rapid heat release occurs downstream of the second shock
impingement, which is too severe for this combustor configuration that the flow begins
to choke.
Interestingly, the choking process does not start at the second shock impingement.
The reaction delay time retards the combustion process which shifts the point of peak
heat release further downstream. Naturally occurring flow shock structures that bounce
through the combustor begin to steepen. Eventually, upstream traveling compression
waves start to form. As these waves travel upstream they begin to merge with each other,
which further accelerates their wave speed. This behavior is typical for the formation
process of detonation waves [135]. Tracking one distinct compression wave shows an
increase in velocity from 24.4m/s to 38m/s over a distance of 20mm. As the pack of
compression waves reaches the second shock impingement location (t = 725µs), the
shock reflection starts to move upstream as well, as shown in Figure E.2. Interestingly,
the velocity of the newly formed, upstream traveling shock front decreases from 37.6m/s
to 17.6m/s over a distance of 15mm. As the shock front reaches the separation zone at
t = 900µs information is instantaneously transported upstream in front of the separa-
tion zone, where a new shockwave forms, as shown in Figure E.2 at t = 1000µs. This
shockwaves travels upstream as well, where its velocity again decelerates from 31.2m/s
to 13.6m/s over a distance of 10mm. Nevertheless, as this shockwaves interacts with
the fuel injectors the entire flow process changes, as shown by Figures E.1 - E.3, where
flow is spilled over the cowl. Between t = 1250µs and 1500µs the injector bow shock
oscillates, but the flow remains choked.
It is hypothesized that the presence of the flame front at the combustor entrance,
not present for simulation with reduced hydrogen fueling levels, is the cause for the
rapid heat release downstream of the second shock impingement. As mentioned before,
this numerical analysis provides merely preliminary insights into the scramjet choking
processes. Higher fidelity simulations have to be performed to provide conclusive and
reliable results. Nevertheless, the displayed results provide a preliminary explanation for
the encountered effects. Furthermore, the wave velocities associated with the choking
process are comparable to the un-start shock speeds encountered during the HyShot II
campaign [125].
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Figure E.1 – Temporal flow field development at the inner jet symmetry plane, using
hydrogen mole fractions. Shadowgraph contours are shown in the background.
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E Preliminary Description of Scramjet Choking
Figure E.2 – Temporal flow field development at the inner jet symmetry plane, using
pressure contours.
252
Figure E.3 – Temporal flow field development at the inner jet symmetry plane, using
water mole fractions. Shadowgraph contours are shown in the background.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES FOR THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
F
f.1 nozzle-2 transition location
Figure F.1 – Comparison of numerical and experimental pitot pressure distribution at the
nozzle exit (Nozzle-2) for several trip location with stagnation condition B.
f.2 scramjet wall pressure distribution
Figure F.2 – Comparison of experimental wall pressure measurements with numerical
RANS and WMLES results for condition B* with hydrogen injection (m˙H2 = 4.48 g/s)
into air.
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F Supplementary Figures for the Numerical Analysis
f.3 nozzle-v transition location
Figure F.3 – Comparison of numerical and experimental pitot pressure distribution for
several trip location at pitot probe location of the scramjet model, 58mm downstream
of the nozzle exit (Nozzle-V).
f.4 instantaneous ignition and combustion features
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F Supplementary Figures for the Numerical Analysis
f.5 additional turbulent length scale visualizations
Figure F.7 – Time-averaged turbulent length scales for the injector symmetry plane at
z =5mm with shadowgraph contours in the backgound. Shown are the Kolmogorov
lenght scale η =
(
ν3/ǫ
)1/4, the grid filter width ∆, the Taylor length scale λ ≈
(10νk/ǫ)1/2 and the integral length scale l0 ≈ k3/2/ǫ.
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F.6 Streamtrace visualization
f.6 streamtrace visualization
Figure F.8 – Visualization of streamtraces through the three-dimensional engine for
condition B. The purple streamtrace originates at (x,y, z) = (0mm, 10mm, 15mm) and
the green stream trace originates from the center of the inner injector. The fuel plume
boundary is visualized with a yellow, transparent iso-surface of the stoichiometric
equivalence ratio. The scramjet side-wall has been removed and the scramjet symmetry
plane is colored with the divergence of velocity.
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COMPARISON OF VORTEX VISUALIZATION METHODS
G
In this chapter the performance of the Triple Decomposition Method (TDM) is demon-
strated for two hypersonic flow problems. Although this method has never been applied
to hypersonic flows it shows great potential as demonstrated by Kolárˇ et al. [112].
Commonly used double decomposition methods
∇~u = S +Ω (G.1)
decouple the strain-rate and vorticity tensor S and Ω, respectively, from each other
which can, however, not be used to distinguish between pure strain motion and a rigid-
body rotation [112]. Thus, when using double decomposition methods, strong curved
shockwaves that are generated by the hydrogen injection process in hypersonic crossflow
or separated regions introduce additional flow structures to the vortex visualization, thus
decreasing its quality and comprehensibility. Using the TDM allows to separate shear
effects and rotational motion using triple decomposition
∇~u = SRES +ΩRES +∇~uSH , (G.2)
where the subscripts RES and SH represent residual and shear components, respec-
tively. Hence, applying the λ2-criterion to the residual strain-rate and vorticity tensors
allows to visualize vortical structures without the interference of shear effects, which are
represented by the shear component of the velocity gradient tensor ~uSH. More details
regarding the mathematical derivation and the physical interpretation of the TDM can
be found in [110–112]. In this Chapter it is intended to show the effects of the TDM,
when applied to sonic hydrogen injection into hypersonic crossflow, while comparing
the results to commonly used double decomposition methods, λ2-criterion [100] and
∆-criterion [112].
Simulations of the validation experiment, see Chapter 5, and of the one-injector domain,
see Chapter 6, are used for comparison in Sections G.1 and G.2, respectively. The results
of the TDM used for the final scramjet simulation have already been shown in Section
7.5.3.
g.1 vortex visualization for the validation simulation
In this section the λ2-criterion, the ∆-criterion and the λ2-criterion in combination with the
TDM are applied to the simulation results of the validation experiment. Figures G.1 and
G.2 show vortex visualizations using the λ2-criterion and ∆-criterion, respectively. With
increasing absolute values for the isosurface level, used to visualize vortical structures,
fewer structures are visible and lumped shear structures disappear, which improves the
visualization as it becomes less cluttered. On the other hand, fewer vortical structures
can be seen, which limits the gained insight into flow physics.
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G Comparison of Vortex Visualization Methods
(a) Isosurface for ∆ = 5× 1033.
(b) Isosurface for ∆ = 2× 1032.
(c) Isosurface for ∆ = 5× 1030.
Figure G.1 – Vortex visualization using the ∆-criterion with different isosurface levels for
∆ for the simulation of the validation experiment.
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G.1 Vortex Visualization for the Validation Simulation
(a) Isosurface for λ2 = −2× 1011.
(b) Isosurface for λ2 = −7× 1010.
(c) Isosurface for λ2 = −2× 1010.
Figure G.2 – Vortex visualization using the λ2-criterion with different isosurface levels
for λ2 for the simulation of the validation experiment.
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G Comparison of Vortex Visualization Methods
For Figures G.1 and G.2, visualizations shown in subfigures (a) show small scale vorti-
cal structures where the influence of shear structures is drastically reduced. Subfigures (c)
visualize a larger amount of vortical structures, where flow features downstream of the
injectors are still clearly visible, while shear structures obstruct the visualization of small
structures. Subfigures (b) represent a compromise between the amount of visualized
vortical structures and the amount of shown shear structures. Using the ∆-criterion
introduces more shear features into the visualized flow field compared to the λ2-criterion.
In particular upstream of the injector large lump structures, induced by shear, obstruct
the view. With increasing absolute values of ∆ and λ2 the visualization becomes clearer,
but the amount of visible vortical structures reduces.
Figure G.3 – Vortex visualization using the λ2-criterion in combination with the TDM for
an isosurface level of λ2 = −4× 109 for the simulation of the validation experiment.
Figure G.3 shows the vortex visualization when the TDM is employed. Comparing
Figure G.3 to Figures G.1b and G.2b clearly show the superiority of the TDM over double
decomposition methods. Overall, more vortical structures are visible, while shear effects
are drastically reduced, which allows for a clear visualization of vortical structures of
different sizes.
g.2 vortex visualization for the one-injector simulation
As shown in the previous section, using the TDM gives a clear advantage over the
double decomposition methods. This is furthermore supported by Figure G.4, which
visualizes the vortical structures for the one-injector simulation. Around the injectors,
shear structures obstruct the view of vortical structures present in the injector separation
zone. Furthermore, evolving turbulent structures on the cowl are better resolved by
the TDM, compared to the double decomposition method, while maintaining a clear
visualization of the remaining vortical structures. Therefore, it is recommended to use
the TDM for vortex visualizations in hypersonic flows.
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G.2 Vortex Visualization for the One-Injector Simulation
(a) ∆-criterion for an isosurface level of ∆ = 1× 1033.
(b) λ2-criterion for an isosurface level of λ2 = −1× 1011.
(c) λ2-criterion in combination with the TDM for an isosurface level of λ2 = −1× 1010.
Figure G.4 – Vortex visualization using the ∆-criterion, λ2-criterion and λ2-criterion in
combination the TDM for the one-injector simulation.
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